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Beginning in the 1880s, many German speaking immigrants left the Austrian settlements in Bukovina for the United States. The Bukovina immigrants to the Ellis area in west central Kansas formed two distinct groups in Ellis. The Lutheran "Swabian" Germans, who speak a Palatine type of dialect, came from southwest Germany. The Catholic Bohemian Germans, which represent the focus of my research, found their way to America and Kansas via Bukovina from the Bohemian Forest, today situated in the Czech Republic.

The Catholic Bohemian Germans retained the native dialect for the first two generations following their arrival in Kansas. The pressure of assimilation into the American mainstream society and the subsequent decline of the German dialect grew with increasing anti-German animosity between the two World Wars.

This dissertation provides a written documentation of what is left of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis, Kansas, which, like other remaining German dialects in Kansas, faces its linguistic demise. The linguistic data for this study were gathered by tape recorded interviews with eleven informants. The main source for the recorded interview sessions were a series of forty Wenker sentences and a number of isolated vocabulary items used for the compilation of the Deutscher Wortatlas (the German word atlas). Recordings of free conversations and picture descriptions of rural scenes in the dialect also provided data for this project. In addition, anecdotes and jokes were obtained from some informants. The interview materials were presented in English with the informants answering in the native dialect.

The language of the Catholic Bohemian Germans has dialect features which are mainly associated with Central Bavarian, but it also shows characteristics of the Central-North Bavarian dialect transition zone.

In addition to the historical background of the Bukovina Germans, the phonology, morphology, and syntactic structure of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect are described in detail. Other linguistic issues dealt with are lexical forms, borrowing, the linguistic history and dialect geographical origin. Finally, implications on language death and the revival of heritage awareness of Bukovina Germans are discussed.
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People may change their residence from their land of origin to seek a home elsewhere. Rather than succumb to insurmountable difficulties such as economic hardship, political insecurity or religious persecution people may leave their homeland for new territory. In addition, scarcity of land caused by overpopulation and the customary rule of primogeniture may force family descendants to emigrate. In a new location these immigrants often settle together and form communities closely connected through language and customs. They create linguistic enclaves being removed from the cohesive speech habits in their original homeland.

Being isolated from the land of origin and no longer influenced by linguistic processes in its language, the language of the linguistic island may retain dialect features obsolete in the speech of the speakers in the homeland. Various groups of speakers originating in different dialect regions of the homeland many times settle together in a linguistic island, hence often leading to a mixing in the speech of the settlers. Their speech may be subject to interference by the dominant language in the newly settled location. By assimilating into the socio-economic and cultural system of the dominant speech community, people making up the speech island may not be able to resist the intrusion of the language of the surrounding speech community. They may lose their language loyalty and give way to the pressure of assimilation. Thus they do not retain the native dialect which faces its rapid demise and consequently suffers language death.

Linguistic research on language contact, language maintenance, and language death has received increasing interest in recent years as immigrant languages and dialects are in their last stages of decline. In the case of German dialects during the
period between the First and Second World Wars research of German settlements and German dialects in Kansas came to a stop due to extreme anti-German sentiments. J. Neale Carman's *Foreign Language Units of Kansas*, partially published in 1962, built the groundwork for the current projects of the Max Kade Center for German-American Studies under the supervision of Dr. William Keel to document, analyze, and preserve the remaining German dialects in Kansas.

Isolated from the linguistic developments in Germany, the Catholic Bohemian German settlers from German-speaking areas of Bohemia immigrated to Bukovina, then an Austrian province, at the end of the eighteenth and in the first half of the nineteenth century. These settlers were mainly working in glass and timber industries. After only a few decades and enduring severe economic hardship they chose to emigrate to the Americas beginning in the 1880s. Destinations included the United States, Canada, and Brazil. In time the descendants of these immigrants to the New World assimilated into the mainstream culture of each of these countries, gradually giving way to the dominant English-speaking or Portuguese-speaking culture respectively.

This dissertation provides a written documentation of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect spoken in Ellis, Kansas, before it is dies out. Based on interviews with dialect speakers, a local grammar is established for the dialect. Thus it can be preserved as a part of the rich German-American heritage, as well as an important aspect of the Catholic Bohemian German culture in Kansas for future generations.
Chapter 1

The Bukovina German Dialects of Ellis, Kansas: An Overview

Beginning in the 1880s a number of German-speaking immigrants from the Austrian settlements in Bukovina, on the eastern slopes of the Carpathian mountains, began settling in west central Kansas. There they found a refuge from the population growth and resulting economic hardships facing them in Bukovina. They settled in the counties of Ellis, Trego, and Rooks, with the town of Ellis as the center. The immigrants to west central Kansas have traditionally called themselves "Swabian" or Bohemian Germans, although they were commonly referred to as Austrians. They came from Bukovina, but did not originate there. The Lutheran "Swabians" came from southwest Germany, whereas the Catholic Bohemian Germans came from western Bohemia. The Lutheran "Swabians" settled north of the city of Ellis, whereas the Catholic Bohemian Germans built their homesteads south of Ellis.

Linguistically we have to differentiate two groups of Bukovina Germans: the Lutheran "Swabians," who speak a Palatine type of dialect from southwest Germany, and the Catholic Bohemian Germans, whose dialect derives from the area of the Bohemian Forest in the western part of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire. This dialect mainly shows features of Central Bavarian with some North Bavarian characteristics.

Although numerous works deal with the political and ethnic history of both peoples there has never been any research on the Catholic Bohemian German dialect in Ellis County, Kansas. Prior linguistic research in general, involving the Lutheran "Swabians," as well as the Catholic Bohemian Germans appears limited to a 1933
study by Franz Lang, a linguist who studied Bukovina dialects, in his article "Bukowina: IV. Werden und Wesen des deutschen Volkstums." This article published by O. Petersen et al. in the *Handwörterbuch des Grenz- und Auslandsdeutschums* discusses both dialects generally, as well as the Zipser German dialect, whereby the distinctive linguistic elements of all three dialects are based to a large degree on his own findings.
Map 1

German settlements in Bukovina prior to 1940.

In 1876, the German dialectologist Georg Wenker developed forty test sentences that remain a valuable research tool for German dialect research. These sentences consist of words that have the most useful phonological and morphological features for the differentiation of German dialects. They were a part of an interview questionnaire that was sent to schoolteachers throughout Germany, asking them to render the written sentences into the dialect spoken in the area where they taught. Wenker used the information as the basis for his "Deutscher Sprachatlas," which is a collection of data on the German dialects at the University of Marburg, Germany. The *Deutscher Sprachatlas (DSA)* served as a basis for a series of published and unpublished dialect area maps of German dialect usage.

Wenker's test sentences were used as a part of Bronislaus Irion's interview technique for his dialect research on the "Swabian" colonies in Bukovina. Irion's dissertation, prompted by Franz Lang and written in 1938, is entitled "Die Mundart der deutschen Sprachinsel Illischestie und Umgebung: Ein Beitrag zur Erforschung der westmitteldeutschen Mundarten in der Bukowina." It provides a linguistic description of the dialect, as spoken in Illischestie and in its surrounding area. A related article about the dialect in the "Swabian" colonies in Bukovina concentrates only on the phonological description of the eight different "Swabian" colonies there. Published by Irion in 1940, it is entitled *Die Mundart der sogenannten Schwabensiedlungen in der Bukowina. Erster Teil: Lautlehre*, and includes all of the forty Wenker sentences and their renditions.

Rudolf Schwartz's dialect research concentrated on Illischestie, the same "Swabian" colony studied by Irion, and resulted in a book in 1939 under the title *Die pfälzische Mundart der Deutschen in Illischestie: Ein Beitrag zur deutschen Sprachinsel*.
forschung. He analyzes the phonology of this Palatine dialect in its historical development from Middle High German (MHG) and its morphology as well.

However, there is apparently no linguistic work dealing with the analysis of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect in the various colonies in Bukovina. As stated above, since the Catholic Bohemian German dialect shows mainly Central Bavarian features, it deems necessary to mention the important contribution to the study of Bavarian dialects by the Bavarian Andreas Schmeller. His work Bayerisches Wörterbuch, published in 1827, is viewed as the first scientific lexicographic work on German dialects and serves as an important reference in this dissertation.¹

Some one hundred years later, the affiliation of the Catholic Bohemian German dialects with Bavarian dialects was noted by Rudolf Kubitschek in his book on Die Mundarten des Böhmerwaldes (1927). This author was the first one to establish that the dialects of the Bohemian Forest are Bavarian dialects. He states: "Die Mundarten des Böhmerwaldes, ..., gehören dem bairischen Dialekte an" (Kubitschek, 1927, 5). He gives a very detailed phonological description of these dialects. Kubitschek's work appears to be the only publication that provides reference to the linguistic settlement history of the Catholic Bohemian Germans.² The significance of this work can be seen by the fact that Franz Lang draws from Kubitschek's research on the Catholic German dialect in his article mentioned above. The resettlement of all Bukovina Germans to Nazi Germany in 1940 during the Second World War brought not only an end to the Lutheran "Swabian" speech islands, but to the Catholic Bohemian German

¹ See Bach (1969, 16-18) for a detailed analysis of Schmeller's contribution to German dialect research.
² Kubitschek (1927) studies the individual dialects of that region of the Bohemian Forest from a linguistic perspective and differentiates three major geo-political dialect areas, the lower, central, and upper Bohemian Forest. The author bases his dialect distinctions by comparing the different vowels to Middle High German vowels, and the consonants to those of Germanic. He also enumerates frequently used words that differ in various parts of the Bohemian Forest. He adds a detailed map showing the various lines and isoglosses that divide each area from the other. The border area between the upper and the central Bohemian Forest also separates northern Bavarian from central Bavarian. This area is most likely the region from which the Catholic German Bohemians originated.
speech islands as well (see Map 1). Nowadays the descendants are spread throughout
Germany and Austria, with only a few architectural markers remaining of their nearly
160 years in Bukovina.

After World War II there have only been a handful of articles written on the
Bukovina Germans in Germany or in Bukovina after the resettlement. Most of the
publications about the Bukovina Germans deal to a large degree with their culture and
history. 3 In the 1980s three works were published focussing on different aspects of
the Bukovina Germans.

In 1984, Manfred Klaube contributed to the historical appraisal of the Catholic
Bohemian Germans in his book on Deutschböhmishe Siedlungen im Karpartenraum.
He painstakingly treats the socioeconomic development of the new settlements in
Bukovina and in other locations in the Carpathian region from the beginning to the
present. He cites reasons for emigration from the Bohemian Forest to Bukovina and
attempts to provide a detailed map of the main locations in western Bohemia and eastern
Bavaria where the Catholic Bohemian Germans originated (see Map 2).

---
3 In 1949, the Bukovina Germans who were resettled in Germany founded a society in Munich,
Germany, called Landsmannschaft der Buchenlanddeutschen e.V., to preserve their interests and their
genealogy. Furthermore, the Raimund Friedrich Kaindl Gesellschaft e.V., based in Stuttgart, Germany,
and the Bukowina Institut in Augsburg, Germany, publish documentaries, as well as historical,
cultural, and literary articles on Bukovina Germans in Germany and abroad.
Map 2

Main locations in western Bohemia and eastern Bavaria where Catholic Bohemian Germans originated.

Reprinted from Klaube (1984, 8).
Irma Bornemann in her work *Die Buchenlanddeutschen*, which appeared in 1986, gives a concise overview on topics concerning German settlements in Bukovina after 1775 and their development. This ranges from the geographical location of Bukovina, national politics and education, literary figures and fine arts, to the resettlement of Bukovina Germans during World War II to Nazi Germany, and their founding of heritage societies in Germany after 1945.

In 1989, Siegfried Mirwald published a book entitled *Das Brauchtum von bayrischen, deutsch-böhmischen Buchenländern*. Inspired by his family's genealogy he gives a very detailed cultural account of customs observed by Catholic Bohemian Germans throughout the decades and centuries after their migration from Bavaria and the Bohemian Forest, via Bukovina and back to Bavaria where most of them resettled during the 1940s.

The best known linguistic work is probably the article, "Fratautzerisches," written in 1957 by Kurt Rein and published in *Fratautz und die Fratautzer: Vom Werden und Vergehen einer deutschen Dorfgemeinschaft in der Bukowina* by Kurt Rein, Erwin Massier, and Johann Bessai. Besides focusing on sociocultural aspects, Rein's article provides a concise summary of the main linguistic features of his own Lutheran "Swabian" dialect. He uses the forty Wenker sentences as a linguistic tool and locates his dialect geographically among the German dialects in Central Europe.

Thirty years after the publication of his concise summary on both Bukovina German dialects, the Lutheran "Swabian" dialect inspired Franz Lang again to write a more detailed description of the Lutheran "Swabian" dialect. In his 1963 article, "Mundart und Herkunft der 1787 in der Bukowina angesiedelten sogenannten Schwaben," he attempts to determine the area of origin of the settlers from the dialect spoken in their eight colonies. He also uses the forty sentences proposed by Wenker as the basis for his conclusions.
Two decades later, an article by Sophie A. Welisch finally drew attention to the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. It is entitled "Das deutschböhmische Dorf Karlsberg," and was published in a book by Rudolf Wagner Bori, *Karlsberg und andere deutschböhmische Siedlungen in der Bukowina* (1982). Even though Welisch mainly explores the historical and cultural background of the people of Karlsberg, the author also includes a section comparing the Karlsberg dialect with the one spoken in their area of origin in the Bohemian Forest. She uses a selection of lexical items from the *Deutscher Wortatlas* collected by W. Mitzka and L. E. Schmitt. 4

The dialect from another Catholic Bohemian German settlement, Augustendorf, in northern Bukovina became the subject of a book by Siegfried Mirwald in 1988 entitled *Die Sprache von bayrischen, deutsch-böhmischen Buchenländern*. Mirwald gives an excellent insight into a Catholic Bohemian German dialect, that was spoken by his parents. His book concentrates on sayings and proverbs that refer to customs typical for these people, and it includes an extensive glossary of words. 5

The Bukovina Germans who emigrated to the United States about one hundred years after settling in Bukovina did not immediately catch attention of scholars in Kansas. In fact, they are the least investigated group of immigrants from the German settlements in eastern Europe to the United States according to Kurt Rein. 6 Although the first immigration period of Bukovina Germans to west central Kansas had already

---

4 Welisch bases her conclusion on the Karlsberg dialect on Kubitschek's phonological distinctions for the lower, central, and upper Bohemian Forest (1927). See footnote 2. Welisch also includes an article on the German Bohemian pioneers in American cities, which appears to be the first monograph studying the Bukovina Germans in the United States. See Welisch (1982). The *Deutscher Wortatlas* was created in addition to Wenker's sentences to conduct word geography studies in German dialects.


6 See the unpublished paper by Kurt Rein, entitled "A Project (of the Bukovina Institute, Augsburg, Germany) on the German Emigration from Bukovina to America," presented at the SGAS Symposium 1991 in Washington D.C.
begun, William H. Carruth in his article on foreign immigrants to Kansas in 1893 entitled "Foreign Settlements in Kansas" does not mention the Bukovina German communities. He only talks about Russian-German "Mennonites" located in Ellis County, Kansas, and other counties in the state. In his revised summary of foreign settlements in Kansas, published under the same title as his earlier essay in 1895, there is also no reference to the Bukovina Germans in the counties of Ellis, Trego, and Rooks. Carruth only mentions small settlements of Germans in Trego and Rooks Counties, Kansas, with church services conducted in German only in the latter.

Prior to World War I only one work was written that confirms the existence of the Bukovina German dialects in that part of Kansas. This study, written by Jacob C. Ruppenthal and entitled "The German Element in Central Kansas," was published in 1913-14. Even though his article focusses on the Russian German settlements in central Kansas, he still gives detailed information on other German settlements and also includes German language newspapers. He notes: "Germans from Austria are not very numerous." He mentions Bukovina as the place of emigration and also lists the names of the villages most settlers came from (Ruppenthal 1913-14, 529).

During the period between World Wars I and II all attention to settlements and German dialects in Kansas came to a stop. Furthermore, because of the extreme anti-German sentiments and even persecution of people of German descent, parents stopped conveying their dialect to the younger generation. Consequently an active command of the dialect declined heavily among their children and their language loyalty began to vanish. It was not until 1961 that the first account of the decline of the use of the German language in Kansas was given by J. Neale Carman in his article on "Germans in Kansas." Carman describes the location of the main German settlements in Kansas noting a correlation between their faith and their use of German dialects. With reference to the Roman Catholic Volgans and the Mennonites he states that these groups
have remained faithful to the use of German dialects, whereas the internal religious disunity caused the Protestant Volgans to linguistically assimilate into the dominant English-speaking culture, "and while there are among them some ferocious advocates of the German language, very few of these are young" (Carman 1961,7). Carman had already detected the decline of the German language in and around the city of Ellis, Kansas, when he took field notes on a trip to that area in summer of 1953. He quotes one interviewee who says that none of his grandchildren speak well. He cites someone else who claimed that "none of the grandchildren can speak. They understand, but don't answer." 7 In 1962, Carman published the first volume of a three-volume study on the Foreign Language Units of Kansas in which he documents the extent of use and decline of all foreign languages in the various counties of the state. 8 He assigns a "critical year" to an approximate point in time in which parents ceased to use their native language "habitually in the majority of homes where there were growing children" (Carman 1962, 2). Carman highlights the impending death of the non-English speech islands in Kansas and identifies areas of great potential for foreign language research. From other field notes that Carman took on another field trip to the Ellis area in the summer of 1964, one gathers that the use of the German language had obviously diminished. He quotes someone who said that at Ellis more and more people did not use German in the home anymore, [but ] "some classmates have a brogue which shows they come from a German speaking family", while another person added "those in their 20's speak a little [German], [but] know the words they shouldn't." 9 Although Carman's work has led linguists to study Volga German dialects in Kansas, there has

---

7 See Carman's field notes on the Ellis Bukovinian Germans of Ellis, Kansas, in the J. Neale Carman papers at the University of Kansas Archives, Helen F. Spencer Research Library.
8 See Carman's three-volume study on the Foreign Language Units of Kansas, Kansas Collection, Helen F. Spencer Research Library.
9 See Carman's field notes on the Ellis Bukovinian Germans.
been no linguistically significant study of either of the two Bukovina German dialects in Ellis County, Kansas, prior to this dissertation. 10

However, an important account of cultural renewal of the Bukovina Germans in Kansas was published by Irmgard Hein Ellingson. In her role as a Lutheran pastor's wife, Hein Ellingson developed an interest in the ethnic and cultural background of the Lutheran "Swabian" parishioners from Bukovina in Ellis County, Kansas. It inspired Hein Ellingson to write a book on *The Bukovina Germans in Kansas: A 200 Year History of the Lutheran Swabians*, published in 1987. In her book she chronicles two hundred years of history of the Lutheran "Swabians" from Bukovina to Kansas, based largely on the compilation of her own data and interviews. Furthermore, she investigates the development of the Lutheran churches in the Ellis County area and describes the events of the twentieth century, such as the two world wars, the Bukovina region and Bukovina-Germans had to face.

The renewed interest in their history led some Bukovina Germans to form the *Bukovina Society of the Americas* in Ellis, Kansas, in 1988, "to promote recognition of the Bukovina German people and encourage historical research of their heritage." 11 One of their former presidents and himself of Catholic Bohemian German descent on his mother's side, Oren Windholz, published in 1991 a chronology of his mother's family entitled *The Erberts*. In his detailed work, Windholz traces his maternal ancestors' journey from Bukovina to Kansas and conveys a specific and easy to follow family history illustrated by many pictures. 12 In another book that followed

---

10 Since the early 1980s William Keel at the University of Kansas has been systematically gathering linguistic data on the Volga German dialects in Kansas and has written extensively about them. See Keel, (1981, 1982, 1988, 1989). Chris Johnson wrote a dissertation in 1994 on the Volga German dialect of Schoenchen, Kansas, in which he provides an "Ortsgrammatik" and determines a possible German homeland. See Johnson (1994).

11 See official brochure of the *Bukovina Society of the Americas*, Ellis, Kansas.

12 Windholz's work is the counterpart to Hein-Ellingson's historic overview on the Lutheran Swabians. See Hein Ellingson (1987).
soon after in 1993 called *Bohemian Germans in Kansas: A Catholic Community From Bukovina*, Windholz provides an all encompassing historical overview on the Catholic Bohemian Germans, underscoring it with many helpful pictures and illustrations of documents. He speaks about the homeland of the Catholic Bohemian Germans, the region they originated from in the Bohemian Forest, but mainly dwells on their life in Kansas, their culture, tradition and customs, basing his account largely on interviews with people from the community.

In 1990, the *Bukovina Society of the Americas* had already published a book by Sophie A. Welisch called *Bukovina Villages/Towns/Cities and their Germans*. Welisch gives a concise history of the settlements of Bukovina's Germans and even adds a list of names of pioneering families to the various villages. 13

Another very valuable and helpful book about the history and genealogy of the Catholic Bohemian Germans in Kansas is *Pioneer Profiles. A Profile of the Catholic Bukowina "Austrians" who settled in Ellis, Ransom and WaKeeney Kansas*, published by Edward Lang, no date. The author profiles the family names of those Catholic Bohemian Germans, who migrated from Bukovina to Kansas, in genealogical succession in order to trace their family origins.

The Bukovina Germans in Colorado also received some attention in the 1987 article by Paul Polansky-Schneller. His essay "Zur Geschichte der Einwanderung von Bukowinadeutschen in die Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika," examines how a group of settlers from different villages in Bukovina found their way to America with their descendants still remaining a tight-knit group in Yuma, Colorado.

In 1996 William Keel and Kurt Rein edited a book called *German Emigration from Bukovina to the Americas*. This is the most recent and comprehensive work on

13 Welisch (1990, 9), like Klaube (1984, 8) shows a map of the origin of Bukovina's Bohemian Germans.
German emigration from Bukovina to the Americas. Apart from contributions of various scholars and authors on the immigration and settlement in certain regions of the New World, on traditions and customs of Bukovina Germans, and on Bukovinian genealogical research, maps and copies of personal documents illustrate the experience of immigration. In addition samples of the Lutheran "Swabian" German dialect and the Catholic Bohemian German dialect spoken by the German immigrants from Bukovina are also included.
Chapter 2

A Brief Historical Account of the Bukovina Germans in Ellis, Kansas, from the Beginnings to the Present

Ellis, Kansas, is located on I-70 near the western boundary of Ellis County and twelve miles west of the county seat of Hays (see Map 1). With the Cedar Bluff Reservoir nearby and rolling hills north of Ellis in the Saline River valley its location is on flat terrain, which is distinctive for the high plains, about twelve miles north of the Smoky Hill River, which stretches across central Kansas. Big Creek runs through the town of Ellis, eventually feeding into the Smoky Hill River. Ellis is surrounded by farms with agriculture as the source of income, producing wheat, milo, winter barley, and other crops. Cattle ranching and oil drilling also provide additional income for some farmers.

Landmark buildings in Ellis, especially churches, are made from limestone, and the "post rock" fence posts in the area are remnants of the type of rock inherent to the area. ¹

¹ A citizen of Ellis relates that, because of the lack of lumber, in earlier times people quarried a lot of limestone for the foundation of their houses or for the storefronts in downtown Ellis, e.g., from around Munjor, Kansas.
The city's logo combines the three symbols for which the town is known; agriculture, oil production, and the railroad.

Figure 1
Logo of the city of Ellis, Kansas. Reprinted from the Ellis city map, city clerk Ellis, Kansas (1996).

The town of Ellis lies on the Union Pacific Railway and it once served as a stop where locomotives were repaired. Because of its lower elevation, Ellis was selected by the railroad in the mid 1860s to serve as a division point between Kansas City and Denver (see Map 2). The railroad needed water for the locomotives, and access to water in Ellis was easy, this was the best location the surveyors could find for the railroad. In the late 1860s and early 1870s, the railroad put wells in and a wooden dam to recruit and lure settlers into coming and building a town in the area surrounding the railroad tracks. The reason for Ellis as a major railroad stop can be seen in a

---

2 Formerly Kansas Pacific Railroad. In the *Emigrants' Guide to the Kansas Pacific Railway Lands* the Land Department of the Kansas Pacific Railway Co. (1871, 21) mentions Ellis as a town that "is the end of the third division of the railroad."

3 See Shortridge (1995), chapter 4, for a comprehensive overview on the expansion of the railroad, as well as the settling of Kansas and the Great Plains by immigrants from Europe and the continental United States.
depiction by John H. Freese in his *Souvenir of Hays City and Ellis County*, some thirty years later, in 1908, when he writes that "beautifully situated in the valley of Big Creek, which is dammed here, making a lake one hundred yards wide and almost a mile long with fine forest trees covering both banks, Ellis, ... is an ideal residence spot" (Freese 1908, n.p.). In an effort to attract foreign immigrants to settle the land, land agents from the United States distributed flyers overseas promoting the opportunities for those who would come to America. The possibility of employment by the Union Pacific Railroad, as well as word from friends and relatives who had emigrated many years before, contributed heavily to the decision of Bukovina Germans to seek a new life on the Great Plains and in Ellis County. Most people who came initially engaged in farming. Single people, who did not have land, worked for the Union Pacific Railroad to get money to buy crops and/or land via the Homestead Act of 1862.  

The Homestead Act enabled them to get 160 acres of land for free until shortly after 1900. For most people this was the sole chance to get a headstart in farming, for "complexities of land availability and cost were greatest in the central belt" (Shortridge 1995, 74). The so-called timber claim had to be met by people, in order to keep their homesteads. This meant that they had to plant a certain number of trees on their property. They also had to maintain and harvest many different crops over a period of time to be given the title of the land. Intermarriages between neighbors' children took place to join the acres of land, or inherited grounds were sold off to the oldest brother for purposes of enlarging one's property. The development of wheat as an agricultural commodity helped the railroad to thrive even more. In Ellis wheat and cattle were loaded on trains for shipping to bigger cities in the East.

---

4 The Homestead Act of 1862 entitled any person who was twenty-one years old, a citizen of the United States or who had filed to become such "to enter one quarter section, or a less quantity, of unappropriated public land" (Land Department, Kansas Pacific Railway Co. 1871, 13).
The immigrants to Ellis, Kansas, originated from Bukovina (see Maps 5-6). Bukovina, which in English means the land of the beech trees, is located on the eastern rim of the Carpathians and owes its name to the extensive forests of beech trees in the hilly country of northeast Bukovina. This region has been a part of several different countries. Today the northern part of Bukovina belongs to the Ukraine, whereas the southern section is a part of Romania. In 1775 Bukovina became an Austrian province and was a sparsely-settled region. The Austrian administration, eager to colonize the region, subsidized the immigration of colonists to Bukovina. In addition to many different ethnic groups, German settlers took part in that immigration and came from three distinct areas in Germany. The Lutheran "Swabians" from southwest Germany, from what is now Baden-Württemberg and Rheinland-Pfalz, the Catholic Bohemian Germans, from the Bohemian Forest, now in the Czech Republic, and the Zipsers, from the Zips mountains, now in Slovakia. The Lutheran "Swabians" immigrated to Bukovina mostly between 1782-87, and the Zipsers between 1784-1809. The Catholic Bohemian Germans colonized that region in two waves, the first time between 1793-1817, working in the glass and timber industry, and then the second time as late as 1835-50 as farmers (Weczerka 1961, 31). Otto Boelitz maintained in 1926 that there were the "Donauschwaben, die ... sich in den achtziger Jahren des 18. Jahrhunderts dort niederließen. Ferner wurden ... zahlreiche Deutschböhmern als Handwerker und Ackerbauer angesiedelt, und auch Zipser Bergleute fanden sich in dem Gebirge der südlichen Bukowina ein" (Boelitz 1926, 87). Norbert Zimmer listed all German settlements in his 1930 dissertation on "die deutschen Siedlungen im Buchenland (Bukowina)." The farming settlements of the Catholic Bohemian Germans were Schwarzthal, Bori, Glitt, Lichtenberg, and Buchenhain (Poiana Micului), while the

---

settlements of the timber workers and glass blowers with a Bohemian German majority were Karlsberg, Althütte, Neuhütte, and Fürstenthal (Zimmer 1930, 9). As a result Bukovina's population grew rapidly in the next few decades. 6 In the 1870s this region had become one of the most densely populated areas in that part of Europe. 7 The opportunities that had first attracted the original German colonists from different areas in Germany had vastly changed. They were faced with similar conditions again that had been the reasons for emigration to Bukovina from their home country. There were a number of economic hardships, such as the closing down of the glass and timber industries. In addition after a few generations there was a scarcity of land again caused by overpopulation and the rule of primogeniture, by which the first-born son inherited the property. 8 This combination of factors forced many Germans in Bukovina to consider emigrating.

Ports of embarkation were, for example, Bremen or Hamburg, Germany. Destinations included the United States, Canada, and Brazil (see Map 7). The first substantial wave of Bukovina German emigration to the American Great Plains (Colorado, Kansas) occurred in the 1880s, followed by a second emigration period some twenty years later in the years preceding World War I. 9 Edward Lang mentions in the foreword to his compilation on names of Bukovina Germans that settled in the Ellis area that approximately 32 families made it to Kansas, with the majority of these migrations occurring between 1892 and 1901 (Lang n.d.).

---

6 See also Welisch (1986) for details about the Bukovina Germans during the Hapsburg period.
7 According to Carman's field notes on Ellis Bukovina Germans, "villages furnishing population to Kansas were founded as late as 1841" (Carman, 1962, 1).
8 For a comprehensive account of reasons for emigration to Bukovina by Bohemian Germans see Klaube, chapter 3 (1984).
9 According to one of the informants, since some families that came to Ellis, Kansas, with their children, had seen World War I coming, this was also a contributing factor to their decision to emigrate. Also, in 1921, the United States instituted a quota system for immigrants of all eastern European countries. By then Bukovina had also been absorbed by Romania. This limited the emigration of Bukovina Germans quite extensively. See also Windholz (1993, 16) for details on how the quota system affected immigration of Bukovina Germans to the United States.
The immigrants to west central Kansas were commonly referred to as Austrians in their new country, as well as in their old country, Bukovina, because they had settled in Bukovina under the Austrian Empire. The Lutheran "Swabian" Germans came mostly from villages such as Illischestie, Tereblestie, and Alt-Fratautz in Bukovina, while the Catholic Bohemian Germans mainly came from Karlsberg, Fürstenthal, and Buchenhain (Poiana Micului) to Kansas. 10

Since the Volga Germans had come to Ellis County about ten years earlier and had relocated in eastern Ellis County thereby settling all the land up to about Ellis, the Bukovina Germans started settling from Ellis on west so as to occupy land in adjoining Trego County. The "Swabians" from Bukovina, who were Lutherans, who settled north of the city of Ellis, usually stayed on their land with the church being the only center for socializing with others. The Catholic Bohemian Germans, on the other hand, who settled south of Ellis, although staying in their ethnic community, integrated fast into the ethnically diverse Catholic community in Ellis.

There is some controversy as to when Ellis was officially founded. The Union Pacific Railroad says the town of Ellis was born in 1867 when the then called Kansas Pacific had built a watering station there when it laid track lines west across the state. There are other accounts that it was officially established in 1870. According to an article in the Hays Daily News entitled "Founders of Ellis made own History," "on July 1, 1870, the brand-new town of Ellis arrived on the train from Ellsworth" because "railroad workmen, section men, equipment and small buildings were deposited on the new townsite" (Hays Daily News, 1976). This article explores the early history of Ellis to the present while touching on famous people who helped to shape the image of

10 See map of the German settlements in Bukovina prior to 1940, reprinted from Franz Lang (1963-64, 49) in chapter 1, Map 1. See Bornemann (1986) and Klaube (1984) for a thorough history of various Bohemian German settlements in Bukovina, as well as Welisch (1982) and Rein (1957) for detailed settlement histories of individual settlements in Bukovina. In addition, see Hein Ellingson (1987), chapters 1 and 2 for a thorough insight into the history of Bukovina and its German settlers.
this town. What is certain is that the city was named for a Union soldier by the name of George Ellis. 11

The official slogan for the city of Ellis is "a city with a rich past and a promising future" (see the city logo). It encompasses everything that the town has been and stands for today. It was a "hustling railroad town" in the early 1900s and "all lines of business are represented and the stock in all stores is especially fine" (Freese, 1908). And even in 1976 the Ellis County Star described Ellis to be "a thriving modern little city situated on the Union Pacific Railroad" and "the second largest city in Ellis County" (Ellis County Star, 1976). When the diesel locomotive replaced the steam locomotive the railroad kept on phasing down. Service people who worked inside railroad cars, as well as workers in the roundhouse, that had been built in 1871, lost their jobs. The roundhouse was finally closed in 1962, and passenger trains stopped serving Ellis in 1964-65. Nowadays only freight trains make their stop in Ellis. In fact, Ellis has paid tribute to its rich history of the railroad by opening a railroad museum in 1993.

But agriculture has also always played a significant role in the history of Ellis, which is reflected by the fact that the local Co-Op is one of the two major employers in town. 12 When Ellis was laid out by the railroad there were less than one hundred people in town, some of those coming in with the buffalo hunters, and other people just

---

11 Windholz (1993) and Fesler (1962) state that Ellis was founded in 1867. The article by Mary E. Pearson on Ellis and its history from the book entitled At Home in Ellis County, Kansas, 1867-1992, Vol. I, published by the Historic Book Committee, Ellis County Historical Society, makes mention of it, but states that the historical consensus places the founding of the town in 1870. The most credible date seems to be 1870, which put the town on the map in 1870. This was reported by the first postmaster, Henry H. Metcalf (Pearson, 1991, 49).

12 According to the Community Profile of Ellis, Kansas, published by the Kansas Department of Economic Development (1991), the Golden Belt Co-Op is the city's major employer, besides the city of Ellis.
starting up a private business there. 13 People had to live in railroad cars, when they first came, according to the personal account of the early days of Ellis, Kansas, by the first woman ever settling in that town (Smith Martin 1903). The first people who came lived in dugouts and lots of stores were crude paper tar shacks. The first house was not built until around 1870. If neighbors had a building they would share it with other people. 14 The town grew slowly in addition to the railroad crews by some people of Scots-Irish background and a large group of people from Montgomery County, New York, out of the Mohawk Valley. The greatest influx in population came with the European immigration in the 1880s. A lot of the first-generation homesteaders from Bukovina were already among them. With the growth of the railroad and the availability of land via the Homestead Act, the population in the surrounding areas of town soon increased.

The new community started out with 150 inhabitants in 1870. 15 The population was very small then in comparison to the figure that was given two decades later in 1890 with 1,107 residents. These population figures show that a great increase in population must have come in those two decades between 1870 and 1890. This underscores the fact that the greatest influx in population took place in the 1880s when the European immigration began. The first immigration wave of the Bukovina Germans also fell in this time period, when the population of Ellis rose by more than seven times. 16 At the turn of the century, in 1900, however, the census reported 932

---

13 See Smith Martin (1903) on a brief personal account of the early days of Ellis, Kansas. She was the first woman to come to Ellis. She describes how she and her parents along with her siblings came to the United States and settled in Ellis, Kansas.

14 One informant said that his grandparents shared a house with another family. They would simply turn their stove around to let the other family cook their meal.

15 This was reported by the first postmaster of Ellis, Kansas, Henry H. Metcalf (Pearson, 1991, 49).

16 Carman, in his printed field notes on Ellis Bukovinan Germans, notes that "in 1895 there were in the town of Ellis 10 persons born in Russia as compared with the 24 born in Austria; in 1915 Russia 70, Austria 28" (Carman, 1962, 2). This underscores, he said, that the Catholic Bohemian Germans moved westward into the countryside.
inhabitants for Ellis, showing a decline in population of almost 175 people. This might have been an indication that some settlers moved away into the surrounding countryside (most of the Catholic Bohemian Germans farmed), or into other counties or states. The figure for the 1910 census, 1,404, when the population figure had gone up by more than 500, provides the first evidence for an upswing in population again. The actual population figure in 1910 reflects the influx of another relocation of immigrants to Ellis. One major factor here is most certainly the second wave of German immigrants from Bukovina, that was mostly completed by the middle of the first decade.

Because of the profound territorial changes in the former Austrian Empire, the multicultural nationalities who together constituted this domain were called Austrians. Consequently all Bukovina Germans called themselves Austrians and were referred to as such by others, when they came to Ellis. This made it harder for the census to determine the country of birth. Everyone simply listed Austria as birthplace. In some cases a variety of countries of origin were put down, like Bohemia, Romania, or Hungary. Most of the time only the last name of the male immigrants would give away their heritage. In a 1905 population count, for example, quite a few of the Catholic Bohemian German last names appear in the Ellis census, with everyone listing Austria as their country of origin. Whereas the census records show a steady increase in

17 The population of Ellis Township, that area including and immediately surrounding Ellis, displays the same trend of population decline. While there were 501 residents officially recorded in 1890, the census in 1900 showed the population to be 363 in Ellis Township.

18 In 1908 Freese mentioned that the population of Ellis already counted about 1500 (Freese 1908, n. page). The population of Ellis Township, 721, almost doubled at the same time.

19 Various informants, Lutheran "Swabians" and Catholic Bohemians, told the author that they were always referred to as Austrians.

20 This was before governmental regulations on privacy in Kansas thereby restricting the release of names of individual citizens in the census. From then on that information was only released to blood relatives. The so-called decennial censuses in Kansas were initiated in 1865. These surveys were issued by the Kansas State Board of agriculture through 1925 (Shortridge, 1995, 231). See also the microfiche collection on Ellis County at the Government Documents & Maps Library at the University of Kansas.
The population in the city of Ellis from 1910 to 1950, 2,649, the figure for the 1960 census, 2,218, provides the first evidence for a decline in population that has continued into the 1990s. 21

The 1990 census lists the population of Ellis as 1,814, whereas the 1980 census still showed 2,062 residents. The median age for the town of Ellis is 37. 22 The age breakdown in larger categories for Ellis is as follows, according to the 1990 census:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Number of Residents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 and under</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 14 years</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 74 years</td>
<td>1,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 years and older</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 years and older</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of people from age 65 and over is 415. 23 It is primarily from the last two groups that speakers of Catholic Bohemian German can be found. However, there are sporadically speakers, children or nieces and nephews of those belonging to the last two groups listed above, born in the late 1920s or early to mid 1930s, who are competent in Catholic Bohemian German as well. 24

A look through the phone directory for Ellis and its surrounding area from April 1994 reveals that the number of mostly male descendants of the original Catholic

---

21 The population of Ellis Township does not display the same trend towards an increase in population. There was a steady drop from 1910, 721, to 1950, 536, that continued on until the 1970 census, 352. By 1990 the population increased again slightly and the 1990 census listed the number as 384 residents.
22 The same median age, 37, was recorded for Ellis Township.
23 In Ellis Township the population of those 65 and over numbers 67.
24 With the first generation slowly dying out it became more and more difficult for the second generation of German immigrants to Kansas to resist pressures of abandoning German, according to Carman (Carman, 1962, 314).
Bohemian German immigrants to Ellis, who still live in the town, \(^{25}\) is 121, with the names of Catholic Bohemian Germans living in WaKeeney in nearby Trego County, \(^{47}\), only counting up to a third of it. \(^{26}\) This seems to show that the majority of the first generation Catholic Bohemian German settlers to Ellis stayed there or in the nearby countryside.

While the descendants of Lutheran "Swabian" Germans and Catholic Bohemian Germans settlers still continue to form a large percentage of the town's population, linguistically, the pressure of abandoning their settlement dialects has led to a lack in language loyalty and a loss for understanding of their cultural heritage. Thus, in 1988 the Bukovina Society of the Americas was formed to promote recognition of the Bukovina German people and to preserve their heritage. In memory of the Bukovina people that came to Kansas, the society created a memorial to the Bukovina settlers in the city park of Ellis. The memorial shows the slopes of the Carpathian Mountains and its inscription includes a tribute to the settlers. The memorial was dedicated in 1993 at the Fifth Bukovinafest, held annually in the summer.

\(^{25}\) This figure includes Ellis Township.

\(^{26}\) See Sprint telephone directory with listings for Bogue, Dighton, Ellis, Hill City, Ness City, Ogallah, Quinter, and WaKeeney from April 1994.
Map 3
City Map of Ellis, Kansas
Reprinted from Ellis city map, city clerk Ellis, Kansas (1996).
Map 4

Geographical map of Kansas showing the Kansas Pacific Railway

Reprinted from Kansas Pacific Railway Company (1879).
Map 5
Bukovina in the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Reprinted from Keel and Rein (1996, 26).
Map 6

Bukovina

The Bukovina Germans who settled Ellis, Trego and Rooks counties earlier had migrated from Germany to Bukovina, in the Austrian Empire. Shaded according to its 1910 borders, Bukovina now straddles Romania and the Soviet Union.

Since the map predates the break-up of the USSR the area north of the dotted broken line belongs to the Ukraine.
Map 7
Areas of Settlement in the New World
Reprinted from Keel and Rein (1996, 18).
Figure 2   Memorial honoring Bukovina German settlers in Ellis, Kansas.

It was dedicated on July 16, 1993 by the Bukovina Society of the Americas.

The inscription says:

In memory of the settlers from Bukovina Austria who stepped off
the train at this location.
Beginning in 1886 the German speaking immigrants brought a strong
Christian faith and work ethic to build a future for their families
in the new world.

Figure 3   The Ellis Railroad Museum
The Field Work Methodology and Protocol of Dialect Interviews

The linguistic analysis of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis, Kansas, in Chapter 4 describes the grammar of the dialect as it exists among the remaining speakers of this dialect at this particular place. Therefore, it can be referred to what Johnson calls an "Ortsgrammatik" (1994, 21). This linguistic description serves the purpose of documenting the main phonological, morphological, and syntactical features of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis. By recording this dialect, valuable data will be provided for linguists interested in German language history and German dialectology, especially in isolated foreign speech islands, as well as the development of German dialects in the United States. There has never been any research on the Catholic Bohemian German dialect, but several linguists have conducted prior research on German dialects in the United States.¹ The field work methodology also involved interviews that employed the 40 Wenker sentences.²

Fluency could not be used as a criterion for the interviews, due to the language decay of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. Only a handful of people still have the ability to converse fluently on a variety of topics. Some informants, though they like to

¹ In the United States linguists such as Lester W. J. Seifert and William Keel, among others, have made valuable contributions to the research of German dialects for Wisconsin German and Volga German in Kansas, respectively.
² The forty original Wenker sentences were a part of an interview questionnaire developed by Georg Wenker for the determination of dialect isoglosses in Germany in 1876. The 40 Wenker sentences used for this study are from Mitzka (1952, 13-14). In addition, other dialect questionnaires used as references for the design of the interviews are the 200 items word list of the Deutscher Wortatlas (DWA), which appeared in 1973, and the unpublished Seifert Questionnaire (1946). Other questionnaires consulted include Kurath (1939, 149-58) and Haugen (1953, 645-53).
converse in their dialect, hardly ever use their language, because the number of
speakers has dwindled immensely. None of them ever continually speaks it, unless
being addressed in the dialect. This often leads to a smaller range and frequency of
uses. Thus, the majority of informants just speak from memory, often vividly
recollecting childhood memories such as Christmas customs. With gradual social, as
well as linguistic acculturation to the English-speaking environment English has
become the primary language for everyday communication. With regard to language
demise and language death Dorian states it seems realistic "that the reduced use of a
language will lead also to a reduced form of that language" and uses the term "semi-
speakers" to classify such speakers (1977, 24).

Nevertheless, several informants included in this study did not show, in
Dorian's term, the reduced use of their language, either when involved in free speech
alone or in dialogue with other speakers. They were able to engage in long
conversations in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect on a wide scope of subjects.
They easily and enthusiastically carried on for a considerable amount of time when
asked about childhood memories. For instance, growing up on a farm in the country
was a favorite topic. Also when asked about something habitual that has long been
engrained in them since their childhood like cooking certain dishes, or farming, the
informants never hesitated responding in the German dialect. When interrupted in their
stories for explanations or clarifications, however, they switched to English. The easy
flow of speech proved mostly true with informants of the second generation of
immigrants from Bukovina. Informants belonging to the third generation of
immigrants from that area felt more comfortable with English. 3 Their use of the

---

3 However, in a conversation between Informant 1 (the main dialect informant), an informant of the
second generation of immigrants from Bukovina, and Informant 5, who belongs to the third generation
of immigrants from that area, the latter was very comfortable speaking the Catholic Bohemian German
dialect.
Catholic Bohemian German dialect was more hesitant and they showed longer pauses. These informants were capable, notwithstanding, of providing necessary data for this study.

The bilingual factor was very crucial in conducting the interviews. None of the dialect informants had any problem with switching the language codes, because all of them had practiced it most of their lives. All sentences and grammatical exercises were given to them in English which they rendered into the equivalents of their dialect. Conversations with the informants were also bilingual. Each exercise was introduced in English. Questions were usually asked in English, and the informants provided answers in their German dialect. 4 When a question was, however, occasionally posed in Standard German there was no hesitancy in responding in German dialect. 5 Few had any concern about the correctness of their use of German. 6

The basic interview was made up of four different exercises and was designed to last approximately two hours. 7 The interview started out with the forty Wenker sentences translated into English (Appendix 1), which were rendered by most informants into the dialect equivalents. 8 They were then asked to give the dialect version of as many words and terms as possible from the two-hundred-item list from

---

4 Questions were posed in English in order to avoid possible "echoing" of Standard German and avoid causing any discomfort to the informants as to their ability to speak "correct" German.
5 Few informants understood the author's Standard German. Most of the informants immediately reverted back to English or looked puzzled. One dialect informant conceded to the author that, when she attended church services in German as a little child, she could not understand the type of German spoken. However, all informants were aware of it because of the non-dialectal "High German" used earlier in church and school.
6 Informant 1, although being the most fluent, nonetheless frequently tagged on "recht so" (right) after a response awaiting an affirmative nod. This person knew Standard German because of time served in Germany during World War II. The author is certain that this informant added this tag out of habit, not because of insecurity in the dialect.
7 The design of the basic interview was used in 1993-95. Because of time constraints, one of the exercises had to be shortened or left out. This usually meant that the question and answer session was not employed.
8 The appendix shows the original German sentences with their English equivalent given to the informants. They never saw or heard the German originals.
the Deutscher Wortatlas (DWA), also translated into English (Appendix 1). ⁹ The third exercise consisted of the description of five pictures with many details depicting familiar rural life scenes. Finally, a free speech sample was obtained by asking the informant to relate an anecdote in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect or asking specific questions in English about significant events in their lives replying in the dialect. Topics of interest comprised things such as growing up on the farm, family life, cooking recipes of ethnic dishes, the wedding day, or the dust bowl era of the 1930s in the central United States. The dust bowl was a period of hardship which impacted the lives of many people in Ellis County. Topics had to be chosen for free speech involving events that could be recalled up to the 1950s. By then, in the majority of Bukovina German families, English had taken over as the primary language in the home, due not only to the anti-German sentiments that developed because of the two world wars, but also to the development of the English language mass media in the United States. Also English as the language of education was a big switch for most of the informants because they had all grown up speaking Ellis Catholic Bohemian German at home.

The Wenker sentences were employed as an essential exercise for the interview because they have been traditionally used as a parameter for the collection of data on German dialects by dialectologists since their formulation in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. In utilizing these forty sentences, it is possible to solicit data for determining the approximate location in the Bohemian Forest where the dialect of these Catholic Bohemian Germans originated. Even though Wenker's sentences could certainly sound somewhat old-fashioned and outdated to a speaker of modern German and therefore they may be inappropriate for the study of modern German dialects, the

⁹ The most common terms are listed and mapped out in the *dtv-Atlas zur deutschen Sprache* (*dtvA*) (König, 1992), which is based on *DSA* and *DWA*.
results of the author's own field work led her to thoroughly agree with Johnson who maintains that these sentences are "very practical for translation exercises involving informants born into a rural environment" (Johnson 1994, 23). Every informant, whether literally translating or paraphrasing these sentences, was always capable of expressing them in their dialect. Because all sentences deal with life in the country, the informants could easily relate them to their experience. Several of the dialect informants were also amused by some of the expressions, especially the tag "du Affe" (you monkey) (see Wenker sentence no. 11, Appendix 1).

Johnson (1994, 24) points out his concern of using the forty Wenker sentences for syntactic analysis of each model sentence. The author shares his concern, for in her experience the informants' rendering of each sentence may have been constructed according to the English word order in some of the test sentences. This may have altered the natural dialectal realization of the sentence structure, as well as the fact that some informants asked to have some of the sentences read aloud to them. This was done by reading the model sentence in phrases. The results were partial translations in concordance with the sentence structure of the English model given. This problem will be addressed in Chapter 4 with the discussion of syntactic structures in the dialect utilizing free speech samples. However, the Wenker sentences will only be minimally taken into account with reference to syntax.

The Deutscher Wortatlas (DWA), utilized since 1939, is important for the word geography of German dialects. Using the two-hundred-word list as another part of the interview increased the chance of narrowing down the possible place of origin of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect in the Bohemian Forest. Although most terms could be collected from the informants, they were unable to provide all the word items. Partly because of topographical and climatic differences between the Bohemian Forest, the mountainous landscape of Bukovina, and the Great Plains of Kansas, many
vegetation terms asked for were not known, such as "stinging nettle" or "chamomile." Specific insects or birds were also lost from the dialect or could not be recalled such as "dragon fly" or "lark," or an obscure word such as "cockchafer larva." Terms not native to the mountainous region of Bukovina were usually rendered in English, such as "tomato" or "strawberry." However, the informants remembered most of the terms.

The third and fourth exercise served the purpose of gathering data in a natural language setting. First, informants were shown five pictures depicting rural life. They were asked to describe them in as much detail as possible, talking about such things as the farm, farm tools, animals, the landscape, the seasons. None of the pictures caused the informants any difficulty and they were very at ease describing the scenes. In fact, for some it was very entertaining at times, for example when they did not immediately identify a detail pictured.

For the last part of the initial interview some informants agreed to participate in a conversation with the author. A couple of simple questions were posed to collect a conversational sample. Other informants, however, did not only readily respond, but also recited anecdotes and told jokes in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. The anecdotes and jokes were a part of their memorized repertoire. They were useful for the comparison between the conversational (spontaneous) and "fossilized" forms of speech with respect to verb forms, and the vocabulary. The main informant in particular had a whole repertoire of anecdotes, of which he narrated one or two with a slightly different choice of vocabulary every time he was recorded. Two versions of a recipe for an ethnic dish were taped from Informant 2, with the first one being

---

10 Informant 1 also frequently paraphrased terms that either he could not recollect, or that were lost from the Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis.
11 The same informant paraphrased terms asked from the DWA. It reflects his flexibility and ability to improvise in the language. All anecdotes were conveyed to him by his mother.
recalled from memory and the second one being explained while making the dish. The latter version is an excellent example of a free conversational environment and shows the informant's ease with the dialect. This example can be utilized very well for the syntactic analysis of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect.

The author deemed it necessary to choose a main informant for the development of a detailed description of the grammar. The decision for determining which one of these two informants would serve as the principal informant was difficult. Both informants had the fluency, flexibility, and a wide range of vocabulary. They would be capable of reciting isolated verb paradigms and noun phrases, and also produce them within the context of a sentence. Finally, the decisive criteria were the ability to improvise in the dialect, as well as the full completion of the grammar charts and the Wisconsin German Questionnaire. Informant 1 proved to be more comfortable with the grammar, remembered more of the paradigms, and translated the whole Wisconsin German Questionnaire. Informant 2, along with the other informants provided the corroborating data.

The main informant (Informant 1) selected for this study was born in 1918, in Ellis, Kansas. He has worked as a farmer his whole life. He was educated through the eighth grade, but never received formal German language training. He can speak "High German" because he was stationed in Germany during World War II. He is very well known among residents in Ellis and its surrounding area because he stems from a large family whose last name is common in Ellis County. The Bukovina Germans of Ellis highly regard him as the most fluent speaker of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. He was also recommended to the author by Kurt Rein.
(University of Munich), a well known expert on Bukovina and the Lutheran "Swabian" Germans in Ellis and abroad. 12

Informant 1 was first recorded by the author in 1993 and again in 1995. 13 In these interviews he provided a set of Wenker sentence translations, and an almost complete list of the two- hundred-items of the DWA. He also gave a full descriptions of the pictures, recited anecdotes and participated in question and answer sessions. In subsequent interviews, he rendered different grammar questionnaires into the German dialect, as well as cited verb and noun phrase paradigms in isolation. Furthermore, he provided a complete translation of the Wisconsin German Questionnaire. He was chosen as the principal informant for this dialect study because his interviews were of the best quality and quantity.

Informant 2 was born in 1916, in Ellis, Kansas. She, like Informant 1, did not receive schooling in "High German." She lived and worked on a farm all her life. Informant 2 was also interviewed in 1993 and subsequently in 1995. She translated the Wenker sentences, as well as the majority of words from the DWA two-hundred-items list, was able to isolate most of the verb paradigms and noun phrases, provided picture descriptions, and responded to questions. In a later interview she described a cooking recipe and translated two-thirds of the Wisconsin German Questionnaire.

A third 1993 informant, Informant 3, is male, and was born in 1907. He is the oldest of all informants in this study. He was able to give the equivalents of the Wenker sentences, as well as some items from the DWA in his German dialect. Additionally, he was able to respond in a question and answer sequence.

---

12 Rein, aside from dozen of other publications, has published many articles on the history and cultural heritage of the Lutheran "Swabian" Germans.
13 Tape copies of the interviews conducted between 1993 and 1995 by the author are kept at the Max Kade Center for German-American Studies at the University of Kansas.
The majority of informants for this study were interviewed in 1995.

Information on the 1995 informants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informant</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Year of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All informants in these 1995 interviews recorded Wenker sentences, whereby Informants 6 and 7 translated one set of Wenker sentences alternately. They did not render any of the two-hundred items from the *DWA*, whereas Informants 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10 translated most of them. The 1995 informants participated in the picture description exercises, with some giving details on all five of them.

Informants 4, 5, and 9 delivered data on a very extensive list of verb paradigms and noun phrases in isolation and within the context of the sentence, while Informant 8 provided a few grammar exercises. Informants 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 agreed to free conversation as well. Informant 4 related some expressions in the dialect.

One other informant, informant 11, was also interviewed in 1996. She was born in 1920. Informant 11 provided a complete translation of Wenker sentences as well as selected items from the *DWA*. In addition, she gave a description of three pictures and was able to relate an anecdote in the dialect. All the informants have a school education through the eighth grade.
For the purpose of ascertaining the extent of dialect mixing among the informants' ancestors, the author sought some information on the family history of the 11 informants. It is important to know the parental place of birth in order to assess dialect mixing. Each dialect speaker has different phonological realizations for certain dialect words. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers whose ancestors came from the villages of Buchenhain (Poiana Micului) in Bukovina realize falling diphthongs in their speech, while those dialect informants with ancestors from Fürstenthal, Bukovina, pronounce reversed diphthongs. The following chart shows the parental place of birth reflecting the information as provided by the informants themselves:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informant</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Father</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>Fürstenthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Fürstenthal</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fürstenthal</td>
<td>Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Fürstenthal</td>
<td>Poiana Micului</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Informants 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 10 fit in one category, in that both parents were born in Poiana Micului (Buchenhain), Bukovina, while Informants 8 and 11 have only one parent born in Poiana Micului. Informants 4 and 9 have at least one parent born in Ellis, Kansas, except for Informant 5, whose parents were both born in Ellis. All

---

14 Poiana Micului (Buchenhain) and Fürstenthal, north of Poiana Micului, were both German settlements in Bukovina. See map 1 in chapter 1 showing German settlements in Bukovina.
the informants' grandparents are from Bukovina. All informants were born in Ellis County, with the exception of Informant 10, who was born in Poiana Micului, Bukovina, and came to Ellis in 1954.

The transcription system used in this study is consistent with symbols chosen by the International Phonetic Association. The author decided to modify one particular phonetic symbol. 15 There is a tense/lax distinction with vowels. Vowel length is predictable and is not indicated. 16

The recording of the informants participating in the interviews between 1993-96 was done on cassette tape using a Realistic CTR-73 AC, a battery cassette recorder. A small lapel microphone was used during the recording sessions. The interviews were all held in informants' homes.

The location of the interviews presented an interesting problem for recording of the informants. Although it is the author's belief that interviewees are the most relaxed in their natural surrounding, i.e., at home, situations can arise that cause pitfalls to the quality of taping. The artificial speech setting of a meeting room, for example, would have guaranteed optimal conditions under those circumstances. Consequently, speech samples had to be transcribed that were interrupted by a toddler's interjections or people talking in the background (for example other family members). Other interviews were impeded by the noise of a lawnmower in the background. Thus, the taping and transcribing of some informants' speech caused the author a certain amount of distress. Nevertheless, the recording sessions were all conducted in a setting that was comfortable for the informants.

15 The author consulted Pullum and Ladusaw (1986) to clarify the use of a particular symbol, such as the arbitrary decision to use [a] for the lax lower front unrounded vowel and [ɔ] for the tense lower back unrounded vowel.
16 Vowel length is not indicated because tense vowels in stressed syllables are by nature longer than in unstressed syllables. Moulton also states, in Standard German, in relation to spelling a tense vowel is followed by a single consonant and a lax vowel by a double consonant or a consonant cluster. See Moulton (1966, 62-4).
Chapter 4

The Grammatical Analysis of the Catholic Bohemian German Dialect of Ellis, Kansas

This chapter outlines the grammar or linguistic structure of the *Ortsmundart*, i.e. the local dialect of the Catholic Bohemian Germans of Ellis, Kansas. The phonological, morphological, and syntactical features of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect are shown as completely and thoroughly as possible given the present state of the dialect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labio-Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Post-Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stops:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Voiceless</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Voiced</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fricatives:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Voiceless</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Voiced</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affricates:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pf</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nasals:</strong></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liquids:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trill:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approximant:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Consonant System of the Catholic Bohemian German Dialect of Ellis, Kansas ¹

¹ Forms in tables are phonemic symbols.
Phonology: Consonants

Stops

/p/ [p] - The voiceless bilabial stop occurs in word-initial, word-final and syllable-final position before a following consonant and in consonant clusters. It occurs rarely in intervocalic syllable-final position. ²

word-initial position: - /partn/ 'whip'; /putn/ 'to clean (infinitive); /politsar/ 'police'; /pentn/ 'pantry'; /past/ 'fits'; /pulvo/ 'powder'

intervocalic position: - /papirso/k/ 'paper sack'; /lipn/ 'slippery'; /kop/ 'bucket'

word-final position: - /blarp/ 'stay!'; /grep/ 'give!'; /lip/ 'love'; /urlap/ 'vacation'

clusters: - /eps/ 'something'; /grps/ '(you) give'; /kaml/ '(she) combs';

/lampl/ '(little) lamb'; /harpl/ 'a head (of lettuce,kale)';

/b/ [b] - The voiced bilabial stop occurs mainly in word-initial position. It occasionally occurs in intervocalic position and never word-finally. Clusters containing /b/ and a following liquid or resonant occur only word-initially or in syllable-initial position.

word-initial position: - /bm/ 'tree'; /bet/ 'bed'; /bes/ 'angry'; /basl/ 'aunt';

/bigln/ 'to iron (inf.)'; /brmp/ 'faucet'; /berno/ 'boar';

/bargln/ 'cookies

² The voiceless bilabial stop /p/ is slightly aspirated in foreign words such as /pesta/ 'pasture' or /pentn/ 'pantry'. There is, however, in word-initial position a tendency for /p/ to be lenited to the voiced bilabial stop /b/, but the voiceless nature of the sound is still preserved. As a general remark the three voiceless stops /p/, /t/, and /k/ are normally not aspirated in word-initial position and are pronounced more softly. Yet the sound quality is still voiceless word-initially. There is, however phonemic variation in word-initial /p/ and /b/ in some instances. The word for "bald", for example was collected from two-informants using the Wisconsin Questionnaire, section 43. It was realized respectively as /pltot/ and /bloth/. This represents individual variation on the pronunciation of the individual.
intervocalic position: - /saubomoxo/ 'to clean (inf.)'; /groubo/ 'mean' 3
clusters: - /blodn/ 'leaves'; /blosn/ 'to blow (inf.)'; /blrtn/ 'lightning';
 /blumf/ 'flowers'; /brk/ 'bridge'; /brent/ 'burnt (past participle);
 /brojko/ 'toad'

/t/ [t] - The voiceless alveolar stop occurs in word-initial position, where it is not aspirated. 4 It most often occurs word-finally and in consonant clusters. With regard to clusters, the voiceless alveolar stop occurs mostly as the second element, but it sometimes word-initially followed by a resonant. /t/ occurs intervocally, but often the voiced alveolar stop /d/ is used in this position instead.

word-initial position: - /taftet/ 'godfather'; /taftot/ 'godmother'; 5 /tatf/ 'father'; /tauboro/ 'male dove'; /tumt/ 'does'; /tjok/ 'day'
intervocalic position: - /gutaf/ 'good (decl. adj.)'; /routa/ 'red' (decl. adj.);
 /kotf/ 'tomcat'; /ato/ 'udder'; /fmenf/ 'cream'
 but: - /muoto/, /muodo/ 'mother'; /feta/, /feda/
 'uncle'.

3 /b/ rarely occurs in intervocalic position because often the syllable -ben is in many words progressively assimilated from -brn to -bm and finally to -m. The voiced bilabial stop /b/ is hardly pronounced in most words and lost in the verb /hama/ 'to have'. Assimilation is a common feature in Bavarian dialects and it is always mentioned in Bavarian grammars. See Merkle (1984, 34-37) for a detailed overview. Furthermore, see the section on vowels in this chapter for a description on the vowels /o/ and /ø/.

4 /t/ is sometimes lenited to /d/ word-initially. This seems to be dependent on the individual speaker. For example, the word /tuxho/ "daughter" was collected in the context of the Wenker sentence 8. The voiceless alveolar stop was used by most informants, but the phonemic variation /d/ occurred with one informant. The same informant used /d/ in word-initial position with the word /tuto/ "dead" in Wenker sentence 14. The phonemic variation in word-initial /t/ and /d/ again appears in Wenker sentence 32 with the word /tj/ "table", but this time the voiced alveolar stop occurs with a different informant. And again in Wenker sentence 35, the phonemic variation of /t/ and /d/ occurs by more than one informant with the past participle /to/ "done".

5 In these two words collected using the DWA two-hundred word list, two informants clearly used the voiced alveolar stop /d/ in word-initial position and syllable-initial position. The words are /dafalet/ "godfather", and /dafaodo/ "godmother".
word-final position: - /hart/ 'today'; /gurt/ 'good'; /bult/ 'soon'; /mrt/ 'with';
   /vrt/ 'becomes'; /bet/ 'bed'; /hurt/ 'dog'; /fut/ 'quiet'
clusters: - /trukn/ 'dry'; /trnt/ 'soil'; /trmp/ 'to drink'; /blnt/ 'it is'
   lightning'; /knxt/ 'cooks'; /tsntn/ 'times'; /nxt/ 'night'; /draust/
   'outside'

/d/  [d] - The voiced alveolar stop occurs most often in word-initial and syllable-
   initial position. It occasionally occurs in word-medial position intervocally, but
   never word-finally. It occurs in clusters often accompanied by a liquid and preceded by
   a nasal or initially followed by /r/. 6

   word-initial position: - /durnx/ 'through'; /deŋ/ '(I think); /du/ 'you (2nd person
   Singular); /dum/ 'stupid'; /drŋ/ 'thing'; /dekn/ 'quilt';
   /do/ 'there'

   intervocalic position: - /dudn/ 'yolk'; /vedn/ 'weather'; /flednmaus/ 'bat';
   /fedn/ 'feathers'; /dond/ 'down'

   clusters: - /nadd/ 'grandmother'; /ned/ 'grandfather'; /tsdn/ 'to milk (inf.)';
   /kandl/ 'can'; /draust/ 'outside'; /dra/ 'three'

/k/  [k] - The voiceless velar stop occurs slightly aspirated word-initially and
   syllable-initially, but not word-finally. 7 Some words could also be collected with /k/
in intervocalic position. It can occur as the first element of a cluster accompanied by a
voiceless fricative and in one case preceded by /ʃ/ at a syllable boundary. It also appear
initially in a cluster often followed by a nasal, liquid, or resonant.

6 The voiced alveolar stop is often omitted in the pronunciation of words such as /ren/ "to talk (inf.)",
in all forms of the verb /vern/ "to be (inf.)" and in the words /gftn/ "found (past part.)", and /nrn/ "to invite (inf.)".
7 The voiceless velar stop is also slightly aspirated in loanwords such as /ktrk/ "cake", and /kapnto/ "carpenter".
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word-initial position: - /kmt/ 'child'; /kɔxɔ/ 'to cook (inf.)'; /kuxɔ/ 'cake';
/kɔpf/ 'head'; /kefu/ 'beetle'; /kampin/ 'to comb';
/kukuruts/ 'corn';
intervocalic position: - /truko/ 'dry'; /tsviko/ 'to pinch (inf.)'; /iandrako/ 'to chew cud (inf.)'; /bok/ 'to bake (inf.)'
word-final position: - /sok!/ 'say!'; /gnak/ 'neck'; /ek/ 'corner'; /bok/ 'buck';
/ruk/ 'coat'; /tok/ 'day'; /tovak/ 'tobacco'; /tsuruk/ 'back (adverb)'
clusters: - /klon/ 'little'; /vɔksn/ 'to grow'; /knedl/ 'dumplings'; /broʃka/ 'toad'; /krarts/ 'back'; /kre/ 'horseradish'; /knečl/ 'ankle' 8

/g/ [g] - The voiced velar stop occurs word-initially preceding a vowel or in a cluster often followed by a resonant, a liquid, or a nasal. It also appears in intervocalic position, sometimes being the first element of the second part of a compound or a multi-syllabic word. It does not occur in word-final position.

word-initial position: - /gontn/ 'garden'; /grstnn/ 'yesterday';
/gns/ 'geese'; /gɛsn/ 'eaten (past part.)'; /gɔelsn/
'mosquito'
intervocalic position: - /fivomuoto/ 'mother-in-law'; /lido/ 'to lie';
/henogaro/ 'hawk'; /nargin/ 'curious'; /argan/ 'own'
clusters: - /flining/ 'fly'; /gskt/ 'said (past part.)'; /gven/ 'been (past part.)';
/gnud/ 'enough'; /bįgln/ 'to iron'; /fogl/ 'bird'; /groš/ 'grass'

---

8 If word-initial /k/ is followed by the nasal /n/ it is lenited to such an extent that it is hardly pronounced.
Fricatives

/ʃ/  [ʃ] - The voiceless labio-dental fricative occurs mainly in word-initial position. It occasionally occurs in intervocalic position. Its usage word-finally is rare. It also appears in two-consonant clusters word-initially and word-finally where it is often the first element before a nasal or a resonant.

word-initial position: - /funs/ 'foot'; /fasl/ 'barrel'; /foellt/ 'field'; /fair/ 'fire'; /fetsn/ 'rag'; /fokaf/ 'sold (past part.)'; /fobrent/ 'burnt (past part.)'

intervocalic position: - /kafo/ 'to buy (inf.)'; /lafo/ 'to run'; /ofo/ 'oven'; /sorfa/ 'soap'; /kefo/ 'beetle'; /atif/ 'up'; /befor/ 'before'

word-final position: - /of/ 'monkey'; /of/ 'on'; /finf/ 'five'; /briof/ 'letter'; /vorof/ 'tail'; /of/ 'sheep'

clusters: - /af/ 'later (adverb); /herʃof/ 'dominance'; /hoelfo/ 'to help (inf.)'; /elf/ 'spoon'; /flaf/ 'meat'; /faufl/ 'shovel'; /fremdo/ 'stranger'

/v/  [v] - The voiced labio-dental fricative occurs most often word-initially. It also appears intervocally, but does not occur word-finally. In consonant clusters it can occur at a syllable boundary preceded by words describing pain at different parts of the body. And furthermore it also appears word-initially following the affricate /ts/ or post alveolar fricative /ʃ/.

word-initial position: - /vinto/ 'winter'; /vint/ 'wind'; /vedo/ 'weather'; /vent/ 'wall'; /veʃ/ 'clothes'; /vortn/ 'wheat'; /vis/ 'meadow'

intervocalic position: - /ovol/ 'always'; /ivd/ 'over'; /tovol/ 'tobacco'; /hvolf/ 'mountains'; /vun/ 'but'; /hovon/ 'oats'
clusters: - /gven/ 'been (past part.)'; /vonts/ 'black'; /selvo/ 'self';

/jvesto/ 'sister'; /tsovo/ 'two'; /ovatn/ 'to work (inf.)'; /møyve/

'stomach ache'

/s/ [s] - The voiceless alveolar fricative occurs in all environments. It can often be found in two-consonant clusters with /s/ being the first element followed by a nasal, a liquid or the voiceless alveolar stop /t/. In three-consonant clusters it can be found at syllable boundaries.

word-initial position: - /sēks/ 'six'; /sɔfə/ 'soap'; /sults/ 'salt'; /si/ 'she, they'; /sid/ 'sweet (adj.)'; /sum/ 'sunday'; /somstv/ 'saturday'; /su/ 'son'

intervocalic position: - /beD/ 'better'; /nus/ 'water'; /vaiəv/ 'white'; /hais/ 'houses'; /mis/ 'knife'; /kus/ 'cousin'; /klos/ 'little

(word, adj.)'

word-final position: - /is/ 'is'; /ros/ 'horse'; /hos/ 'rabbit'; /ats/ 'ice'; /uns/ 'us'; /grous/ 'big'; /gro/ 'grass'; /haus/ 'house';

/gods/ 'goat'

clusters: - /blou/ 'blows'; /ent/ 'eats'; /barsnt/ 'they bite'; /harrisl/

'grasshopper'; /rosflu/ 'horsefly'; /costsArt/ 'lent'; /mısxn/ 'scar'

/ʃ/ [ʃ] - The voiceless post-alveolar fricative occurs primarily in word-initial position, both as a single element or in a two-consonant cluster with a voiceless stop. A two-consonant cluster can be found in word-final position. A three-consonant cluster also appears word-initially and word-finally. In the latter position it is noticable

---

9 There is no data collected on the voiced alveolar fricative /z/ in all environments. Merkle (1984, 25) points out that in Bavarian there is no voiced fricative whether it is word-initially, intervocalically, or word-finally.
that here the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ becomes /ʃ/ after /t/ and before /t/. It is rarely used in intervocalic position.

word-initial position: - /ʃen/ 'nice'; /ʃo/ 'already (adv.)'; /ʃof/ 'sheep'; /ʃed/ 'head'; /ʃu/ 'shoe'; /ʃoŋ/ 'cabinet'; /ʃentn/ 'to scold (inf.)'; /ʃaʊf/ 'shovel'

intervocalic position: - /dɾʃmɔʃm/ 'threshing machine'

word-final position: - /fɾʃ/ 'frog'; /tiʃ/ 'table'; /flaʃ/ 'meat'; /daʃm/ 'dizzy'; /veʃ/ 'clothes'; /həpolʃənʃ/ 'stubborn'

clusters: - /ʃvestn/ 'sister'; /ʃtɔn/ 'stone'; /ʃtrak/ 'straight'; /ʃtɔt/ 'quiet'; /gʃtoʊm/ 'died (past part.)'; /dɾʃn/ 'to thresh (inf.)'; /gʃpoʊʃ/ 'silly'; /vəʃʃ/ 'sausage'; /ɛʃʃ/ 'first'; /fɾʃtændɔl/ 'Fürstenthal'

/ʃ/ - The voiceless palatal fricative never appears in word-initial position. It appears intervocalically, word-finally or in a cluster. It is often the first element of a two-consonant cluster followed by /t/. By definition it is always preceded by a front vowel intervocalically or word-finally.

intervocalic position: - /heʃɔ/ 'higher (comparative)'; /sɔʃɔl/ 'scythe'; /dɾeʃɔʃ/ 'dirty'; /reʃɔ/ 'rake'; /tsartʃɔ/ 'ripe'; /glarʃɔ/ 'to like (inf.)'; /lediʃɔ/ 'single'

word-final position: - /beʃɔɾŋ/ 'baby'; /betʃɔɾŋ/ 'bed sheet'; /glarʃ/ '(1) like'; /blɔɾŋ/ 'cheap' clusters: - /ʃleʃt/ 'bad'; /larʃt/ 'funeral'; /gʃtʃt/ 'story'; /unɾeʃt/ 'wrong'; /ɾeʃɔ/ 'right thing'; /larʃtn/ 'light (adj.)'; /frʊʃtn/ 'fruits'

---

10 Two words were collected that keep the voiceless alveolar fricative after the alveolar trill. These words are /vrʃt/ "you become, will (2nd pers. Sg. pres. tense)"; and /brʃt/ "you are (2nd pers. Sg. imp.").
[x] - The voiceless velar fricative does not occur in word-initial position. It appears in intervocalic position and in word-final position. Like its corresponding consonant, in clusters it is often found with a following /t/. This consonant always follows a back vowel. 11

- intervocalic position: /kɔxɔ/ 'to cook (inf.)'; /brɔxɔ/ 'broken (past part.)'; /kuxɔ/ 'cake'; /lardinxɔ/ 'bed sheets'; /valaxɔn/ 'geldings'; /vɔxɔ/ 'week'
- word-final position: /hɔuxɔ/ 'high'; /lartuno/ 'bed sheet'; /mɔxtl/ 'make! (2nd pers. Sg. imp.)'; /ɔx/ 'also'; /lox/ 'hole'; /lino/ 'light'; /pliuxɔ/ 'plow'

Clusters: /kɔxɔt/ 'cooks'; /dɔrɔx/ 'through'; /nɔxɔt/ 'night'; /fruxt/ 'fruit'; /lorxtɔ/ 'Tuesday'; /rauxɔt/ 'smokes'; /jɔxn/ 'to hunt (inf.)'; /bieɔx/ 'book'

/h/ [h] - The voiceless glottal fricative occurs mainly word-initially. No word was collected for /h/ in intervocalic position. It is sometimes found in consonant clusters where it is pronounced after a juncture pause at compound-word boundaries. 12

11 In the word /ɔxtɔbo/ "october" one speaker pronounces the voiceless velar fricative whereas other speakers realize it as the voiceless velar stop /k/. The same variation occurs in /hroxt/ and /hoxtst/ "autumn". The reason for this variation in pronunciation is perhaps the Old High German (OHG) /x/. König (1992, 63) shows the change from /k/ to the affricate /kx/ or /k/ in OHG that took place in the 7th and 8th century in Upper German. On this note another variation in pronunciation of the voiceless velar stop should be mentioned. Many speakers realize the voiceless velar stop /k/ word-finally alone or in a cluster, but some exceptions collected are for example /ʃtoɔx/ "strong", or the past participle /gɔxɔt/ "said". Another obvious occurrence is the pronunciation of the voiced velar stop /g/ as a voiceless velar or uvular fricative intervocalically, as well as word-finally. Some examples collected are /dɛlɛxor/ "dirty" or /dɛxɔ/ "grass widow", or /tɔxɔ/ "coffin", and /vɔxɔ/ "cradle".

12 One word was collected respectively where /h/ becomes /x/ or /k/ word-finally; these are the words /ɡɪʃo/ "cattle", in the Wisconsin Questionnaire, section 17, and the imperative /fɔtsɔk mɔt/ "I am sorry", in the same questionnaire, section 57. In intervocalic position the voiceless glottal fricative is replaced by /k/ in two verbforms collected of the verb "to see", one in the Wisconsin Questionnaire, section 48 /sɛkst/ "you see (2nd. person Sg.)", and the other one /sɛkst/ "sees" in a verb questionnaire on strong verbs. However, the usage of a consonant replacing /h/ intervocalically can vary between /g/ and /c/ for the same word. Examples are words such as /heʃo/ and /heʃo/ "higher (comparative)" collected in Wenker sentence 17, as well as /neɡɔɾxɔn/ and /neɡɔɾxɔ/ "closer (comparative)" collected in the Wisconsin Questionnaire, sections 65 and 66.
word-initial position: - /hauss/ 'house'; /hoarn/ 'home'; /hunt/ 'dog'; /hunto/ 'behind'; /hon/ '(l) have'; /hosn/ 'pants'; /hemot/ 'shirt'; /hat/ 'hay'; /haksn/ 'legs'

clusters: - /ofdhewn/ 'oven'; /vefhep/ 'clotheshook'; /boohapod/ 'bare-headed'

Affricates

/pf/  [pf] - The voiceless labio-dental affricate occurs most often in word-initial position and in two-consonant clusters. Here the affricate /pf/ appears as the first element with a following liquid /l/ or at a compound-word boundary. Two words were collected in intervocalic position and one word was documented in word-final position.

word-initial position: - /pfebo/ 'pepper'; /pfunt/ 'pound'; /pfintso/ 'Thursday'; /pfarfn/ 'to whistle'; /pfarfo/ 'pipe'

intervocalic position: - /kepfo/ 'heads'; /empfo/ 'reception'

word-final position: - /kopf/ 'head'

clusters: - /pfamo/ 'plum'; /pfunox/ 'plow'; /pfionx/ 'plows' /pfntsn/ 'plant'; /kopfve/ 'headache'; /treapfl/ 'potato'; /epfl/ 'apple'

/tz/  [ts] - The voiceless alveolar affricate occurs in all environments. It frequently occurs in two-consonant clusters, where it often appears before /v/, but can also be an element in a three-consonant cluster.

word-initial position: - /tsegö/ 'basket'; /tsuko/ 'sugar'; /tsarç/ 'things'; /tsartoy/ 'newspaper'; /tsoont/ 'tooth'; /tsarn/ 'tears'; /tsardln/ 'to milk';

/tsuñ/ 'to show'

---

13 Linguistic scholars treat affricates either as single units or as a consonant clusters. Moulton (1966, 44-48) treats each affricate as a single phoneme, while Fox (1990, 37-38) prefers to see them either as phonologically distinct units or as two elements. In this study each affricate is included in the phonemic inventory as a single unit.
intervocalic position: - /fɔtsələ/ 'told (past part.)'; /sɪtsənt/ 'they sit'; /kɑtsələ/ 'kittens'

word-final position: - /holts/ 'wood'; /vɔrts/ 'wheat'; /kɑts/ 'cat'; /krɔrts/ 'back';

clusters: - /pʃlɑntn/ 'plant'; /ɔstvɪkə/ 'to pinch (inf.)'; /krontsbɪɾə/ 'cranberry';

/krɔntzblɔrts/ 'cross lightning'; /pɔstʃ forsttsərt/ 'lent'; /tsvɪr/

'string'; /læntʃə/ 'last'

/tʃ/ [tʃ] - The voiceless post-alveolar affricate occurs rarely, but in all positions.

One word was found word-initially, three words were collected both intervocalically and in two-consonant clusters with a following /n/, while four words were counted word-finally. With the exception of four words all others are loan words.

word-initial position: - /tʃɪn/ 'chewing tobacco'

intervocalic position: - /mætʃɪ/ 'muddy'; /bʌʃɪəʃəp/ 'butcher shop'; /mætʃəs/

'matches';

word-final position: - /mætʃɪ/ 'much'; /læntʃɪ/ 'lunch'; /vɪntʃɪ/ 'village'; /dɑʃɪ/ 'German'

clusters: - /pɔrtʃn/ 'whip'; /dɑʃɪn/ 'German (adj.)'; /dɔtʃn/ 'turnip'

**Nasals**

/m/ [m] - The bilabial nasal occurs in all environments. It is found in two or three-

consonant clusters and it is often preceded by /ʃ/ or followed by /p/. 14

word-initial position: - /mɹr/ 'we (1st pers. pl.)'; /mʌnto/ 'mother'; /ml/ 'milk';

/mɔʃɪ/ 'flour'; /mɪnt/ 'tired'; /mɔʃɪ/ 'mouth'; /mɔʃɪl/ 'girl';

/mɔnto/ 'monday'

---

14 The bilabial nasal /m/ always occurs at syllable junctures of the first person plural forms, where a pause occurs between the verb form and the tag that starts with the nasal.
intervocalic position: /mo/ 'always'; /ær/ 'trees'; /a/ 'wall'; /dr/ 'dizzy';
/umhr/ 'ant'; /umurk/ 'cucumber'; /um/ dlr/ 'hurry up!'  
(2nd pers. sg.)

word-final position: /bm/ 'tree'; /narm/ 'to snow (inf.)'; /buom/ 'boys'; /ve/ 'whom'; /blm/ 'stayed (past part.)'; /lim/ 'bad'; /grupm/ 'hail'

clusters: /mr sulm/ 'we should'; /mr mrm/ 'we must'; /vurm/ 'worm';
/mtm/ 'cream'; /aml/ 'lamb'; /kamnl/ 'to comb'; /jml/ 'mole';
/tsvejm/ 'plum'

/n/ [n] - The alveolar nasal occurs in all positions. It appears in clusters preceding /t/ or another alveolar consonant, as a second element of a cluster following /ʃ/, and in word-final position in combination with other consonants.

word-initial position: /nt/ 'not'; /nr/ 'only'; /mnr/ 'never'; /nx/ 'night';
/njınjı/ 'New Year's Day'; /nebl/ 'fog'; /nrt/ 'north'

intervocalic position: /nten/ '(they) are standing'; /bncm/ 'behaved (past part.)'; /mam/ 'my (poss. pronoun'); /jm/ 'june'; /hon/ 'rooster'; /fem/ 'to cry (inf.)'

word-final position: /m/ 'in'; /ko/ '(I) can'; /n/ 'to sew (inf.)'; /m/ 'to mow' (inf.)

clusters: /nto/ 'winter'; /onkroo/ 'weed'; /flmt/ '(they) are flying"; /hant/ 'today'; /hnt/ 'back there'; /nos/ 'nose'; /narm/ 'to snow (inf.)'; /vartsn/ 'wart';

/ŋ/ [ŋ] - The velar nasal does not occur word-initially. It often occurs in clusters followed by the velar consonant /k/ but it also appears in combination with other consonants.
intervocalic position: - /tręd/ 'to drink (inf.)'; /goŋ/ 'gone (past part.)'; /brúŋ/ 'brought (past part.)'; /dífəŋ/ 'to start (inf.)';
word-final position: - /dəŋ/ '(I) think'; /gleŋ/ 'lain (past part.)'; /reŋ/ 'rain';
/empfeŋ/ 'reception'; /rauxfəŋ/ 'chimney'; /eŋ/ 'you (2nd pers. pl.)'; /ləŋ/ 'long'
clusters: - /fəŋt/ 'catches'; /dəŋkt/ 'thought (past part.)'; /fɔŋməŋ/ 'cabinetmaker';
/eŋkl/ 'ankle'; /fəŋkəts/ 'skunk'; /brŋ/ 'bundle; bump' 15;

Liquid
/l/  [l] - The alveolar liquid occurs in all positions. It occurs in many two and
three-consonant clusters in combination with many consonants. If the cluster appears
word-finally with /l/ as the final element, the alveolar liquid is then always syllabic.
word-initial position: - /lʊf/ 'air'; /lɑtʃ/ 'funeral'; /lʌŋ/ 'lung'; /lɛvə/ 'liver';
/læmpl/ 'lamb'; /kæmpl/ 'comb'; /lɛstə/ 'last'; /liops/ 'dear';
/lɑtʃə/ 'light (adj.)'
intervocalic position: - /oʊl/ 'all'; /folɑnt/ 'melted (past part.)'; /həlʊn/ 'louder
(comp.)'; /hælɪŋ/ 'holy'; /ʃɛlə/ 'little sheep'; /məlʊn/ 'miles';
/bɪliŋ/ 'cheap'
word-final position: - /mɪl/ 'milk'; /fʊl/ 'school'; /ʃvɑl/ 'piglet'; /fəɛ/ 'much'; /hɛl/ 'loud'; /məʊl/ 'flour'; /hɪvəl/ 'hill'; /ˈtʌməl ət/ 'hurry up! (2nd pers. sg.)'
clusters: - /bɔs/ 'aunt'; /ɡɑs/ 'gosling'; /fɑs/ 'barrel'; /mɔrd/ 'girl'; /goɛlt/ 'money'; /epfl/ 'apples'; /fɪm/ 'bad'; /nəd/ 'grandmother'

15 In this particular word, many speakers pronounce the word with /ŋ/ and a following velar consonant /k/.
/r/  [r] - The alveolar trill occurs in all environments. It appears in many two or three-consonant clusters, and often occurs as the second element in two-consonant clusters. The trill is stronger in a stressed syllable and is pronounced with little constriction in unstressed syllable, where it tends to weaken and become approximate in nature. The /r/ can become syllabic and is vocalized in postvocalic position word-medially and word-finally. In some words the alveolar trill loses some of its friction, but does not become approximate, especially when /r/ precedes /ʃ/ in a combination of consonants. The consonant is however pronounced word-finally when immediately followed by a word beginning with a vowel.  

word-initial position: - /rəʊtə/ 'red'; /rɛkt/ 'rather, right (adv.)'; /rɛn/ 'to talk'; /rɔs/ 'horse' /rɔʊdɔx/ 'chimney'; /rʊm/ 'turnip'; /ræst of/ 'opens up'

intervocalic position: - /hɛrnt/ 'inside'; /frɪəm/ 'earlier (comp.)'; /mɑrdɪ/ 'tired'; /təʊbɑrd/ 'male dove'; /kʊkərʊts/ 'corn'; /pʃɔrd/ 'priest'; /ʃɔr/ 'story'

word-final position: - /fɔr/ 'for'; /mɪr/ 'we (1st pers. pl.)'; /dutə/ 'egg yolk'; /bɛʃɔ/ 'before'; /vɛr/ '(I) will, become'; /dɛr/ 'the (definite article)'

clusters: - /brend/ 'burnt (past part.)'; /grʊnd/ 'run (past part.)'; /ʃvʊts/ 'black';

 /brʃtn/ 'brush'; /ɡrɛt/ 'straight (adv.)'; /bɾɔut/ 'bread'; /ɛndl/ 'ear';

 /ɔʊvətn/ 'to work (inf.)'

16 A good example for this phenomenon is the word /ɔndən/ "other", collected for example in Wenker sentence 15.

17 Most words ending in the vowel phoneme /ə/, such as /fæm/ "fire" are also realized with the affix /əd/, such as /fæstə/ when followed by a vowel. Another noticeable feature is the occurrence of /ə/ between vowels and simply its epenthetic nature in a word. Examples collected were the phrases such as /dɛs ə l ɪ ʃ ə mə/ "I don’t ever want to do it again", or /ɪ voɛls ɪmɛntəʊ əʊ sə/ "I don’t ever want to do it again" in Wenker sentence 10, or the word /kʊrætʊ/ "udder". Schmeller (1821, 142-43) calls this occurrence simply an additional /ə/ and lists examples in his book on the grammatical overview on Bavarian dialects, while Kranzmayer (1956, 127) claims that this consonant is a "Hiatusstilger", a hiatus blocker, that is especially used in Central Bavarian.
Approximant

/j/  [j] -- The palatal approximant (semivowel) mainly occurs word-initially and sometimes intervocalically. In the latter position the palatal approximant sometimes occurs at a compound boundary as the first element of the second compound after a juncture pause. It never appears in the word-final position.

word-initial position: - /jʊŋ/ 'young'; /jʊŋp/ 'younger (comp.)'; /jʊə/ 'year'; /jʊsn/ 'to use (inf.)'; /jʊnt/ 'June'; /jʊlt/ 'July'; /jʊxən/ 'to hunt (inf.)'

intervocalic-position: - /frijoʊ/ 'spring'; /ejo/ 'marriage'; /famceljo/ 'family'; /ɔ̞tjo/ 'eggs'

clusters: - /aməgjɔkt/ 'chased (past part.)'; /gjust/ 'used (past part.)'; /fjʊnəɛl/ 'funeral'

The phonemic distribution of the consonant phonemes in word-initial, intervocalic, and word-final position is shown in the following chart. It is not easy to find exact minimal pair contrasts because not all consonants occur in each environment. This table, however, illustrates enough contrasting phonemes by listing all consonants described above in the phonemic inventory of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect.

---

18 This word was collected in Wenker sentence 7 and in free speech as well as another realization of it by one of the speaker with the mid back tense rounded vowel /o/(, /ojo/ "eggs". Perhaps it is the informant's individual emphasis on that word in a free speech passage, because the speaker pronounces the word with a diphthong in the questionnaire. Schatz (1907, 101-02) in his discussion on sonorants in his *Altbairische Grammatik* points out the non-approximation of /j/ after long vowels and diphthongs and he adds that the palatal approximant is originally pronounced in the plural form of "eggs".

19 This chart is designed after the one used by Moulton (1966, 21).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word-Initial</th>
<th>Intervocalic</th>
<th>Word-Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>/pafn/</td>
<td>/'whip'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/k?p/</td>
<td>'/bucket'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/'whip'</td>
<td>/gpl/'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/'whip'</td>
<td>'/give'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pf/</td>
<td>/pfafn/</td>
<td>/'to whistle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/k?p/</td>
<td>'/heads'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/'heads'</td>
<td>/kopf/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/'heads'</td>
<td>'/head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>/bairn/</td>
<td>/'to bite'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/saubn/</td>
<td>'/clean'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/v/</td>
<td>/voeln/</td>
<td>/'to want'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/hovon/</td>
<td>'/oats'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/oats'</td>
<td>/'/of'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/'sheep'</td>
<td>/gpl/'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fl/</td>
<td>/flofn/</td>
<td>/'colt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ofn/</td>
<td>'/oven'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/tuot/</td>
<td>/'does'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/fetn/</td>
<td>'/uncle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/uncle'</td>
<td>/hart/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/hart/</td>
<td>'/today'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>/dupftr/</td>
<td>/'thirsty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/fedn/</td>
<td>'/feathers'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>/su/</td>
<td>'/son'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/mesn/</td>
<td>'/knife'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃ/</td>
<td>/ʃu/</td>
<td>'/shoe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/moʃin/</td>
<td>'/machine'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/machine'</td>
<td>/veʃ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/clothes'</td>
<td>/veʃ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃ/</td>
<td>/ʃu/</td>
<td>'/shoe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃ/</td>
<td>/ʃu/</td>
<td>'/shoe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>/kuon/</td>
<td>'/cow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/okon/</td>
<td>'/to plow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/to plow'</td>
<td>/ruk/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/coat'</td>
<td>/ruk/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>/gut/</td>
<td>'/good'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/gɔgɔtn/</td>
<td>'/to cackle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/clothes'</td>
<td>/gɔ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/also'</td>
<td>/gɔ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/x/</td>
<td>/xοn/</td>
<td>'/weeks'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/xοn/</td>
<td>'/weeks'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>/huostn/</td>
<td>'/cough'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>/man/</td>
<td>'/to mow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/amn/</td>
<td>'/inside'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/inside'</td>
<td>/om/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/on'</td>
<td>/om/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/nan/</td>
<td>'/to sew'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/bamn/</td>
<td>'/trees'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/trees'</td>
<td>/kon/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/(I) can'</td>
<td>/kon/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
<td>/ŋon/</td>
<td>'/went'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/'went'</td>
<td>/ʃon/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/cabinet'</td>
<td>/ʃon/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/laŋt/</td>
<td>'/funeral'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/harlGTK/</td>
<td>'/holy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/holy'</td>
<td>/m活力/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/milk'</td>
<td>/m活力/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>/rarʃ/</td>
<td>'/rich'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/harrotn/</td>
<td>'/to marry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/to marry'</td>
<td>/mar/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/we'</td>
<td>/mar/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/j/</td>
<td>/jat/</td>
<td>'/yard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/oʃo/</td>
<td>'/eggs'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ts/</td>
<td>/tsu/</td>
<td>'/to'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/katselɔ/</td>
<td>'/kittens'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/kittens'</td>
<td>/vɔrts/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/wheat'</td>
<td>/vɔrts/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʃ/</td>
<td>/tʃu/</td>
<td>'/chew'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/matʃ/</td>
<td>'/muddy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/muddy'</td>
<td>/dɑrtʃ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'/German'</td>
<td>/dɑrtʃ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis the voiceless consonants display differences in comparison with historical linguistic changes of German and its modern day usage. The tendency towards lenition is not consistent in all environments. Voiceless stops are mostly lenited in initial positions, especially in sentence translations and free conversation. In words collected individually voiceless stops tend to be much more enunciated. Voiced stops occasionally show lenition in medial environments.

The Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis shows that Old High German (OHG) /p/ is most often fully pronounced in word-initial position, but lenition is also documented as in /plotnt/ and /blotn/ platt, glatzköpfig 'bald'. 20 There is always full pronunciation of /p/ in word-final position. However, the Catholic Bohemian German dialect displays the reflex of the second sound shift from West Germanic /p/ to the Old High German (OHG) affricate /pf/ in all environments: /pfunt/ Pfund 'pound'; /empfon/ 'reception'; /kpf/ Kopf 'head'. 21 In word-medial position WG gemination /pp/ shifts to OHG /pf/: /treapfl/ Erdapfel 'potato'. WG /p/ also shifts to OHG /f(f)/ medially: /pfefo/ Pfeffer 'pepper'. Medial OHG /b/ is usually weakened to the voiced labio-dental fricative /v/ between vowels, after /l/, and after /l/: /varvo/ Weiber, Frauen 'women' /oivaten/ arbeiten 'to work (inf.)'; /hulvot/ halb 'half (adv.)'. There is also a shift from /b/ to the voiceless labio-dental fricative /f/ when followed by the liquid /l/ in the following two words: /tsveifel/ Zwiebel 'onion'; /knoflat/ Knoblauch 'garlic'. The voiced bilabial stop, however, changes to the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ between /m/ and /l/: /lampla/ Lamm 'lamb';

20 New High German (NHG) forms are given in italics.
21 There is one word collected in the picture description that is inconsistent with the reflex of the sound shift usually shown by the speakers. The word /postn/ "post" was pronounced that way by all speakers, but one. This speaker realized the affricate /pf/. However, the word might be a borrowing from English that was incorporated into the dialect when the Catholic Bohemian Germans had already settled in Ellis, Kansas.
/kamp/  Kamm  'comb'. It is sometimes not actualized at all word-finally or after the alveolar trill /t/; /bub/ Bube  'boy'; /hirkst/ Herbst  'fall'.

The dialect reflects the sound shift WG /t/ → OHG /ts/ in word-initial position and → OHG /s(s)/ word-medially: /tsartun/ Zeitung  'newspaper'; /vors/ Wasser  'water'. There is also evidence of the shift of WG /l/ → OHG /s/ in word-final position: /hons/ heiß  'hot'. Word-initial WG /d/ → OHG /t/ is inconsistently lenited, even in the same words such as: /dott/ tot  'dead'; /darz/ Teich  'pond'; but also /dott/ and /tar/. Medial WG /s/ shifts to OHG /d/: /bruodo/ Bruder  'brother'. Medial OHG /t/ is unshifted or lenited: /but/ Butter  'butter'; but: /bladln/ Blättelein  'leaves'. Two words show evidence with medial OHG /t/ lenited to its voiced corresponding consonant whereby OHG /v/ is omitted: /vidm/ Witwe  'widow'; /vidm/ Witwer  'widower'.

There is no lenition of word-initial OHG /k/ in the dialect: /kloone/ kleine  'little'; /kln/ Kohlen  'coals'. WG /k/ → OHG /h/ is inconsistently reflected word-medially following a vowel: /koxo/ kochen  'to boil'; /broxo/ gebrochen  'broken'; but: /boko/ backen  'to bake'. 22 The voiceless velar stop WG /k/ → OHG /h/ is either pronounced or lost word-finally: /raux/ Rauch  'smoke, but: /mil/ Milch  'milk'; /i/ ich  'I'. OHG /g/ is reflected word-initially and word-medially: /gluk/ Glucke  'sitting hen'; /gnak/ Genick  'neck'; /argene/ eigene  'own'; /ligo/ liegen  'to lie (inf.).' Word-final OHG /g/ however is deleted in unstressed syllables such as in names for weekdays: /monto/ Montag  'monday'.

Besides lenition and apocope, the dialect displays other interesting linguistic aspects. The voiceless alveolar fricative is mostly palatalized when it is preceded by /r/ and followed by /t / which is mostly attributed to assimilation processes: /gerstn/

22 The NHG verb backen  is based on the OHG forms bahlan, backan  and the MHG bachen. See Duden, Das Herkunftswörterbuch, 1989) for a more detailed description on the etymology of this verb.
Gerste 'barley'; /erʃt/ erst 'first'. In intervocalic position the consonants /f/ and /g/ are sometimes lenited to /v/: /frəŋf/ fünf 'five'; /kevəl/ Käfer 'eleven'; /hivəl/ Hügel 'hill'; /ʃpəŋəl/ Spiegel 'mirror'. The consonant /b/ almost always shifts to /v/ between vowels, after /r/ and after /l/. 23 A change of consonants takes place in some words. In the first person plural which in Standard German is realized as wir the /v/ shifts to /m/: /mɪn/ wir 'we', and the consonant cluster /tv/ is reflected by /p/ in the word /epəs/ etwas 'something. The plural verb forms of the verb /sa/ sein 'to be' are replaced with the plural verb forms of the verb /ham/ haben 'to have' through levelling: /hʌn/ (wir) haben 'we have'. It is common in Bavarian dialects for the plural forms of the verb /sa/ to be replaced with plural forms of the verb /ham/. 24 Furthermore, an apocope of the alveolar nasal /n/ documented word-finally often causes the preceding vowel to nasalize slightly. The nasalization of vowels and diphthongs, however, is not marked in the transcription of the dialect. This inherent feature to Bavarian dialects is, however, added in a few cases where the nasal diacritic shows a difference in the meaning of a word or a prefix: /vaɪl/ Wein 'wine'; /vaɪl/ Weib, Frau 'woman'; /ɔl/ an 'on (prefix)'; /oʊl/ ab 'off (prefix)'. 25 In addition, when individual words were translated three informants vocalized the alveolar liquid /l/ in the NHG word Kälbchen 'calf' as /karəl/, all informants vocalized the liquid in the NHG word Schwalbe 'swallow' as /ʃvarəl/, and the same feature is reflected in the word /ˈpoʊstl/ Polsterlein, Kissenbezug 'pillowslip' by the main

23 The literature on Bavarian grammars always mentions especially the lenition of /b/ to /v/. Schmeller (1821, 82) mentioned the lenition of /b/ to /v/ before unstressed vowels or before /l/, and Weinhold (1867, 129) traces back word-medial /b/ to Gothic-Saxon /bb/. Ringseis in his Neues Bayerisches Wörterbuch points out that the voiced bilabial stop is lenited to the voiced labio-dental fricative in Bavarian dialects (Ringseis 1994, 22).

24 Merkle (1984, 65) calls this "bäuerliche Form", that is rural form. There is still evidence of this today in mainly rural areas of Bavaria.

25 Schwind (1968, 178) maintains that Bavarian vowels and diphthongs are only slightly nasalized. Merkle (1984, 18) points out that the gradation of nasalizing a word depends on the speech habits of the individual speaker.
informant. His ideolect also reflects a word-final backing after the alveolar trill /r/ to the voiceless velar fricative /x/ in numerous words. For example, the following collected words such as: /larx/ leer 'empty'; /tiorx/ Tür 'door'; /febrarx/ Februar 'February'. Thus it seems that in postvocalic position the alveolar trill is realized as a uvular type of /r/ that has a tendency to devoice and becomes the uvular fricative /x/. 26

26 There is also an epenthetic uvular fricative between /r/ and /u/ in the NHG word Garten, realized by the informant as /goroxta/. Kranzmayer (1956, 124) provides examples of medial /r/ often being replaced by /x/ or the uvular fricative appearing before /u/ in certain regions. One example he cites is /fotoxk/ "strong". Kohler (1995, 166) also argues that in some regional accents the uvular fricative /x/ appears before voiceless plosives and fricatives. For example the NHG word hart is thus realized as /haxt/ "hard". The pronunciation of this word by the main informant reflects this phonetic feature: /hevuxt/.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front Unrounded</th>
<th>Front Rounded</th>
<th>Central Unrounded</th>
<th>Back Unrounded</th>
<th>Back Rounded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High Tense:</strong></td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lax:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mid Tense:</strong></td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lax:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>oe</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Tense:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lax:</strong></td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diphthongs**

- **Falling Diphthongs**
  - uo
  - iо
  - oо
  - eо

- **Rising Diphthongs**
  - оу
  - еi
  - ои
  - ai
  - ui
  - au

The vowel system of the Catholic Bohemian German Dialect of Ellis, Kansas
Phonology - Vowels

Front Vowels

/i/ [i] - The high front tense unrounded vowel mostly occurs in interconsonantal position and is rare word-initially and word-finally. It occurs in stressed syllables in all positions. 27

word-initial position: - /i/ 'I'; /iνο/ 'over'; /ir/ 'her (fem. poss. pronoun)'
interconsonantal position: - /bɪgɪn/ 'to iron (inf.)'; /vɪdɔ/ 'again (adverb);
/dis/ 'this'; /disl/ 'thistle'; /blɛcʃɪt/ 'tinsmith'
word-final position: - /di/ 'the (fem. sg.nom.); /sl/ 'she (3rd pers. nom. sg. pronoun), 'they (3rd pers. nom. pl.)'

/t/ [t] - The high front lax unrounded vowel mainly occurs in interconsonantal position, but also appears word-initially and word-finally. It occurs in both stressed and unstressed syllables.

word-initial position: - /t/ 'in'; /teno/ 'always'; /tnto/ 'under'; /ts/ 'is'
interconsonantal position: - /tʃ/ 'table'; /knt/ 'child'; /mt/ 'with'; /vmt/
'wind'; /mt/ 'not'; /ml/ 'milk'; /lnks/ 'left'; /lm/ 'bad'
word-final position: - /af/ 'up'; /aust/ 'outside'; /ncu/ 'right'; /jun/ 'june'

/e/ [e] - The mid front tense unrounded vowel. It mostly occurs in interconsonantal position in a stressed syllable. It rarely appears word-initially and word-finally in a stressed syllable.

---

27 NHG stress rules apply for this dialect as well. The prominent stressed syllables in many loan words can differ from Standard German pronunciation. The stress is usually on the last syllable for example in words such as /tɔvɔk/ "tobacco"; /kafɛ/ "coffee". Elmer (1980, 219-20) underscores that borrowed words are usually stressed on the last syllable. However, vowel length is not indicated as mentioned in chapter 3. For tense vowels in stressed syllables are noticeably longer than tense or lax vowels occurring in unstressed positions. See Moulton (1966, 62-64).
word-initial position: - /ɛsɪl/ 'donkey'; /ɛpfl/ 'apple'; /ɛjɑrn/ 'wedding ring'

interconsonantal position: - /tseɡo/ 'basket'; /nedl/ 'grandfather'; /kefa/ 'bug'; /veɡɛ/ 'path'; /jenə/ 'pretty'; /nebl/ 'fog'

word-final position: - /ɡe/ 'to go (inf.)'; /fetl/ 'stand!'; /kre/ 'horseradish';

/ɛ/ [e] - The mid front lax unrounded vowel occurs in word-initial and interconsonantal position in stressed syllables. It does not occur in word-final position.

word-initial position: - /ɛsn/ 'to eat (inf.)'; /ɛɲ/ 'you (2nd pers. nom. pl. pronoun); /ɛps/ 'something"; /ɛk/ 'corner'

interconsonantal position: - /fleɡɪ/ 'bad'; /ɡɛns/ 'geese'; /fɛsto/ 'sister';

/efn/ 'lard' /pfɛfo/ 'pepper'; /reɡ/ 'coats'

/a/ [a] - The low front lax unrounded vowel occurs most often in interconsonantal position in stressed syllables. It sometimes appears in a stressed syllable word-initially.

word-initial position: - /ænto/ 'drake'; /æntn/ duck, ducks'; /aft / 'later'

interconsonantal position: - /hæmp/ '(we) have'; /ɡəns/ 'gosling'; /katsl/

'kitten'; /ɡnak/ 'neck'; /tato/ 'dad'.

/oɛ/ [œ] - The mid front lax rounded vowel occurs in stressed syllables in interconsonantal position, but rarely in word-initial position in a stressed syllable. It is always followed by the liquid /l/.

word-initial position: - /oɛlsto/ 'oldest'; /oɛltn/ 'parents'

interconsonantal position: - /vɔeln/ 'to want to (inf.)'; /ʃeɪlt/ 'field'; /ɡoɛlt/

'money'; /ɡoɛlɔ/ 'yellow'; /ɡoɛlɔn/ 'mosquito'
Central Vowels

/ə/  [ə] - The mid central lax unrounded vowel merely occurs interconsonantally and word-finally in unstressed syllables. It does not occur word-initially.

  interconsonantal position: - /trukən/ 'dry'; /tɛnənt/ '(they) are standing';
  /bənəmən/ 'behaved (past part.)'; /hənət/ 'shirt'

  word-final position: - /ɡəntsə/ 'whole'; /brɪə/ 'berry'; /sɔːfe/ 'soap';
  /kəpə/ 'bucket'

/ɔ/  [ɔ] - The low central lax unrounded vowel only occurs in unstressed syllables. It does not appear in word-initial position. It occurs when /r/ is vocalized in postvocalic position or with the vocalization of /ən/. The affix /ən/ is vocalized in nouns, infinitives, and past participles. Here it depends on the stem-final position, usually after the labial fricative /f/, the uvular fricative /x/, the velar stop /k/ and after all nasals; otherwise /n/ is retained in stem-final position. 28

  interconsonantal position: - /fəbrent/ 'burnt (past part.); /lɪgɔblɪm/ 'stayed (past part.); /hʌndət/ 'hundred'; /ɔkən/ 'to plow'

  word-final position: - /kɔxə/ 'to cook (inf.)'; /bruɔdə/ 'brother'; /sʌmə/ 'summer'; /kafo/ 'to buy (inf.)'; /trɪpə/ 'to drink (inf.)'; /ʃtrɪko/ 'to knit (inf.)'

Back Vowels

/u/  [u] - The high back tense rounded vowel occurs in stressed syllables in all environments. It mostly appears in interconsonantal position.

  word-initial position: - /umɔzn/ 'ant'; /umukn/ 'cucumber'

  interconsonantal position: - /kwɔzn/ 'cake'; /jusn/ 'to use (inf.)'; /ʃuə/ 'shoes'; /ʃvʊŋə/ 'brother-in-law'; /lutərn/ 'lantern'

28 Some examples for the retention of /n/ are: /kampɛn/ "to comb (inf.)" and /kriŋj/ "to get (inf.)".
/tsu/'to'; /du/ 'you (2nd pers. nom. sg. pronoun)'; /f/u/ 'shoe'

/u/ - The high back lax rounded vowel occurs mainly interconsonantally in stressed and unstressed syllables. It occasionally appears word-initially, and never word-finally.

word-initial position: - /unkraut/ 'weed'; /unsd/ 'our (poss. adj.)'; /ufn/ 'open'

interconsonantal position: - /suntn/ 'sunday'; /sunm/ 'summer'; /dundo/ 'thunder'; /umørkn/ 'cucumber'; /kukuruts/ 'corn'

/o/ - The mid back tense rounded vowel occurs mainly in interconsonantal position in a stressed syllable. It can also appear word-initially and word-finally where the stress also falls on this vowel.

word-initial position: - /ofm/ 'oven'; /ovn/ 'or'; /opst/ 'fruit'; /oklaupt/ 'picked (past part.)'; /okult/ 'killed (past part.)'

interconsonantal position: - /ros/ 'horse'; /brotn/ 'brought (past part.)'; /fofl/ 'bird'; /nogl/ 'nail'; /hosn/ 'pants'

word-final position: - /vo?/ 'where?'; /f/o/ 'already'; /f/to/ 'done (past part.)'; /so/ 'so'

/o/ - The mid back lax rounded vowel occurs frequently in interconsonantal position and word-final position in stressed and unstressed syllables. It can be followed by a single consonant or multiple consonants.

word-initial position: - /optn/ 'privy'; /of/ 'monkey'; /omn/ 'above'; /oproel/ 'april'; /ondn/ 'other'; /oktobn/ 'oktober'
interconsonantal position: - /kɔxɔ/ 'to cook (inf.)'; /hɔt/ 'has'; /ʃvɔmɔ/ 'mushroom'; /nɔxt/ 'night'; /hɔs/ 'rabbit'; /gɔgɔtsn/ 'to cackle (inf.)'

/ɑ/ - [ɑ] - The low back tense unrounded vowel occurs in stressed syllables interconsonantally and word-finally. It rarely appears word-initially in a stressed syllable.

word-initial position: - /ɑ/ 'also'; /ɑfɪ/ 'up'; /ɑfɛnɔn/ 'to stop (inf.)'

interconsonantal position: - /blɔdln/ 'leaves'; /nɔdl/ 'grandmother'; /bɔn/ 'tree'; /glɔs/ 'glass'; /lɔ/ 'empty'

word-final position: - /nɔ/ 'no'; /tʃvɔ/ 'two'; /ʃtɔ/ 'they are standing'; /sɑ!/ 'be!'

Diphthongs

/un/ - [un] - The diphthong /un/ occurs in interconsonantal and word-final position in stressed syllables.

interconsonantal position: - /gʊnt/ 'good'; /dʊrʃtʃ/ 'thirsty'; /fʊns/ 'foot';

/blʊnt/ 'blood'; /pʃluɔʃ/ 'plow'; /ʃtʊntʃ/ 'mare'

word-final position: - /bʊn/ 'boy'; /kʊn/ 'cow'; /ɡnʊn/ 'enough'; /tʊn/ 'to do (inf.)'

/in/ - [in] - The diphthong /in/ occurs in stressed syllables word-initially and interconsonantally.

word-initial position: - /ɪntrɔ/ 'tuesday'; /ɪndrʊkɔ/ 'to chew cud (inf.)'

interconsonantal position: - /fɪns/ 'feet'; /pʃliɔʃ/ 'plows'; /briɔf/ 'letter';

/liŋps/ 'dear'
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/ɔː/  [ɔː] - The diphthong /ɔː/ appears in word-initial position, interconsonantal position, and word-final position in a stressed syllable.

word-initial position: -/οο/ 'egg'; /οονοσ/ 'pea'; /οομαθ/ 'work'; /οομ/ 'arm'

interconsonantal position: - /ɔοο/ 'hot'; /ɡoos/ 'goat'; /voox/ 'soft';

/οον/ 'warm'; /ʃvoots/ 'black'

word-final position: - /fool/ 'color'; /ʃtoo/ 'stone'; /boon/ 'bone'

/ɛə/  [ɛə] - The diphthong /ɛə/ appears in a stressed syllable word-initially, interconsonantly, and word-finally, but is unstressed in conjunction with a verbal prefix in infinitives and past participles.

word-initial position: - /ɛədɪl/ 'ear'; /ɛənst/ 'serious'; /ɛəɡon/ 'to offend (inf.)'

interconsonantal position: - /hents/ 'heart'; /trent/ 'soil'; /hen/ 'to hear (inf.)'; /nənət/ 'no one'; /əusken/ 'to sweep (inf.)'

word-final position: - /men/ 'more'

/ʊasons/ - The diphthong /ʊasons/ only occurs in stressed syllables in all environments.

word-initial position: - /ʊastan/ 'Easter'

interconsonantal position: - /ɡrous/ 'big'; /brəʊt/ 'bread'; /rəʊt/ 'red'; /fəʊt/ 'foot'; /həʊx/ 'high'; /təʊt/ 'dead';

word-final position: - /kəʊ/ 'cow'; /ʃrəʊ/ 'happy'; /səʊ/ 'sow'

/ɛt/  [ɛt] - The diphthong /ɛt/ occurs in interconsonantal position and word-final position in a stressed syllable.
interconsonantal position: - /brnif/ 'letter'; /verfoel?/ 'how much?'; /fesi/ 'feet'; /fere/ 'earlier (comp.)'; /merplbam/ 'maple tree'

word-final position: - /ke1/ 'cows'; /freI/ 'morning'; /fnet/ 'snow'; /ver/ 'ache'

/ɔi/  [ɔɪ] - The diphthong /ɔi/ occurs in stressed and unstressed syllables in word-initial, interconsonantal, and word-final position.

word-initial position: - /ɔri/ 'eggs'; /ɔnə/ 'one'; /ɔrkatsə/ 'squirrel'; /ɔrfaIn/ 'dropped (past part.)'; /ɔrgeʊ/ 'walked off (past part.)'

interconsonantal position: - /mɔid/ 'girl'; /vɔtson/ 'wheat'; /nɔtson/ 'ant'; /sɔfe/ 'soap'; /froʊænə/ 'earlier (comp.)'; /nɔtəIn/ 'owl'

word-final position: - /frɔt/ 'morning'; /dɔt/ 'down'

/ʊi/  [ʊɪ] - The diphthong /ʊi/ occurs in all environments in stressed syllables. There is only one word documented in word-initial position.

word-initial position: - /ʊi/ 'some'

interconsonantal position: - /flɔn/ 'fly'; /flaʊkt/ '(it) flies'; /wɔf/ 'deep'; /tsun/ 'to pull (inf.)'; /kraʊt/ '(it) crawls';

word-final position: - /kun/ 'none'; /ʃun/ 'stones'

/ar/  [ar] - The diphthong /ar/ appears in all environments in stressed syllables.

word-initial position: - /ɑːrbo/ 'udder'; /ɑːrɡtɔelt/ 'hired (past part.)';

/ɑːtsnɔ/ 'tightwad (past part. adj.)'; /ɑːlɔnɔ/ 'to invite (inf.)'
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interconsonantal position: - /tsarən/ 'to milk (inf.)'; /harp/ 'head (of a vegetable)'; /gjarɔn/ 'to like (inf.)'; /harson/ 'houses'; /krauts/ 'back'

word-final position: - /vair/ 'wine'; /var/ 'woman'; /draz/ 'three'; /har/ 'hay'; /maur/ 'my (poss. pronoun)'; /fnaur/ 'to cut (inf.)'

/au/ [au] - The diphthong /au/ occurs in word-initial, interconsonantal, and word-final position. It mainly appears in stressed syllables, but sometimes in an unstressed syllable.

    word-initial position:  - /austr/ 'outside'; /austrυd/ 'eye lid'; /autəl/ 'udder';
                        /austrυs/ 'consumption'; /austr/ 'august'

    interconsonantal position: - /məus/ 'without'; /haus/ 'house'; /maus/ 'mouse'; /kraut/ 'cabbage'; /unkraut/ 'weed';
    /naυʃn/ 'to chew (inf.)'

    word-final position: - /frau/ 'woman'; /haυ/ '(I) hit'; /fau!/ 'look!'
                        (2nd sg. imperative)

The following vowel chart contrasts the vowel phonemes in stressed position word-initially, interconsonantally, and word-finally, but also includes the vowels /ə/ and /o/ that only occur in unstressed position. Although the majority of vowels occur in pairs of similar quality, it is rather difficult to pair up all of them to show a perfect complementary distribution.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word-Initial</th>
<th>Interconsonantal</th>
<th>Word-Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>'I'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>'me'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/esl/</td>
<td>/nedl/</td>
<td>'grandfather'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/esl/</td>
<td>/nedl/</td>
<td>'nettles'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/umnsn/</td>
<td>/kuxn/</td>
<td>'cake'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ons/</td>
<td>/kuxl/</td>
<td>'kitchen'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ofn/</td>
<td>/hof/</td>
<td>'yard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ofn/</td>
<td>/hot/</td>
<td>'has'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/af/</td>
<td>/glasl/</td>
<td>'glass'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/aft/</td>
<td>/gansl/</td>
<td>'gosling'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/enl/</td>
<td>/moe/</td>
<td>'flour'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/aft/</td>
<td>/hemat/</td>
<td>'shirt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hundt/</td>
<td>/sumt/</td>
<td>'summer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/un/</td>
<td>/fuos/</td>
<td>'cow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/inrto/</td>
<td>/fins/</td>
<td>'cows'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ouston/</td>
<td>/fous/</td>
<td>'cow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/esi/</td>
<td>/feis/</td>
<td>'cows'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/oq/</td>
<td>/nors/</td>
<td>'foot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/oq/</td>
<td>/novx/</td>
<td>'fool'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/eotn/</td>
<td>/novx/</td>
<td>'afterwards'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/oq/</td>
<td>/tsuri/</td>
<td>'to show'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>/tsuri/</td>
<td>'to pull'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/arto/</td>
<td>/harsn/</td>
<td>'houses'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/aotn/</td>
<td>/haus/</td>
<td>'house'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The chart shows an overview of the major vowel correspondences between Middle High German (MHG), New High German (NHG), and the Catholic Bohemian German Dialect (CBG) of Ellis, Kansas. There is no connection between NHG and CBG. The chart only serves as a comparison between MHG, NHG, and CBG. There are phonemic symbols as well as graphemic symbols. The vowels of the dialect are under 1), while the diphthongs are under 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) MHG</th>
<th>NHG</th>
<th>CBG</th>
<th>2) MHG</th>
<th>NHG</th>
<th>CBG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;e&gt;, &lt;e&gt;</td>
<td>/ɛ/, /œ/, /ø/</td>
<td>/ɛ/, /œ/</td>
<td>/œn/, /œ/</td>
<td>&lt;e&gt;, &lt;e&gt;</td>
<td>/u/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ie&gt;</td>
<td>/i/, /i/</td>
<td>/i/, /i/</td>
<td>/ʃm/</td>
<td>&lt;ie&gt;, &lt;ie&gt;</td>
<td>/i/, /i/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;a&gt;, &lt;a&gt;</td>
<td>/a/, /a/</td>
<td>/o/, /o/</td>
<td>/nosn/</td>
<td>&lt;e&gt;, &lt;e&gt;</td>
<td>/a/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;u&gt;</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>/sumu/</td>
<td>&lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>/œ/, /œ/, /æ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;au&gt;</td>
<td>/au/</td>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>/ban/</td>
<td>&lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>/a/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;æ&gt;</td>
<td>/æ/, /æ/</td>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>/nan/</td>
<td>&lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>/a/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;i&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;,</td>
<td>/i/, /i/, /œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/goel/</td>
<td>&lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>/i/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;œ&gt;, &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chart shows an overview of the major vowel correspondences between Middle High German (MHG), New High German (NHG), and the Catholic Bohemian German Dialect (CBG) of Ellis, Kansas. There is no connection between NHG and CBG. The chart only serves as a comparison between MHG, NHG, and CBG. There are phonemic symbols as well as graphemic symbols. The vowels of the dialect are under 1), while the diphthongs are under 2).
The Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis does not show the New High German (NHG) front rounded vowels /y/, /y/, /ø/. They are unrounded and are realized respectively as /l/, /l/, /e/, and /e/: /frijoF Frühjahr 'spring'; /mïnt/ müde 'tired'; /frîçtn/ Früchte 'fruit'; /knedl/ Knödel 'dumpling'; /kœpf/ Köpfe 'heads'. The plural formation and some suffixes, such as several plural allomorphs often do create a fronting of the vowels in the dialect: /fuûs/ Fuß 'foot' versus /fuûs/ Füße 'feet'; /fogl/ Vogel 'bird' versus /fegl/ Vögel 'birds'; /lartûtx/ Bettuch 'bedsheet' versus /lartûtx/ Bettücher 'bedsheets'; /frûxt/ 'fruit (sg.)'; /frîçtn/ 'fruit (pl.)'.

The diphthongs /uû/, /iû/, /oû/, /eû/, and /aû/ are pronounced as two distinct vowel phonemes with the second component /b/ realized almost like a mumbling sound which leads to a stretching of the vowels, while the diphthongs /oû/, /eû/, /aû/, and /aû/ have a compound vowel character. The so called falling diphthongs /uû/ and /iû/ are a significant feature in the vowel system of the dialect.

Middle High German (MHG) <uo> → New High German (NHG) tense /u/ via monophthongization is realized as /uû/: /fuûs/ Fuß 'foot'; /kuû/ Kuh 'cow'. And the MHG diphthong <ie> → NHG tense /i/ occurs as /iû/: /liûp/ lieb 'lovely'; /tsingl/ Ziegel 'brick'. MHG <ue> → NHG tense /y/ is also realized as /iû/: /kine/ Kühe 'cows'; /miînt/ müde 'tired'. The diphthongs /uû/ and /iû/ can also occur as secondary diphthongs through the vocalization of /t/ with the following /t/ slightly pronounced or totally unpronounced: /miû/ mir 'me'; /fuût/ fort 'away' /biûrstn/ Bürste 'brush'.

29 The author chose to use the symbol of the NHG front rounded vowel /ø/ to show the realization of the NHG vowels /i/, /õ/, /e/ and /y/ < Middle High German (MHG) <i>, <õ>, <e>, and <y> influenced by the liquid /l/ which has given rise to rounded vowels: /feûl/ Feld 'field'.

30 Kubitschek (1927, 15) calls them "unechte Zwielauten" in his discussion on the vowel system of the dialects of the Bohemian Forest. The author translated this term as 'secondary diphthong'.
diphthong /ɪd/ in words such as: /hinrɪkst/ Herbst 'fall'; /kɪntrtsn/ Kerze 'candle'; /ɪntrʊ/ Dienstag 'Tuesday'. The falling diphthongs can also be realized as reversed diphthongs, /ʊd/ as /ʊd/: /fʊʊs/ Fuß 'foot'; /kʊʊ/ Kuh 'cow'; while /ɪd/ becomes /ɛt/: /fɛts/ Füße 'feet'; /kɛt/ Kühe 'cows'. The latter is characteristic of North Bavarian and is known as gestürzte Diphthonge, that is reversed diphthongs.

The MHG diphthong <ei> → NHG /ɐ/ appears as a rounded diphthong /ʊʊ/ in monosyllabic words: /ʊʊ/ Ei 'egg'; /ɡʊʊs/ Geiß 'goat'; /ʃʊʊ/ Stein 'stone'; but changes to the rising diphthong /ɛt/ if historically two syllables are used: /ʊʊ/ Eier 'eggs'; /ɡʊʊs/ Ziegen 'goats'; /skɪfə/ Seife 'soap'. It can, however also occur as /ʊt/ with the following nasal /n/ lost: /ʃʊʊ/ Steine 'stones'; /ʊʊ/ einige 'some'; /kʊt/ kein (e) 'no (negative pronoun)'. The rounded diphthong /ʊʊ/ also appears from the MHG vowels <ø>, <œ>, and <æ> through /t/ vocalization or when followed by the fricative /s/: /dʊʊf/ Dorf 'village'; /ʃʊʊ/ Jahr 'year'; /vʊʊm/ warm 'warm'; /ʊʊvʊʊs/ Erbspea 'pea'. The diphthong /ɛʊ/ occurs when the /t/ is vocalized and disappears completely following the lax /e/: /mɛʊ/ mehr 'more'; /ɛʊntn/ Ernte 'harvest'; /ɡɛʊn/ gern 'to like to do something'; or when MHG <ie> and <ue> → NHG tense /ɪ/ precede the nasals /m/ or /n/: /ɛʊn/ ihn 'him'; /nɛʊmɛʊ/ niemand 'no one'; NHG tense /ɪ/ ← via MHG <iu> is often realized as the reversed diphthong /ʊt/: /tʊʊf/ tiep 'deep'; /fɪʊn/ Fliege 'fly'. 31 The NHG monophthongs /ɪ/, /ɛ/, /e/, and tense /y/ ← MHG vowels <i>, <e>, <ę>, and <ie> appear often as the front rounded vowel /œ/ when influenced by the liquid /l/ as mentioned above: /bɛnʃtʊɛl/ Besenstiel 'broom handle'; /ɡʊɛlsn/ Mücke

31 OHG <iu> became the MHG long vowel <iu> collapsing with the vowel <iu> from Germanic <œ>. The OHG form apparently reflects the Bavarian development of Germanic<œu> to <iu> in the OHG period. For a detailed discussion see Braune/Eggers (1975, 48).
'mosquito'; /gœl/ Geld 'money'; /hœlɔ/ helfen 'to help'; /fœlɛl/ sich verkühl 'to catch a cold'. There are two exceptions: /bælt/ (er) bellt 'it barks', /tælt/ Teller 'plate'. The NHG diphthong /æl/ ← MHG tense long vowel <β> does reflect NHG diphthongization in the dialect: /dæma/ dein 'your'; /ʃnæt/ schneiden 'to cut'; /tsærdln/ melken 'to milk'. And MHG <o> and <iu> realized as the NHG diphthong /œl/ are unrounded to the rising diphthong /æl/: /ʃæt/ Leute 'people';
/fær/ Feuer 'fire'; /hæt/ Heu 'hay'. NHG /æl/ ← MHG <u> consistently reflects the diphthongization /œl/: /ʃæfl/ Schaufel 'shovel'; /ŋaus/ Haus 'house';
/braʊt/ Braut 'bride'. There is one exception before the liquid /l/: /mæl/ Maul 'mouth'. 32 The NHG /æl/ ← MHG <ou> sometimes appears as the diphthong /œl/: /ræuxə/ rauchen 'to smoke'; /ŋaʊpt/ Haupt 'head'; it occurs as the back tense vowel /æ/ before the nasal /ml/: /bam/ Baum 'tree'; /træmə/ träumen 'to dream'. The back tense vowel /æ/ is also realized in words with the NHG vowels /æ/ and /ɛ/ ← OHG long <œ> via MHG <œ>: /ʃæn/ nähen 'to sew'; /lær/ leer 'empty'; /ʃær/ schwer 'heavy'. MHG <œ> and tense long <œ> are retained in the dialect as /œ/: /ʃæibl/ Nebel 'fog'; /ʃedəml/ Federn 'feathers'; /væ/ weh 'it hurts'. The NHG word Schnee, however, does not show the realization of /œ/, but of the diphthong /œœ/ word-finally: /ʃnœœt/ 'snow'. There is also a retention of /œ/ or /ɛ/ in the dialect when MHG <œ> and <œ> are reflected in NHG as either /œ/, /ɔ/ or /œ/: /ʃæfl/ Käfer 'bug'; /ʃen/ schön 'beautiful'; /ʃefl/ Lößel 'spoon'; /ʃfeʃə/ Pfeffer 'pepper'; /ʃetʃə/ Fetzen 'rag'. NHG /y/ and /œ/ corresponding to MHG <œ> is unrounded in the dialect to /i/ and /u/ respectively: /ʃiɾtʃəl/ Hügel 'hills'; /ʃɪnf/ fünf 'five'. MHG <œ> and <œ> are largely preserved in the dialect: /ʃi/ ich 'I'; /ʃuʃu/ Juni 'June'. A noticeable exception is: /ʃɪntə/ unter 'under' where MHG

32 This word was realized as /moʊl/ by some speakers or with the diphthong as /maʊl/.
<u> → NHG /u/ is also realized as /u/. NHG tense /a/ and lax /a/ ← MHG <a> and <a> is often rounded to /o/ or /o/ in the dialect: /mosn/ Narbe 'scar'; /ɔkon/ ackern, pflügen 'to plow'. A significant change in the realization of the vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ to /u/ and /u/ primarily takes place in some words of the dialect with a following liquid /l/ or the nasal /m/ with NHG /a/, /a/, and /o/ ← MHG <a>, <a>, and <o> respectively: /umɔsn/ Ameise 'ant'; /[multsr]/ Schmaltzriegel 'doughnut'; /kult/ kalt 'cold'; /kūln/ Kohlen 'coals'.

NHG /o/ ← MHG <o> is reflected as the secondary diphthong /ou/: /raut/ rot 'red'; /tou/ tot 'dead'; /brot/ Brot 'bread'. But the dialect retains the vowel /u/ from MHG <u> → NHG lax /o/: /sumr/ Sommer 'summer'; /stunt/ Sonntag 'sunday'.

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers have a tendency to reduce vowels in unstressed syllables such as in the past participle prefix /g/ with the apocope of the unstressed vowel /a/. Tense long vowels in single-syllable words in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German differ from Standard German pronunciation, e.g., the word /ros/ Roß, Pferd 'horse'. Other scholars have noticed this lengthening of vowels in Bavarian dialects. One scholar noted: "Dehnung und Schärfung der Vokale und der damit zusammenhängende Wechsel einfacher und verdoppelter Consonanten folgen in der altbayerischen Mundart nicht den Gesetzen der Schriftsprache" (Mutzl 1860, 343). Furthermore, Ellis Catholic Bohemian German has two words that are distinct in the dialect. In the words /nedl/ Großvater, Ahn(e) 'grandfather', and /nadl/ Großmutter, Ahnin 'grandmother' they insert an epenthetic consonant /d/.

---

33 The NHG word kalt 'cold' was also realized as /kɔlt/ by some speakers.
34 Mutzl (1860, 343) gives a detailed description on pronunciation differences in Bavarian dialects as opposed to Standard German. Ebner (1980, 219-20) in his discussion on German in Austria also lists numerous examples for the phenomenon of vowel quantity and intonation in Austrian German based on Bavarian dialects that differ from the literary language.
between the vowel and the syllabic /l/ and metathesize the nasal /n/ and the vowel. 35
The words are derived from MHG /au/ and /ane/ respectively. Metathesis also occurs in the word /treətl/ Erde 'ground, soil'; and the word for NHG Kartoffel, Erdapfel /treəpfəl/ 'potato' between the vowel /e/ and the alveolar trill /r/. The initial alveolar stop /t/ is perhaps added from a preceding article with assimilation of the unstressed vowel. 36

**Pronominal Morphology** 37

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nom.</th>
<th>Acc.</th>
<th>Dat.</th>
<th>Possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person singular</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>mr</td>
<td>mr</td>
<td>mar(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person singular</td>
<td>du</td>
<td>dr</td>
<td>dr</td>
<td>dar(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd singular masculine</td>
<td>er, der</td>
<td>eon, eom</td>
<td>eom</td>
<td>sar(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feminine</td>
<td>si, di</td>
<td>si, di</td>
<td>ir</td>
<td>ir, sar(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neuter</td>
<td>es, des</td>
<td>es, des</td>
<td>des</td>
<td>sar(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st person plural</td>
<td>mr</td>
<td>uns</td>
<td>uns</td>
<td>unsar(Re)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person plural</td>
<td>des (tsvo:n)</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>η, es</td>
<td>ηηηηη</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person plural</td>
<td>si, di</td>
<td>si, di</td>
<td>dena</td>
<td>dena, dena</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chart on the pronominal system of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect displays three cases, the nominative, accusative, and dative cases. Some personal

---

35 The syllabic /l/ is the diminutive suffix.
36 Weinhold (1867, 169-70) mentions the frequent transposition of /e/ and /e/ in the prefix -e, for example da restarb (da erstarb) 'then died'.
37 The grammatical tables were completed either by asking the informants directly for specific forms or by translation exercises.
38 Apart from the demonstrative pronoun form for the 3rd person plural dative case, no specific pronoun form could be collected.
pronouns occur in a reduced form when unstressed, such as: /eɾ/ > /o/ er 'he'; /sɪ/ > /sə/ sie (sg. and pl.) 'she, they', and /es/ > /s/ es 'it'. There is, however, a tendency for the dative and accusative case to merge into a common objective case, especially in the 3rd person singular masculine. The collapse of these cases can also be observed in the 1st and 2nd person plural forms, whereas the 3rd person dative plural shows a distinctive dative form. There is a clear distinction of the dative and accusative forms in the 1st and 2nd person singular forms, as well as the 3rd person singular feminine form.

In the following examples the accusative and dative case distinction is retained:

/tuməl dı/ Beeile dich! 'Hurry up!' 

/aft genmo mıt dı/ Dann gehen wir mit dir zusammen. 'Then we will go with you.'

The breakdown of the accusative/dative distinction is, however evident in the inconsistent use of the 1st person singular pronoun as an indirect dative object as is illustrated by the following sentence:

/der ivoruk past mır mıt/ Dieser Mantel paßt mir nicht. 'This coat does not fit me.'

/der ivoruk past mır mıt/ Dieser Mantel paßt mir nicht. 'This coat does not fit me.'

The shift to a common objective case is also apparent in the use of the 3rd person singular masculine dative pronoun for a direct accusative object, contrary to the historically used masculine accusative form with /n/, as the following examples represent:
/i hon ëm gesøkt, jo, i se ëm/ Ich habe ihm gesagt, ja, ich sehe ihn. 'So I told him yes, I see him.'

/i vîl ëm om kupf hau../ Ich will ihn schlagen.... 'I want to hit him...'

The 2nd person plural forms are unique in this table in that they show the old dual form ös/enk (MHG ir/iuch) > /ën/ euch 'you (2nd pers. pl.)' in the accusative and dative case. The dual form stems from the Indo-European dual pronoun form es.

The nominative case expresses the dual by using the demonstrative pronoun /des/ diese 'these', and the number 'two' /tsvo/ zwei. The following sentence illustrates the use:

/des tsvo/ hats a /jes haus kot/ Ich habt ein schönes Haus gehabt 'You two had a nice house'

The possessive pronouns tend to have weakened endings. The singular forms sometimes occur with the final nasal being lost. In addition, the 3rd person singular masculine/neuter possessive pronoun is sometimes used instead of its feminine counterpart:

/irë mo hôt ir a narë ruk kaft/ Ihr Mann hat ihr einen neuen Rock gekauft. 'Her husband bought her a new coat.'

/sar enkelkint blarp firt ir/ Ihr Enkelkind bleibt bei ihr. 'Her grandchild stays with her.'

The 1st person plural possessive pronoun varies between two forms that do not seem to be specific for an individual speaker. The same informant might use both forms, such as in the following examples of Informant 1:

39 See (Etymologisches Wörterbuch des Deutschen, 1997) for a discussion of the etymology of the NHG pronoun euch.
Wir haben unsere Verwandten besucht. 'We visited our relatives.'

Wir geben unseren Hühnern Mais. 'We give our chickens corn.'

Since the genitive case has been lost in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect, apart from the use of set phrases with a genitive noun inflection, such as: Mutter Gottes 'mother of God'; den Ablauf des Fleisches 'the indulgence of the flesh', we find no example of the historical genitive. Possession is expressed periphrastically, using the dative case and possessive pronouns:

Dies ist das Haus meiner Eltern 'This is my parents' house.'

Der Sohn der Schwester meines Vaters (mein Cousin) 'my father's sister's son (my cousin).'

Das ist Leo Weber's Frau gewesen 'The girl was Leo Weber's wife.'

The demonstrative pronouns predominate in the nominative case of all genders, where they often replace the personal pronoun: Sie schämen sich. 'They are embarrassed.' Demonstrative forms in the singular always precede first names of people: Willi 'William'; Tante Rosi 'aunt Rosi.' Furthermore, the demonstratives in the nominative case appear fairly frequently in a main sentence between the subject and the verb, emphasizing the subject: Die bösen Gänse beissen dich tot. 'Those mean geese will bite you to death.' The third person singular feminine and neuter

40 The loss of the genitive case is a common occurrence throughout the German dialects. See Merkle (1984, 96).
41 This informant used the first person accusative pronoun instead of the second person accusative form.
demonstrative forms, as well as the third person plural also occur quite often in the accusative environment. The third person plural is also used in the dative demonstrative: /unt do is er mit mai framfoft a tsom kerno given mit demo ılis/ Und da ist er mit allen in meiner Verwandtschaft zusammengekommen

'And there he also got together with all my relatives'; and sometimes substitutes the possessive pronoun: /si gem deremo hemo gerın/ Sie geben ihren Hühnern Gerste  'They give their chickens barley.'

Formal Usage:

/εη/ Ihr 'you (2nd pers.pl.)', the old dual form, is used for formal address in the dialect:

/... dos sis umokemo misn tson en/ ... daß sie bei euch/ Ihnen vorbeikommen müssen  'that they have to stop by at your place'; /... en tson ofhem/ ... um euch/Sie abzuholen  '... in order to pick you up.' 42

Impersonal Pronoun:

The 3rd person singular neuter /es/ functions as the subject with verbs used impersonally: /es get ulas ınl]/ Alles ist auf Englisch.  'Everything is in English.' The neuter pronoun is often reduced to /s/ if unstressed in the beginning of the sentence and frequently postenclitic to a finite verb, to pronouns, or conjunctions:

42 Informant 1 was making a phone call to Informant 5, his niece. He is her uncle and older than she, so she addresses him formally. Mirwald (1988, 23) points out that this pronoun was used to formally address people, as well as your parents and relatives. The formal address, however is mostly unfamiliar to speakers of the dialect when they address people. When directly questioned or in translation exercises with the second person plural pronoun in it the main informant used the 2nd person singular form /du/ /du 'you': /¡ver bas da?/ Wie geht es Ihnen? 'How are you?' While Informant 5 was on the phone with her uncle she addressed a question to the author and immediately switched to the second person singular familiar form: /vart hfn o tsu do rost? Wirst du zur der Rosi hinfinden? 'Will you find the way to Rosi's place?' When directly questioned about a formal usage she, however, formed questions such as: /vi haps dent?/ Wie geht es Ihnen? 'How are you'; /haps gşunt? Sind Sie gesund? 'Are you healthy?'
Is je draust/ Es ist draußen schön 'It is nice outside'; /aft υψης υίον βραυ νερν/
Danach wird es wieder besser 'Then it will get better again.'

Relative Pronouns:

There are no distinct relative pronouns in the Catholic Bohemian German
dialect. The relative clauses functioning as attributes are constructed by the indefinite
relative pronoun /vos/ was 'what' for all genders and the plural:

/er is mar feto, vos kron is/ Das ist mein Onkel, der krank ist
'This is the best honey I have ever had'

/a vai, vos s kant of do veelt brmo kon/
Das Weib (Die Frau), das (die) ein Kind auf die Welt bringen kann
'A woman who can bring a child into this world'

/i tuo zsartoc lesen, vos om tf gleq is/
Ich tue die Zeitung lesen, die auf dem Tisch gelegen hat
'I am reading the paper that was on the table'

/a kun, vos kar karval krokt/ Eine Kuh, die kein Kälbchen kriegt
'A cow that get have a calf'

/di hant men vi di distln, vos in foelt draust/
Die sind mehr wie die Disteln, die im Feld draußen (sind)
'These are more like the thistles back in the field'

Two examples were collected with the demonstrative pronoun preceding
/vos/: 43

/i hon mar bosl gsen, di vos in hers vount/
Ich habe meine Tante gesehen, die in Hays wohnt
'I saw my aunt who lives in Hays.'

/nit der mo, den vos du goelt gem host/
Nicht der Mann, dem du Geld gegeben hast
'Not the man whom you gave money.'

43 Wiesinger (1989, 455) points out that relative clauses in Bavarian dialects are introduced by the
relative pronoun was and they can be strengthened by the demonstrative, der, die, das was.
Reflexive Pronouns:

Numerous sentences containing reflexives have been collected. Most of them show the use of the accusative forms. The reflexive pronouns sometimes occur with the loss of the final palatal fricative. The first two examples show verbs with an accompanying accusative case reflexive pronoun, while the last two sentences have the dative reflexive forms:

/ʊnt hʊst di guot kɔltn/ ...und hast dich gut benommen 'and you have behaved yourself.'
/ɜɾ hɒt sɪ niɗogliɛkt/ Er hat sich niedergelegt 'He lay down.'
/di ŵɪs tʊnt mɔ so ve/ Die Füße tun mir so weh. 'My feet hurt so much.'
/mar brʊŋo voel sɪ af[œlɛn tsɔr̩ fɛnə hɑrsɔ]/ Mein Bruder will sich zwei schöne neue Häuser bauen 'My brother wants to build himself two beautiful new houses.'

Most informants used the 3rd person singular masculine personal pronoun /ɛm/ ihm 'him' in the latter sentence, Wenker sentence 33, to express the reflexive form: ⁴⁴

/sar brʊŋo voel ɛm bau tʃvɔn fɛnə nɑrə hɑrsɔ in dɑm ɑʃ ot/ Sein Bruder will sich zwei schöne neue Häuser in eurem Garten bauen 'His brother wants to build himself two beautiful new houses in your yard'

Interrogative Pronouns:

The NHG interrogative pronouns wer 'who?', wem 'whom ...to ?', wie 'how?', wieviel 'how many?', wo 'where?', woher 'where... (from)?', was 'what'

---

⁴⁴ The dtv-Atlas zur deutschen Sprache (1992, 155) provides the information that in OHG the dative case of a reflexive was formed by using the 3rd person singular personal pronoun inu, iru. This distinction is still made in some Upper German dialect areas. One sentence was collected showing the accusative reflexive pronoun /ɔnɔ/ being used with a verb that does not have a reflexive in the corresponding New High German (NHG): /ɔnɔ hɑt sɪ g[ʊlɔpɔt/ Einer ist gestolpert... 'One [person] stumbled...'
'what?', was für 'what kind of?' and warum 'why?' have been collected for the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. They are realized in the dialect respectively as /verl/, /vern/, /vi/, /vifcel,verfcel/, /vo/, /vo...herl, /vos/, /vos fir/ and /vern,ve/.45 The realization of the words for the NHG interrogative pronouns wieviel and warum depends on the speaker.

The translation of the dative interrogative pronoun wem 'whom ... to?', in Wenker sentence 21 underscores the tendency of this dialect to a common objective case. While in some translations the dative interrogative pronoun prevails, the nominative form wer 'who?' functions as a dative object in a couple of sentences and another example uses the accusative form of wer:

/tsu ver hamant di do jtor fotselt?/Wem hat er die neue Geschichte erzählt? 'Whom did he tell the new story to?'46

/ven hof er di jtor fotselt?/ Wem hat er die neue Geschichte erzählt? 'Whom did he tell the new story to?'

Nominal Morphology

There are three genders in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect: masculine, feminine and neuter. Nouns, adjectives and articles are declined for those three genders. Nouns are declined in the singular and plural.47 Articles and adjectives can be inflected in the nominative, accusative and dative cases. As with the pronominal system there is no inflection in the genitive case.

45 The interrogative pronoun for the NHG warum 'why' has been collected from Informant 1 and Informant 2, both of whom realized the interrogative pronoun with /vera/ and /ve/, respectively.
46 This informant uses the third person plural instead of the third person singular masculine.
47 The gender of nouns in this dialect are essentially parallel to the genders assigned to nouns in NHG. There is evidence of a few words, however, that have a different gender, for example: /der butæ/ die Butter 'the butter'; /dez rats/ die Ratte 'the rat'.
The Definite Article: 48

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Accusative</th>
<th>Dative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masculine</td>
<td>der</td>
<td>den</td>
<td>den</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminine</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>der, dero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuter</td>
<td>des</td>
<td>des</td>
<td>des, den</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>di, den</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chart above shows the definite articles of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect. As has been mentioned before with the pronominal system, there sometimes is the tendency toward a collapse of the accusative and dative cases to one oblique case. The evidence is particularly strong with regards to the masculine forms, where the accusative form of the definite article very often also functions as the definite article of the dative indirect object. On the other hand, there is a consistent accusative and dative distinction with the feminine forms. Occasionally this distinction is also made in the neuter article. The following examples will show the use of the dative article with the dative indirect object, respectively, for the feminine and neuter:

/si hant frinf sœsœl in der kœœl/  Sie haben fünf Sessel in der Küche 'There are five chairs in the kitchen.'

/i bons dem var gsœkt/  Ich habe es der Frau gesagt  'I told it to the woman.'

48 As with the pronominal system, some forms of the definite articles are simplified, especially in free conversation. The feminine singular nominative and accusative and all plural forms are sometimes realized as /dœ/ and the neuter singular nominative and accusative articles as /sœ/, while the masculine singular accusative form is reduced to /a/. Furthermore, some informants occasionally omit the article altogether, for example: /mil foœts kœœl œ/  Die Milch fängt an zu kochen  'the milk is starting to boil.'
The masculine accusative form of the article often precedes a noun functioning as the direct object, but it also appears with a noun acting as the indirect object of the sentence. The following examples show the use of the masculine accusative form of the article in accusative and dative environments:

/er hot den jtol ausgmìst/ Er hat den Stall ausgemistet 'He cleaned the stable.'

/ï glaube den fator/ Ich glaube dem Vater 'I believe the father.'

The tendency of the accusative and dative masculine towards a common objective case is particularly evident in conjunction with prepositions that are contracted with the definite article. The accusative masculine ending /n/ is predominant in a historically dative (of location) environment:

/du srtst jо hnton т/ Du sitzt schon hinterm Tisch 'You are already sitting behind the table.'

/barn kool same oelton/ bei Karls Eltern 'at Karl's parents.'

The collapse of the accusative and dative case to a common case is perhaps also evident in the inconsistent usage of the dative plural definite article. In Wenker sentence 40 the dative distinction is made by one speaker, whereas others use the accusative plural article with the NHG dative preposition mit 'with'. The first example shows the use of the dative plural article, while the second statement has the accusative plural article:

/i bn mit den lart mtgfsoon/ Ich bin mit den Leuten mitgefahren 'I drove with the people.'
/i b1m gfoon mit di laart/ Ich bin mit den Leuten gefahren 'I drove with the people'

The retention of the historically dative masculine ending /m/ is rare. Two examples collected are with the preposition /om/ auf 'on', whereby the preposition and the definite article are contracted to /om/:

/hoost des wusa om ofo?/ Steht das Wasser am (auf dem) Ofen? 'Is the water on the stove?'
/er is om hivæl om gfonl/ Er stand oben am (auf dem) Berg 'He stood on the hill.'

The Indefinite Article:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Accusative</th>
<th>Dative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masculine</td>
<td>a (on, oon)</td>
<td>a (oon)</td>
<td>a (oon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminine</td>
<td>a (on)</td>
<td>a (oon)</td>
<td>a (oon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuter</td>
<td>a (on)</td>
<td>a (on)</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The indefinite article ein 'a' is realized as /oon/ with masculine nouns in all cases, but it was mostly used in the reduced form /a/. All other forms of the indefinite article were realized with the reduction to /a/. 49 The form /oo/ which is also used for the ordinal number eins 'one' occasionally occurs as well in the nominative case of all genders and in the neuter accusative: /si hot oo btrxæ/ Sie hat ein Ei zerbroken 'She broke an egg.' With the exceptions of the feminine accusative and dative endings of the ordinal number the mere use of the reduced form of the masculine

49 The reduced form occurred with high frequency in the nominative case in the picture descriptions. Further simplification sometimes occurs with masculine and neuter in accusative and dative cases realized as /-on/.
and neuter indefinite articles perhaps underline the tendency towards a merger of both cases to one common objective case. A variation of the masculine nominative with the vocalized ending /o/ is used by the main Informant. The NHG indefinite pronoun *jemand* /ʊʊnə/ 'someone' reflects this, when used as a noun: /ɪs ʊʊnə ɡvɛn/ Da war einer /jemand/ 'There was someone'. It is further inflected when preceded by a definite article: /dɐr ʊʊnə is ə lɛrʊ/ ... ont der ʊʊnə is a ɛdɪŋ/ Der eine ist Lehrer, ... und der andere ist ein Bettler 'One is a teacher,... and the other one a beggar.'

Negation:

The negative indefinite pronoun *kein* 'no' is mostly realized as /kʊn/ in the singular: /ɪ fɪnt kʊn ʊʊnə/ Ich kann keine Nadel finden 'I cannot find a needle'; and /kʊŋ/ in the plural: /mɪɐ hamʊ kʊr ɡɛns/ Wir haben keine Gänse 'We do not have any geese'. The negative pronoun does not normally occur with an ending. Also the indefinite pronoun *manche, einige* 'some' which was collected for the nominative plural does not have an ending: /ɔɾ kʊn i ʃtɛŋ ʊʊsn kʊt/ Manche habe ich stehen lassen 'I left some'.

Noticeable is the double negation that occasionally occurs in the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect, such as: /nɛmʊls nɪt/ niemals [nie] 'never [ever]'; /ɪ glarʃ kʊn ʃʊfəlɐʃ oʊvʊ ɡɛɾvʊlsfɪlɐʃ nɪt/ Ich mag weder Schaffleisch noch Kalbsfleisch 'I do not like mutton or veal'.

Noun plural formations:

Plural formations in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect are largely congruent with NHG plural suffixes. There are, however, some derivational features for the plural of the dialect that are unparalleled to the standard usage in NHG.
Numerous plurals of nouns of all three genders are marked by a fronting of the stem vowel. In nouns marking their plural with the inflectional suffix /ɔr/, the /r/ is usually vocalized accompanied by a change in vowel quality. In various other nouns an additional nasal suffix /n/ is added to the noun singular as a plural marker, and the plural marker /n/ is affixed to some singular forms ending in a nasal. Some plural nouns do not have an inflectional suffix at all. A selection of noun plurals of all three genders with different plural markers follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>masculine:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der füüs, fous</td>
<td>der Fuß</td>
<td>'foot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der krug</td>
<td>der Krug</td>
<td>'jar'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der jüüz</td>
<td>der Schuh</td>
<td>'shoe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der baam</td>
<td>der Baum</td>
<td>'tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der tseg</td>
<td>der Korb</td>
<td>'basket'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der hiväl</td>
<td>der Hügel</td>
<td>'hill'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der mo, mon</td>
<td>der Mann</td>
<td>'man'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der lefl</td>
<td>der Löffel</td>
<td>'spoon'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>feminine:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di kuv, kou</td>
<td>die Kuh</td>
<td>'cow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di gons</td>
<td>di Gans</td>
<td>'goose'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di hen</td>
<td>die Henne</td>
<td>'hen'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di fruxt</td>
<td>die Frucht</td>
<td>'fruit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di rain</td>
<td>die Pfanne</td>
<td>'pan'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di breftn</td>
<td>die Bürste</td>
<td>'brush'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di antn</td>
<td>die Ente</td>
<td>'duck'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>neuter:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des dorf</td>
<td>das Dorf</td>
<td>'village'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des kint</td>
<td>das Kind</td>
<td>'child'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des on</td>
<td>das Ei</td>
<td>'egg'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des ros</td>
<td>das Pferd</td>
<td>'horse'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des haus</td>
<td>das Haus</td>
<td>'house'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des glasl</td>
<td>das Glas</td>
<td>'glass'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
N- Class Nouns:

Most feminine nouns collected, based on the Middle High German (MHG) N-noun declension are marked with a word-final nasal /n/ in the singular and plural: /mosn/ die Mase, Narbe 'scar'; /fisoln/ die Fisole, Bohn 'bean'; /kiortsn/ die Kerze 'candle'. One masculine noun of this class is marked with the final /ø/ inflection retained in the nominative singular: /der honø/ der Hahn 'rooster', another one has the final nasal in the dative and accusative cases: /boum/ dem/ den Buben 'boy(s)', while a third N-noun was collected in the accusative singular case: /on atvokatn/ einen Advokaten 'a lawyer'. The neuter noun Herz that is still reflected in NHG dative singular does not have an ending in the dialect: /fon sam heots/ von seinem Herzen 'from his heart'.

Diminutive Suffix:

The NHG diminutives -chen and -lein are to a large extent reflected in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect as syllabic /l/: /gansl/ Enitlein 'duckling'; /lampil/ Lamm 'lamb'; /bionxl/ Bächlein 'little book'; /fukl/ Stückchen 'little piece'. An epenthetic vowel is inserted in words ending in a final labio-dental fricative: /jvarwø/ Schwälchen 'little swallow'; /kulwø/ Kalb 'calf'. A few words have been collected with the suffixes /ø/ and /ø/ such as: /frejø/ Fröschelein 'little frog'; /ofø/ Schäfchen 'little sheep'. Some words only appear with diminutive marker: /mɔxl/ Mädchen 'girl'; /blɔxl/ Blatt 'leaf'.

Adjectives:

Predicate adjectives are preceded by a predicate verb and do not have any endings: /di tsartn hant hoot/ Es sind harte Zeiten 'Times are hard'.
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Attributive adjectives which always come before the noun and frequently follow an article, primarily show a systematic pattern in the system of weak endings, but strong and mixed adjective endings are arranged orderly as well to a large extent. The attributive adjectives show endings in all three systems, with a few exceptions and some endings unaccounted for in the case of strong and mixed adjective endings.

Weak Adjective Endings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Feminine</th>
<th>Neuter</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>-ə</td>
<td>-ə (φ)</td>
<td>-ə</td>
<td>-ən (ə)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>-ən</td>
<td>-ə</td>
<td>-ə</td>
<td>-ən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>-ən</td>
<td>-ən</td>
<td>-ən (ə)</td>
<td>-ən</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weak adjective endings appear after definite articles. The graphical display illustrates a rather predictable pattern. The predominant adjective ending in the nominative and accusative singular is /-ə/, whereas the accusative masculine forms are marked /-ən/. The dative endings, as well as all the plural forms show an /ən/. The one nominative feminine variation with no ending was collected in Wenker sentence 21: /di nar gιρτ/ die neue Geschichte 'the new story'. The one neuter dative variation shows the loss of the final nasal: /mтt den vars roς/ mit dem weißen Pferd 'with the white horse'. The two nominative plural endings with the omission of the final nasal are examples that occurred in translation sentences in the Wenker and the Wisconsin Questionnaires: /di jиме gens/ die schlimmen Gänse 'the mean geese'; /di jупк kρους/ die jungen Krähen 'the young crows'.
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Strong Adjective Endings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Feminine</th>
<th>Neuter</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>-or</td>
<td>-ö</td>
<td>-ös (-s)</td>
<td>-ö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>-ön</td>
<td>-ö</td>
<td>-ö</td>
<td>-ö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>-ön</td>
<td>-ö</td>
<td>-ön</td>
<td>-ö</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strong adjective endings occur frequently in the plural, while some singular forms could be accounted for as well. Some past participles verb forms functioning as adjectives occurred as well. The plural forms are consistently marked with /-ö/ in all cases, as the following examples show: /röte epfl/ rote Äpfel 'red apples'; /gefloxtn̩ hoo/ geflochtene Haare 'braided hair'; /kloona feg̩/ kleine Vögel'. The one nominative masculine strong adjective ending was collected in Wenker sentence 11 as an imperative: /dum̩r esel!/ dummer Esel 'stupid donkey!', and the following examples show the accusative and dative masculine strong adjective endings: /guten wejn/ guten Wein 'good wine', /von sioʃn vaʃ/ von süßem Wein 'from sweet wine'. The dative feminine shows a weak adjective ending: /mit guot hoomm̩xte flaʃviriʃ/ mit guter hausgemachter Wurst 'with good homemade sausage'. The neuter nominative and accusative forms are inconsistent, but the one example of neuter accusative adjectives ending in an alveolar fricative does not have an ending at all, perhaps due to apocope and assimilation of the second alveolar fricative: /in hoʊs vusd/ in heißes Wasser 'in hot water'. The neuter nominative mostly shows the strong adjective ending /-ös/, while two variation occurs with apocope of the vowel: /gmoʃns flaʃ/ gemahlenes Fleisch 'ground meat', /gʊts r̩ntflaʃ/ gutes Rindfleisch 'good beef'.
Mixed Adjective Endings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Feminine</th>
<th>Neuter</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-ø</td>
<td>-s, -ø</td>
<td>-ø, -øn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>-ø, -øn</td>
<td>-ø</td>
<td>-s, -ø</td>
<td>-ø, -øn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>-øn</td>
<td>-ø</td>
<td>-ø, -øn</td>
<td>-øn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mixed adjective endings occur after the indefinite article, the negative pronoun, or the possessive pronouns. They are systematic in the nominative and accusative cases in all genders and the plural. The feminine dative shows /ø/: /von a gute flasch vaf/ von einer guten Flasche Wein 'from a good bottle of wine'. One neuter dative that was collected did not show an ending, perhaps again because of apocope and assimilation after the fricative /s/: /von a groj3en bladl/ von einem großen Blatt. 'of a big leaf', while another form shows a final /-øn/: /zu einem alten Weib 'to an old woman'. Most mixed adjective endings occurred in the masculine and neuter nominative case. The neuter nominative and accusative cases show the strong ending form /-ø/, but mostly appears with apocope of /-ø/. The masculine accusative case mostly ends in /ø/ and occasionally shows the form /-øn/:

Nom. Sg. Masc. /a tsomø hos/ ein zahmer Hase 'a tame rabbit'; Acc. Sg. Masc. /on los tokedl/ einen langen Unterkittel 'a long undershirt'; /von gunøn tørst/ einen guten Geschmack 'a good taste'; Nom. Sg. Neut. /a jes lampa/ ein schönes Lamm 'a nice lamb'; Acc. Sg. Neut. /a blaøs tøxø/ ein blaues [Taschen] Tuch 'a blue handkerchief'. The feminine forms were all realized as /ø/: Nom. Sg. Fem. /a goelbo runø/ eine Karotte 'a carrot'. Two plural forms that were collected in the nominative and accusative cases respectively show two different endings: Nom. Pl. /mar kloonø künd/ meine kleinen Kinder 'my little children'; /unsøra maustøn vørf/ unsere geräucherten Würste 'our smoked sausage'; Acc. Pl. /manø
arge heno/ meine eigenen Hühner 'my own chickens'; /kut lepno bantin/ 
keine längeren Bänder 'no longer strings'. The dative plural form is /ən/: /mūt iro
ʃvoontən hint/ mit ihren schwarzen Hunden 'with her black dogs'.

Comparative and Superlative Adjectives:

The Catholic Bohemian German dialect forms the comparative and superlative 
adjectives with the same endings as NHG. The comparative ending is -er and the 
superlative is marked with the ending -est. In most adjectives this suffix creates a 
fronting and raising of a back stem vowel: /ʃlim/ 'bad'; /ʃlimo/ 'worse'; /ʃlimsta/
'worst'; /ʃjon/ 'young'; /ʃjoŋo/ 'younger'; /ʃjoŋa/ 'youngest'. The dialect adds 
the same endings to the irregular adjective: /ʃgut/ 'good'; /bšna/ 'better'; /bšna/ 'best'; 
and adds the superlative suffix to the comparative /med/ 'more' for the superlative 
adjective: /ʃmarsta/ 'most'. The NHG wie 'than' is used for comparisons: /tsve
kɛpʃ hant bšna vi ŵonn/ Zwei Köpfe sind besser als einer 'Two heads are better 
than one'.

Numerals

The first three cardinal numbers in the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect 
do not have the appearance of the final unstressed vowel /ə/: / ŵonn/ eins 'one'; 
/ʃvoʊn/ zwei 'two'; /drə/ drei 'three'. The numerals four through ninety-nine 
add a final /ə/: /ʃıəvər/ vier 'four'; /ʃıəfə/ fünf 'five'; /ʃıəmtənə/ siebzehn
'seventeen'; /ɔxtsɪɡə/ achtzig 'eighty'. This final /ə/ is deleted when the number is 
modifying a noun: /mʊr hamo fıər kotsn/ Wir haben vier Katzen 'We have four 
cats', but: /ɡip ir fıər nıt fıəfəl/ Gib ihr vier, keine fünf! 'Give her four not 
five!!'. The numeral /ʃvoʊn/ zwei 'two' is inflected thereby distinguishing between 
the genders. The form /tsve/ is used for masculine nouns, /tsvo/ is feminine, and
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/tsvon/ modifies neuter nouns: /tsve kepf/ zwei Köpfe ‘two heads’; /tsvo
dekno/ zwei Decken ‘two blankets’; /tsvon lampln/ zwei Lämmpchen ‘two little
lambs’. 50

Verbal Morphology

The verbal conjugation of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect has a first,
second and third person singular and plural. Verbs are conjugated in the indicative,
subjunctive and imperative moods. Specific indicative verbs are conjugated in the
present, present perfect, past perfect, and future tense. There is no distinct simple past
tense. There appears to be a passive voice, though rarely used.

Present Tense:

The personal suffixes for most present tense indicative verbs deviate from NHG
endings. The 1st person singular ending -e is always lost: /i deŋ/ Ich denke ‘I
think’; /i raux/ Ich rauche ‘I smoke’; /i jtoel es nido/ Ich stelle es nieder ‘I put it
down’. The 2nd person singular -st is retained: /du gipst / du gibst ‘you give’;
/du sekst/ du siehst ‘you see’, as is the 3rd person singular ending -t : /si kmnt/
si kommt ‘she comes’; /er mat / er mäht ‘he is mowing’. The 1st person plural
form is -(411 This ending, however, is most of the time lost through apocope and
assimilation to the following labial /m/ of the suffix /mo/ tagged on the 1st person
plural , with the suffix being a reduplication of the first person pronoun /mir/ wir
‘we’: /mir gemo/ wir gehen ‘we are leaving/walking’; /mir tsamtso/ ‘wir melken
‘we are milking’. The 2nd person plural ends in the postenclitic form -ts , with the

50 See Merkle (1984, 159-65) for a detailed discussion on numerals in Bavarian dialects.
final -s resulting from the additional suffixation of the pronoun es, a reflex of the old
dual ösienk. : /des tsvo brauxt nmt/ ihr braucht nicht 'you (all) do not have to';
/des vists/ ihr wißt 'you (all) know'. The 3rd person plural maintains the MHG
distinction with -(a)t, but sometimes drops the final -t: /si źtenənt/ sie stehen
'they are standing'; /si mant/ sie mühen 'they are mowing'; /si gogotsn/ sie
gackern 'they are cackling'. The following graph displays the conjugation of the three
main verbs /ʃte/ stehen 'to stand'; /blarm/ bleiben 'to stay'; /gloɾçɔn/ mögen to
like (to):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/ʃte/</th>
<th>/blarm/</th>
<th>/gloɾçɔn/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>źte</td>
<td>blarp</td>
<td>gloɾç</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>źtest</td>
<td>blarpst</td>
<td>gloɾçst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃer</td>
<td>źtet</td>
<td>blarpt</td>
<td>gloɾçt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃes</td>
<td>źtem</td>
<td>blarmo</td>
<td>gloɾçmo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir</td>
<td>źtets</td>
<td>blarpts</td>
<td>gloɾçts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des (tsvon)</td>
<td>źtenənt</td>
<td>blamanənt</td>
<td>gloɾçɔnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past part.</td>
<td>/gʃtonɔ</td>
<td>blim</td>
<td>gloɾɔp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The verb /gloɾçɔn/ occurs mostly for the MHG modal auxiliary mügen
(mögen) 'to like to' in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. It is perhaps a
broadening of the semantic meaning of the MHG strong verb g(e)lichen (gleichen) 'to
like someone, to equal, to resemble someone', as the strong verb past participle /gliɾɔp/
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'liked' might suggest, or a rendition of the English verb 'to like' that entered the dialect as a loan-translation. The following examples show its usage:

/i glaR a hefO kafe/ Ich möchte eine Tasse Kaffee 'I would like a cup of coffee';

/des glaRmo esO/ Wir essen das gern 'We like to eat that', /letst joo hon is glaRm, ova dis joor i glaRm mMrO/ Letztes Jahr habe ich es gemocht, aber dieses Jahr mag ich es nicht mehr 'I liked it last year, but this year I do not like it anymore'.

Some speakers, however, occasionally use the NHG verbal phrase (etwas) gern haben instead: /unt des hon i kon gernn/ Und das habe ich gar nicht gern 'And I really do not like that'; /er tat gern a hefO kafe ham/ Er hätte gern eine Tasse Kaffee 'He would like to have a cup of coffee'.

The following table shows the conjugation of the three principal auxiliary verbs /sO/ sein 'to be', /ham/ haben 'to have', and /top/ tun 'to do' for the present tense:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sO</th>
<th>ham</th>
<th>top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>brn</td>
<td>hon</td>
<td>too</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>bist</td>
<td>host</td>
<td>tunst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>er</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tunst, tout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td></td>
<td>hot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir</td>
<td>han, hamO</td>
<td>hamO</td>
<td>tuwO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des (tsvoO)</td>
<td>hats</td>
<td>hats</td>
<td>tuwts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>hant</td>
<td>hamant</td>
<td>tuwnt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

past part. | gven | kot | to |

---

51 This view is held by Bloomfield (1933, 462) who claims that the English verb 'to like' is the model from which the loan-translation in the dialect derives. Thus the German verb gleichen, meaning 'to equal, to resemble someone' receives a new meaning. Clausing (1986, 146) lists various references that discuss this semantic loan, which according to him occurs in a number of German dialects in the United States.
It is common in Bavarian dialects that the plural verb forms of the verb /sən/ sein 'to be' are replaced with the plural verb forms of /hʌbən/ haben 'to have' through levelling.

The verb /tʊn/ tun 'to do' occurs always occurs as an auxiliary verb with a dependent infinitive. The use of it appears to be a matter of personal preference. While some occasionally constructed a sentence with this auxiliary verb, others used it quite frequently:

/si tʊn vəʃ bʊɡən/  "Sie bügelt die Wäsche 'She is ironing the clothes'"

/ve tʊn di kroʊən sɔ fʁat/ Wərum schreien die Krähensɔ? "Why are the crows crowing like that?"

/i glarç, vən mɔn nəm fʊɡən tʊn/ Iχ mag Vergißmeinnicht 'I like forget-me-nots'"

The 2nd and 3rd person singular present tense indicative verbs suggest that there is no strong verb vowel mutation of verbs in the dialect, but not enough evidence was collected. The following examples do not show vowel mutation: /er fʊərt/ er fährt 'he is driving'; /si fʊŋkt 5/ Sie fängt an 'She starts'; /er bloyt/ er bläst 'he blows'. However, vowel mutation occurs throughout the whole singular when the stem vowel of a strong verb is /e/. /i nım/ ich nehme 'I take'; /du nımst/ du nimmt 'you take'; /si nım/ sie nimmt 'she takes'; /i gɪp/ ich gebe 'I give'; /du gɪps/ du gibst 'you give'; /er gɪpt/ er gibt 'he gives'.

52 See also Keller (1961, 206) and Zehetner (1985, 96-97) on vowel mutation in strong verbs in the singular present tense.
Special note on verb endings:

Enclitic assimilation is prevalent in this dialect. All personal pronouns especially are often reduced and assimilated to a verb in casual speech, but are also occasionally tagged on to a pronoun or a conjunction. 53 The neuter personal pronoun /es/ is simplified with high frequency: /aft vıırt bęsəl Danach wırd es bessər 'It will get better later'; /frō酯 test es?/ Verstehst du es? 'Do you understand it?'; /veñ afhɛnd/ wenn es aufhört 'when it stops'; /aft hants hoom/ Später sind sie heimgegangen 'Later they went home.'

The Present Tense Preterite-Present Verbs: 54

The preterite-present vowel gradation is retained in the present tense of the MHG verb w i zän 'to know', as well as the MHG modal auxiliaries kūnnen (können) 'to be able to'; dűrfe̞n 'to be allowed to', sūln (sollen) 'shall, to be supposed to', welлен (wollen) 'to want to', mūe̞ zän (müssen) 'to have to'. The stem vowel of most modal auxiliaries is unrounded and lowered. The verb brauchen 'to need to' is added to this table. This verb serves as a modal auxiliary and along with a negation is often used instead of the modal auxiliary mūssen 'to have to', for example: /i hon brauxə nt ge/ Ich brauchte nicht zu gehen 'I did not have to go':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>visn</th>
<th>kınə</th>
<th>dırfn</th>
<th>sılən</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>vōnəs, vōs</td>
<td>kōn</td>
<td>dən̩f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>vōnst, vōst</td>
<td>kōnst</td>
<td>dən̩ʃt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>er</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si }</td>
<td>vōnəs</td>
<td>kōn</td>
<td>dən̩f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

53 See Altmann (1984) for a more detailed analysis of these phenomena in a Central Bavarian dialect.
54 The grammatical tables were sometimes completed by direct questioning for specific forms.
Special note on modal auxiliaries:

Some sentences were collected with the NHG verb lassen 'to let' used as modal auxiliary accompanied by a main verb. Here are two examples:

/er hot a bün ligen lös/ Er hat ein Bündel liegen lassen 'He left a bundle'

/er hot a gürfetsn ofeln lös/ Er hat ein Handtuch fallen lassen 'He dropped a dish towel'

---

55 For the past participle of the NHG modal dürfen 'to be allowed to' the informants always used the past participle of the NHG verb erlauben 'to allow': /i bün nít erlaüpt gven tsun ansge/ Mir war nicht erlaubt hinauszugehen 'I was not allowed to go outside'. This may be a loan-translation from English.
Future Tense:

The future tense is occurs occasionally and is constructed as in NHG, with the present tense of the auxiliary verb /vem/ and a dependent infinitive. As with the preterite-present verbs the future auxiliary verb shows vowel gradation: /er vrt
niomols nst raː vem / Er wird niemals reich werden 'He will never become rich'; /si vemt bult harrtən/ Sie werden bald heiraten 'They'll get married soon'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>vrn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>ver, vert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>virst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>er</td>
<td>vrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>vrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir</td>
<td>vermo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des (tsvo)n</td>
<td>verts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>vernet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past part.</td>
<td>voon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjunctive:

Present time subjunctive forms mainly appear with the three major auxiliary verbs /sə/ sein 'to be', /ham/ haben 'to have' and /tʊn/ tun 'to do': /vem mʊ a
kats hɛnt, vərn t maːs nst soʃlɪm/ Wenn wir eine Katze, hätten wären die Mäuse
nicht so schlimm 'If we had a cat, the mice would not be so bad', /vem i du vɔr/
Wenn ich du wäre,... 'If I were you,...'. Only some other present time subjunctive modal auxiliary forms have also been collected. The subjunctive mood is expressed periphrastically with the other verbs, using a form of the principal auxiliary /tun/ 'to do' and an infinitive where NHG uses würde + infinitive: /i tät /si a gen

sen/ Ich sähe sie auch gern  'I would also like to see her'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sō</th>
<th>ham</th>
<th>tōd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>var, vood</td>
<td>het</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>varst</td>
<td>hest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>er</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si }</td>
<td>var, vood</td>
<td>het</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mr</td>
<td>varn</td>
<td>hetmō, hent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des (tsvōn)</td>
<td>varts</td>
<td>hets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>varnt</td>
<td>hent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some forms, however, have been collected for the 1st person singular and the 3rd person singular modal auxiliaries with the same suffix /-t/: /i kantet/ ich könnte 'I could'; /i mōsset/ ich müsste 'I would have to'; /i wūlt/ ich wollte 'I wish'; /si brausset nīt/ sie brauchte nicht 'she would not need to'; /si kantet/ sie könnte 'she could', and one form for the 1st person plural: /sūltmō/ wir sollten 'we should'.
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Imperatives:

2nd person singular imperatives consist of the stem of the verb without ending:
/blrp do/ Bleib da! 'Stay here!'; /tmel dr/ Beeil(e) dich! 'Hurry up!';
/fotsrk mn/ Verzeih mir! 'I am sorry!'.

The 2nd person plural imperatives are created with the ending of the 2nd person plural verb conjugation:/knts fars dr/ Macht das Feuer an! 'Start the fire!';
/jauts af/ Paßt auf! 'Look out!'; /focosts di muun mnts/ Verliert die Muttersprache nicht! 'Do not lose your mother tongue'.

Past Tense:

As previously mentioned, no data have been collected which suggest the use of a simple past at all, except for an occasional simple past tense form of the auxiliary verb /sa/ 'to be': /svon dratstn /iuk / Es waren dreizehn Stück 'There were thirteen', /bfr i tsu elis bm kmm, vnr i a fam/ Ich war Bauer, bevor ich nach Ellis gekommen bin 'I was a farmer before I came to Ellis'. Past tense is expressed in the present perfect (auxiliaries haben/sein + past participle).

The auxiliary verb /sa/ 'to be' appears with intransitive verbs of motion or with statal intransitive verbs. It occasionally, however, occurs with transitive verbs:

/der gnta mnn is drrxs als drxgfn/ Der gute alte Mann ist durchs Eis gebrochen 'The good old man broke through the ice'

/er is gtnm/ Er ist gestorben 'He died'

/der falt is on grnt gtnm geston af noxt/ Der Schnee ist diese Nacht liegen geblieben 'The snow stayed on the ground last night'

Schirminski (1962, 490) points out that the simple past tense of verbs is lost in Bavarian-Austrian dialects.
The auxiliary verb /ham/ 'to have' is used with transitive verbs:

/unsa hergott hot gsokt/ Unser Herrgott hat gesagt 'God said'
/i hon a jene farm kot/ Ich hatte einen schönen Bauernhof 'I had a nice farm'

Past Perfect Tense:

Both these principal auxiliaries occur occasionally as the second participle in a so called double past participle construction, primarily in casual speech. This compound tense expresses the past perfect tense in the dialect: 57

/unsa tatn hot uns gsokt kot/ Unser Vater hat uns gesagt [gehabt] 'Our father had told us'

/hamn in di jule gon gven/ Wir sind in die Schule gegangen [gewesen] 'We went to school'

/i hon si mol guot kent kot/ Ich habe sie mal gut gekannt [gehabt] 'I used to know her well'

/vens gfoom gven hant/ Wenn sie gestorben [gewesen ] sind 'When they had died'

The past tense subjunctive of statal and intransitive verbs consist of a periphrastic construction, using the subjunctive form of /sal/, while a subjunctive form of /ham/ is used with transitive verbs or modal auxiliaries. The following examples show a combination of both auxiliaries in one sentence:

/vens du hest den kent, tsartu wart ondot gven/ Hättest du ihn gekannt! Dann wäre es anders gekommen! 'If only you had known him!
Things would have turned out differently'

57 Keller (1961, 227) mentions this past perfect tense formation in his book on German dialects, but adds that it is a rare construction. Zehetner (1985, 58) calls this compound tense the "gedoppelte Perfekt", that is the doubled perfect, to express an event completed in the past prior to another event.
von fremden, wenn ich Ferien gehabt hätte. 'I would have been happy, if I had had a vacation.'

Passive voice:

The passive voice is constructed with a form of the auxiliary verb /vern/ and the past participle of the main verb being in final position in a main sentence. The passive voice occurs in the present and present perfect tense in the dialect. 58 The following examples were collected:

/der Jtol virt ausputst/ Der Stall wird gesäubert 'The barn is being cleaned'

/hant di kio tsardlt voo gotstons next?/ Sind die Kühe gestern abend gemolken worden? 'Were the cows milked last night?'

/mar houtt is okulm voo drausn for do Jtot/ Meine Hochzeit ist draußen vor der Stadt abgehalten worden 'My wedding took place outside of town'

Statal passive voice formations occasionally appear in the dialect. It employs the principal auxiliary verb /so/ and the past participle of the main verb. One variation has been collected that uses the past participle of /gen/ 'to go' in addition to the past participle of the main verb in order to express the statal passive: 59

/der kerl is foonts brennt into sel/ Der Kuchen ist unten schwarz gebrannt 'The cake is burnt black on the bottom'

/des larvoi is tsorn/ Die Weste ist zerrisen 'The vest is torn'

---

58 The sentences were collected from casual speech and by having the speakers directly translate a passive voice construction.
59 "Passivähnliche Konstruktionen", that is passive like constructions with past participles of /gen/ and /kemo/ 'to come' are "spezifisch dialektal bairisch", or specifically Bavarian, according to Hans Werner Eroms (1995, 62).
/treapfln hant ofkarfsel/ Die Erdüpfel sind aufgehäufelt 'The potatoes are hilled'

/ul>s is darJ gən gəven/ Alles ist auf deutsch gegangen [gewesen] 'Everything was in German'

The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect creates weak and strong past participles. Weak verb past participles have a g - prefix. If the verb stem begins with the glottal fricative /h/ the prefix is realized as /kl/, otherwise the g- prefix is retained.60 The prefix is, however, lost if the verb stem begins with a stop obstruent. The weak past participle form is marked by a -t suffix: /kot/ gehabt 'had'; /gəbbat/ gearbeitet 'worked'; /kəft/ gekauft 'bought'. 61

The strong verb past participles also has a g- prefix, which is constructed by the same grammatical variations as the weak verb past participles. The strong verb past participle ending, however, is an -en suffix, which frequently loses the suffix vowel and is reduced to /n/, or vocalized to /ən/. The suffix is sometimes lost altogether in casual speech: /gfənd/ gefunden 'found'; /gəsn/ geschossen 'shot'; /gesn/ gegessen 'eaten'; /rausgən/ herausgegangen 'gone out'.

Even though there is no simple past tense in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect, NHG ablaut classes still exist from vowel gradation in strong verbs, as can be observed in the present tense singular and past participle forms: 62

---

60 The voiced velar stop /g/ loses some of its voiced nature when it is followed by a voiceless fricative. The corresponding velar stop of word-initial /g/ is realized, however, in past participles beginning with /h/, such as /kot/ 'had'. Weinhold (1867, 30) claims that the hardening of the voiced velar stop to its corresponding voiceless stop is evident before the voiceless glottal fricative /h/.

61 See Keel (1981a) on a detailed analysis on apocope and syncope in modern German dialects.

62 The graphic chart was completed in part by directly asking for specific forms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ablaut Class</th>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Present Tense</th>
<th>Present Perfect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>schreiben</em></td>
<td><em>si jrrapt</em></td>
<td><em>si hot jrrim</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>schneiden</em></td>
<td><em>er jnart</em></td>
<td><em>er hot jnrtm</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>reiten</em></td>
<td><em>si jrt</em></td>
<td><em>si hot jrtm</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>lügen</em></td>
<td><em>si luikt</em></td>
<td><em>der hot jloj</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>fliegen</em></td>
<td><em>si fluikt</em></td>
<td><em>si is jfloj</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>finden</em></td>
<td><em>si jnt</em></td>
<td><em>si hot jfona</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>trinken</em></td>
<td><em>er trntkt</em></td>
<td><em>er hot trntq</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>schwimmen</em></td>
<td><em>si jvnt</em></td>
<td><em>si hot jvymo</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><em>helfen</em></td>
<td><em>er jholft</em></td>
<td><em>er hot jholf</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>sterben</em></td>
<td><em>si jtrpt</em></td>
<td><em>si is jtroonm</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>nehmen</em></td>
<td><em>er jnt</em></td>
<td><em>er hot jnomo</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><em>essen</em></td>
<td><em>si jnt</em></td>
<td><em>si hot jgsen</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>lesen</em></td>
<td><em>er jnt</em></td>
<td><em>er hot jlesn</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>sehen</em></td>
<td><em>si jnt</em></td>
<td><em>si hot jsen</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><em>fahren</em></td>
<td><em>er joot</em></td>
<td><em>er is jfooon</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>tragen</em></td>
<td><em>si jrokt</em></td>
<td><em>si hot jtroq</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><em>schlafen</em></td>
<td><em>si jluft</em></td>
<td><em>si hot jfloft</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>fangen</em></td>
<td><em>er jfojt</em></td>
<td><em>er hot jfoqt</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are some discrepancies in the construction of a few past participle forms of the same verb. While some speakers created a strong verb participle, others inflected weak:

* /si hot jgwip/ - /si hot jfo jgrnt*  
  *Sie hat (schon) gesungen*  
  *'She sang (already)'*

* /si hot mu jarglon/ - /si hot mu jargloendnt*  
  *Sie hat mich eingeladen*  
  *'She invited me'*

---

63 The NHG strong verb past participle *gefangen* 'caught' has a weak verb past participle ending in the dialect. Zehetner (1985, 100-101) gives a whole list of historically strong past participles that are weak verb past participles in Bavarian dialects.
And I got a little book

She scolded the child

The irregular verbs that show a weak verb past participle ending, but the vowel change of strong verbs in NHG do not create the Rückumlaut, or reversal of the vowel mutation in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect: /fobrent/ verbrannt 'burnt'; /kent/ gekannt 'known'; /děŋkt/ gedacht 'thought'.

The irregular verb past participle of NHG bringen 'to bring' produced two past participle forms, a strong and a weak past participle. The weak past participle seems to be used more frequently (See also for example Wenker sentence 37, Appendix 2):

She brought the flowers

Syntax

Word order normally follows the same principles in the dialect as NHG. Coordinate sentence constructions occur in high frequency. The speakers often tended to translate a sentence word for word according to the English model given to them. Since the questionnaires and translation exercises were in the English version it seems likely that the syntax of the dialect sentences reflected that of the English sentence. However, adverbs and prepositional phrases in both, translation and free conversation,

64 An interesting phenomenon is the fact that for NHG bringen in Wenker sentence 37, the use of the past participle form also differed among siblings.
tended to fall outside the construction of the NHG verb auxiliary /verb complement frame, generally referred to as Ausklammerung or Ausrahmung or in English leaking. In addition, many sentences gathered from translation and free conversation occurred, placing the modal infinitive before the infinitive of the main verb. The following sample sentences representing different syntactic features are mainly taken from various anecdotes and free conversation. Some model sentences from the Wisconsin questionnaire were also included, as well as a selection of Wenker sentences, although it has been said that the Wenker sentences are generally not adequate for syntax analysis.

Main clause word order:

Main clauses comply with the principles of standard German main clause constructions. Statements generally had the finite verb in second position:

/si hant darts gret/  Sie haben Deutsch gesprochen  'They spoke German'
/i voels nano men too/  Ich will es auch nicht mehr wieder tun  'I do not ever want to do it again'
/i bin miot unt durstig/  Ich bin müde und durstig  'I am tired and thirsty'
/er hot a tsinglhaus baut/  Er hat ein Ziegelhaus gebaut  'He built a brick house'
/on vec m di jtot is di bruk given/  Auf dem Weg in die Stadt ist die Brücke gewesen  'The bridge was on the way to town'
/di hant nti loŋ karat given/  Sie waren nicht lange verheiratet [gewesen]  'They had not been married for long'

65 See Fox (1990, 255) for a more detailed explanation on this type of syntactic construction. Also, Franz Lang (1933, 629) pointed out that Bukovina Germans commonly use Ausklammerung in their speech, a word order influenced by Slavic languages.
The finite verb is also the second element in questions introduced by an interrogative pronoun:

/voes völst du lerno?/ Was willst du lernen [werden]? 'What do you want to become?'

/vo gest du hr?/ Wo gehst du hin? 'Where are you going?'

The finite verb is in initial position in yes/no questions and commands:

/host du a nodl dohorn?/ Hast du eine Großmutter zu Hause? 'Do you have a grandmother at home?'

/kents fare r ölt! Macht das Feuer an! 'Light the fire!'

The next model sentences show leaking, with the prepositional phrase and an adverb (of time) respectively coming after the past participle:

/dohoom hamo gret mit den celton/ Wir haben mit den Eltern zu Hause geredet 'At home we talked with the parents'

/aft rs er ufK[tono ist er eine Weile aufgestanden' Later he got up for a while

/ a harrisl rs in amcoupf m mar hemot/ Eine Heuschrecke ist in mein Hemd hineingehüpft 'A grasshopper jumped into my shirt.'

Coordinate clause order:

The placement of the finite verb in second position was observed by all dialect informants in carefully uttered sentences. The most frequently used conjunctions in a longer discourse are the coordinating conjunction und 'and' and the connective adverb /aft/ dann, danach 'afterwards':

/unt aft nodem hamo gesn kot/ Und danach haben wir gegessen 'And afterwards we ate'
Ich habe es zwei Stunden gekocht und habe es nicht weich gekriegt. I boiled it for two hours, but could not get it soft.'

In longer discourse dialect speakers tended to reverse the finite auxiliary verb haben and the subject in a sentence or left out the subject altogether, often following the frequently used coordinating conjunction /unt/ und 'and'. This syntactic feature was observed when dialect informants related a story or an anecdote. The anecdotes told by the principal informant showed this construction frequently, perhaps because all anecdotes are recalled from memory. However, there is no consistent reversal of subject and finite verb throughout one single discourse. Each extended discourse also exhibits the subject/verb word order. The following discourse model sentences illustrate this syntactical feature of those narratives:

Und in solch einer Nacht haben sie nicht warten können, bis das Christkind gekommen ist. Sie sind umhergegangen und haben gefragt, ob das Christkind schon gekommen sei.

'And on such a night they could not wait for Santa Claus to come. They walked around asking when he would come.'


'She cooked. And [they] ate. She said: And [they] had an argument.'

In extended discourse not narrated or memorized, but rather less carefully thought out, such as the slaughtering of a pig, Informant 1 varies the sentence structure
avoiding repetition by merely listing the participles that are dependent on the finite auxiliary haben:

/unt aft hamo vuf, ogvuif, je okrotst vidu mtn mese/  
'Afterwards we hung it up, cleaned it [and] scraped it again with a knife.'

Repetition, however, was occasionally used by Informant 2 by repeating the subject and its verbal complement, perhaps using it as an emphatic element:

/des hamo nnt kot m den friom jonn, des hamo nnt kot/  
Das haben wir in den früheren Jahren nicht gehabt, das haben wir nicht gehabt  
'We did not have that in earlier years, we did not have that.'

In main clauses or in coordinate word order with a modal auxiliary in a present perfect double infinitive construction the modal infinitive appears before the main infinitive:

/er hot voeln okon/ Er hat pflügen wollen  'He wanted to plow (the field)'  

/in der frio hamo misn saufl nemo unt hamo misn staup ofhem/  
Morgens haben wir die Schaufel nehmen müssen und haben den Staub aufheben müssen  
'We had to get the shovel early in the morning and had to pick up the dust.'

/hamo des gebet misn ulos enlif lerno/  
Wir haben das ganze Gebet auf Englisch lernen müssen  
'We had to learn the whole prayer in English'

Subordinate clause word order:

In reference to word order in subordinate clauses it was observed that the informants used the connective adverb wie 'when' to express simultaneity of two
events in the past. The following constructions were collected while two informants each related a story:

/i hon mt enl[ grnt, vi i bim m fül gøn/  
Ich habe kein Englisch gekonnt, als ich in die Schule gegangen bin.  
'I did not speak English when I came to school.'

/unt vi mo hant amokem, hant se ola kupt/  
Und als wir hineinkamen, sind alle gehüpft  
'And when we came in, everyone jumped for joy.'

In a subordinate clause the finite auxiliary verb is placed in second position and before the past participle. This word order was also collected with Wenker sentence 24 which has been the principal sentence used in German dialect studies for the placement of the verbs in subordinate clauses. 66

/vi mo hant hoomkem geston af noxt, hant ola m bet vidn,  
hann so gof/o. /  
Als wir gestern abend zurückkamen, da lagen die anderen schon im Bett und waren fest am schlafen.  
'When we came home last night, the others were already lying in bed and were fast asleep.'

This goes contrary to the next sentences where the the finite auxiliary is in final position in the subordinate clause:

/vi unsr hergott no af do vølt gøn is,.../ Als unser Herrgott noch auf der Welt war,...  
'When God was still on earth,...'

/vi er een tsungröbm krikt, is si grt hikem/ Als er ihn zugegraben hatte, kam sie gerade hinzu.  
'When he was done burying him, she came.'

/drar hant gfoom, vi si kloon gven hant/ Drei sind gestorben, als sie klein waren  
'Three died, when they were little.'

66 See König (1992, 163) for a more detailed analysis of this specific sentence.
In other subordinate clauses subordinating conjunctions, such as "wenn" 'when, if' and "daß" 'that' appeared frequently as connective markers, and indirect questions were formed with the connective adverb "ob" 'whether'. The finite auxiliary verb usually follows the dependent infinitive in a subordinate clause with one of these conjunctions:

/unt vên ets nüt tuon rs, 1s ulas in haus ofkolt n voorn/
Und wenn nichts zu tun war, ist alles im Haus aufgeschoben worden
'And when there was nothing to do, everything in the house is postponed.'

/oovo vên kon er drin rs, hant so ovo nüt so guot/
Aber wenn kein Essig drin ist, sind sie nicht so gut
'But if no vinegar is added, they do not taste as good.'

/unt der ʃmit hot nüt gvist, dəs unsə hergot rs/
Und der Blechmiend hat nicht gewußt, daß es unser Herrgott ist
'And the tinsmith did not know that it was God.'

/si voelnt visn, op des tats tsu vakint ûmofoon/
Sie wollen wissen, ob du (lhr) nach WaKeeny fahrt [fahren]
'And they want to know, whether you will drive over to WaKeeney.'

The following subordinate clauses in the past tense subjunctive, however, show inconsistencies with the placement of the auxiliary. While the auxiliary is placed after the past participle in one sentence, it comes before it in the other variant:

/i hèt ðis nüt tu, vên i besə gwaist het/
i hèt ðes to, vên i hèt besə gwaist/
Ich hätte das nicht getan, wenn ich es besser gewußt hätte
'I would not have done that, if I knew better.'

In a subordinate "weil" 'because' clause the placement of the finite verb occurs consistently after the subject: 67

67 Zehetner (1985, 149-50) in his "Das bairische Dialektbuch" claims that "weil" 'because' is used as both, as a coordinating and as a subordinating conjunction in Bavarian dialects. Wiesinger (1989, 455) claims "in causal causes introduced by "weil" the finite verb occurs in second place" with respect to
Infinitive phrases:

In the Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis dependent infinitive constructions, which in NHG are modified by zu 'to' or um ... zu 'in order to', with a contracted preposition and a nominalized verb:

/er lernt tsun fàrm/ Er lernt zu schreiben 'He is learning how to write.'

/dù bist nt grous gnud tsun trìk/ Du bist nicht groß genug, um zu trinken 'You are not big enough to drink.'

The Ortsgrammatik of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis, Kansas, presented in this chapter provides information that is based on translation exercises and free conversation. Thus, the informants in this study translated carefully, but also conversed casually. The model sentences used to show word order in the dialect generally tended to deviate from NHG syntax when they occurred in a longer discourse in casual speech. The morphological and syntactic structure of the dialect described in this analysis reflects the current state of the dialect based on the remaining material that is available. The fact that there are only a few speakers left who also mostly speak the dialect from memory, plus the fact that only the informants in this study converse actively in the dialect with each other, makes it difficult to determine the exact

---

Central and Southern Bavarian dialects, and Rowley (1989, 435) shares this view for Northern Bavarian. The word order in a subordinate weil 'because' clause has been discussed by linguistic scholars in recent years. In NHG colloquial speech weil is realized as a coordinate conjunction, while in written German this conjunction introduces a subordinate clause. For a detailed discussion see Glück (1990, 44-50).
morphology and syntax of the dialect as it must likely have been when the first dialect speakers settled in Ellis. The grammatical analysis reflects the speech patterns of the few speakers left who identify themselves as Catholic Bohemian Germans. Their lexicon, on the other hand, as well as particular grammatical features still convey the uniqueness of the dialect. The discussion in chapter 5 will center around grammatical distinctions, lexical forms, borrowing and other unique factors in the dialect.
Chapter 5

Lexical Forms, Borrowing and Other Unique Characteristics in the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German Dialect

After Austria annexed Bukovina under the Treaty of Constantinople and the territory became a separate crownland of Austria, it was a sparsely settled region. The Hapsburgs, eager to colonize the region, subsidized the immigration of colonists to Bukovina by providing them with a piece of virgin land, among other things. In addition to many other ethnic groups, e.g., Slovaks, Romanians, and Poles, many German settlers took part in that immigration. The Catholic Bohemian Germans from the Bohemian Forest came in two waves to Bukovina. The first wave immigrated to Bukovina between the years 1793-1817, and the second wave as late as 1835-50. The ruling emperor of the Austrian Empire quickly introduced social and economic reforms when Bukovina came under Austrian rule. This progressiveness attracted other ethnic groups, such as Ukrainians. Bukovina soon became a multinational province.1

Living conditions for the Catholic Bohemian Germans in the multiethnic province of Bukovina differed initially from those in the Bohemian Forest. They had either founded new settlements there or settled in villages that were colonized by other nationalities earlier, but the social circumstances they were used to did not apply anymore. They were now subjected to the social influences of their new environment. They accepted the local architecture and were introduced to new food.2

---

1 See Kurt Rein (1996, 27-60) for a detailed overview on the reasons for migration of German settlers to Bukovina.

2 Mirwald (1992, 39) in reference to the social status of the German settlers in Bukovina writes that "nach ihrer Ansiedlung im Urwald mußten sich die Deutschen völlig umstellen. Die Verhältnisse bezüglich Gemeinschaft, Bauen, Landwirtschaft, Ernährung u.a. aus der alten Heimat galten hier nicht. Anfangs wurden nicht nur die Bauweise, sondern auch Essensgewohnheiten übernommen."
German was the official language and the Catholic Bohemian Germans lived in close-knit communities. Their social life centered around the church, their family, and relatives. Furthermore, villagers of other ethnic origins spoke German and they "verwendeten den ortsüblichen Dialekt (bayrisch-böhmisch)," that is the locally spoken German dialect (Mirwald 1992, 41). Thus, these settlers were not only able to retain their ethnic and cultural identity, but also their linguistic identity. The Catholic Bohemian German settlers only borrowed the names of new types of food from their Slavic neighbors into their lexicon. They prepared mamaliga, a corn dish, which is a Romanian borrowing, and halushki, filled cabbage rolls, which is of Ukrainian/Romanian origin. The Catholic Bohemian Germans brought these staple foods with them to Ellis, Kansas. These two loanwords were used in free conversation among the dialect informants. They are adapted into the phonological and morphological system of the dialect:

\[
/i\ glarç\ des\ besta,\ ven\ der\ halufki\ kuxt/
\]
Ich mag es am besten, wenn der Halushki kocht
'I like it best if the halushki is boiling'

\[
/ml\ unt\ mamliga\ dotstun/
\]
Milch und Mamaliga dazu
'milk and mamaliga added'

In Ellis, the Catholic Bohemian Germans persisted in keeping their customs and speaking their dialect. Since the Lutheran "Swabians" who had also emigrated there from Bukovina and other German immigrants spoke German: /des\ is\ ols\ dantʃ\ gven/ Das ist alles auf deutsch gewesen 'It was all in German'. The language was spoken not only in the home but also in town and in businesses. Grocery shopping, for example, could be conducted in German. These people commonly referred to
themselves as /unsere leute/ 'our people'. Both, the Catholic Bohemian Germans and the Lutheran "Swabians," were commonly referred to as Austrians in their new country, as well as in their old country, Bukovina, because they had settled there under the Austro-Hungarian Empire. These groups called themselves Austrians thereby distinguishing themselves from other German-speaking settlers: /welche waren Deutsche, aber nicht österreicher/ 'Some were Germans, but not Austrians'. Outside the realm of business Catholic Bohemian Germans did not intermingle much at all with the other German-speaking population of Ellis until sometime after World War II. This attitude was reflected in the fundamental difference they placed between their dialect and German. They referred to their dialect as being German Bohemian: /lets kom ins dartʃ plaudon jat s dartʃbemtyp/ 'I am starting to chat in German and not in German Bohemian'. Everything at home on the farm was conducted in their Catholic Bohemian German dialect.

With World War I the effort to retain their identity through their language began to weaken. This trend worsened during and after World War II. Speaking German in public was discouraged because of the anti-German sentiment in the United States. Unlike the Volga Germans in Ellis County the Austrians were not discriminated against as a group per se. The German language was banned from schools, as one

---

3 This expression was related to the author by Informants 1 and 2.
4 Informant 2 said that she and her siblings were not allowed to speak English in their father's presence.
5 Johnson (1994, 83) writes that the Volga Germans were also persecuted because of their Russian heritage. None of the informants for this dissertation could recall having ever been discriminated against for speaking German nor for their ethnic heritage. However, most of the informants grew up in isolated areas in the country, went to rural schools and hardly ever came to town, where the anti-German sentiment was strong. However, already during World War I people were penalized if they were perceived to speak German. As a consequence many German speaking residents of Ellis made it known that they were patriotic.
informant puts it: /ɪn do jʊl kʊʊ dɑrtʃ/ *In der Schule gab es kein Deutsch* 'No German in school'. Kansas Law prohibiting the use of German in schools in 1919 was "forthright and unyielding" making use of the English language "exclusively as the medium of instruction" (Luebke 1980, 12). 6 Many Catholic Bohemian German children were unable to speak English at all when they had to start school: /ɪ hʊn mɪt ɛŋlɪʃ kɪnt, vi ɪ bɪn ɪn ʃʊl ɡɔʁp/ *Ich konnte kein Englisch, als ich in die Schule gegangen bin* 'I could not speak English when I started school'. It was hard for them to adjust to the fact that at home with their parents they spoke their dialect, because oftentimes a parent or both parents could not speak English and they had to use their dialect, while exclusively speaking English in school: /ɜr həməʊ ɡʊl dɔrɔxmoxt/ *Wir haben viel durchgemacht* 'We had to endure a lot'. However, many stopped teaching their children their dialect and those who passed it on to their children often received replies in English: /dɪ ʃɑmənt st/ *Die schämen sich* 'They are ashamed'. The younger generation retains hardly any dialect knowledge, and those, who do acquire the dialect, find it hard to maintain it because of the surrounding English speech community.

The Catholic Bohemian Germans had not encountered this incursion into their language identity when they lived in Bukovina. Thus, in an effort to assimilate with the English speaking community the aforementioned facts made borrowing from English an inevitable factor for the Catholic Bohemian Germans in Ellis County. They did not merely adopt English terms for new items they encountered in the United States, such as different types of food. A look at the complete list of English words found in the data collected from the recorded speech samples suggests that English interference with the dialect goes beyond English loanwords for nouns. The categories are mostly

---

6 See 1919 State of Kansas Session Laws (352).
broken down into vocabulary on farm housing and technology, commerce, food (including vegetables, fruit, dishes uncommon to the emigrants from Bukovina), topography (plants and trees indigenous to Kansas), measurements and compass directions, and a variety of names for illnesses. Furthermore, it includes a list of verbs, discourse markers, phrases, and a small array of miscellaneous word types:

I. Nouns

a) Farm Housing and Technology:

farmer
sink
pantry
freezer
fan
radio
television
air condition
phone
electricity
bathroom
floor
porch
yard
buggy
car
truck
tractor
fence
fence
corral
crop
shocks
granary
silo
tank
cultivator
mower
cutter
road
railroad
station
highway

b) Commerce:
counter
post office
depot
grocery store
butcher shop
undertaker
funeral home
real estate
insurance

c) Food:
raisins
raspberries
strawberries
grapefruit
cantaloupe
peaches
tomatoes
yeast
cake
pie
cookies
doughnuts
peanuts
candy
pancake
oatmeal
sausage
hamburger
fishloaf
meatloaf
bacon
garlic salt
onion powder

d) Topography:
country
county
pasture
creek
mountains
oak tree
maple tree

e) Measurements and Compass Directions:
bushel
gallon
mile
degree
north
south
west
east

f) Illness:

measles
scarlet fever
small pocks
pneumonia
diabetic
blood sugar
shot

II. Verbs

to clean
to hire
to act
to behave
to record
to plow
to phone
to call
to cut (with a header)
to cultivate
to move
to retire
to rent
to watch
to fix
to catch
to touch
to bother
to use
to spin
to ration

Discourse Markers and Phrases:

you know
you see
see
well
right
okay
alright
good bye
I don't know
pride and joy

Miscellaneous:

cousin
reenter
tightwad
tramp
Thanksgiving
football
baseball
bull
chew (chewing tobacco)
flavor
about
a lot
Almost no English borrowing pertaining to family, religion, as well as to parts of the body, and clothing was found in the recorded samples. This suggests that the main lexical corpus of the dialect, the "core vocabulary" (Johnson 1994, 86) is still intact in those areas which sustain the dialect, because they play a large part in their life, such as church, family relations, and also parts of the body.  

Clausing (1986, 142-43) writes about the areas in which German Americans and Icelandic Americans are influenced by English. He writes: "Lexical borrowing, in short, is largely a product of necessity and convenience," and points out that another theory postulates "native words are prone to replacement by shorter words from the donor language." A look at the above list seems to suggest that, to a large extent, it is true for the Catholic Bohemian Germans of Ellis, Kansas, that English loanwords were acquired into the dialect out of necessity and convenience or simply to borrow a new concept. For example loanwords such as sink or granary may exemplify this aspect of borrowing. Neither a sink nor a granary had probably been introduced prior to the departure of Catholic Bohemian Germans from Bukovina. Thus they borrowed these words because there was no equivalent in their dialect when they encountered them later in the United States. However, a borrowing like the word cousin, a kinship term, might exhibit a certain proneness by the dialect speakers to replace a word inherent to the dialect by a loanword from the primary language, for the simple reason that it is shorter. Although this dialect has a vocabulary term to express this kinship relation,  

---

7 Haugen (1953, 93-94) arrives at the conclusion that English loanwords are acquired much more slowly in the areas of church and family life.
/gʃvɪstə kɪnt/ Geschwisterkind 'a sibling's child', the English borrowing is used much more frequently. A sentence collected from the main informant in free conversation, underscores this view: /mar kasan, si, mam foton sar ʃveston irə buə, gʃvɪstə kɪnt hamp o ɡsɔkt/ Mein Cousin, also der Sohn der Schwester meines Vaters, Geschwisterkind haben wir auch gesagt 'My cousin, see, my father's sister's son, we also said Geschwisterkind'.

Most English words were used when the informants responded to English questions that largely revolved around familiar topics, such as cooking, childhood, weddings, and some English loanwords appeared in the picture descriptions. Other English borrowings occurred when the dialect informants translated specific words or phrases from English into their dialect, using the Wenker sentences, the Wisconsin questionnaire or other grammar sentences. Except for discourse markers that naturally were solely produced in free conversation, some vocabulary terms were developed in both settings, in free conversation as well as in the translation exercises. Borrowings occurring in the Wenker translations consisted of nouns, cake, yard, farmer, pasture, and also of some verbs, to act, to behave, to hire.

Seventy-six of the 133 English words, or 57%, were produced in free conversation, 33 words, or 25%, were composed translating English sentences and vocabulary items into their dialect, while 24 words, or 18%, were created in both types of dialect interviews. The fact that about one-fifth of these English words were produced in both translation and free conversation, for example the words farmer and yard, which in NHG would correspond to Bauer and Garten respectively, indicate that the informants either do not recall the German word and substitute an actual loanword from English for it, or use it so frequently that it comes easily to mind. According to Clausing (1986, 144) "high frequency words in the donor language are
those most likely to replace native vocabulary." The main informant gives a fitting explanation for the use of the word *farmer* : */mir hamo gsokt nur farmo, mir hamo mt gsokt baun/ Wir haben nur gesagt Farmer, wir haben nicht gesagt Bauer 'We only said farmer, we did not say Bauer'. Although the German language has the words *Fluss* and *Bach* to describe a river or a creek respectively, the word *creek* is adopted by the Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans instead because of geographic and other place names; in the case of Ellis, *Big Creek* runs right through the middle of town.

Furthermore, the use of a borrowing by more than one speaker of the dialect and its adaptation into the phonological and morphological system provides clues to the acceptance of the loanword. 8 Most of the English words collected in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German have been adapted to the sound system and the grammar of the dialect. Some borrowed terms, however, are not adapted into the morphological system. These are nouns that were only recently adopted from the primary language and do not have a counterpart in the dialect, such as *diabetic, bloodsugar, real estate, insurance*. Some loanblends in which "the borrower imports part of the foreign model and replaces part of it with something already in his own language" (Fischer Arends 1989, 122) were collected for the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect. Thus we find nouns which combine German and English lexemes and mixed verbs. 9

- */broutkrams/ Brotkriime/ 'breadcrumbs'
- */holtsflor/ Holzboden 'wooden floor'
- */porttiot/ Verandattir 'porch door'

---

8 Fischer Arends (1989, 121) in her discussion on *The Central Dakota Germans* writes: "A language that is intact and strong takes in foreign words and assimilates them into its own sound system, and they then become 'loan words.'"

9 Bender (1980, 82) in his account of a Low German dialect in Nebraska calls these noun compounds *hybrid compounds* and states that in hybrid formations the first or the second part of the compound can be English.
One loanblend occurred with a German suffix morpheme: /tʃjɛrm/ Lehrerin 'female teacher'. One loan translation was created that was based on an English model: /vʊsɔ/ot/ 'Watertown'. Two loan translations of verbs have been collected of which the first one was based on an English sample sentence: /ɔustɔrm/ hat sich ergeben 'turned out'; /ufɔruʃu/ anrufen 'to call up'. Two loan translations of a different type with interference from English were also produced: 10

/mitauʃs/ ohne 'without': /ɛr ɪst ɪnɔra mitauʃ sɔlts ʊnt pʃefɔ/ Er ist die Eier immer ohne Salz und Pfeffer 'He always eats eggs without salt and pepper'

/dɛn veʃ/ auf diese Weise 'that way': /ʊnt dɛs hɔt si kɔltn fɪm sʊmɔ dɛn veʃ/ Und das hat sich so den ganzen Sommer gehalten 'And it kept that way the whole summer'

There are several ways of borrowing English loanwords. The first form of borrowings are vocabulary terms that essentially show no adaptation into the sound system of the dialect:

10 Bender (1980, 81) calls this loan translation an idiomatic loan that imitates a foreign expression with or without English morphemes.
Wir sind später ins Trego County gezogen auf eine Farm 'Later we moved to a farm in Trego County' 

Ich bin in dem alten Land (in der alten Heimat) gewesen 'I was in the Old Country'

The words county and country are most likely old borrowed terms, because they are used consistently. The political idea of dividing land into counties did not have a counterpart in German in the eighteenth century when the Catholic Bohemian Germans left the Bohemian Forest for Bukovina. And the semantic concept of the phrase "Old Country" only refers to countries immigrants to the United States originated from.

Another loanword, railroad, the Catholic Bohemian Germans may have adopted very early into their dialect, because the Kansas Pacific Railroad was the main employer in Ellis, when the immigrants arrived. This borrowing, however, exhibits German phonemes when incorporated in the dialect, but in English conversation the informants apply the English phonemes to it:

Er arbeitet bei der Bahn 'He works for the railroad'

However, one informant sometimes incorporated the English pronunciation to the word road when translating an English sentence into the dialect, as the following example shows:

Wir wohnen an einem kleinen Landweg 'We live on a small country road'
Other loanwords incorporate the English pronunciation. These words retain their English meaning, but they have been assimilated into the Catholic Bohemian German phonology. The following words are good examples: /bɔɡi/ Buggy, Einsatz 'buggy'; /mʊð/ (Rasen)mäher 'mower'; /ʃɔtɔ/ Laden 'store' 11; /bʊtʃɔʃap/ Fleischer 'butcher shop'.

Some English loanwords may contain a different semantic meaning for an individual speaker of the dialect. The following example consisting of hybrid formations for the English word countryroads demonstrates the phenomenon, where one informant associates the vocabulary item with the surrounding farms, while the other informant does not:

/di fɔmarshant /ʃɛnts/
/di kɔntʁɔvɛŋ hant ɛts ʃleɡt/

Die Landwege sind jetzt schlecht 'The countryroads are bad now'

The use of either the dialect word or the English counterpart for the same vocabulary item by an individual dialect speaker may suggest a correlation with high/low frequent usage of that word. The following sentences serve as good examples for the difference in usage by the individual informant:

/si hɔt ʃmutʃrɐɪn gmoxt/
/si hɔt dɔunats bɔkɔ/

Sie hat Krapfen gebacken 'She made doughnuts'

Many English loanwords are adopted into the phonological and morphological system of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect. Although most of these nouns show the English inflectional suffix /s/ as a plural marker in the plural formations,

11 English verbs and nouns starting with the English phoneme /st/ are assimilated into the Catholic Bohemian German sound system. However, the English phoneme is not accepted and becomes /ʃt/: /ʃɔtɔ/ Laden 'store'; /ʃmutʃ/ drehen 'to spin'.
Informant 1 and Informant 2 added the nasal suffix /n/, one of the plural markers in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect, to borrowed nouns whose singular forms end either in the voiceless alveolar stop /t/, the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/, or in the uvular /r/. The following list displays the plural formations of those nouns produced by these dialect speakers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kar/</td>
<td>/karn/</td>
<td>Autos 'cars'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tor/</td>
<td>/torn/</td>
<td>Läden 'stores'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fens/</td>
<td>/fensn/</td>
<td>Zäune 'fences'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jet/</td>
<td>/jetn/</td>
<td>Schuppen 'sheds'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/rot/</td>
<td>/rotn/</td>
<td>Straßen 'roads'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several functional verbs form another category of English borrowings into the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect. These verbs are thoroughly adapted to the morphological system of the dialect. The verbs are transformed by using a German prefix in a separable verb or by adding the prefix /g/ to the past participle. In addition the conjugation of borrowed verbs is fully morphologically adapted into the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect.

The most frequently produced verb to use appears in the infinitive, in the first and third person singular, in the imperative, as well as in the past participle. The following examples illustrate the thorough incorporation of that verb into the dialect:

/ikant an nogl jusn/
Ich könnte einen Nagel gebrauchen 'I could use a nail'

/i jus fir føl tsarç des garlik söt/
Ich benutze Knoblauchs für viel Zeug 'I use garlic salt for a lot of things'

/er just blaue fántstičx/
Er benutzt nur blaue Taschentücher 'He only uses blue handkerchiefs'
"Nimm den kleinen (kurzen) Reis!" 'Use the little (short) rice!'

"Ochsen werden nicht mehr gebraucht" 'Oxen are not used anymore'

The borrowed verb *to move* occurred with two different German adverbial prefixes: /vekamuvn/ *wegziehen* 'to move away'; /ausimuvn/ *ausziehen* 'to move out', and was also altered with a /g/ prefix to fit the present perfect tense:

Wir sind in die Stadt gezogen 'We moved to town'

The verb *to call* occurring conjugated in the first person singular may be a technological borrowing along with the verb *to phone* that was used in the infinitive:

Ich rufe dich später an 'I will call you later'

Wenn nicht, kann sie Tante Rosi anrufen 'If not she can call aunt Rosi'

Other English verbs appearing as past participles are commercial borrowings, such as *to hire* and *to rent*. The following samples show their incorporation into the dialect:

Sie haben ihn zum Dreschen eingesetzt 'They hired him for the threshing'

Er hat das Land an jemanden vermietet 'He rented out the land to someone'

Other past participles in the verb list with a /g/ prefix were the following:

'acted'; /rationiert/ 'rationed'.
Most English verbs assimilated into the morphology of the dialect were produced as infinitives. In accordance with the verbal morphology of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect the infinitive suffix is produced either with the nasal /n/ or with /v/ depending on the stem-final consonant:

| /klino/ | putzen | 'to clean' |
| /fpim/ | drehen | 'to spin' |
| /pleun/ | pflügen | 'to plow' |
| /katn/ | (Gras) mähen | 'to cut' |
| /kaulan/ | anbauen | 'to cultivate' |
| /vatn/ | hüten, schauen | 'to watch' |
| /bo9n/ | stören | 'to bother' |
| /frksn/ | bereiten | 'to fix' |
| /tatn/ | anfassen | 'to touch' |
| /rekorden/ | aufnehmen | 'to record' |

It is evident from the samples above that English verb loanwords tend to be completely morphologically acquired into the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect. The informants do not hesitate at all when using a borrowed verb. This may indicate that an individual speaker is not aware of incorporating an English loan and is subconsciously integrating it into the word order of the dialect.

Discourse markers serve as a good indicator for determining to what degree the English language intruded into the mind of a dialect speaker subconsciously. As stated above, the high frequency of words from the primary language most likely leads to a replacement of a corresponding word in the native vocabulary. However, a speaker's character comes into play with reference to the frequency of use of such markers in conversation. Using the verbal discourse marker you see in final position, the speaker
wants confirmation from the listener and introduces new information in initial position.

The following samples from Informant 2 illustrate this use:

/si hot ôn amerikana karrat, ju si/
_Sie hat einen Amerikaner geheiratet, siehst du_
'She married an American, you see'

/ôvo si, des get ulës ets englǐf/
_Aber sieh, das geht jetzt alles auf Englisch_
'But see, everything is in English now'

The interjection _well_ is another discourse marker frequently produced by Informant 2. This marker has different discourse functions. It primarily occurs initially when Informant 2 responds to a question:

/wel, si, do is goor niks tsu tun gwen/
_Also, sieh, da ist gar nichts zu tun gewesen_
'Well, see, there was nothing to do'

/voel, hant fior gwen srŋp/
_Also es sind vier gewesen, die gesungen haben_
'Well, there were four singing'

Another verbal discourse device produced by the dialect informants is _you know_, which depending on its position in the sentence, seeks confirmation from the listener, has an emphatic meaning, or is used as a floor-holding device when delaying a thought:

/mamaliga unt ſtrobërs, ju nou, mit ſmetn ame/
_Mamaliga mit Erdbeeren, weißt du, und Sahne drin_
'Mamaliga with strawberries, you know, and whipping cream'

/i bin diserbeth, ju nou/
_Ich bin behindert, weißt du_ 'I am disabled you know'
In contrast the German discourse marker *gell*, a tag question which signals confirmation from the listener and is commonly used in southern Germany, appears frequently in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. This interjection is only replaced by its English counterpart *right*, when the conversation is in English. This may suggest that this tag is so deeply engrained in the subconscious mind of the dialect speaker that it is triggered automatically, when the conversation is held in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. The following examples show its usage:

/da tunt si vusn tsun in en brnno, goel?/
*Dae tun si das Wasser aus einem Brunnen (hoch)ziehen, gell (nicht wahr)?*  
'They pull up the water from a well there, right?'

/des hant brrln, goel?/
*Das sind Beeren, gell?*  
'These are berries, right?'

The phrase *I don't know* was produced several times while informants described pictures or hesitated in making a response:

/des is, ar dount nou, vos des is/
*Das ist, ich weiß nicht, was das ist*  
'That is, I don't know what it is'

/i bnn mit den esn, ar dount nou, i bnn rcht tsiini/
*Ich bin mit dem Essen, ich weiß nicht, ich bin recht zierig (penibel)*  
'With food, I don't know, I am rather fussy'

The main informant had the least English interference of all the other informants in this study in free conversation. Unlike the other informants, he did not produce the phrase *I don't know*, but rather used the dialect equivalent /i vos nit/. He also used English discourse markers as fillers for speech pauses and would use the emotional interjection *shucks*, when he could not remember a particular word in
German he needed to describe a picture: /des is a, jaks, i vods a mit/ Das ist ein, verflix, ich weiß auch nicht 'That is a, shucks, I don't know'.

There does not seem to be any logic determining when, how, and why which English loanword was adopted into the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect. It is probable that more English interference takes place when a dialect informant talks about topics involving new concepts, such as technology and commerce. But in conversations that revolve around family, religion and also to a great extent around life on the farm, English borrowings are produced much less or not at all.

Even with the gradual cultural, as well as linguistic acculturation to the English-speaking environment, some Catholic Bohemian Germans still hold on to their identity by maintaining customs ranging from family functions to farming. However, the remembrance of other traditions, such as the baptism by Christian names, the old custom of having a wake in the family home, or the blessing of baskets full of eggs in church at Easter, has vanished, because they fell out of practice. But other vivid memories like those of Christmas customs and childhood still linger on. 12

Although their recollection of these customs is often sketchy and details have faded, greetings and wishes, as well as anecdotes memorized in Catholic Bohemian German, that were an integral part of their culture and tradition, can still be recalled by some of the dialect informants. These sayings are recited from memory without hesitation and are linguistically unique in that they do not show any English interference. The main informant recalls a toast for drinking, which illustrates this well. One person toasts to the other by stating: /so is s leben/ So ist das Leben 'Such is life', and the other person who is being toasted says: /tr̃̃ gunt/ Trink

---

12 Informant 1 and Informant 2 related these customs to the author. For a discussion on Catholic Bohemian German religious practices in Bukovina, see Welisch (1988, 21-28). And Mirwald (1989) devotes a book to describing the customs and traditions of the Catholic Bohemian Germans from Bukovina in great detail. Furthermore, Windholz (1996, 75-86) discusses Catholic Bohemian German culture and customs that they retained in Ellis County, Kansas.
gesund  'Drink healthily'. Their everyday salutations were tied in with their religious faith. 13 For example when they entered someone's house they would greet them by saying: /gelopt sar jesus krsstus/ Gelobt sei Jesus Christus  'Praise be to Jesus Christ', and the person being greeted answered: /in eviqkart amen/ In Ewigkeit, Amen  'In eternity, amen'. 14 Another tradition were the New Year's wishes. Here their belief was also not far from their mind when they wished each other a happy New Year. The following examples are two versions rendered in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German by two different informants:

\[i\] wünsche dir ein glückseliges neues Jahr, ein gutes Leben, ein langes Leben und ewige Glückseligkeit
Ich wünsche dir ein glückseliges neues Jahr, ein gutes Leben, ein langes Leben, ein Himmelreich
'I wish you a happy New Year, a good life, a long life, and eternal happiness'

\[i\] wünsche dir ein glückseliges neues Jahr, a long life, health and a Kingdom of Heaven'

Children also learned New Year's wishes by heart often driven by the incentive of receiving a coin afterwards. The following saying was collected from the main informant:

\[i\] wünsche dir ein glückseliges neues Jahr, s krskmdl mit di krasoane hoor, a guots lem, a längs lem, a guldörn djs mit a glössl vat, brotna fis. unt sol der her unt frau lusti sar/

13 The main informant also recalled some anecdotes that his mother had told him. See the appendix for a selection of anecdotes.
14 Informant 5 related this greeting to the author.
Ich wünsche dir ein glückseliges neues Jahr, das Christkind mit dem krausen Haar, ein gutes Leben, ein langes Leben, einen goldenen Tisch mit einem Glas Wein. Der Herr und die Frau sollen lustig sein.

'I wish you a happy New Year, the Christ Child with wavy hair, a good life, a long life, a golden table with a glass of wine. May the lord and the lady be jolly.'

Sometimes they had short sayings that did not contain any words of their religious faith, but it was rather meant to wish for badness in a facetious manner, according to the main informant: /oft hamp aux gvnfen fir jlečtųckart/ Oft haben wir auch Schlechtigkeit gewünscht 'Often we also wished for badness'. The following two sayings were collected from the main informant and Informant 2 respectively:

/i vnʃ dir, i voos mt vos, hinton ofo stst a hos. graif m di toʃen, gri m voʃ! nım en besenʃtoel unt hau enn mir aus! Ich wünsche dir, ich weiß nicht was, hintern Ofen sitzt ein Has'. Greif in die Tasche, gib mir was! Nimm einen Besenstiel und hau ihn mir hinaus!

'I wish you, I don't know what, a hare is sitting behind the oven. Reach into your pocket, give me something! Take a broomstick and chase it out!'

/vnʃə, vnʃə, voos mt vos, hinton ofo stst a hos. of do ben rent a maus. mit den besen haut sis aus/ Wünsche, wünsche, weiß nicht was, hintern Ofen sitzt ein Has'. Auf der Bank sitzt eine Maus. Mit dem Besen haut sie aus

Wishing, wishing, I don't know what. A hare is sitting behind the oven. A mouse is sitting on the bench. She chases it out with a broom'

In Bukovina, as well as in Ellis County the Catholic Bohemian German community life centered around the church. Their faith had a great impact on how they conducted their everyday life, especially during periods of religious observations, such as the time of Advent, the period before Christmas. During this time the Catholic
Bohemian Germans were not allowed to go dancing, attend shows or parties, nor celebrate weddings. During Lent, the fasting period before Easter, they could not schedule or attend social events and had to cover all mirrors in the house with black fabric, which was lifted again on Easter. In addition they had to abide by a strict dietary schedule and were not supposed to eat meat on Wednesdays and Fridays, and only eat one full meal a day during Holy Week (Karwoche). Praying was an essential part of their faith, and sometimes involved a whole ritual process. Children were taught all prayers in German, usually by their mother. Informant 2 recalled that every night she and her younger siblings had to kneel down in front of their mother's bed and she would lead the prayer. When they attended instruction lessons in preparation for holy communion, they had to learn all prayers in English, as well as the church catechism.

Sermons at St. Mary's, the Catholic church in Ellis, were held in German until the 1950s. The prayer books were in German too. Informant 2 still keeps such a prayer book that belonged to her mother: /i hөn a gөbetbʊxɐ in dәrtʃ fɔn mʊmæ/ Ich habe ein Gebetbuch auf deutsch von Mama 'I have a prayer book from mom in German'. According to the informants in the 1930s the priest started alternating every Sunday, holding the sermon in English or German. Fewer and fewer people in the congregation retained an active knowledge of German so that in later years only a part of the homily was held in German, while the other part was in English. When the main informant came back to Ellis in 1945 after World War II had ended, a German sermon was only held one Sunday a month until it finally ceased in the 1950s. The third generation of Catholic Bohemian Germans never had a sermon in German.

A correlation can be drawn between the gradual decline in the use of German in St. Mary's church and the inscription of bible verses and commentary in German on
gravestones or on memorial cards that were handed out at the wake in church. 15

While commentary on tombstones and memorial cards was in German until the 1950s, English was used in the later years. 16

Bible verses and commentary are in Standard German, what the Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans call: /des is no do frit/ Das ist nach der Schrift 'That is according to the written (language)'. The following German inscription on a tombstone in rhyming verse reads:

42 Jahre lebten wir zusammen in Freuden und in Not. Jetzt haben wir das Verlangen zu bleiben beim lieben Gott.

'For 42 years we lived together through joy and distress. Now we have the desire to stay with the beloved Lord' 17

Carman (1974b, 3) in his account on the Ellis Bukovinian Germans writes about the church usage of German in the Catholic and the Lutheran church. Referring to the Catholic church of St. Mary's he notes: "The pastor who came in 1952 rarely used German, but when the 'Hail Mary' was in German he received a vigorous response." This underscores the fact that many Catholic Bohemian Germans, and most likely other ethnic German groups worshipping in that church, first learned and memorized their prayers in German. When attempting to elicit some German church

15 This information is based on copies of memorial cards that were given to the author by one of the informants. In addition, the author took pictures of gravestones with German inscriptions when visiting the Catholic and the Lutheran cemetery in Ellis.

16 The same phenomenon can be observed at St. John's cemetery, the Lutheran cemetery north of Ellis. Carman (1962, 4) in his printed settlement notes on Ellis Bukovinian Germans notes that while 10% of the tombstone inscriptions at St. John's cemetery were in German between 1920-1929, the percentage rose to 52% in the 1930s, and became slightly higher, 55% between 1940-1949, it dropped to 0% in the early 1950s. Carman's settlement notes from the field and printed notes are archived as the J. Neale Carman collection at the University of Kansas Archives in the Helen F.Spencer Research Library.

17 This inscription is on the gravestone of the grandparents of Informant 8.
prayers from the main informant, he recited the Lord’s Prayer, Hail Mary, and the Creed hardly with any hesitation at all. 18 The prayers are as follows:

The Lord’s Prayer


Hail Mary


18 Informant 2 also recited the Lord’s Prayer, but hesitated a lot.
19 The informant combines two lines of the Lord’s Prayer. The English translation reflects it.
Creed

'I believe in the Father, the almighty creator and in his begotten Son, our Lord, who was conceived through the Holy Spirit. And he was born by the Virgin Mary, has suffered under Pontius, was crucified, died, and buried. He descended to Hell, has risen from the dead on the third day, ascended into Heaven to sit to the right of God Almighty. Then he will come to judge the living and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, in one Catholic Church, in indulgence of the senses, the flesh and in eternal life. Amen.'

It is immediately obvious that these prayers were learned by heart in Standard German. Linguistic features that characterize NHG differ from the phonological and morphological system of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect can be observed.

Morphologically for example, the main informant does not only pronounce inflectional endings, such as the final /a/ in the first person singular, which is omitted in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect: /ɪ̯ɛ̯ ɡlaʊbə/ Ich glaube 'I believe', or the
third person singular marker /t/ in the conjugated form of to be: /hst/ ist 'is', but also adds the final palatal voiceless fricative /ç/ to the first person singular personal pronoun, which is lost in the dialect: /ç/ Ich 'I'. Past participles have a ge - prefix and thus are not omitted if the verb stem begins with an obstruent, and also in a verb stem beginning with the glottal fricative /h/ the consonant is realized: /gehañikt/ geheiligt 'hallowed'; /geboren/ geboren 'born'. The case distinction of the genitive is made in set phrases with a genitive noun and pronoun inflections: /mutter goñes/ Mutter Gottes 'Mother of God'; /in der junt unses todes/ In der Stunde unseres Todes 'at the hour of our death'.

Phonologically there is no vocalization of /r/ word-medially and word-finally: /fergrj uns unsen fildigern/ Vergib uns unseren Schuldigern 'Forgive those who trespass against us'. Falling diphthongs are not produced and monophthongs appear instead: /kiroñ/ Kirche 'church'. Furthermore, MHG <ei> does not change to /œ/ and /ɔ/ in words such as: /flaʃ/ Fleisch 'flesh', /gaist/ Geist 'spirit'; /hailig/ heiligen 'holy'. There is also no phonological change in the Catholic Bohemian German dialect, probably because these words are clerical words that in conjunction with faith take on certain meanings. 20 The word for meat, referring to animal meat, is used in Wenker sentence 30 and translated by the informants as follows: /víføl pfunt flaʃ voelst?/ Wieviel Pfund Fleisch willst du haben? 'How many pounds of meat (sausage) do you want?'. However, the NHG word Brot 'bread', which if pronounced in church prayers retains the monophthong /ɔ/ from MHG <ð>, but changes to the diphthong /ɔu/ in the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect: /brout/.

20 Kubitschek (1927, 19) highlights that the NHG words Fleisch 'flesh', Geist 'spirit' and Kaiser 'caesar' did not change from MHG <ei> to /œ/ and /ɔ/ in Catholic Bohemian German because of their affiliation with church and office.
Although sermons in German at the Catholic church of St. Mary's in Ellis stopped some forty years ago, and German prayers that were memorized in childhood are not included in church functions anymore, speakers of second generation Catholic Bohemian German may still recall a prayer or two in German. They would likely pray it by themselves, isolated without the "echoing" support of the congregation. Thus, intercommunicational exchange does not take place anymore between speakers of German in church, nor is there other church-related linguistic development.

This is somewhat analogous to the state the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect is in. The dialect speakers who remain speak to each other in their dialect or they must talk to themselves. They are isolated from other speakers of the dialect in other areas of the world, for example in Germany, and consequently cannot share linguistic developments that take place in their dialect or in German for that matter.

The Catholic Bohemian German dialect did not develop linguistically after the original Catholic Bohemian German settlers left their homeland in the Bohemian Forest in the nineteenth century to colonize Bukovina, where they managed to keep their linguistic identity. When they later emigrated to the United States, Canada, and Brazil, their dialect was intact and the original speech was maintained. This is what Fischer Arends (1989, 120) calls a petrifaction of the language. She writes: "This can be attributed to a tendency of petrifaction that generally takes place in the language and in other cultural behavior, of isolated speech communities ...."

However, this preservation of dialect features includes a lexicon of words whose usage nowadays is often restricted to rural Austro-Bavarian dialects or is

\[\text{\footnotesize 21 Several dialect informants said that they talk to themselves in their dialect, for example, with relation to errands they have to do, such as going shopping.}\]
obsolete. The following list provides a selection of categories by semantic fields from this rich repertoire that is unique to the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect: 22

\[
\begin{align*}
/tre\delta/ \text{ Erde} & \quad \text{'soil, ground'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Bohemian German, with a metathesis occurring between the vowel /e/ and /r/} \quad 23 \\
/\text{schmelzen} & \quad \text{ 'to melt'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Bavarian; Latin origin: lenis (weich 'soft')} \\
/c\text{optitt}/ \text{ Abort} & \quad \text{'privy'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Austrian; MHG: ab(e)trit} \\
/\text{helo}/ \text{Tasse} & \quad \text{'cup'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Austrian; MHG: haven (Topf, 'pot')} \\
/k\text{epo}/ \text{ Eimer, K\ddot{u}bel} & \quad \text{'bucket'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Bavarian: K\ddot{u}be, K\ddot{u}we; MHG: k\ddot{u}bel, Latin: clupa} \\
/t\text{hsego}/ \text{ Korb} & \quad \text{'basket'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Bohemian German, also Bavarian usage} \\
/r\text{ann}/ \text{irdener Kochtopf, Bratpfanne} & \quad \text{'earthenware pot, pan'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Austro-Bavarian; MHG: r\ddot{u}ne, rinne} \\
/j\text{peo}/ \text{ Stecknadel} & \quad \text{'stick pin'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Austro-Bavarian: Sperl} \\
/h\text{hovon}/ \text{ Hafer} & \quad \text{'oats'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Bavarian; MHG: habere} \\
/k\text{kukuruts}/ \text{ Mais} & \quad \text{'corn'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Austrian, Bohemian German; Slavic loanword of Turkish origin} \\
/k\text{kre}/ \text{ Merrettich} & \quad \text{'horseradish'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Austro-Bavarian, Bohemian German; Czech origin} \\
/j\text{metn}/ \text{ Sahne} & \quad \text{'cream'} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Bohemian German; loanword of Czech origin}
\end{align*}
\]

22 The term Austro-Bavarian refers to the vernacular in Bavaria and mostly in Upper Austria. Bohemian German refers to the Austro-Bavarian dialects in the Bohemian Forest in near proximity to the Czech border.

23 See Kubitschek (1927, 23) for an explanation of this phenomenon. Kollmer (1985, 73) points out that this form is Bohemian German.
/umûrkn/  Guerke  'cucumber'
  ➞ : Austrian, Bohemian German; loan based on Austro-Bavarian: Gummer (Latin: cucumis) and Czech: okurka

/frisøln/  grüne Bohne  'string bean'
  ➞ : Austrian; Greek origin; MHG: fasöl

/oovas/  Erbse  'pea'
  ➞ : Austrian, Bohemian German; MHG: areweis

/oklaım/  pflücken, auflesen  'to pick'
  ➞ : Austro-Bavarian, Bohemian German; MHG: klûben

/jøtû/  in Fett gebackenes Gêbäck,  'deep fried pastries'
  ➞ : Diminutive, Austrian, Bohemian German; also NHG: (Holz)Scheit  'log'; MHG: schît

/broʃkø/  Kröte  'toad'
  ➞ : Austro-Bavarian: Broz/Proz, related to NHG: Protz  'swank'

/goeløn/  Stechmiicke  'mosquito'
  ➞ : Austrian; MHG: gelsen (schreien  'to shout')

/okûln/  umbringen, verderben  'to kill'
  ➞ : Bohemian German; MHG: keln, koln

/harrisl/  Heuschrecke  'grasshopper'
  ➞ : Bohemian German; MHG: risen, rüeZel

/tsûxt/  Sau , Zuchtschwein  'sow'
  ➞ : Austro-Bavarian; MHG: zuht

/bermø/  Eber  'boar'
  ➞ : Austro-Bavarian; MHG: bër

/tsauk/  Hündin  'female dog'
  ➞ : Austro-Bavarian, Bohemian German

/tsûmol/  Schnuller  'pacifier'
  ➞ : Austro-Bavarian: Zuzl, zuzeln: to suck
  MHG: sûgen

/gûgøtsn/  gackern  'to cackle'
  ➞ : onomatopoetic, Bavarian, Bohemian German; MHG: gågern

/indrûko/  wiederkäuen  'to chew cud'
  ➞ : Austro-Bavarian; OHG: itarucken
/brɔ̃ gnauJn/ **Kaugummi kauen**  'to chew gum'

/brɔ̃/ → : Bavarian: bicka (kleben  'to glue'); MHG: bech, pech (Pech  'tar')

/gnauJn/ → : onomatopoetic, North Bavarian: gnaunzn (murren)  'to grumble'

/nɔdI/, /nɛdI/ **Großmutter, Großvater**  'Grandmother, Grandfather'

→ : Bohemian German, from Austro-Bavarian; with metathesis of /n/ and the vowel and the epenthetic consonant /d/, MHG: ane

/tɔftet/, /tɔfdɔdn, tɔftɔt/ (Tauf)pate, (Tauf)patin  'Godfather, Godmother'

→ : Bohemian German, also North Bavarian; OHG: tôto (masc.), tôta (fem.)

/tatɔ/ **Papa**  'dad'

→ : affectionate form for 'father'; Bohemian German; from Austro-Bavarian: Tatl, Datl (Greis  'old man')

/ɡomɔtsn/ **gähnen**  'to yawn'

→ : Austro-Bavarian, Bohemian German; MHG: ginen, genen

/kampln/ **kämmen**  'to comb'

→ : Austro-Bavarian, Bohemian German; MHG: kemben

/sa tumɔln/ **sich tummeln, sich beeilen**  'to hurry up'

→ : Austro-Bavarian; MHG: tumeln

/tsɔrn/ **Tränen**  'tears'

→ : Austrian-Bavarian, MHG: zaher

/mɔsn/ **Narbe**  'scar'

→ : Austro-Bavarian: Maser; MHG: mäse

/briŋl, briŋkl/ **Beule, Bündel**  'bump on the head, bundle'

→ : Austro-Bavarian; MHG: biule

/lɔnt/ **Beerdigung**  'funeral'

→ : Austro-Bavarian: Leich; see also NHG Leiche  'dead body'

/haiɔn/ **besuchen**  'to visit'

→ : Bohemian German, literally: *in die Häuser gehen*  'to walk into someone's house'

/okentɔn/ **anzünden**  'to light'

→ : Austro-Bavarian; MHG: zünden; Latin origin: incendere
This selection of distinct dialect words reveals an Austro-Bavarian heritage and reflects a preservation of many words as well, whose usage has become obsolete nowadays or is restricted to rural dialects. Like their phonological features, these vocabulary items can be traced back historically to OHG and/or MHG. In addition, this word chart also shows that when the Catholic Bohemian German settlers left their homeland in the Bohemian Forest for Bukovina they already spoke mixed Bavarian dialects which they kept when colonizing the former Austrian province. These dialects are mainly distinguished phonologically. In the struggle among the quite divergent linguistic forms in the new settlements of Bukovina, the Catholic Bohemian German dialect retained features that are mainly associated with Central Bavarian, but also show reflexes of the Central/North Bavarian interference zone. The linguistic history of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect and consequently its geographic determination of places in the Bohemian Forest where the original settlers in Bukovina came from will be the examined in chapter 6.

24 See chapter 4 for the phonology of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect.
Chapter 6

Linguistic History and Dialect Geographical Origin of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German Dialect

The dialect speakers of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis, Kansas, call themselves Bohemian Germans and their dialect /dɛntʃbɔːmɪʃ/ Deutschböhmisch 'German Bohemian'. ¹ The name shows evidence of the fact that these immigrants to west central Kansas, who emigrated there from Bukovina, originated in Bohemia. It is known that they came from a region in western Bohemia called the Bohemian Forest, which nowadays stretches across the border between Germany and the Czech Republic. This region is adjacent to the Bavarian Forest in Southern Germany (see map 10). ²

The ancestors of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans were mainly glass blowers and timber workers, who were involved in farming as well when they settled in Bukovina. The immigrants to Ellis, Kansas, came mostly from Karlsberg, Fürstenthal, and Buchenhain (Poiana Micului) to Kansas. ³ The dialect informants in this study are descendants of the emigrants from Fürstenthal and Buchenhain (Poiana Micului). ⁴

---

¹ See also chapter 5.
² See chapter 2 on the historical account of the Bukovina Germans in Ellis. Furthermore, see Rein (1996, 27-36) on the general history and the immigration of German settlers to Bukovina.
³ See map on the German settlements in Bukovina reprinted from Franz Lang (1963-64, 49) in chapter 2. Rein (1996, 40-41) also mentions these settlements from which the Catholic Bohemian Germans set out to emigrate to Kansas.
⁴ This information was related to the author by her informants when asked directly where their parents, grandparents and great-grandparents were born.
In the late 1920s Kubitschek (1927, 5) noted that the dialects of the Bohemian Forest are Bavarian dialects. Supporting this view, Franz Lang (1933, 629) in his account on language and language use of the different settlements in Bukovina, stated that the Catholic Bohemian German settlers came from villages in the central and upper Bohemian Forest. Their main source of income was from glass blowing industries and forest farming. He maintains that they speak "bair[ische] Mischmundarten," that is mixed Bavarian dialects. Lang supports his view by pointing out that these German settlers from Bohemia did not only speak mixed Bavarian dialects because they originated in different places of the Bohemian Forest, but also because the inhabitants of these villages for the most part had already spoken mixed dialects in Bohemia. The reason why they had mixed dialects is found in the fact that these villages were settled by Germans from different parts of Bavaria and Austria at different times.

If one nowadays surfs the internet for towns and regions in the Bohemian Forest, the information retrieved supports this geographical view. Besides data on Bavarian and Bohemian history, one finds facts on the history of glass blowing and timber industries in the majority of towns and villages in the Bohemian Forest, on both sides of the border, as well as in the Bavarian Forest. Places with glass production, for example, were usually abandoned, once the wood was used up and people moved on to other locations. Glass blowing, which in some areas dates back to the thirteenth century and is older than the timber industries, was most likely introduced into the Bavarian Forest from the Salzkammergut in Austria to Bohemia.

---

5 See Kubitschek (1927, 6-7) for a differentiation of three major geographical dialect areas, the lower, central, and upper Bohemian Forest. He also maintains that the border area between the upper and the central Bohemian Forest separates Northern Bavarian from Central Bavarian.

6 Throughout his book Kubitschek (1927) describes in detail the settlement history of the Bohemian Forest. He mentions that the Bohemian Forest was first inhabited mostly by forest farmers (Freibauern). Later on, as early as the 14th century, woodcutters, glassblowers, and other farmers from Upper German (UG) dialect regions settled there and founded villages. Different areas of the Bohemian Forest were colonized during various time periods. According to Kubitschek (1927, 54) most of the upper Bohemian Forest, for example, was not cleared and populated by farmers, glassblowers and
In addition to this information there are linguistic features that give valuable clues as to the places in the Bohemian Forest where the families of the modern descendants of the Catholic Bohemian Germans originated. Based on phonological, morphological, and lexical evidence the attempt is made in this chapter to find a more exact determination of the area in the Bohemian Forest, where the speakers of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect originated. In addition to the determination of the dialect area, some conclusions will also be drawn on a dialect mixing in the speech of these settlers. The Catholic Bohemian German dialect shows features of Central Bavarian with an interference of North Bavarian characteristics. The phonological, morphological, and lexical data gathered in the dialect interviews with the informants is compared to data found in such publications as Kubitschek (1927), Wiesinger (1989), the dtv-Atlas zur deutschen Sprache (dtvA), the Deutscher Sprachatlas (DSA), and the Deutscher Wortatlas (DWA).

For the classification of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect within a major German dialect area, traditional dialect isoglosses are used. These geographical boundary lines determining dialect regions are based on consonantal phonology systematically researched by the DSA.

7 See chapter 4 on the phonological system of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. Furthermore, see Kubitschek (1927) on dialect distinctions from a phonological, morphological, and lexical perspective. The information provided in this chapter will support his conclusion, as well as Lang's view that the ancestors of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans already spoke a mix of Bavarian dialects when they left the Bohemian Forest to settle in Bukovina.

8 DSA also carried out a subclassification of German dialect areas based on vowel phonology. The German dialect divisions are represented on a map in the dtvA, 230-31, based on research carried out by the DSA. The labeling of German dialect boundaries referred to in this chapter are mostly based on these sources, as well as on the DWA maps that show regional lexical differences for certain New High German (NHG) words. In addition, regional dialect distinctions for Bavarian dialects in the
The dialect can be identified as Upper German (UG) because it does participate completely in the second sound shift, a pronunciation difference between the Germanic voiceless stops /p/, /t/, and /k/, and Old High German (OHG) voiceless fricatives and affricates /pf/, /ts/, and /tk/. This phonological phenomenon separates the Low German dialects (LG) north of this boundary from the High German dialects south of the line. In between LG and UG are the Middle German dialects (MG) that partially participated in the second sound shift. The northern isogloss delimiting MG and UG from LG is defined by the maken/machen 'to make' boundary. The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect realizes the intervocalic /k/ as the corresponding fricative /x/: /moxo/ machen 'to make'. MG and UG are also south of the ik/ich 'I'(1st. Pers. Nom. Sg. Personal Pronoun) isogloss. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German shifts word-final /k/ to /t/: /rat/t/ rich 'rich'.

The two northern isoglosses that separate UG dialects from MG dialects are marked by the Appel/Äpfel 'apple' isogloss and the Pund/Pfund 'pound' isogloss. Like all UG dialects Ellis Catholic Bohemian German has shifted the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ to the corresponding affricate /pf/ in intervocalic and word-initial position: /epfl/ Äpfel 'apples'; /pfunt/ Pfund 'pound'.

A further subclassification of the UG dialects can be made. The euch/enk 'you (old dual form, 2nd Person Plural Pronoun, Dative and Accusative)' isogloss, which runs roughly from south of Chemnitz to the east of Nürnberg and southwest of Innsbruck, Austria, divides the West Upper German dialects (WUG), namely Alemanic and East Franconian, from the East Upper German dialects (EUG), the Bavarian

---

Bohemian Forest are mainly based on a detailed map by Kubitschek (1927, n.page) showing the various linguistic boundaries that divide each area from the other.

9 See the dtvA, 62-63 for a detailed description of these phenomena. Wolff (1990, 59-61) also explains the second or High German sound shift.
dialects. The Catholic Bohemian German dialect of Ellis falls in the EUG dialect group with the use of /ɛtʃ/ euch 'you'.

Within the EUG dialect region, Bavarian dialects are divided into three subgroups ranging from north to south, North, Central, and South Bavarian. These subgroups are distinguished by the gnecht/kschnacht 'servant' isogloss which separates South Bavarian from Central Bavarian and North Bavarian to the north. South Bavarian is considered to have thoroughly completed the second sound shift, because it shifted Germanic /k/ \(\rightarrow\) OHG /kʃ/. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German falls north of this linguistic boundary, for example: /knedl/ Knödel 'dumplings'.

A further subclassification that distinguishes South Bavarian from Central and North Bavarian is the Binnenhochdeutsche Konsonantenschwächung or the Central High German consonant lenition. North and Central Bavarian as opposed to South Bavarian, for example, do not show a pronunciation difference between the voiceless stops p, t, k and their voiced counterparts b, d, and g. The consonant lenition is mostly consistent in Central Bavarian. The consonant lenition is not consistently realized in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German. For example, word initial t- in words

---

10 See dtvA, 92 for the euch/enk isogloss. Wiesinger (1989, 439) defining the geographical dialect area of Bavarian dialects mentions the fact that up to the end of WW II the linguistic border of Bavarian dialects ran through the middle of west and south Bohemia. He gives a list of places included in that region that are nowadays Czech. Zehetner (1985, 54-75) gives a complete analysis of the geographical dialect areas of Bavarian. He divides Bavarian into three subgroups. South Bavarian, which he refers to as "Alpenbairisch," that is Alpine Bavarian, is primarily concentrated in the Austrian Alpine regions of Tyrol, Carinthia, Styria, and the southern edge of Burgenland. Central Bavarian is called the "Donau-Isar-Bairisch" or the Danube-Isar-Bavarian, because it defines the dialects in that river region, along the Munich-Vienna axis. The third subgroup, North Bavarian, is commonly referred to as "Oberpfälzisch," Upper Palatine, because it is located in that region north of the Danube, as well as in the northern Bavarian Forest. Surrounding Central Bavarian are transition or interference zones where linguistic features of neighboring dialects are intermixed. Hamisch (1983, 2) outlines the dialect boundary of the northern Central Bavarian transitional zone "etwa vom Dreieck Ingolstadt - Furth im Wald - Eisenstein," that is around the triangle of Ingolstadt, Furth im Wald, and Eisenstein. In addition, Wiesinger (1989, 438-519) and Rowley (1989, 417-37) summarize the Central and South Bavarian dialect areas and the North Bavarian dialects respectively.

11 See dtvA, 148-49 for a detailed explanation of the Central German consonant lenition and a map showing the extent of this lenition within Central Germany.

12 The consonant lenition is a part of what Kranzmayer (1956, 97) calls "mittelbairische Lautverschiebung," that is the Central Bavarian sound shift.
such as getan 'done', tot 'dead', is inconsistently lenited and both forms are used: /to/, /du/; /tot/, /dut/. Medial t- is unshifted or lenited, such as: /but/ Butter 'butter'; /blad/ Blatt 'leaf'. While there is no lenition of word-initial k-, intervocalic or word-final k- is often lenited after a nasal: /kran/ krank 'sick'; /trink/ trinken 'to drink'. 13

Another type of lenition, the vocalization of /l/ to /i/ is a distinguishing characteristic of Central Bavarian in relation to North Bavarian as well as South Bavarian and other German dialects where the liquid is retained after vowels. 14 Ellis Catholic Bohemian German shows retention of /l/: /boel/ Bildlein 'little picture'; /ful/ Schule 'school'; /solts/ Salz 'salt'.

Furthermore, the vocalization of /r/ after vowels, which leads to a diphthongization of the preceding vowel is also a typical characteristic of Central Bavarian. 15 This characteristic is also realized in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German: /min/ wir 'we'; /for/ fort 'away'; /fotk/ stark 'strong'; /mehr/ mehr 'more'. 16

By examining the vowel isoglosses, the potential place of origin of Ellis Catholic Bohemian German can be determined more precisely. The traditional DSA vowel isogloss brouder/bruader 'brother' is the northern dialect boundary of Central Bavarian distinguishing it from North Bavarian. 17 It runs roughly from west to east, from south of Nürnberg and north of Regensburg to the Czech border north of

---

13 See also the consonantal phonology in chapter 2.
14 Zehetner (1985, 56) displays a map showing the extent of l- vocalization in Central Bavarian.
15 Wiesinger (1989, 459) and Rein (1991, 16) define the r- vocalization as a dialect feature for Central Bavarian.
16 There is a strong tendency to vocalize /r/ after vowels in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German, but there is still a little r- coloring present.
17 See dtvA, 146 for a map of this isogloss.
Waldmünchen. This isogloss marks the major distinction between the falling diphthongs (fallende Diphthonge) typical of Central Bavarian and the reversed diphthongs (gestürzte Diphthonge) identifying North Bavarian dialects. The Middle High German (MHG) falling diphthongs <uo>, <ie>, and <ue> remain falling diphthongs in Central Bavarian and South Bavarian and are realized as /uo/ and /iu/ respectively. In North Bavarian, however, these falling diphthongs are reflected as the reversed diphthongs /oo/ and /ei/. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German exhibits both, falling diphthongs, as well as reversed diphthongs for certain words. The following examples illustrate this: /fuus/, /fuus/ Fuß 'foot'; /brief/, /breif/ Brief 'letter'; /kiu/, /koi/ Kühe 'cows'.

The MHG diphthong <ei> appears as /oi/ in all Bavarian dialects in words such as /tsvoi/ zwei 'two' and /oi/ Ei 'egg'. In North Bavarian it is, however, raised to /oi/ in polysyllabic words. The raising of this diphthong is a chief characteristic of Ellis Catholic Bohemian German. Thus the NHG words Seife

18 See *DSA* (1926, vol. 1). Furthermore, see Zehetner (1985, 64) for a good overview on the extent of this isogloss, as well as other traditional vowel isogloss criteria for the upper and central Bavarian Forest.

19 The Middle High German (MHG) vowels are given in a phonemic transcription followed by a grapheme as seen in normalized transcription.

20 See the vowel phonology in chapter 4. The reversed diphthongs, sometimes also called toppled diphthongs (gestürzte Diphthonge), are apparently opposite to the falling diphthongs, because they were "umgekippt," that is toppled (Zehetner 1985, 65). See Schirmunski (1962, 231-32) for a discussion of reversed diphthongs in North Bavarian and in other German dialects. In addition, Lang (1933, 629) attributes the occurrence of both, falling diphthongs and reversed diphthongs, as being the primary evidence for the mixture of the dialects spoken by those settlers in Bukovina who originated in the upper and central Bohemian Forest.

21 Each dialect speaker realizes either falling diphthongs or reversed diphthongs for the same word. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers whose ancestors came from the village of Buchenhain (Poiana Micului) in Bukovina realize the falling diphthongs in their speech, while those dialect informants with ancestors from Fürstenthal, Bukovina, pronounce the reversed diphthongs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buchenhain</th>
<th>Fürstenthal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ku/</td>
<td>/ku/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kiu/</td>
<td>/kiu/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fuus/</td>
<td>/fuus/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fius/</td>
<td>/feis/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kuh 'cow'
Kühe 'cows'
Fuß 'foot'
Füße 'feet'

22 Wiesinger (1989, 450) and Rein (1991, 17) attribute the different realization of MHG <ei> to /oi/ to North Bavarian.
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'soap', Weizen 'wheat', and Mädchen (Maidlein) 'girl' are realized respectively as /sɔfɛ/, /vɔrts/, and /mɔrd/. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German mostly exhibits the retention of /e/ in Central Bavarian from MHG monophthongs <œ> and <œ>, which appear diphthongized to /œt/ in North Bavarian. The dialect speakers say, for example: /ve/ weh 'it hurts'; /ʃe/ schön 'beautiful', but evidence the distinguishing North Bavarian diphthong /œt/ for NHG Schnee 'snow': /ʃne/. A further typically North Bavarian feature is the diphthongization of the MHG long monophthongs <œ> and <œ> as /œʊ/. While MHG <œ> also developed into a diphthongal pronunciation in Central Bavarian, MHG <œ> and <œ> are raised and backed to /o/ and /ʊ/. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German displays the vowel features of Central Bavarian, such as: /ʊɔt/ tot 'dead'; /groʊʃ/ groß 'big, tall', and /blæsn/ blasen 'to blow'; /sɔŋ/ sagen 'to say'. 23

Based on the vocalic and consonantal criteria, the dialect features described above that predominate in the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect can mainly be associated with Central Bavarian, although they show North Bavarian interference.

The morphological data found in the dialect tend to support the conclusion that the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German primarily retains Central Bavarian features with an interference of North Bavarian.

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German utilizes the diminutive suffix /l/ based on the MHG suffix -lœn with its corresponding NHG suffix -lein. This is a common dialectal realization within the Upper German dialect region: /leŋl/ Loch 'little hole'; /boɛtl/ Bildelein 'little picture'. 24


24 See dtvA, 157 for the distribution of the diminutive suffixes in German.
A distinct morphological feature of Central Bavarian is the vocalization of the suffix -en to the vowel /ŋ/ in nouns, infinitives, and past participles. Here it depends on the stem-final position, usually after /l/, /kl/, /x/, and after nasals. Otherwise the final nasal is retained. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German employs this lenition of the final syllable: /kɔfan/ kaufen 'to buy'; /ɔfən/ Ofen 'oven'; /broξɔn/ gebrochen 'broken', but /putən/ putzen 'to clean', /fɔtsloı̯n/ erzählen 'to tell'. However, final -en is vocalized after a vowel in some verbs. This is typically a North Bavarian dialect feature: /baʊn/ bauen 'to build'; /ʃran/ schreien, sprechen 'to shout, to speak'.

The past participle of strong and weak verbs is prefixed by g-. In a substantial part of the UG dialects (excluding most of the South Bavarian), as well as in LG dialect areas the prefix is lost before plosives. This is also attested in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German: /gfʊn/ gefunden 'found'; /gret/ geredet 'talked'; /glesn/ gelesen 'read'; but: /broξɔn/ gebrochen 'broken'; /troŋ/ getragen 'carried'; /kɑf/ gekauft 'bought'.

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German can also be classified with UG dialects which implement apocope of NHG word-final -e. Examples in the dialect are the first person singular present tense with a zero allomorph: /i mɔx/ ich mache 'I make'; /i hεŋ/ ich hänge 'I am hanging'. Another example of apocope which is a common feature of the dialect is the loss of the NHG final -e with the singular and plural of nouns: /hɔs/

---

25 *DSA* (1926, vol. 3-4) displays the dialect areas for the vocalization of the suffix -en in the NHG infinitive trinken 'to drink'. Within the EUG dialect region its northern boundary is roughly near the city of Furth im Wald. See also the distribution of /ofən/ Ofen 'oven' on map 4 in Gütter's (1971) *Nordbairischer Sprachatlas*.

26 *Zehetner* (1985, 66) attributes this dialect feature to North Bavarian.

27 See *dtvA*, 158 for syncope or apocope of the past participle prefix in German dialect areas. In addition, *Keel* (1981) discusses syncope and apocope in German dialects.
Hase  'rabbit'; /vis/ Wiese  'meadow'; /gens/ Gänse  'geese'; /trmpf/ Strümpfe  'socks'. 28

The first person plural present tense verb ending is /-mʊ/ in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German. The suffix is a reduplication of the first person plural pronoun /mʊ/ wir  'we': /mʊ vɔʃmʊ/ wir waschen  'we are washing'; /mʊ ɛsʊʊ/ wir essen  'we are eating'. This suffix predominates in Central and South Bavarian, while the first person plural present tense is the same as the infinitive in North Bavarian. 29

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German preserves the MHG ending -(e)nt in the third person plural present tense of verbs. While the third person plural ending is the same as the infinitive in North Bavarian, the inflectional ending -(e)nt is retained in Central Bavarian. 30 The following table shows the third person plural present tense ending of verbs in MHG and their corresponding forms in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German (CBG):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MHG</th>
<th>CBG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;sie stānt&gt;</td>
<td>/si ʃtenʊnt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;sie sīzʊnt&gt;</td>
<td>/si sıtsʊnt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;sie tuʊnt&gt;</td>
<td>/si tuʊnt/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, Ellis Catholic Bohemian German utilizes the third person singular dative pronoun /ɛm/ ihm  'him' in the dative case for the NHG dative and accusative reflexive pronoun sich:

/sar bruʊdʊ voel ɛm hau tsvon jen ɛn naer haus in damo jot/
Sein Bruder will sich zwei schöne neue Häuser in eurem Garten bauen.
His brother wants to build himself two beautiful new houses in your yard

28 Zechetner (1985, 55) attributes this dialect feature to be a characteristic of all Bavarian dialects.
29 Rowley (1989, 431) lists this form as a distinct dialect marker for "the southern dialects."
30 DSA (1926, vol. 1) shows that this form occurs in the southern Bavarian dialect region south of Furth im Wald. Rowley (1989, 430) discusses the inflectional endings of the verb in North Bavarian.
The distribution of /ɛ:m/ is attested sporadically within some UG dialect regions (see map 11). It also occurs in a small area in the Bohemian Forest on the border to the Czech Republic. It stretches roughly from Waldmünchen to Waldkirchen, comprising Central Bavarian and the Central and North Bavarian transitional zone.  

Just as with the phonological data, the morphological data gathered for Ellis Catholic Bohemian German seem to provide dialect features which are mainly associated with Central Bavarian, but also show characteristics of the Central and North Bavarian transition zone.

However, for a more exact determination as to the potential linguistic settlement in the Bohemian Forest from where the ancestors of the Catholic Bohemian Germans of Ellis originated, it is important to compare the dialect with Kubitschek's (1927) dialect distinctions by way of various Linien (lines), as he calls them. They often serve as linguistic boundaries that divide geographical dialect areas from each other (see maps 8-9): Each line delimits different phonological realizations of certain words.  

Line a, which is located in the southern Central Bavarian dialect region, separates the lower Bohemian Forest (Südböhmen or southern Bohemia) from the central Bohemian Forest. It runs approximately from Prachatitz (Prachatice), south of Wallern (Volary) to the border. The dialects of the lower and central Bohemian Forest are considered "mittel- oder donaubairisch," that is Central or Danube Bavarian.

---

31 See dtvA, 155 for the distribution of the third personal singular pronoun for the NHG reflexive sich. The use of this pronoun is based on OHG, where the dative reflexive was formed by using the third person singular personal pronoun imu, iru. Wenker sentence 33 shows the usage.

32 Kubitschek (1927) bases his dialect distinctions by comparing the different vowels to Middle High German vowels, and the consonants to those of Germanic. In addition, he provides lexical data that differ in various parts of the Bohemian Forest.
Map 8

Dialect map of the Bohemian Forest based on the dialect map by Kubitschek (1927) and modified for the present work by the author.
They show Central Bavarian features such as the falling diphthongs. However, line \( a \) separates certain phonological features realized in the lower Bohemian Forest from others in the central Bohemian Forest. The New High German (NHG) word \textit{Dorf} 'village', for example, is realized as \(/\text{dɔʁf}/\) south of line \( a \), and is pronounced \(/\text{dɔʁf}/\), north of line \( a \). \(^{34}\)

Line \( b \), which runs roughly from Schüttenhofen (Sušice) to south of Markt Eisenstein (Zelezná Ruda) and Bayrisch Eisenstein, separates the central Bohemian Forest from the upper Bohemian Forest. Kubitschek (1927, 49) calls it the "donaubairisch-oberpfälzische Grenzlinie," that is the Danube-Bavarian (Central Bavarian) and Upper Palatine boundary. Thus, it is the dialect boundary between Central Bavarian to the south and North Bavarian to the north. The dialect region between lines \( b \) and \( c \) already shows Upper Palatine, that is North Bavarian features, such as the reversed diphthongs. However, Central Bavarian interference is still rather strong. \(^{35}\)

Line \( c \), which starts north of Taus (Domažlice) near Bischofteinitz (Horšovský Týn) and runs roughly northwest to Eslarn, is within the North Bavarian dialect region. The dialect areas south of line \( c \) still show some Central Bavarian features. Line \( c \) separates the southern Upper Palatinate from the Egerland. \(^{36}\)

Between these three lines are other linguistic boundaries. Between lines \( a \) and \( b \), in the central Bohemian Forest, are the linguistic boundaries \( d, k, f, h, g, \) and \( e \).

---

\(^{33}\) See Kubitschek (1927, 11).
\(^{34}\) See Kubitschek (1927, 26) for a complete list of words.
\(^{35}\) See Kubitschek (1927, 54).
\(^{36}\) Kubitschek (1927, 58) contends: "Jenseits der Grenzlinie c [...] beginnt der Hauptstock des Egerländischen." In addition, see Kubitschek (1927, 11-12) for a definition of the three major geographical dialect areas. Furthermore, see Gradl (1895) on a phonological description of the area north of line \( c \), commonly referred to as \textit{Egerland} or \textit{Westböhmen} (western Bohemia).
Kubitschek (1927, 27) calls the dialects in that region "ausgesprochene Mischmundarten," that is definite mixed dialects. 37

Line d, which runs roughly south of Bergreichenstein (Kašperské Hory) to Mader (Modrava) and south of it to the border, is the linguistic boundary between northern Central Bavarian (between d and b ) and southern Central Bavarian (between a and d ). 38 While it serves as the northern boundary for the vocalization of /l/ to /l/, North Bavarian dialect features already occur north of it. Kubitschek (1927, 33) writes: "Mit der Linie d beginnen starke Einwirkungen der oberen Gegenden und die ersten Anklänge an das Nordbairische," that is a strong dialectal influence of the dialects of the upper central Bohemian Forest and the upper Bohemian Forest along with North Bavarian dialect features start with line d. Later in his study Kubitschek (1927, 59) also refers to the dialect areas between lines d and c as "eine Einheit," that is as a unity with regards to phonology. Only the MHG vowels <ie>, <üe>, <uo>, and <ë> are realized as what is regarded as Upper Palatine or North Bavarian vowel features.

Line k is found between b and d. It separates the "Bergreichensteiner Mundarten," that is the dialects in the area of Bergreichenstein (Kašperské Hory), east of it, from those of Stubenbach (Prášily) and Langendorf, west of it (Kubitschek 1927, 33). While the dialects in the Bergreichenstein area are essentially Central Bavarian, the dialects around Stubenbach and Langendorf reflect a mixed dialect, "eine donaubairisch-oberpfälzische Mundart," that is a Danube-Bavarian - Upper Palatine dialect (Kubitschek 1927, 34). 39

37 See Kubitschek (1927, 27-34 and 49-54) for exact geographic determination of these lines in the central Bohemian Forest.
38 Kubitschek (1927, 49) writes: "Die Linie d scheidet den mittleren Wald in die oberen und in die unteren Mundarten."
39 Kubitschek (1927, 34) points out that most villages around Bergreichenstein were founded in the 14th and 15th century and not many new settlements were established later. The area around Stubenbach and Langendorf, on the other hand experienced an influx of many new settlements from the
Line \( f \) starts approximately north of Winterberg (Vimperk) and goes south of Finsterau. This is the northern boundary for phonological features as well as for some lexical forms, typical for the lower Bohemian Forest.\(^{40}\)

Line \( h \) between the lines \( d \) and \( f \) is the boundary between the villages Außergefeld (Kvilda) and Fürstenhut (Knizeci Plane) to the west of it and Kaltenbach and Neugebäu, east of it.\(^{41}\) These areas were linguistically primarily influenced by neighboring Central Bavarian and show vocalization of /\( l \)/.

Line \( g \) starts south of Winterberg, continues on north of Wallern (Volary) and runs roughly to Philippsreut. It marks the southern boundary of the vocalization of /\( l \)/, while the dialect boundary \( d \) makes up the northern boundary of this Central Bavarian dialect phenomenon. The dialect region between \( g \) and \( a \) retains the liquid /\( l \)/.

Line \( e \) goes from Prachatitz, where it comes together with the dialect boundary \( a \), to south of Wallern (Volary) and intersects with line \( g \) at the border to Bavaria. It integrates the "Wallerer Mundart," which shows dialect features of the lower Bohemian Forest. and has phonological changes that are unique to the area around Wallern (Kubitschek 1927, 51).

Between lines \( b \) and \( c \) are the dialects of the upper Bohemian Forest that are differentiated by the dialect boundaries \( l \), \( m \), and \( n \).\(^{42}\)

Line \( l \) runs roughly from north of Neuern (Nýrsko) southwest to north of Lam. The lines \( l \) and \( b \) delimit different dialects, such as the dialects of the Eisenstein

---

\(^{40}\) Kubitschek (1927, 33) writes: "Mit der Linie \( f \) hören die meisten unterländischen Erscheinungen, auch zahlreiche Wörter, die noch vom Unterlande herüberreichen, auf."

\(^{41}\) See Kubitschek (1927, 28).

\(^{42}\) See Kubitschek (1927, 64-66) for the exact geographic determination of these lines. He also writes: "Die Mundarten des oberen Waldes sind einheitlicher als die des mittleren Waldes," that is the dialects of the upper Bohemian Forest are more uniform than those of the central Bohemian Forest (Kubitschek 1927, 57).
This area marks the natural border between Danube-Bavarian and Upper Palatine dialects. Although North Bavarian dialects start here, some lexical forms and the falling diphthong /uD/, typical for Central Bavarian, prevail.  

Line \( m \) starts south of Taus and west of Kdyně (Neugedein) then north of Neuern and goes to the border near Furth im Wald. Between lines \( l \) and \( m \) certain diphthongs become monophthongs as in neighboring Bavaria.

Finally, line \( n \) is southwest of Taus (north of line \( m \)) and runs roughly to Fomava. It separates two villages, Fichtenbach south of it, and Haselbach north of it.

Based on Kubitschek's dialect distinctions described above, a place of origin in the Bohemian Forest for the Bukovinian Catholic Germans of Ellis can be more accurately determined. With respect to phonological data the following conclusions can be drawn.

A common feature for most of the upper, the central, and the lower Bohemian Forest is the replacement of /s/ to /h/ in the plural verb forms of the verb /sã/ sein 'to be' through levelling. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German shows this feature as well: /si hant/ sie sind 'they are'.

Line \( d \) is the northern boundary of the vocalization of /l/ to /l/, a Central Bavarian characteristic, which occurs in the dialect areas between lines \( d \) and \( g \). As mentioned above, Ellis Catholic Bohemian German does not vocalize this liquid.

While there is a loss of /n/ in verbs such as NHG näheln 'to sew', mählen 'to mow', krählen 'to crow' south of line \( d \), it is restored north of this line and also in the

---

43 See Kubitschek (1927, 57).  
44 See Kubitschek (1927, 60-61).  
45 See also Kubitschek (1927, 57). Line \( m \) separates the dialects of the Neumark region from the dialects of the villages around Taus.  
46 See Kubitschek (1927, 24).
area around Kaltenbach. 47 This nasal is retained in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German: /nɔn/, /mʌn/, and /kɾɔn/.

Furthermore, north of line \( d \) West Germanic (WG) /d/ is lost in the NHG past participles *gefunden* 'found', and *gestanden* 'stood'. 48 Ellis Catholic Bohemian German shows this loss: /gʃʊn/, /ʃtʊn/.

Medial OHG /t/ is lenited before or after the liquid /l/ in the area around Fürstenhut and Außergefeld and then north of line \( d \). 49 This phonological feature occurs in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German with medial /t/ unshifted or lenited: /blɔtl/ *Blättlein* 'little leaf'; /kʊltɪn/ *gehalten* 'held (past part.)'; /bedɪʊ/ *Bettler* 'beggar'.

While bilabial /b/ is lost in NHG *Herbst* 'fall', south of line \( f \), it occurs again north of this dialect boundary or it shows a velar stop. The latter is exhibited in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German, which pronounces the word as follows: /hɔrktʃ/. 50

WG /k/ is lost word-finally in most words in the dialects of the lower Bohemian Forest, as well as in those of the lower central Bohemian Forest. The consonant is retained as /ʃ/ or /ʃ/ in the dialects north of dialect boundary \( d \). 50 Ellis Catholic Bohemian German employs the spirant word-finally: /raux/ *Rauch* 'smoke'; /lɔx/ *Loch* 'hole'; /bɪʃ/ *Kaugummi* 'chewing gum', except for NHG *Milch* 'milk': /mɪt/. 51

WG /ɡ/ is retained word-finally in certain words south of line \( d \), but it is lost in the dialects of the upper central Bohemian Forest and upper Bohemian Forest south of line \( c \). 51 In Ellis Catholic Bohemian German most informants realize the consonant

\[\text{References:}\]

47 See Kubitschek (1927, 44).
48 See Kubitschek (1927, 45).
49 See Kubitschek (1927, 45-46).
50 See Kubitschek (1927, 24, and 46).
51 See Kubitschek (1927, 24, and 46).
word-finally in the NHG words Pflug 'plow', Weg 'way', and Krug 'pitcher': /pfluːɡ/, /wɛɡ/, /krʊɡ/. 52

In the dialects of the upper central Bohemian Forest and also around Kaltenbach and Außergefeld, north of line f, in certain words WG /b/ is either retained as a fricative or lost word-finally. For example, the NHG word nahe 'near' as the fricative /n/, while it is lost in the words Truhe 'casket' and zehn 'ten'. This dialect feature occurs in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German: /namro/, /truː/, /tsen/. 53

The velar fricative is omitted in the NHG past participle gebracht 'brought' in the central Bohemian Forest north of line a, as well as in the dialects of the upper Bohemian Forest south of line n. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German shows the loss of the velar fricative or realizes this particular word as a strong past participle: /broːt/, /broŋ/. 54

The NHG directional prefixes her-, denoting coming, meaning the motion toward the speaker, and hin-, denoting going, meaning the motion away from the speaker, indicate the direction or location of the speaker. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German exhibits, for example, forms with initial h- lost: /amn/ herein 'inside'; /amn/ hinein 'inside'; /ausn/ heraus 'outside'; /ausn/ hinaus 'outside'. These forms are found north of line g. 54

NHG jetzt 'now' occurs as /ɛtʃ/ or /ɛtʃ/ in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German. This phonological realization is mostly north of line d.

Line k, which lies between b and d, separates the dialects of the area of Bergreichenstein, east of it, from those of Stubenbach and Langendorf, west of it. The dialects in the Bergreichenstein region, as well as the dialects in the lower central

52 The main informant pronounced NHG Pflug with a spirant, but deleted it in the singular and plural of NHG Krug.
53 See Kubitschek (1927, 46).
54 See Kubitschek (1927, 47).
Bohemian Forest, south of d, exhibit the falling diphthongs /iu/ and /uo/, a chief characteristic of Central Bavarian. The dialects around Stubenbach and Langendorf show a use of both, falling diphthongs and reversed diphthongs. 55 While the Upper Palatine or North Bavarian realization of MHG <ie> and <ue> to /ei/ predominates over the realization of the falling diphthong /iu/, the pronunciation of the falling diphthong /uo/ for MHG <uo> occurs much more frequently than the reversed diphthong /ou/. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German realizes both, the falling diphthongs, as well as the reversed diphthongs for certain words, depending on the informant. The following words illustrate this phenomenon: /kuo/, /keo/ Kuh 'cow'; /kuo/, /keo/ Küh 'cows'; /fuodo/, /fuodo/ Fuß 'foot'; /fuodo/, /fuodo/ Füße 'feet'. 56 Furthermore, the falling diphthong /uo/ occurs much more frequently in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German than the falling diphthong /iu/. 57 The following words, which have a Central Bavarian pronunciation and also occur in all the dialect areas south of line c in the upper Bohemian Forest, are also exhibited in the Catholic Bohemian dialect of Ellis: /muodo/ Mutter 'mother'; /brondo/ Bruder 'brother'; and /guodo/ gut 'good'. Other words showing this Central Bavarian feature are also accounted for in the area of Eisenstein and Seewiesen (Javorna) until south of line l. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German also shows this phenomenon. Examples are: /tsuo/ zu 'shut'; /bluod/ Blut 'blood'; /fuodon/ füttern 'to feed'; /bud/ Bub 'boy'. 58

MHG <ie> from OHG <iu> appears as the diphthong /ui/ in most parts of the central Bohemian Forest, as well as in dialect areas of the lower Bohemian Forest,

55 See Kubitschek (1927, 41-42).
56 See maps 13, 14, and 15 in Gütter (1971) on the distribution of MHG <ie>, <ue>, and <uo> respectively in North and Central Bavarian. One informant pronounced the singular of NHG Kuh as /ku/, but used both forms, the falling diphthong and the reversed diphthong for its plural: /kuo/, /keo/. However, his parents realized these MHG vowels differently.
57 Kubitschek (1927, 61) asserts "daß sich die vo-Formen zäher behaupten als die io," that is the vo-form is more tenacious than the io-form.
58 See maps 16 and 17 in Gütter (1971) on the distribution of MHG <uo> in the NHG words gut, Mutter, Bub, Bruder, and Blut in North and Central Bavarian.
south of a. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German employs this diphthong: /tərf/ tief 'deep'; /flum/ Fliege 'fly'.

However, in the area around Stubenbach and Langendorf, west of line k, and also around Kaltenbach and Neugebau, east of line h, as well as in the dialect areas in the upper Bohemian Forest between lines b and n, the NHG words teuer 'expensive'; neu 'new'; heute 'today', and Feuer 'fire' show the diphthong /at/, an Upper Palatine or North Bavarian dialect feature, for NHG <iu>. 59 This vowel change appears in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German: /tam/, /nar/, /harn/, /farn/.

The MHG vowels <ie> and <ue> occur lowered to the diphthong /ɛn/ before nasals in the central Bohemian Forest, north of a, and in the dialect areas of the upper Bohemian Forest reaching south of line n. 60 Ellis Catholic Bohemian German realizes this diphthong: /ɛm/ ihm 'him'; /nɛn/ niemand 'no one'.

In Ellis Catholic Bohemian German MHG <ei> is raised to /ət/ in polysyllabic words: /voits/ Weizen 'wheat'; /sɔfə/ Seife 'soap'. This vowel change is exhibited in the dialect areas of the central Bohemian Forest. Its occurrence increases in the upper central Bohemian Forest, and in the upper Bohemian Forest, north of b.

In those areas of the Bohemian Forest MHG <ei> occurs as /ət/ between lines a and d before nasals. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German shows this dialect feature with the nasal being lost in most words: /ʃtir/ Steine 'stones'; /iʃi/ einige 'some'; /kɔi/ keine 'no (plural)'. 61

In the dialects north of line f the MHG vowels <a>, <a>, and <o> occur as /o/ with the final nasal lost in such words as NHG Mann 'man' and getan 'done

59 See Kubitschek (1927, 42 and 61).
60 See Kubitschek (1927, 58).
61 The New High German (NHG) word keine is also realized as /kɔna/ in the dialect. This raising of the diphthong before a nasal is attested in the dialect areas between lines d and b. See Kubitschek (1927, 43 and 61).
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German also shows the rounding of these vowels: /mo/, /to, do/. 62

MHG <ö> is otherwise realized as the diphthong /ou/ between lines a and g and d and b. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German realizes this vowel feature, such as: /brʊt/ Brot 'bread'; /rʊt/ rot 'red'; /ɡроʊs/ groß 'big'.

Between lines e and f the MHG vowels <ö>, <a>, and <o> are realized as /u/, and /u/ before /l/ in certain words. Some dialect informants show this change in the realization of these vowels: /ʊlt/ alt 'old', /ʃtʊl/ Stall 'barn', /ʃʊln/ sollen 'to be supposed to'. 63

In Ellis Catholic Bohemian German the MHG vowels <ö> and <a> appear as the rounded vowels /o/ and /o/. The following examples illustrate this: /ʃtʊl/ Stadt 'city'; /mʊsn/ Narbe 'scar'; /ʃfl/ Affe 'monkey'; /ʃʊxt/ Nacht 'night'. This is also characteristic of dialects in the upper central Bohemian Forest, north of line d, and in the upper Bohemian Forest, reaching to south of line c. 64

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German exhibits the tense unrounded vowel /e/ for MHG <ö> in words such as NHG gehen 'to go' and stehen 'to stand' with the final -n being lost: /ɡɛ/, /ʃtɛ/. The dialects in the upper Bohemian Forest north of line b display this characteristic, but shows the diphthong /et/ for NHG Schnee 'snow': /ʃnet/. This realization of the MHG vowel is typical for most parts of the Upper Palatine dialect region between lines b and c. 65

MHG <ö> is realized as /e/ in the upper central Bohemian Forest north of the line d. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German shows this dialect feature: /ɛps/ etwas 'something'; /pɛʃə/ Pfeffer 'pepper'; /fɛtsn/ Fetzen 'rag'.

62 Some informants realized the NHG word Mann with the mid back lax rounded vowel /o/ followed by the final nasal. Kubitschek (1927, 35) describes this difference in pronunciation.
63 See Kubitschek (1927, 35).
64 See Kubitschek (1927, 38-39 and 59).
65 See Kubitschek (1927, 60).
Between lines $d$ and $b$ the MHG vowels $\langle \text{o} \rangle$, $\langle \text{e} \rangle$, and $\langle \text{ue} \rangle$ appear as the front rounded vowel /œ/ when influenced by the liquid /l/. Ellis Catholic Bohemian German shows this dialectal feature: $/\text{goelp}/$ gelb 'yellow'; $/\text{moe}/$ Mehl 'flour'; $/\text{si voeint}/$ sie wollen 'they want'.

MHG $\langle \text{a} \rangle$ and $\langle \text{ou} \rangle$ appearing mostly as /aʊ/ is common throughout the Bohemian Forest region. North of line $a$ both MHG vowels change to the monophthong /a/ before /ml/. $^{66}$ These changes occur in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German: $/\text{haus}/$ Haus 'house'; $/\text{glaum}/$ glauben 'to believe'; $/\text{bam}/$ Baum 'tree'; $/\text{tramo}/$ träumen 'to dream'.

MHG $\langle \text{a} \rangle$ becomes /a/ before /l/ south of line $d$, and is realized as /ɔ/ north of $d$. Both vowel variations occur in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German: $/\text{mal}/$, $/\text{mol}/$ Mund 'mouth'.

A distinct morphological feature of the dialect areas south of line $d$ is the vocalization of the NHG prefix ver- to /fər/. $^{67}$ This vocalization is reflected in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German: $/\text{folorsn}/$ verlieren 'to lose'; $/\text{fotseln}/$ erzählen 'to tell'.

The lenition of the suffix -en to /n/ in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German is a common feature in the dialect areas south of line $c$: $/\text{kaen}/$ kaufen 'to buy'; $/\text{bokn}/$ backen 'to bake'. $^{68}$

The features described above, based on Kubitschek's findings in 1927, supports the observation that that in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German, just as with the traditional isogloss criteria, Central Bavarian dialect features predominate with reflexes of the Central and North Bavarian interference zone. The data lead one to conclude that

$^{66}$ See Kubitschek (1927, 41).
$^{67}$ See Kubitschek (1927, 43) and DSA (1926, vols. 3-4).
$^{68}$ See Kubitschek (1927, 61-62).
the ancestors of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans most likely came from villages in
the dialect areas between lines $d$ and $b$, in the northern central Bohemian Forest. In
addition, the dialect shows a considerable amount of dialect features that appear in the
dialect regions north of line $f$ and south of line $l$. Beyond that Ellis Catholic Bohemian
German also shares a few vowel features that are common in the areas of the central
and upper Bohemian Forest between lines $a$ and $c$. 69

The lexical data gathered in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German interviews provide
a list of dialect words that support the geographical determination of the place of origin
of the Catholic Bohemian Germans of Ellis in that particular region of the Bohemian
Forest. Many of the dialect words found in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German are
common for most dialects in the Bohemian Forest, but some words are only used in
certain regions. However, Kubitschek (1927, 47) states that because of their central
location the dialects in the central Bohemian Forest are mostly prone to acquire words
from the neighboring dialect regions to the north, in the upper Bohemian Forest and to
the south, in the lower Bohemian Forest. This acquisition of words from dialect
regions to the north and to the south of the central Bohemian Forest is also evident in
the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect.

The following selection of lexical items primarily based on Kubitschek
(1927) 70 and the DWA support an original location of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian
German dialect in the area of the upper central and lower upper Bohemian Forest.

69 Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans know for the most part, where in Bukovina their ancestors came
from, but hardly anyone knows their place of origin in the Bohemian Forest. The family genealogy of
the main informant reveals that his maternal great-grandfather was born in Rehberg (Srni). This village
is located west of line $k$. It belongs to the dialect area of the villages of Stubenbach and Langendorf
(see map). This finding suggests that the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German roots are traced to the area
described above. Furthermore, see Lang's (n.d., 43) genealogy profile of Catholic Bohemian German
families in the Ellis area.

70 In his study on the individual dialects in the Bohemian Forest Kubitschek (1927) enumerates
frequently used words that differ in various parts of the Bohemian Forest. He not only shows the
phonological distinction of words in relation to the different lines, but also lists vocabulary items with
different etymology.
Mädchen 'girl'

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers use the word /mɔɪdl/ Moidl, which occurs north of line f and south of line b, and then appears again in the dialect region north of line n. In the dialect areas south of line f it is realized as Mensch, while it is Deandl between lines b and n, the latter being the dominant word in Central and South Bavaria (dtvA, 166; DWA vol.4).

(Tauf)pate 'godfather'; (Tauf)patin 'godmother'

The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German words are /taʃtet/ and /taʃtot, taʃdɔdn/ respectively. These words appear north of line g across the central Bohemian Forest, but they are diphthongized in the upper Bohemian Forest to Deid and Doudn (dtvA, 170-71, DWA vol. 4) (see map 12). 72

Großvater 'grandfather'; Großmutter 'grandmother'

The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German forms /nɛdl/ Großvater, Opa 'grandfather', /nɔɪdl/ Großmutter, Oma 'grandmother', inserting an epenthetic consonant /d/ between the vowel and the syllabic /l/, are consistent with the realizations in the upper Bohemian Forest region between lines b and n. In the EUG dialect region the form /andl, anl/ is attested. (DWA, vol. 21).

ihr 'you (2nd person plural)'

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /dɛʃ/ or /dɛʃ tsvɔn/ commonly occurs in the upper Bohemian Forest, south of line c, and is also used in dialects of the upper central Bohemian Forest, north of line f. 74

---

71 See Kubitschek (1927, 47, 49 and 63).
72 See Kubitschek (1927, 48).
73 See Kubitschek (1927, 63 and 66). Mirvald (1988, 123) also lists these vocabulary items. Ringscis (1994, 30) enumerates the EUG forms.
74 See Kubitschek (1927, 64).
Begräbnis 'funeral'
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German word for funeral /fargon/ is attested south of line d. 75 This word predominates in the UG dialect region (DWA vol. 4).

Flachs 'flax'
The dialect regions north of line d uses the word /flaks/ for NHG Flachs 'flax', while /fadem/ is only found south of that line. The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speaker says /flaks/. 76

Hemd 'shirt'
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers say /hemas/, a dialect word widespread among Bavarian and Austrian dialects. However, the older word Bfoad is also used and commonly found throughout the Bohemian Forest south of line c. 77 North of line c the form becomes Hem. 78

etwas 'something'
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /ebs/ is attested north of line e and is not shared with the dialects in the lower Bohemian Forest, where /vos/ is used instead. 79

töten, zerbrechen 'to kill, to smash'
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /okuln/ has this word in common with the dialects of the upper Bohemian Forest. It also occurs in the dialect areas north of line g. 80

75 See Kubitschek (1927, 49). The dialect speakers pronounce NHG Begräbnis with the final alveolar stop -t.
76 See Kubitschek (1927, 49).
77 Ringseis 1994 lists both forms for NHG Hem. Jungmair (1989) in his dictionary on upper Austrian dialects also enumerates both forms adding that the word /fadem/ is an older term.
78 See Kubitschek (1927, 63).
79 See Kubitschek (1927, 48).
80 See Kubitschek (1927, 48). Mirwald (1988, 126) lists it in his glossary of Bavarian Bohemian Germans from Bukovina.
melken 'to milk'
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form /tsardin/ is common in the upper Bohemian Forest, but reaches to the north of line $f$. 81

nur 'only'
In Ellis Catholic Bohemian German this adverb occurs as /Jet/. It is attested north of line $d$. 82

gerade 'straight'
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form /gret/ is commonly found north of line $d$, while it occurs as Kschled south of $d$. 83

Pferd 'horse'
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers use the word /ros/, which is the dominant form in the Bohemian Forest, south of line $l$ and north of line $f$. 84 This form is also found in the Bavarian dialects and the south Alemanic dialects (dtvA, 210). 85

Donnerstag 'Thursday'
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers say /pfinstein/, a form that is common throughout the Bohemian Forest, south of line $c$. 86 It is also common in North Bavarian and the western part of Central and South Bavarian (dtvA, 189).

Frühling 'spring'
The Ellis Bohemian German word /frijon, frojjon/ occurs north of line $n$. It occurs in large parts of Central Bavaria and in other pockets in South Bavaria (dtvA, 190;

81 See Kubitschek (1927, 48).
83 See Kubitschek (1927, 47).
84 See Kubitschek (1927, 53 and 64-65).
85 See also DSA (1926, vol. 1).
86 See Kubitschek (1927, 64).
DWA, vol. 16). It is known as Auswärt in most of the Bohemian Forest, north of line e and south of line n. 87

Gurke 'cucumber'
While Ellis Catholic Bohemian German uses /umörkn/ like many dialect speakers of Central Bavarian in upper and lower Austria, the word Gurka is more attested in the Bohemian Forest dialect regions (dtvA, 225). 88

Karotten 'carrot'
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German word /gólbo rum/ occurs in most dialects of the southwestern part of Central Bavaria (dtvA, 204).

Merrretich 'horseradish'
Forms like Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /kre/ are very common in the EUG dialect region and along the entire area to the east (dtvA, 226; DWA, vol. 17).

Sahne 'cream'
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form /spetrn/ is found in the upper and central Bohemian Forest along the area on the border to the Czech Republic (dtvA, 222; DWA, vol. 5) (see map 12). This word is a loanword from Czech: smétna.

Schwiegersohn 'son-in-law'
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers say /vígssu/ with the final nasal being lost. This form is common in Central Bavarian (dtvA, 169; DWA, vol. 6).

sich beeilen 'to hurry up'
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speaker says /tumel dr/ as an imperative. This form is found throughout the Bohemian Forest and along the border in Bavaria, where it is primarily a Central Bavarian feature (dtvA, 176; DWA, vol. 2).

87 See Kubitschek (1927, 48).
88 Mirwald (1988, 142) lists this word for NHG Gurke.
schimpfen 'to scold'
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form /ʃɛntn/, with the liquid being replaced by a nasal is attested throughout the Bohemian Forest as schelten (DWA, vol. 2). 89

wiederkäuen 'to chew cud'
This word is realized in Ellis Catholic Bohemian German as /iɔdrʊkɔ/ with metathesis of the vowel and the alveolar stop /d/. This form is widespread in the Bohemian Forest. In Bavaria the form itarucken occurs (dtvA, 200; DWA, vol. 2).

sprechen 'to speak'
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German speakers use the form /ren/ which is commonly used in the UG dialect region. However, the word /ʃram/ occurs for the NHG words sagen, schreien 'to say, to shout'. This word is attested in a small speech pocket around Eisenstein reaching to approximately north of line d (dtvA, 176) (see map 11).

gackern 'to cackle'
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /ɡogotsn/ is found in the upper and central Bohemian Forest as well as in upper Austria. There are occurrences of similar forms in most parts of the UG dialect region (DWA, vol. 15).

Heuschrecke 'grasshopper'
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German realizes this word as /harris/, a dialect word found in the Bohemian Forest area around Eisenstein and south of it (DWA, vol. 2).

irdener Topf 'earthenware pot'
Forms of Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /heʃo/ are attested in the upper and central Bohemian Forest area as well as in the UG dialect areas (dtvA, 228; DWA, vol. 9). 90

89 Mirwald (1988, 134) lists the form with the nasal.
90 Mirwald (1988, 112) lists this word as well.
**Tasse 'cup'**
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German word /hefe:l/ is found in the upper and central Bohemian Forest and is common in Bavarian dialects as well (DWA, vol. 18).

**Stecknadel 'stick pin'**
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /jpêndl/ with an epenthetic /d/ before the syllabic /l/ is shared with dialects in the central Bohemian Forest and in the southwest central Bavarian dialect area (dtvA, 227; DWA, vol. 4).

**voriges Jahr 'last year'**
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form /teirdn/ is consistent with the form used in large parts of the UG dialect region (dtvA, 180; DWA, vol. 16).

**gestern abend 'last night'**
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /gêsten af noxt/ is widespread in the entire Central Bavarian dialect region (dtvA, 182).

**weinen 'to cry'**
The Ellis Catholic Bohemian German word /flênd/ occurs in the upper and central Bohemian Forest dialect regions as well as in large parts in the southwest of Central Bavarian dialect areas (DWA, vol. 20).

**Tränken 'tears'**
Ellis Catholic Bohemian German /tsarn/ is attested in the central and upper Bohemian Forest. Forms of the word are found in the Bohemian Forest dialect areas along the entire border to the Czech Republic (DWA, vol. 20).

**Augenbraue 'eyebrow'**
The occurrence of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form /auynbrant/ is attested in the central Bohemian Forest dialect region and in the southwestern part of Central Bavaria (DWA, vol. 20).
Mütze 'cap'

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form /haum/ is shared with other Bavarian dialects in the Bohemian Forest and in dialect regions of upper and lower Austria as well as in parts of Styria (dtvA, 218; DWA, vol. 12).

In a final analysis, in conjunction with the phonological data and the corroborating morphological data the lexical analysis presented suggest firmly a dialect homeland of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans in the upper central and lower upper Bohemian Forest. Although a few inconsistencies remain, for example the dialect area for NHG Gurke 'cucumber', the dialect features described for Ellis Catholic Bohemian German occur most often in Central Bavarian interspersed with North Bavarian. However, even the inconsistent lexical items illustrate their commonality with Central Bavarian. Given the settlement and resettlement of the original settlers in the Bohemian Forest from the neighboring Central Bavarian, Upper Palatine and Austrian dialect regions, the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect can be determined as a mixed North/Central Bavarian dialect showing evidence of its proximity to Austria and also to the Czech linguistic area in its lexicon.

With respect to the versatile immigration history of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans differences in their dialects could be expected when they emigrated to the villages of Fürstenthal and Buchenhain (Poiana Micului) in Bukovina. While the colonists to Fürstenthal most likely originated in a dialect area where the Upper Palatine or North Bavarian dialect feature of reversed diphthongs (gestürzte Diphthonge) dominated, the main dialect feature of the settlers to Buchenhain were the falling diphthongs (Falldiphthonge). The immigrants to west central Kansas from these

---

91 Those dialect informants who realize the reversed diphthongs all have in common that at least one parent was from the village of Fürstenthal in Bukovina. Three of the dialect speakers whose fathers were from Buchenhain said that they learned to speak like their mothers. In later years their father would conform with the mother's way of speaking.
two villages in Bukovina carried their way of speaking with them whose origin lies in the Bohemian Forest.
Map 10
Geographical Map showing the border between the Czech Republic and Germany (Bavaria) along with the Bohemian Forest (Böhmerwald) and the Bavarian Forest (Bayerischer Wald).
Reflexivpronomen ("Sein Bruder will sich zwei schöne neue Häuser bauen")
(Wenker sentence 33)

Die Bezeichnungen für sprechen
Die Bezeichnungen für *Patin*

Die Bezeichnungen für *Sahne/Rahm*
Linguistic Decay of Ellis Catholic Bohemian German, and Revival of the Heritage
Awareness among the Bukovina Germans of Ellis, Kansas

There is a great concern that the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect is dying out with the older generation, as language loyalty is rapidly vanishing among the Catholic Bohemian Germans. The decline in the dialect and its impending obsolescence is reflected in the following speech sample by Informant 2 where she voices her concern for the loss of her dying language:

/ɪʃraːtʃtʃaɪlʌnt vɛlɛ. di hæmənt uːlə dɑtʃʃ kɪnt. ʌnt mər hæmər uːlə dɑtʃʃ kɪnt kɔt. di oɛlətɔn hænt do ɡʃɔʊrm mət do dɑtʃʃh ʃprɔx, si, ɔʊn eɪts di jɪŋən, des ɪs nɪks mən/

'I often say the German is going away. They all spoke German. We all were able to speak German. The parents died with the German language, see, but now the younger ones, there is nothing there.'

With the dialect no longer being transmitted from generation to generation as the primary language for communicating, the Catholic Bohemian German dialect is facing its rapid demise. Brenzinger and Dimmendaal (1992, 3) in their discussion on the social contexts of language death in East African languages write: "A language is considered to be extinct when there is no longer a speech community using the
language." This is echoed by Huffines (1989, 211) in her research on Pennsylvania German, where she maintains that "for immigrant and minority languages in the United States, language death is an almost inevitable outcome of contact with American English." However, Dorian (1981, 114) in her book *Language Death* states that with the death of a language: "it may happen that the last speakers of that language are fully fluent and remain in perfect control of the phonology, lexicon, and grammar of their mother tongue."

Ellis Catholic Bohemian German no longer has a cohesive speech community that uses the dialect. The dialect speakers for this study generally show enough command of the dialect in order to converse with siblings, relatives, or with some other Catholic Bohemian Germans in town, but do not use the dialect systematically. However, a handful of speakers have a high degree of fluency in their dialect and are still capable to carry on extended conversations in their German dialect on a variety of topics. They do not show signs of halting or simplification in the language. Furthermore, they are fully competent and comfortable in switching back and forth from English into the dialect. However, they portray the last speakers of that dialect who have this perfect control of the phonology, lexicon, and grammar of their mother tongue.

With regard to the ultimate demise of the dialect, social, cultural, and economic dependence on the surrounding mainstream American society plays a crucial role in the linguistic decay of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect as a minority language. ¹ This chapter deals with the impact linguistic acculturation has on the imminent language death of the dialect.

---

¹ Born (1994, 13) in her description of the East Franconian dialect in Frankenmuth, Michigan, points out that linguistic minorities typically have weak cultural ties, are dependent on the social and economic system as well as on the values and behavioral patterns of mainstream society, and show bilingualism without diglossia. On the next page Born (1994, 14) defines the minority status as "the transition period between strict separation from mainstream society and linguistic assimilation."
J. Neale Carman visited Ellis on August 20, 1953, as part of his field research to trace the linguistic history of foreign immigrant settlements in Kansas. He was interviewing a local resident, born 1885, who came to Ellis as a young child, about his German heritage when another man in his forties came by to ask him something. Carman wrote in his field notes: "When he came in [he] started to speak German, shifted to English when he saw me." Carman interviewed several speakers that day. Most of them said that their children could all speak the language, but none of their grandchildren did. They would understand, but would not answer in German. At that time, according to Carman all those over 25 or 30 could speak German then.

In June of 1964 Carman also visited Ellis and interviewed several people again about their use of German. One informant said that "he and his wife talk German for secrecy only," another speaker told him that "parents do not really have a conversation in German anymore and just mix words in," and a third informant added there is "more and more tendency not to use German in home" and concluded that "grandparents are more lenient with grandchildren than with children [about not speaking German]."

These statements, some ten years later, suggest that the use of German in the home had gradually declined. The number of Ellis residents of German heritage actively speaking German in their everyday life has been steadily waning in the past thirty years since Carman's last visit to Ellis. Based on the 1990 census, the only census that specifically lists foreign language use in Kansas communities, Ellis County, which includes the towns of Ellis, Hays, Victoria and original Volga German settlements such as Schoenchen, Pfeifer, and Catherine, counted 26,004 residents with 2,319, or 8.9% of those residents age five and over claiming to speak German at home.

---

2 This field research is the basis for Carman's three volume study on Foreign Language Units of Kansas from 1962 and 1974.
3 The field work notes are archived as the J.Neale Carman collection at the University of Kansas Archives in the Helen F. Spencer Research Library.
88 of those bilinguals, or 0.3% indicated Austrian to be their single ancestry. And 13,074, or 50.3% of the population of Ellis County reported German as the single ancestry. This is 50.6% of the county claiming single Austrian or German heritage. Thus, 17.6%, or roughly one-third of those claim to still speak German at home.

At the same time, the town of Ellis had a population of 1,900 with 166, or 8.7% of those residents age five and over indicating that they spoke German at home. Fifty three inhabitants, or 2.8%, marked Austrian to be their single ancestry, while 892, or 47%, checked German. This means that out of the whole population of Ellis 49.8% reported single Austrian or German heritage. Thus, 17.6%, or roughly one-third of those claim to still speak German at home.

Those residents of Ellis County as well as the town of Ellis, who claim to have single Austrian or German ancestry, make up half of the population in that area. However, only roughly one-third of them still habitually uses German at home. This means that two-thirds, or twice as many, do not speak the language at home anymore. This result that German, and therefore Catholic Bohemian German, has declined considerably, underscores Carman's findings on his last visit to the Ellis community. German, and for that matter, the Catholic Bohemian German dialect, is no longer being transmitted from parents to their offspring as the primary language.

Another indicator for the emotional distancing from their German heritage and therefore for the decline in language loyalty may be the fact that currently the majority of young residents in Ellis opts for Spanish instead of German as their foreign language elective in high school. However, there is no way of knowing, on the one hand, how many of those children descended from the original Austrian or German settlers of the town of Ellis, and on the other hand, to what extent multiple ancestry plays a role in

---

4 This information is based on a phone call the author made to the Ellis School District on March 5, 1998.
this development. The fact remains, though, that the Catholic Bohemian German dialect is not being passed on anymore to the third generation of Kansas-born descendants and beyond.

Since good non-farm jobs are scarce, many Ellis high school graduates, who live in town or on farms in the near countryside, have been leaving town to move to Hays, which is located twelve miles east of Ellis. They either find a job in Hays or attend college there or elsewhere in the country. 5 This change in demographics for economic reasons already started after World War II when the Ellis community could not sustain all young people of large families. 6 Thus, these people were exposed to English, the majority language of the mainstream society. 7

Assimilation into the mainstream of America was fast, though it progressed more slowly with children of rural farmers. This is reflected among the dialect informants for this study. None of the dialect speakers, who are either first or second generation Kansas-born Catholic Bohemian Germans, actually live in Hays. Most of them grew up on rural farms, but none of them still lives on the original homestead. Informant 1 has moved to Ellis from his rural farm in recent years. Three informants have lived in Ellis for a long time, and four other informants still live on farms outside of Ellis. The other informants left the Ellis area when they got married. One of them lives in Ness City, while the other two reside in WaKeeney. However, with Hays being the major city in west-central Kansas, it provides the main medical facilities,

5 In an information brochure on Ellis, Kansas, the town describes itself as being "a peaceful community surrounded by rural farmland and just minutes from Hays, the major city in northwest Kansas."

6 Windholz (1996, 85) notes that this outmigration of young people raised since World War II was characteristic for communities in western Kansas. He writes: "Western Kansas did not have sufficient job opportunities for the young people of large families. A large outmigration occurred to major cities in other states."

7 Huffines (1989, 211) in her research on Pennsylvania German contends: "The promise of social and economic advancement proffered by mastery of English eventually overcomes the most fervent of language loyalty intentions."
elderly care, business transactions, legal services, and major shopping opportunities. For all these engagements English is the primary language of communication.

When the dialect informants grew up on often isolated rural farms, both first and second generation dialect speakers, would hardly ever go to town unless they were going to church on Sundays. Most farmsteads were located many miles away from town, and mobility was limited to walking, and riding a horse or buggy. Many families were self-sufficient. The father of a family would take the buggy or walk to town for many miles to do business. Sometimes he worked on the railroad to supplement the family income. On his way home he usually bought fifty pound burlap sacks of wheat flour, which was used for baking bread and other pastries at home. Pigs were slaughtered and their meat was smoked and canned for the winter. Frugality was a trait among most of the families. There was no electricity, running water, or indoor plumbing and water for baths in the summer was heated by the sun in a big wooden tub in the yard outside. In many cases children had to collect cow chips in the summer for burning, while in the winter wood and coal were used. In some families burlap sacks were sewn into dresses for the young girls, and children often walked barefoot in the summer, because the one pair of shoes they owned had to be stored away for fall and winter.

During harvest season usually the men of several families got together and harvested the wheat. They harvested not with any tractors or trucks, but rather with

---

8 Informant 4, a first generation Kansas-born Catholic Bohemian German, related this information to the author.

9 Informant 2, a first generation Kansas-born Catholic Bohemian German, relates that she and her sisters not only had to share one pair of shoes and take turns wearing them for church, but also often times these shoes did not fit anymore when fall came. Informant 5, a second generation Kansas-born offspring, recalls she only had a pair of shoes and a dress. Clothing as well as underwear was made for them by an aunt.
horses. The wheat was cut and turned with a fork, and corn was shelled by hand. At the same time, the women mostly stayed on the farm, milked the cows, cooked for the numerous harvesters or took water out to the crew. Every aspect of daily life for these men and women was conducted in German and their dialect served them adequately in their daily lives. In fact many female Catholic Bohemian German settlers never learned English, partly because they were the ones running the farm while it was a husband's responsibility to deal with business. Many hands were needed on the farm, and the hard economic life made school education for young people a lesser priority. Sporadic school attendance was common among children of the first two generations of Kansas-born offspring. A lot of the immigrant parents themselves had not attended school regularly and kept their children at home if their help was needed. Some girls, for example, had to stay home from school twice a week to do the laundry, and others were sent to school every other week. This made it more difficult for them to become conversant in English. Most children did not acquire any English speaking skills until they went to school.

A clue as to the degree in which strong ethnic ties were once felt among Catholic Bohemian Germans was the firm social structure. Young children were expected to show respect for adults in the immediate family and in the community. While they had terms of endearment for calling their parents and grandparents /tato/ *Papa 'daddy'; /nedl/ *Opa 'grandpa'; /nodl/ *Oma 'grandma', they politely addressed their aunts and uncles with /basl/ *Base, Tante 'aunt', and /feto/ *Vetter,

---

10 See anecdote c3. Windholz (1996, 79) describes in detail the wheat harvest of the early Catholic Bohemian German farmers. With mechanized farming in later years a cookshack was pulled along with the threshing machine. A woman was hired to cook for the harvesters.

11 This information was related to the author by two dialect informants of the first generation of Kansas-born Catholic Bohemian Germans.
Onkel 'uncle'. This behavior fostered the feeling of being a part of the family or the German ethnic community as a whole.

In addition, the familiarity with each other was expressed by a system of nicknames. These were used to tell members of their large families apart. The father customarily passed on his name or his brothers' names to his sons. His children were identified by adding his name to theirs. For example, Informant 1 recalls that he is the Jaken Martin, because his father's name was Jakob. His uncle was named after his father and then was simply called der Bua, that is 'the boy'.

This autonomous way of living was further strengthened by the social network that existed among the extended family that was usually considerable in size. Before modern technology, such as the TV, entered their lives, relatives visited each other on Sundays. People socialized more, and according to Informant 2 they would get together with relatives or neighbors and played cards. German would be the language they used: /des is ulos datt [gven, des is korn]poeln gven oval/ Das ist alles Deutsch gewesen, das ist immer Kartenspielen gewesen 'That was all German, that was always playing cards.'

Major social events involved the immediate and extended family. Weddings were usually held at the bride's or bridegroom's parents' home and a baptism, or wake for a family member at home was solely a family affair. Marriages among Catholic Bohemian Germans, between cousins, for example, were often encouraged.

---

12 The children continued using these polite forms of address as adults. One informant calls her aunt, for example, /rosi bosl/ Tante Rosi 'aunt Rose'. Another Catholic Bohemian German resident of Ellis relates that she was taught to address the neighbor, who was the grandmother of a friend, as /nodl bosl/.

13 The custom of nicknames follows an old system dating back to the Bohemian Forest. Mirwald (1988, 34-38) discusses this system in detail and points out that these names or combinations thereof were not only used to identify someone, but also served as last names. See also Windholz (1996, 81) who gives examples of nicknames of Ellis Catholic Bohemian Germans.

14 Most dialect informants for this study are related to one another. Furthermore, a resident of Ellis told the author that when she first came to Ellis and married a Lutheran "Swabian" German from
The cohesive structure and continuous contact among family members and extended family helped the conservation and active support of the Catholic Bohemian German dialect. This type of living as a close knit group lasted for a little more than one generation. 15

With the launching of the automobile after World War I, some families bought a model-T car. Whereas early on, when there was no transportation and it was a big chore for farmers to go 12 miles to Hays to conduct business there, they now enjoyed more mobility to travel further than to church or to town or even to engage in business ventures in Hays. Siblings were allowed to take turns driving the car and going further from home and to Hays or elsewhere, where English was largely the dominant language.

In time, intermarriage took place with Volga Germans and English-speaking neighbors. 16 Through marriage siblings dispersed and moved away from the family farm and from the town. In many cases siblings and members of the extended family began only visiting each other on rare occasions. Furthermore, the loosening of ties of Catholic Bohemian Germans to the community through intermarriage brought with it a gradual decline in family ties. This was even more felt, once their parents, a common bond between siblings, passed away. In addition, intermarried couples stopped teaching their children German language skills, because the partner often never learned 195
German at all. As a result the Catholic Bohemian German dialect was no longer protected and eventually weakened and decayed.

Already at the turn of the century it became more and more difficult to resist the pressure of the surrounding English speaking environment. Some Catholic Bohemian Germans got involved in town activities and politics and others were involved in trade. Some farmers realized, for example, the benefits of a more cost-efficient grain market by participating in a farmers organization. For these aspects of life, the use of English became a necessity. The result was that almost every first and second generation speaker of Ellis Catholic Bohemian German became bilingual, using their vernacular at home and with relatives and switching to English for trade and for many other spheres of daily life.

Their German dialect was adequate when the first Catholic Bohemian German families along with Lutheran "Swabian" Germans came to the Ellis area as early as 1887. The German settlement was already established by 1877 with Reich Germans and Volga Germans. A second wave of families from Bukovina arrived and settled in Ellis at the beginning of the twentieth century. This influx of emigrants from Bukovina as well as of other German speaking immigrants provided a base for the preservation and sustenance of German and motivated people to continue

17 Windholz (1996, 79) mentions that in 1896 a Catholic Bohemian German was an alternate delegate to the Democratic convention for the state of Kansas. He notes: "In less than five years, the leaders of the Bohemian Catholic families were involved in town activities and Democratic Party politics."
18 Windholz (1996, 84) writes about the farmers organization: "They benefitted by sharing in train carloads of supplies ordered at significant cost savings. A member was sent out to other parts of the country to negotiate loads of potatoes, cabbage, and other products."
19 Carman (1974a, 164) notes that German ceased very early to be the language for business.
20 On the first page of his printed field notes on the Ellis Bukovinian Germans Carman writes: "They were first primarily a compact rural group [...], but they were at an early date also living in the town of Ellis (98 born in Austria in Hamilton Township in 1895; 24 in town)."
21 The Reich Germans had emigrated to the United States mostly because of economic reasons.
22 Carman writes on page 2 of his field notes that "in 1902 a trainload arrived at once." The father of Informant 1 arrived in Ellis, Kansas, in 1887 and his mother in 1901. Both parents of Informants 2 and 3 came in 1901.
speaking the language. When the immigration of German speakers stopped, the use of German receded. 23

With the gradual decline in German language use the desire to maintain cultural identity through the use of their German dialect subsided. This is reflected in the responses of every Catholic Bohemian German dialect informant, born after 1920, who grew up speaking German at home. When asked whether they preferred English to German in their daily life, the answer was unanimously English. 24 They say it is more natural to speak English. They only resort to their Catholic Bohemian German dialect if they speak with older aunts and uncles. They communicate mostly in English, even with siblings and cousins, unless they want to convey a joke or an anecdote, or quote things their parents and grandparents used to say. The German of other Catholic Bohemian Germans in their age group is often confined to some words or phrases learned by heart in childhood. At gatherings such as family reunions, those few people who can still carry on a conversation in their Catholic Bohemian German dialect often take every opportunity to use it. Many times they have to switch to English with others who have never learned to speak the dialect. Anecdotes and jokes have to be either translated or just retold in English.

Catholic Bohemian Germans loved music and dance. Songs for all occasions, such as New Year's songs, were handed down through the generations and are remembered by some people. 25 Dances were popular among the Catholic Bohemian

23 Huffines (1989, 211) states that "without the support of continued immigration from the language homeland, the number of fluent interlocutors gradually decreases, and eventually no social context remains in which it is appropriate to speak the minority language."

24 The dialect informants, born before 1920, unanimously responded that they do not mind speaking either, English or German. In fact they preferred speaking German and thought it was easier talking at times, but they objected that they had to speak English to those around them who have forgotten to speak the German language or simply do not want to use it.

25 However, the teaching of traditional folk songs differed from family to family. Informant 2, when asked about traditional Catholic Bohemian songs, responded by saying: ‘/gosəl nur di daftn, mIR daUT[bem]n aft! Gesinge [hatten] nur di Deutschen, wir Deutschböhmen nicht' 'Only the Germans had songs, we German Bohemians did not'
Germans and families often had a music instrument. 26 Despite the loss of traditional songs and dances, such as the bridal dance (Brauttanz), a few songs are sung and dances are performed at gatherings of the Bukovina Germans to help them recapture some of their heritage. Traditional folk dances that are often accompanied by short repetitive verses, such as the Pauline Dance, are sometimes performed at special events. However, the lyrics are translated into English so that participants can sing along. This music and dance usually plays a role in gatherings by Bukovina Germans and is a reminder of the cultural heritage they all share. 27

At one time there were bands, sometimes made up of members of an extended family, that would perform at dances and other events. Membership in these bands, as well as in dance groups, has been steadily declining for some time. However, some bands in the Ellis area are composed of people of German background, such as Bukovina German or Volga German. They play at social events, such as the Bukovina German gatherings. 28

26 Informant 2 relates that they owned an organ at home. However, this music instrument stood in the /ekstron /tum/ die Extrastube 'extra living room', that was only used for special occasions. She and her siblings were not allowed to enter it at other times to play the organ.

27 At an Appreciation Polkafest in Ellis on February 26, 1995, to celebrate the musical heritage of the area, some Bohemian German dances were performed by a dancing group especially founded for this occasion called The Bukovina German Dancers. The handouts had instructions to the dances as well as verses to the songs that were in English. The lyrics to the dance Pauline Dance appeared on the handout as follows:

Paulina do you love me?
Paulina do you care?
Paulina if you love me
Be my wife so fair.

One of the members of the dance group, a Catholic Bohemian German resident of Ellis sang and performed some dances for the author during an interview in March 1995. She would sing the lyrics in German. The original words for the Pauline Dance go as follows:

Paulina, hast mich gern?
Paulina, hast mich gern?
Paulina, hast mich gern?
Willst du mein Weib werden?

28 One of the dialect informants is a member of such a band called The Ellis County Dutchmen.
Later generations are usually not interested in preserving their heritage through maintaining or reviving folk songs and folk dances. 29 This aspect of their cultural heritage will lose its importance with the passing of the older generation and will be lost.

Along with changes in the socio-economic structure of the community the Catholic parish ceased using German in church services in the early 1950s and all schools exclusively taught in English. All these factors contributed to the German language attrition. 30

The Catholic Bohemian Germans who settled in Ellis were all Roman Catholic. 31 Upon arrival in Ellis, they joined the local St. Mary's church, that had been organized from people of various backgrounds in 1886, not long before the first wave of immigrants came from Bukovina. 32 Besides Catholic Bohemian Germans, the congregation consisted of other elements, such as Volga German, and Irish. The Catholic Bohemian Germans integrated easily into the community. This was partly due to the fact that they were already accustomed to an ethnic mixture of people in Bukovina. 33 Catholic services had been established by Father Fogarty, an Irish priest, who served the congregation until 1893. After that St. Mary's was served by Capuchin monks of German descent from Victoria. 34 The church mass was

---

29 One Catholic Bohemian German informant maintains that it is simply impossible to get younger people interested in learning traditional folk dances.
30 Seliger and Vago (1991, 3) write that "the domain relationships of the languages can change such that the host or first language is weakened by the increasing frequency of use and function of the second language." Similarly, Born (1994, 13-14) states: "When the vernacular is no longer protected by a foreign High variety and supported by formal institutions, the dominant language can invade domain after domain until, ultimately, language death occurs."
31 Dreiling (1926, 84) provides a list of members of the congregation at St. Mary's at that time. It shows the names of many Catholic Bohemian Germans.
32 See Dreiling (1976, 96).
33 Carman writes on page 2 of the printed field notes on Ellis Bukovinan Germans: "Linguistically the Bukovinan Germans were on arrival rather ferociously German because of the competition in Europe, but also because of it they were accustomed to the idea of bi-or multi-lingualism."
34 See Carman on page 3 of the printed field notes on Ellis Bukovinan Germans.
conducted in Latin until the 1960s. The sermons and readings were in German until the 1950s. In the 1930s, preaching in German was every other Sunday and later limited to once a month, until it finally ceased altogether. At the time of Carman's last visit to Ellis in 1964, he was told that the Catholic priest never preached in German.

The parochial school was converted to a public school during World War II and changed its status back later to a parochial school. Religious instruction in the parochial school was always in English, since the time of World War I, probably partly in response to the anti-German sentiment that developed between the two World Wars. All but one of the informants in this study attended a rural school and only went to St. Mary's for religious education. All of them entered school after 1919 when Kansas prohibited the use of German in public schools by state law and made English the language of instruction. 35 The rural schools were not consolidated with the town schools until after World War II.

Although many Catholic Bohemian Germans had learned their prayers and catechism in German, a lot of them were not trained in reading and writing Standard German. This fact, along with the hard demands of running a farm and the growing anti-German hysteria might have been the reasons why the German press did not have an impact on language maintenance among the Catholic Bohemian Germans of Ellis. Hardly anybody subscribed to a German newspaper. 36

When the first Catholic Bohemian Germans came to Ellis, they had come from Bukovina along with Lutheran "Swabian" German settlers. The two groups went their separate ways when they arrived in Kansas, but they coexisted well when they had to.

---

35 See 1919 State of Kansas Session Laws (352).
36 Fishman et al. (1978, 52) discussing the distribution of the ethnic press between 1910-1960, write: "The linguistic distribution of non-English dailies has changed considerably since 1910. At that time 54% were published in German alone. By 1960 German dailies accounted for only 7% of the total." Fishman et al. (1978, 52-54) also state: "The sharp decline is noticeable as early as 1920 ... and can be attributed, in large part, to anti-German sentiments that were widespread during World War I and subsequently." Informant 2 recalls her mother having a German newspaper for a short while.
While the Lutheran "Swabian" Germans usually engaged in farming north of the city of Ellis and stayed on their land, the Catholic Bohemian Germans, who settled south of Ellis, integrated quickly into the ethnically diverse Catholic community in Ellis. The ethnic German communities were generally tolerant of each other. 37

However, with the animosity from English-speaking neighbors in response to the two World Wars, the pressure grew for acculturation into the American mainstream society. Catholic Bohemian Germans went out of their way to show their patriotism, for example by volunteering for army service in the war. 38 More and more parents stopped teaching their children their dialect. This trend continued during and after World War II. Informant 2 attests to this development, she says: 39

"Meinem Jungen seine Kinder (die Kinder meines Sohnes) können kein Deutsch reden. Es geht alles auf Englisch. 'My son's children cannot speak German. Everything is in English.'"

Another reason why parents stopped passing on their German dialect to their offspring was the fact that, a lot of times, most Catholic Bohemian Germans, as well as other ethnic Germans could be easily identified as German speaking by their accent or "brogue" in English. 40 This must have been very troubling to young Catholic

---

37 One informant remembers that her grandmother's neighbors, who were Catholic Bohemian German, Volga German, and Reich German, all spoke German with each other. No one paid any attention to the different dialects they were speaking and every one was mixing various words.
38 See Windholz (1996, 84). Informant 1 spent most of his military service in Germany in the Second World War. He recalls that his knowledge of the language was put to use during his stay.
39 Informants 1, 2, and 11 each passed on their dialect to their second generation Kansas-born offspring. They understand and speak it as well, but limit the active German language use to conversations with their parents. Informant 2 admits: 'Es ist aber hart, wenn er so mit den Englichen beieinander ist, sieh. Ich rede aber Deutsch mit ihm. 'It is hard, though, when he is together with the English, see. But I talk German with him.'
40 Carman, in his settlement notes on Ellis Bukovinian Germans quoted an interviewee who claimed that most people have a brogue and that "some Germans have an inferiority complex and won't associate with others." Furthermore, one informant reminisces that when she went to school, her
Bohemian German children. As a result, many second-generation Kansas-born Catholic Bohemian Germans decided not to pass on their dialect to their children. The fluent speakers gave in to the overwhelming pressure of the English language and in time accepted more and more English words and influences into their language. It is, therefore, not surprising that Catholic Bohemian German dialect informants, born after 1920, prefer English to German. As a result there is only a limited pool of dialect speakers left as potential informants.

By assimilating into the socio-economic and cultural system of the English-speaking American mainstream, the Catholic Bohemian Germans have prospered economically and advanced in education. Most young descendants have left Ellis to continue with their education or to pursue other non-farm job opportunities.

While the Catholic Bohemian German dialect can still be heard occasionally in Ellis, it is usually spoken by older people. The dialect is no longer being spoken in many homes, much to the regret of a few who still speak the dialect fluently and remain in perfect control of their mother tongue. They have become accustomed to having English spoken around them, they have adopted the language and the socio-economic structure, but they have not lost the desire to maintain their cultural identity through their German language. They are determined to maintain it among themselves at least. Informant 2 expresses her determination as follows:

/mit mir get di datʃə ʃprɔx ins grəp/

*Mit mir geht die deutsche Sprache ins Grab*

'I will be buried with the German language'

---

teacher, who was of German background, remarked that a lot of the pupils had a 'tell tale' accent and were encouraged to speak English properly.

41 None of the third-generation Kansas-born Catholic Bohemian Germans is able to speak the dialect. However, some quotes or words passed down through generations still prevail.
Spoken German language skills, which for many years served the ethnic German groups of Ellis adequately, are on the verge of extinction. However, the German language left its mark on the structural use of the English of many descendants of these settlers, who still compose a large percentage of the Ellis community today. Thus, loan translations, such as their use of the English "It is all" for the dialect phrase /es ɪs ɔl/ \textit{Es ist alle}, in the sense of 'It is all gone', are common. They are fading reminders of the linguistic German heritage of Ellis.

Thanks to the participants in this study, descendants of the Catholic Bohemian German settlers who came to Ellis will be able to listen to recorded tapes of this unique dialect of their ancestors. These are not only archived for them, but they are also preserved as a part of the rich German-American heritage.

**Revival of Heritage Awareness among the Ellis Bukovina Germans**

A common history was never documented for the Catholic Bohemian Germans, as well as the Lutheran "Swabian" Germans. Younger generations began to lose interest and knowledge of their ancestors heritage. To offset this trend some interested Bukovina Germans decided to form the \textit{Bukovina Society of the Americas} in 1988, to promote recognition of the history of the Bukovina Germans and preserve their heritage, in addition to genealogical research. The Bukovina Society Headquarters (see picture 3 at the end of the chapter) in Ellis, Kansas, is located in a historic church building in the midst of downtown Ellis. The building was once the First Congregational Church, founded in Ellis in 1873. The Society has a museum where artifacts from Bukovina German immigrants are displayed. The Aurochs, the Bukovina coat of arms, serves as the logo for the Bukovina Society (see picture 4). Anyone with an interest in the Bukovina heritage can become a member. Members receive a quarterly newsletter with information on ancestral news on Bukovina and
heritage related web sites. The newsletter was first called *The BULLETIN* and changed its name to *The Bukovina Society of the Americas Newsletter* in 1994 (see insert on the back cover). Ethnic cooking recipes, anecdotes or folk songs translated into English are often included as well. The Bukovina Society has its own home page 42 and is affiliated with similar international societies, such as the *Associação Alemã-Bucovina de Cultura* (Association of Bukovina German culture) in Rio Negro, Brazil, and the *Landsmannschaft der Buchenlanddeutschen* in Munich, Germany. A Bukovinafest is held annually every summer in Ellis with presentations on the ethnic heritage and history on the Bukovina Germans, as well as a festive program that recaptures their cultural heritage, such as a reenactment of a traditional wedding (see insert on the back cover).

---

42 The home page of the *Bukovina Society of the Americas* is: http://members.aol.com/L.Jensen/bukovina.html
The Aurochs, the Bukovina coat of arms
The Aurochs is the extinct wild ox of northern Africa, Europe, and western Asia.
Reprinted from the Bukovina Society of the Americas brochure.
Appendix 1
Fieldwork Forms and Questionnaires

Wenker Sentences - English/German ¹

1. In the winter the dry leaves fly around in the air.
   Im Winter fliegen die trockenen Blätter in der Luft herum.

2. It will soon stop snowing, then the weather will get better again.
   Es hört gleich auf zu schneien, dann wird das Wetter wieder besser.

3. Put coals in the stove, so that the milk will start to boil soon.
   Tu Kohlen in den Ofen, daß die Milch bald an zu kochen fängt.

4. The good old man broke through the ice with his horse and fell into the cold water.
   Der gute alte Mann ist mit dem Pferde durchs Eis gebrochen und in das kalte Wasser gefallen.

5. He died four or six weeks ago.
   Er ist vor vier oder sechs Wochen gestorben.

6. The fire was too strong. The cakes are burnt black on the bottom.
   Das Feuer war zu stark. Die Kuchen sind ja unten ganz schwarz gebrannt.

7. He always eats eggs without salt and pepper.
   Er ißt die Eier immer ohne Salz und Pfeffer.

8. I told it to the woman and she said she wanted to tell it to her daughter too.
   Ich bin bei der Frau gewesen und habe es ihr gesagt, und sie sagte, sie wollte es auch ihrer Tochter sagen.

¹ The Wenker sentences constructed by the German dialectologist Georg Wenker in 1876, were translated into English by Ilse Vogel Shire and William Keel in 1980.
9. My feet hurt so much; I believe, I walked them off.
   Die Füße tun mir sehr weh. Ich glaube, ich habe sie durchgelaufen.

10. I don't ever want to do it again.
    Ich will es auch nicht mehr wieder tun.

11. I'm going to hit you over the head with a wooden spoon, you monkey!
    Ich schlage dich gleich mit dem Kochlöffel um die Ohren, du Affe!

12. Where are you going? Should we go with you?
    Wo gehst du hin? Sollen wir mit dir gehen?

13. The times are bad.
    Es sind schlechte Zeiten.

14. My dear child, stay down here. Those mean geese will bite you to death.
    Mein liebes Kind, bleib hier unten stehen, die bösen Gänse beißen dich tot.

15. You learned the most today and were well-behaved. You may go home earlier than the others.
    Du hast heute am meisten gelernt und bist artig gewesen. Du darfst früher nach Hause gehen als die anderen.

16. You aren't big enough to drink a whole bottle of wine. You have to grow some more first and get bigger.
    Du bist noch nicht groß genug, um eine Flasche Wein auszutrinken. Du mußt erst noch etwas wachsen und größer werden.

17. Go, be so good and tell your sister she should finish sewing the clothes for your mother and clean them with a brush.
    Geh, sei so gut und sag deiner Schwester, sie solle die Kleider für eure Mutter fertig nähen und mit der Bürste rein machen.
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18. If only you had known him! Things would have turned out differently and he
would be better off.
Hättest du ihn gekannt! Dann wäre es anders gekommen, und es täte besser um
ihn stehen.

19. Who stole my basket of meat?
Wer hat mir meinen Korb mit Fleisch gestohlen?

20. He acted as if they had hired him for the threshing; but they did it
themselves.
Er tat so, als hätten sie ihn zum Dreschen bestellt. Sie haben es aber selbst getan.

21. Who did he tell the new story to?
Wem hat er die neue Geschichte erzählt?

22. One has to shout loudly. Otherwise he doesn't understand us.
Man muß laut schreien, sonst versteht er uns nicht.

23. We are tired and thirsty.
Wir sind müde und haben Durst.

24. When we got home last night, the others were already lying in bed and were
fast asleep.
Als wir gestern abend zurückkamen, da lagen die andern schon im Bett
und waren fest am schlafen.

25. The snow at our place stayed on the ground last night, but it melted this morning.
Der Schnee ist diese Nacht bei uns liegen geblieben., aber heute morgen ist er
geschmolzen.

26. Behind our house stand three beautiful little apple trees with little red apples.
Hinter unserem Hause stehen drei schöne Apfelbäumchen mit roten Äpfelchen.

27. Couldn't you (all) wait a moment for us? Then we will go with you.
Könnt ihr nicht noch ein Augenblickchen auf uns warten? Dann gehen wir mit
euch.
28. You mustn't be so silly.
   Ihr dürft nicht solche Kindereien treiben.

29. Our mountains aren't very high. Yours are much higher.
   Unsere Berge sind nicht sehr hoch. Die euren sind viel höher.

30. How many pounds of sausage and how much bread did you all want?
   Wieviel Pfund Wurst und wieviel Brot wollt ihr haben?

31. I don't understand you (all). You must speak a little louder.
   Ich verstehe euch nicht. Ihr müßt ein bißchen lauter sprechen.

32. Didn't you (all) find a piece of white soap for me on my table?
   Habt ihr kein Stückchen weiße Seife für mich auf meinem Tische gefunden?

33. His brother wants to build himself two beautiful new houses in your yard.
   Sein Bruder will sich zwei schöne neue Häuser in eurem Garten bauen.

34. That word came straight from his heart!
   Das Wort kam ihm vom Herzen!

35. They did the right thing!
   Das war recht von ihnen!

36. What kind of little birds are sitting up there on the little wall?
   Was sitzen da für Vogelchen oben auf dem Mauerchen?

37. The farmers had five oxen and nine cows and twelve little sheep. They brought them to the village to sell them.

38. All the people are outside today in the field and mowing.
   Die Leute sind heute alle draußen auf dem Felde und mähen.
39. Go on, the brown dog won't hurt you.
   Geh nur, der braune Hund tut dir nichts.

40. I drove with the people back there over the meadow into the grain field.
    Ich bin mit den Leuten dahinten über die Wiese ins Korn gefahren.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialect Form</th>
<th>Standard German</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Ahorn</td>
<td>maple (tree)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ameise</td>
<td>ant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anemone</td>
<td>windflower</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Augenbraue</td>
<td>eyebrow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Augenlid</td>
<td>eyelid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. auswringen</td>
<td>to wring out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Backenzahn</td>
<td>molar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Backtrog</td>
<td>kneading trough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. barfuß</td>
<td>barefoot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Bauchweh</td>
<td>stomach ache</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. sich beeilen</td>
<td>to hurry up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Begräbnis</td>
<td>funeral/burial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Beule</td>
<td>bump on the head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. es blitzt</td>
<td>it's lightning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Brennessel</td>
<td>stinging nettle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Brombeere</td>
<td>blackberry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Brotscheibe</td>
<td>slice of bread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. bügeln</td>
<td>to iron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Deichsel</td>
<td>thill (wagon shaft)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Distel</td>
<td>thistle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Docht</td>
<td>candle wick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Eichelhähner</td>
<td>jaybird</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Eigeb</td>
<td>egg yolk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Elster</td>
<td>magpie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Enterich</td>
<td>drake</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Erdbeere</td>
<td>strawberry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. sich erkälten</td>
<td>to catch a cold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. ernten</td>
<td>to harvest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Euter (der Kuh)</td>
<td>udder (cow)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Euter (allgemein)</td>
<td>udder (other animals)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. fegen</td>
<td>to sweep the floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Ferkel</td>
<td>baby pig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Fledermaus</td>
<td>bat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Fliege</td>
<td>housefly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Frosch</td>
<td>frog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Frühling</td>
<td>spring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Gabeldeichsel</td>
<td>forked thill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. gackern</td>
<td>to cackle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. gähnen</td>
<td>to yawn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Gänserich</td>
<td>gander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. Gänscchen</td>
<td>gosling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. Genick</td>
<td>neck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. Gießkanne</td>
<td>watering can</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. Glühwürmchen</td>
<td>lightning bug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The two-hundred-word list of the DWA Questionnaire was translated by William Keel in 1984.
| 45. | Grasschwade | swath of cut grass |
| 46. | Großmutter | grandmother |
| 47. | Großvater | grandfather |
| 48. | Grummet (2. Grasschnitt) | second cut of grass |
| 49. | Gurke | cucumber |
| 50. | häufeln (Kartoffeln) | to hill up (potatoes) |
| 51. | Hagebutte | rose hip |
| 52. | Hahn | rooster |
| 53. | Henne | hen |
| 54. | Böttcher | barrel maker |
| 55. | Klempner | tinsmith |
| 56. | Stellmacher/Wagenmacher | wainwright |
| 57. | Tischler | cabinetmaker |
| 58. | Schlachter | butcher (slaughterer) |
| 59. | Fleischer | butcher (preparer) |
| 60. | Hebamme | midwife |
| 61. | Heckenrose | rose hip |
| 62. | heiser | hoarse |
| 63. | Glucke | sitting hen |
| 64. | Heuschrecke | locust |
| 65. | Himbeere | raspberry |
| 66. | Holunder | elder (plant) |
| 67. | Hügel | hill |
| 68. | Hühnerauge | corn (on toe) |
| 69. | Hühnerhaus | chicken house |
| 70. | Hummel | bumble bee |
| 71. | Igel | hedgehog |
| 72. | Ilits | polecat/skunk |
| 73. | Käfer | beetle |
| 74. | kämmen | to comb one's hair |
| 75. | Kätzchen (am Haselstrauch) | pussy willow |
| 76. | Kalb (weiblich) | female calf |
| 77. | Kamille | chamomile |
| 78. | Kaninchen | rabbit |
| 79. | Kartoffel | potato |
| 80. | Kater | tomcat |
| 81. | Kaulquappe | tadpole |
| 82. | Kleiderhaken | clothes hanger |
| 83. | Kleiderschrank | clothes cabinet |
| 84. | kneifen | to pinch |
| 85. | Knöchel | ankle/knuckle |
| 86. | Knospe | bud of plant |
| 87. | Kopfweh | headache |
| 88. | Kornblume | cornflower |
| 89. | Kreisel | top (toy) |
| 90. | Kröte | toad |
| 91. | Kruste | crust of bread |
| 92. | Laken | bed sheet |
| 93. | Lamm (weiblich) | female lamb |
| 94. | (Wasch)lappen | washcloth |
| 95. | leer | empty |
| 96. | leihen | to loan money |
| 97. | Lerche | lark |
| 98. | Libelle | dragon fly |
| 99. | Maiglöckchen | lily of the valley |
| 100. | Engerling | cockchafer larva |
| 101. | Margerite | daisy |
| 102. | Maulwurf | mole |
| 103. | Meerrettich | horseradish |
| 104. | Mistkäfer | dung beetle |
| 105. | Mohrrübe | carrot |
| 106. | Motte | moth |
| 107. | Mücke | mosquito |
| 108. | Mütze | cap |
| 109. | Mutterschwein | sow |
| 110. | nachharken | to rake hay |
| 111. | Nachharke | hay rake |
| 112. | Nachmittag | afternoon |
| 113. | Narbe | scar |
| 114. | neugierig | curious |
| 115. | nicht wahr? | isn't it so? |
| 116. | Ohrwurm | earwig |
| 117. | Ostern | Easter |
| 118. | Pate | Godfather |
| 119. | Patin | Godmother |
| 120. | Peitsche | whip |
| 121. | pfeifen | to whistle |
| 122. | Pflaume | plum |
| 123. | pflügen | to plow |
| 124. | Pflugwende | plow turn |
| 125. | Pfropfen/Korken | cork |
| 126. | Pilz | mushroom |
| 127. | Platzregen | downpour |
| 128. | Preiselbeere | cranberry |
| 129. | Pulswärmer | hand muff |
| 130. | jätten | to weed by hand |
| 131. | Pflug | awl |
| 132. | die Sense schärfen | to sharpen a scythe |
| 133. | Sonnabend | Saturday |
| 134. | Quecke | witch grass (weed) |
| 135. | Rasen | lawn |
| 136. | rauchen | to smoke tobacco |
| 137. | Rauhreif | hoar frost |
| 138. | Regenwurm | earthworm |
| 139. | Reifen (am Faß) | barrel hoop |
| 140. | Rinde (des Nadelbaumes) | bark (evergreen) |
| 141. | Rinde (des Laubbaumes) | bark (deciduous) |
| 142. | Roggen | rye |
| 143. | Rotkraut | red cabbage |
| 144. | Sahne (stuße) | sweet cream |
| 145. | Sauerklee | wood sorrel (clover) |
| 146. | Sauerkraut | sauerkraut |
| 147. | schelten | to scold |
| 148. | Schaufel | shovel |
| 149. | Schlüsselblume | primrose |
| 150. | Schneeglöckchen | snowdrop |
| 151. | Schnittlauch | chives |
| 152. | Schnürband | shoestring |
| 153. | Schnupfen | cold (illness) |
| 154. | Schornsteinfeger | chimney sweep |
| 155. | Schwalbe | swallow (bird) |
| 156a. | Schwengel | pump handle |
| 156b. | Zweisännenwaage | bell clapper |
| 157. | Schwiegermutter | mother-in-law |
| 158. | Schwiegersohn | son-in-law |
| 159. | Schwiegertochter | daughter-in-law |
| 160. | Schwiegervater | father-in-law |
| 161. | Seil (aus Hanf) | rope (hemp) |
| 162. | Sperling | sparrow |
| 163. | Spinngebe | cobweb |
| 164. | Stachelbeere | gooseberry |
| 165. | Star | starling |
| 166. | Stecknadel | stick pin |
| 167. | Streichholz | matches |
| 168. | stricken | to knit |
| 169. | Stricknadel | knitting needle |
| 170. | Tasse | coffee cup |
| 171. | Taube (männlich) | dove/pigeon (masc.) |
| 172. | Tomate | tomato |
| 173. | Topf (irdener) | earthenware pot |
| 174. | unfuchbar (von der Kuh) | infertile (cow) |
| 175. | Veilchen | violet (flower) |
| 176. | veredeln (Obstbäume) | to graft a fruit tree |
| 177. | Viehbremsen | horsefly |
| 178. | Wacholder | juniper bush |
| 179. | Wanze | cockroach/bug |
| 180. | Warze | wart |
| 181. | wenden (Heu) | to turn hay to dry |
| 182. | Werktag | workday |
| 183. | wiederkäufen | to chew cud |
| 184. | wiehern | to whinny |
| 185. | Wimper (Augen-) | eyelash |
| 186. | Zahnsschmerzen | toothache |
| 187. | Zaunkönig | wren |
| 188. | Ziege | goat |
| 189. | er hat den Brief zerrissen | torn up (a letter) |
| 190a. | voriges Jahr hat es - | last year |
| 190b. | - viel Obst gegeben - | fruit |
| 190c. | - dies Jahr wenig | this year |
| 191. | vorgestern | day before yesterday |
| 192. | er soll den Wagen ziehen | to pull a wagon |
| 193. | da war niemand zu sehen | no one |
- erst gab es Tränen -
- dann weinte -
- das Mädchen nicht mehr
Junge, halt den -
- Mund, gehorchte lieber
das Kind -
- ist so klein -
- es braucht einen Sauger
den Schornstein fegen
Im Nebel -
- war keiner zu sehen
Wir haben oft -
- gewartet
zeig mir doch den Weg -
zwischen den Häusern
tears
cried (tears)
girl
boy
mouth
child
little
nipple/pacifier
to clean a chimney
fog
nobody
often
I have waited
between
## Grammar Questionnaire

### Auxiliary Verbs

1. **haben** - to have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular:</td>
<td>I have</td>
<td>I had</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>you have</td>
<td>you had</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>she has</td>
<td>she had</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>he has</td>
<td>he had</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural:</td>
<td>we have</td>
<td>we had</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>you have</td>
<td>you had</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>you have (formal)</td>
<td>you had (formal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>they have</td>
<td>they had</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **sein** - to be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular:</td>
<td>I am</td>
<td>I was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>you are</td>
<td>you were</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>he is</td>
<td>he was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>she is</td>
<td>she was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural:</td>
<td>we are</td>
<td>we were</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>you are</td>
<td>you were</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>you are (formal)</td>
<td>you were (formal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>they are</td>
<td>they were</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Subjunctive forms

I wish I were there.
I wish I had money.
I wish I stayed at home.
I wish I could leave.
I wish I had to leave.
I should leave now.
I would like to leave now.
If I had to I would go home..
Passive

The farmer was shot.
Were the cows milked last night?
Are the cows being milked now?
The barn is being cleaned.
The barn was cleaned yesterday.
Was the grain harvested last summer?
Is the farmhouse being painted?
Was the soil plowed last spring?
The soil is being plowed every year.
Were the cows and pigs fed by the farmer's wife?

Verbs

Present Tense: sein haben tun

I/You/He/She/It/We/You (Pl.)/They

Sentences: I am a farmer (male/female).
I am a housewife.
I have a toothache.
I do the housework.
I do the cooking.

Simple Past Tense: sein haben tun

I/You/He/She/It/We/You (Pl.)/They

Sentences: I was a farmer last year.
I was a housewife last year.
I had a toothache two days ago.
I did the housework yesterday.
I did the cooking yesterday.
**Present Perfect:**

sein  haben  tun

I/You/He/She/It/We/You (Pl.)/They

Sentences:
I have been a farmer for three years.
I have been a housewife all my life.
I have had a toothache for a week.
I have done all the housework.
I have done all the cooking.

**Past Perfect:**

sein  haben  tun

I/You/He/She/It/We/You (Pl.)/They

Sentences:
I had been a farmer before I moved to Ellis.
I had been a housewife before I moved to Ellis.
I had had a toothache before I went to the dentist.
I had done all the housework before you came.
I had done all the cooking before I went to church.

**Subjunctive Present:**

sein  haben  tun

I/You/He/She/It/We/You (Pl.)/They

Sentences:
I would be healthy if I had my medicine.
I would not do that if I were you.

**Subjunctive Past:**

sein  haben  tun

I/You/He/She/It/We/You (Pl.)/They

Sentences:
I would have been happy if I had had a vacation.
I would not have done that if I knew better.
**Strong Verbs**

**Class I**
He/She is writing a letter. (schreiben)
He/She wrote a letter yesterday.

He/She is cutting the bread. (schneiden)
He/She cut the bread.

He/She is riding the horse. (reiten)
He/She rode the horse.

**Class II**
He/She is offering money. (bieten)
He/She offered money.

He/She is shutting the window. (schließen)
He/She shut the window.

He/She is deceiving me. (betrügen)
He/She deceived me.

**Class III**
He/She is finding the cat. (finden)
He/She found the cat.

He/She is drinking fresh milk. (trinken)
He/She drank fresh milk.

He/She is swimming in the lake. (schwimmen)
He/She swam in the lake.

**Class IV**
He/She is helping me. (helfen)
He/She helped me.
He/She is dying. (sterben)
He/She died.

He/She is taking the car. (nehmen)
He/She took the car the day before yesterday.

Class V
I/He/She is eating a bowl of soup. (essen)
I/He/She ate a bowl of soup.

I/He/She is reading the Bible. (lesen)
I/He/She read the Bible.

I/He/She sees the priest. (sehen)
I/He/She saw the priest.

Class VI
I/He/She is inviting you to come to Hays. (einladen)
I/He/She invited you to come to Hays.

I/He/She is driving to town. (fahren)
I/He/She drove to town.

I/He/She is growing fast. (wachsen)
I/He/She grew fast.

Class VII
I/He/She is sleeping in the bed. (schlafen)
I/He/She slept the whole day.

I/He/She is catching a deer. (fangen)
I/He/She caught a deer.

I/He/She is running to church. (laufen)
I/He/She ran to church.
**Weak Verbs**

He/She says that he/she is married.  *(sagen)*
He/She said that he/she was married.

He/She is working hard.  *(arbeiten)*
He/She worked hard.

He/She is yawning.  *(gähnen)*
He/She yawned very loudly.

**Preterite-Present Verbs**

He/She is bringing the flowers.
He/She brought the flowers.

He/She knows the teacher.
He/She knew the teacher.

He/She wants to sing.
He/She wanted to sing.

He/She can sing.
He/She could sing.

He/She has to sing.
He/She had to sing.

He/She is supposed to sing.
He/She was supposed to sing.

He/She likes cabbage rolls.
He/She liked cabbage rolls.
He/She likes to eat cabbage rolls.

He/She is allowed to sing.
He/She was allowed to sing.
These pictures are taken from the Pennsylvania German Calendar, Lancaster, PA (1991).
This picture is taken from the Pennsylvania German Calendar, Lancaster, PA (1991).
The pictures are drawn by Tawney Becker (1994).
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If you would like additional information concerning this study before or after it is complete, please feel free to contact me by phone or mail. You will be given a copy of this consent form upon signing it.

Sincerely,

Gabriele Lunte
Principal Investigator
Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures
2080 Wescoe Hall
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045-2127
(785) 864-4803

Signature of person agreeing to participate.
By signing, you certify that you are at least 18 years of age.
With my signature I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the consent form to keep.

Date
My dialect interview may be tape-recorded: ___ YES ___ NO
Appendix 2
Selected Transcriptions of Dialect Interviews

Informants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informant #</th>
<th>Year of Birth</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 1</td>
<td>Born 1918</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. 2</td>
<td>Born 1916</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 3</td>
<td>Born 1907</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. 4</td>
<td>Born 1915</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. 5</td>
<td>Born 1926</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. 6</td>
<td>Born 1922</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. 7</td>
<td>Born 1935</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. 8</td>
<td>Born 1928</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. 9</td>
<td>Born 1920</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wenker Sentences:

1. a.  im vinto blost der vint bamblade rumodum.
    b.  im vinto blodin fluigt imo dum in der loft.
    c.  im vinto di blodin hant truko, di fluigt m di luft.
    d.  di bledo, di fluigt herum in di luft
    e.  ... imo dum in der luft.
    f.  uncollected
    g.  im do vinto fluigt di trukane blodin ibo rum.
    h.  im vinto di trukn blodin fluigt in den vint
    i.  im vinto, vens truko is, fluigt blodin fon barmen, unt do vint blust si rumodum.
2. a. sego bult tsu fnarm afheon. ait virths vido biso vern.
   b. hots niu bult afheon fnarm, ait virths vido biso vern.
   c. virth bult afheon fnarm, s vedo virth biso.
   d. vens afheont fnarm, virts biso ge.
   e. so bult dos ets der fner afheont, s vedo virth biso ge.
   f. hert fnarm of, s vete get feno bult.
   g. es virth bult afheon fnarm unt virths vido biso vern.
   h. s virth vol fnarno ftripm, unt ait virt es vido biso.
   i. rt bult ftripm fnarno, ets vedo virth vido biso.

3. a. lek kulin amr in ofo. mil fogyts tu kuxo ø.
   b. mir verno misn kulin nur in ofo rametoon, dos mil
      virt vol tsu kuxo ofogo.
   c. hamo de kulin in ofo, dos di mil virt kuxo.
   d. di kulin in ofo rametoo, dos di mil ofogo tsu kuxo.
   e. fym ofo, do mismo kulin ametoo, dos mo mil ofkuxo kino.
   f. tuo kulin in ofo, dos mil bult kuxt.
   g. tuo kous in do ovo, dos di mil hons virt vern.
   h. host jen kulin in ofo rameto, dos de mil sun hons virt.
   i. i hon ets kulin in ofo rameto, suln a ets mil bult kuxo
dc in kix tsun eyn.

4. a. der guote ulta mo is durxs ars broxø mit sam ros, unt is ins
      kulte vuso gfoln.
   b. der guota mo is durxs ars durxgfoln mit sam ros unt
      is ins des kulte vuso ramagfoln.
   c. der guota, ulta mon is durxgfoln in ars mit sam ros unt is
      in des kulte vuso gfoln.
   d. der ulte mo hot aus broxø unt des ros is amagfoln in kulte
      voso.
   e. der ulte mo is durxs ars gfoln, his ros is tsomgfoln
      in kulin vuso.
   f. der ulta mo broxø durxs ars mit sam ros unt folt ins kulte
      vuso amø.
   g. der guota ulta mon is durxbroxa tsurtsi ars mit sam ros, er
      is ins kulte voso amagfoln.
h. der olta mon is durx des airs broxo, unt des ros is ranagfoln in des kolta voso.
i. a gupto mon is durbroxo durxs airs unt sama ros is ranagfoln in des kolta voso.

5. a. er is gftoom seks vxo tsuruk.
b. er is gftoom fiur ovo seks vxo tsuruk.
c. er is gftoom fiur ovo seks vxo tsuruk.
d. ... fiur ovo seks
e. er is gftoom fiur ovo seks vxo tsuruk.
f. er is gftoom seks vxo tsuruk.
g. er is gftoom fiur o seks vxo tsuruk.
h. er is gftoom fiur o seks vxo tsuruk.
i. er is gftoom fiur ovo seks vxo tsuruk.

6. a. s farar is tsu jtook gven, tsu grous. do keik is jvoots brent into se.
b. des faro is tsu jtook gven. keiks sam ulo fobrent jvoots into ste.
c. des faro voor tsu hous, kuxen is fobrent jvoots into ste.
d. s farar is tsu jtook gven, is fobrent jvoots into ste.
e. s farar is ts jtook gven. der keik is brent gven / int fobrent gven.
f. s farar is tsu jtook. der kuxo is jvoots into se.
g. s farar is tsu jtook. do keik, er hot gonts fobrent into ste.
h. des farar is tsu hoos, eirts is mar kek fobrent.
i. s farar is tsu jtook. do keik hot si fobrent in ofo / hot si do keik intbriksti fobrent.

7. a. er tuut caer esn mitaus sulis unt mitaus pfefo.
b. er ist uvel oro mitone sulis unt pfefo.
c. er ist imo oro mitaus sulis unt pfefo.
d. er ist oro mitaus sulis unt pfefo.
e. er ist oro mitaust sulis unt pfefo.
er ist mao o mitaus sults unt pfefo.
der ist mao o mitaus sults unt pfefo.
er ist o mitaus sults unt pfefo.
er hot imo same o gesn mitaus sults unt pfefo.

i hon den var gsokt, unt si hot gsokt, si vœlts irœn tuxta son.
i hon den var gsokt, unt si hot gsokt, si vœlts jo mam mœrdl son/si vœrts iro tuxta son.
i hon gsokt tsu den var, unt si hot gsokt, si vœl sam mœrdl son.
i hon den var gsokt, unt si hots irœn mœrdl gsokt.
i hon dos gsokt dos var, si hot vœlts et futsœln fon irœn duxta.

er hots gsokt tsu der frau, si vœlt es tsu irœn et tuxta au son.
i hon tsu den var gsokt, unt si hot gsokt, si vœlts a tsu iro tuxta son.
i hon vœlts dos var son, si sults irœn mœrdl son.
i hon dos gsokt tsu di varvo, unt si hots vœlts au iro mœrdl son.

9. a. manœ fios tuont so ftook ve. i moon, i honœ ogœngœ.
di fios tuont mo so ve. i hon mo œ dagœngœ.
manœ fios tuont so ve. i den, i bin tsu fœl goœngœ.
mar feis, di tuont so ve, i den, i kœn nut men ge.
manœ fios tuont so ve, i den i honœ œ ungœken / g DK / i bin tsu fœl umodum goœngœ.
manœ fios tuont ve so ftook. i g³auµ, i hon œ fœloœm.
manœ fios tuont so ve, i den, i hon œ ogœngœ.
manœ feis tuont so ve, i den i hon tsu fœl goœngœ haœnt.
mar feis tuont ve. i den, i bin tsu fœl goœngœ.
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10. a. i voëls nimn men too.
b. i voels nimn men too s0.
c. i voëls nimn too vido.
d. i voëls m0t men too.
e. i voËl des nimn men too.
f. des tuor i nimn.
g. i voël es nimn tuo vido.
h. des voël i mt men tuon.
i. i voëls nimn men too.

11. a. i ver dr om kopf hau0; i hau dr ivon kopf m1t hœltsœøn lefl, du of du!
b. i hau dr c1ne om kopf a0t m1t œm hœltsœøn lefl, du of!
c. i ver dr hau iv0 dam kopf m1t a holtslefl, du of!
d. i flo dr ame hr om kopf m1t œm hœltsœøn lefl, du dœmœ
esœ!
e. i ver dr ivon kopf hau0 m1t lefl.
f. i hau drç on fœdl m1t hœltsœøn lefl, du of!
g. i ver drç aofs fœdl hau0 m1t œn jœpun, du of!
h. i ver dr on kopf hau0 m1t den holtslefl, du of!
i. i voël em om kopf hau0 m1t œn hœltsœøn lefl, du of!

12. a. vo gestn hr? sul i mtge m1t dir?
b. vo gest den hr? sulmo m1r mtge m1t dir?
c. vo gest den du aus? sul m1r m1t dir m1tge?
d. vo gest den etst hr? i voël au mtge.
e. vo gest du hr? sul i mtge?
f. vo gest den hr? sulmo mtge?
g. vo gest den hr? sul i mtge?
h. vrst du ge? sul i mtge m1t dir?
i. vo gest du hr? sulmo m1r a mtge?
13. a. di tsartn hant hoot.
b. tsartn hant jlim.
c. di tsartn hant hoot.
d. di tsart is flecht.
e. tsartn hant jlim.
f. tsart is flecht.
g. tsartn hant jlim.
h. di tsartn juven hant hoot.
i. tsartn hant tsu hoot.

14. a. mar lioves knt blarp do hermt. di flechten gens, di vernt di barsn.
b. mar guots/liops knt, [...], di jlimo gens, di barsent dr tsu tout.
c. mar guots knt, blarp [...]. di voelden gens, di barsent di tsu tout.
d. mar kloon kndo, blarpts vek! di gens, di barsent dr.
e. di kndo, di blarnent do hermt. di gens, di vernt dr tsombarsen bs dott bist.
f. mar liopst knt, blarp fte! di bessn gens barsent dr tsun tout.
g. mar kloonés knt, blarp doher. di mino gens vrt dr barsent tsu tout.
h. mar knt, blarp do, di gens vernt dr barsen.
i. mar knt, blarp do rnt! di gens, di vernt dr toutbarsen.

15. a. i hon hart s marste glemt un hon mi guot bënom. i kon frioro homme vi di ondon.
b. mir han hart s marste glemt unt i tuo mi guot onstëln, i ver homme frioro ols di ondon.
c. mir hammer glemt hart, dos mir guot san sëln. du konst homme frioro den di ondon.
d. du host di guot biherft hart. konst etst homme froi.
e. du host hart guot glemt, unt so konst hart friö homme, brauxst nit so loj blaim.
f. du host feel glemt hart unt host di guot koltn. du host des
hoem frierno vi di ondon.

g. du host merst glemt hart unt voorst foö guot. du konst hoomge frio vi di ondo.

h. harnt hosts merst glemt, dos du fiart holst. du konst fremo hoomge, venst vœlst.

i. host hart foöl glemt. du konst hoom froero ver di ondon.

16. a du bist mnt groös guuo tsun trijo / a göntse floñ vañ tsu trijo. du must no men vuksen unt greso vern.

b. i bin mnt groös guuo fir a groose floñ var, i mus no men vuksen, dos i greso ver.

c. du bist mnt groös guuo, dos du a gönts flafl var trijo konst. du must erst greso vern.

d. du bist mnt groös guuo tsun trijo, must erst vœksen.

e. du bist erst groös guuo tsun trijo, konst a houl flafl foël var trijo. du virst greso unt virst erst groös vern.

f. du bist mnt groös guuo tsun a göntse floñ var tsu trijo. du must vœksen mëor unt must greso vern.

g. du bist mnt groös guuo tsun vañ tsun trijo, groose floñ. du must erst vuksen, befør dos kriokst.

h. du bist mnt groös guuo, dos foël vañ tsun trijo. du must erst no bisn men vuksen.

i. du bist tsu groüs fir a göntse floñ of vañ, bis d omol greso virst.

17. a. ge, sar so guot unt soks danno jveston, si sul iroin ruk fertnan för iro muoto unt tuon no putsn mit onno birfün.

b. ge, unt so so guot unt soks dar jvesto, si sul iro non firtmoxo, iro vef fir iro muoto unt putsn mit onno birfün.

c. ge, unt soks danno jveston, dos si nat di kutn fir dar muoto unt putst mit der birfün.

d. ger, unt soks dar jvesto, si sul des non firtmoxo, vos dar moma kon si di kutn saudomoxo.

e. ge, unt soks danno jveston, si sul den vef non unt suls fir iro muoto suls mit der birfün rarbm.
ge, unt bi so guot unt sokst damo jveston, si sul frortu non s gevnt fir jvesto moma unt puts es mit der birjtn.

g. ge, bi guot unt sok dar jvesto, si sult di klos son fiio dam muoto unt ofputsn mit en bra∫.

h. gov, sokst dam jvesto, si sult ern∫t firtman di ve∫ unt aux di dam mom a birjtn jusn.

i. ge, unt sokz damo jveston, du virst es firtman. aft virsto dar moma kino hearlo mit no birjtn.

18. a. vens du jo emn kent hest, ver s ondost ausgo∫, er tat føel beser ausse.
    b. ven i het jo emn kent. es het si beser ausgo∫ kot, unt er var beser ∫.
    c. ven s du venkstesn kent hest. [...] aft vons beso / er var føel beso.
    d. vens des kent host, konst es ondos tuo.
    e. vens du emn ern∫ a bij∫ beso gvest, olas var ondos gven / des voo beser afgven.
    f. vens du mar mo kent hest, ols var ondos gven unt er bi beso, vo er is.
    g. vens du nur jo hetst den men∫ kent. den ver olas gonts ondos do unt er ver beser ∫.
    h. vens du hest den kent, tsartv varnt ondost gven.
    i. vens emn hes kent. [...] hets es beser austernt, varst føel beser ∫.

19. a. ver hot man tseg° flais∫ g∫t°ln?
    b. i vundo, ver mar tseg° flais∫ g∫t°ln hot.
    c. ver hot mar flais∫ g∫t°ln?
    d. ver hot mar gontses flais∫ g∫t°ln?
    e. ver hot man tseg° fol mit g∫t°ln?
    f. ver hot man kova∫ fol flais∫ g∫t°ln?
    g. ver hot ma mar flais∫ g∫t°ln?

    h. ver hot mar bu∫l / tseg° flais∫ g∫t°ln?
    i. vundo, ver mar tseg° hot g∫t°ln mit den flais∫?
20. a. ser hamant er so argfølt, vi ven så eon afgrønom hedn tsun drejn; ovo så hamant sælvo to.
   b. er hot to, so ven så eon karørt hot fro tsun drejn. si hamant es olo to.
   c. er hot gmoxt, vens eonm [...] drejn.
   d. hot mon eon harørt firdi drejosfn; er hots sælvo to.
   e. er hot denkt, si hamant eon karørt firk hults tsun drejn. di hamant neorx selvo to.
   f. i glau, di hamant eon arksøelt tsun drejn. di hamants sælvo to.
   g. der hot gøkt, di hot gekt gre so vi di hamant eon karørt fro drejn; ovo di hamants sælvo to.
   h. si hamant eon karørt tsun drejn, ovo aft hamant sis do mtraust eom.
   i. i hon m'r denkt det eom hamants karørt firdi drejn. uøt aft hot os sælbo to.

21. a. tsu vem hot er di nar g¡¡øt fotsoelt ?
   b. ver hot den des fotsoelt ?
   c. ver hot er a g¡¡øt fotsoelt ?
   d. ven hot er di jtron fotsoelt ?
   e. ver hot dir dos fotsoelt ?
   f. tsu vem hot er di nanckart gøkt ?
   g. tsu ver hamant di de jtron fotsoelt ?
   h. vem host du des fotsoelt ?
   i. tsu vem hot er di ga¡¡øtn fotsoelt ?

22. a. du must hœldo redn, ondos fojøet dr er nrt.
   b. du must beso jœar, ovo ven nrt, so fojøet er om nrt.
   c. du must jœar hœel, ovo er fojøet uns nrt.
   d. du must jœam, ops er kent hot, vos si gøkt ham.
   e. du must jœar. er heot dr nrt ondust.
   f. du must biso jœam, en ondon vi er fojøet uns nrt.
   g. du must laut jœam. opvertst tuøt er nrt fojøen.
h. du must lаutа ren, дос i di foстemо кон. i кон дi mпt foстem.
i. du must frаnо, дос еr оlаs foстet.

23. a. мiр hamо mиоt unt duоrфr.
   b. i бin ausgρoεlt unt duоrфr.
   c. i бiн mиоt unt duоrфr.
   d. i бiн трөko unt duоrфr.
   e. i бiн оvо so mαrоt unt duоrфr.
   f. мiр sαnt mιoт unt duоrфr.
   g. мiр hamо mιoт unt duоrфr.
   h. мiр hamо mαroдi unt duоrфr.
   i. i бiн mαrodi unt duоrфr.

24. a. vi mо hant hooмkmεmо lεtstε nоxt, di оndωn hant ιοn m бεt gleŋ unt sо hαmαnt ιο g ljυfo.
   b. мiр hant hooмkmεmо gιстοn nοxt, di оndωn hant ιοn m бεt гвεn, hαmαnt g ljυfo ιο gυnt.
   c. lεtstε nοxt, vεn мiр hooмkmεmо, di оndωn hant ιοn m бεt unt g ljυst.
   d. gιстοn nοxt, vεn i hooмkmεmо ιιιιιιι, hαnt ιο оlε m бεt гυν unt g ljυfo.
   e. vεн bιst дu hooмkmεmо gιстοn аf nοxt? di оndωn hant ιοn m бεt гυν, hαmαnt g ljυfo.
   f. vεн mο gιстοn nοxt hooмkmεmо, hαnt di ιο mιoт unt ιо hαmαnt ιο g ljυfo.
   g. vi mο hooмkmεmо ιιιιιιι гιстοn nοxt, di оndωn оlε ιο ιιιιιιι бεt unt hαmαnt ιο g ljυfo gοnυ.
   h. vεn mο hooмkmεmо hαnt lεtstε nοxt, di оndωn hant ιοn m бεt гυν unt hαmαnt ιο g ljυfo.
   i. vi mο hαnt hooмkmεmо gιстοn аf nοxt, hαnt оlε m бεt vιдυ, hαmαnt ιο g ljυfo.

25. a. дο ψνει rs αf дο tгευt blιм unt ιο hαnt friо фοlαrt.
   b. дο ψνει rs αf дο tгευt ligοblιm unt hαnt friо is еr фοlαrt.
c. der Jner is glegn om grunt letste noxt, ovo is fogoar hant frin.
d. der Jner is ligoblim, unt m der frii is oles vek gven.
e. der Jner is on grunt g'stande gislon af noxt, ovo der ets get es holt frin.
f. der Jner is af do treot g'stano gislon af noxt unt hant m der frin is er fogoar.
g. der Jner is on grunt gislon noxt gven, ovo hart frei is folamt.
h. letste noxt der Jner is af do treot gven, ovo er is glamt hant frei.
i. der Jner is af do treot blim gislon af noxt, ovo hart frei is sfo glamt.

26. a. hinton haus jtenent drar jena epflbaarme mit kloone route epfl.
b. hinton unson haus drar epflbaarme g'stono mit kloone epfl.
c. hinton haus jtenent drar jena, kloone epflbam mit kloone, route epfl.
d. hinton haus jtet a jena baum mit route epfl.
e. hinton haus jtenent drar epflbam mit route epfl om.
f. hinton haus jtenent drar guota epflbam mit kloone route epfl.
g. hinton unso haus jtenent drar jena epflbaarme mit kloone route epfl.
h. hinton or haus hant drar epflinbam unt hamant route epflm.
i. hinton haus jtenent drar jena kloone epflbaarme mit kloone route epfl.

27. a. kents ule voon a vail , aft ge m0 mit m0 en.
b. kents ir o voon a vail fir uns? aft vermo m0r mitge mit en.
c. konst du a po0 minuten voon? aft genmo mit dir.
d. konst a brsl voon fir m? aft gen i au mit.
e. konst du voon a vail? aft totmo raus ge.
f. konst voon a minuten fir uns? unt den m0r voen gen mit dir.
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28. a. du deorfst mirt so foʃtoeIn.
b. mirt mirt so dum sa.
c. du mirt mirt so dum sa.
d. du birst [we gʃpoorI.
e. du mirt mirt so dum sa.
f. du mirt mirt so fon sa.
g. du mirt mirt so gʃpoorI sa.
h. mirt mirt so naʃʃ san.
i. sa mirt so fonkt!

29. a. di hiveln hant mirt tsu houx, de enkɔn hant foel heço.
b. di gebørnæn/hiveln hant mirt tsu houx, di enkɔn hant foel heço.
c. unsænæ hiveln hant retg houx, dama sar foel hego.
d. unsænæ hiveln hant so houx, unt dam hant heço.
e. unsænæ hiveln hant mirt so houx, vi houx hant den damañ?
f. unsænæ gebørnæn hant mirt na, di damañ hant foel heço.
g. unsænæ gebørnæn hant mirt tsu houx, di damañ hant mafʃ hougo.
h. unsænæ hiveln hant mirt so houx, dam hant foel heço.
i. di hiveln hant mirt so houx, di enkɔn hant foel heçoænæ.

30. a. vifoel pfunt flaʃʃ / gmolns flaʃʃ voelst unt vifoel pfunt brot voelst?
b. vifoel pfunt vUrʃt unt vifoel brot voelst ham?
c. vifoel pfunt of vUrʃt unt vifoel brot voelst du ham?
d. verfoel flaʃʃ (sɔstʃ flaʃʃ) unt brot voelst du ham?
e. vifoel vUrʃtflaʃʃ brauxst? vifoel brot host gvælt?
f. vifoel vUrʃt voln si unt vifoel brot?
g. verfoel pfunt fon vUrʃt unt verfoel brot voelst den du ham?
h. verfoel pfunt flaʃʃ unt verfoel brot hostn gvælt?
i. verfoel pfun of flarj unt verfoel brout host du gvoelt?

31. a. i fojten di mt, du must a brsl hoeldo ren.
b. i fojte di/enk mt, must a brsl hoelero ren/mist a brsl lauto ren.
c. i fojte di mt, du must a brsl hoelo ren.
d. i kon di mt fojste. re a brsl lauto.
e. i fojten di mt. du must laudo ren.
f. i fojte di mt. du must a brsl jrar.
g. i fojte di mt, du must laudo ren.
h. i kon di mt fojste. du most hoelo ren.
i. i kon di mt hewn. must a brsl hoelo ren.

32. a. host du a jtkl varse sorfe gfuno om tif?
b. host a jtkl varse sorfe om tif gesen kot?
c. host du mt gfuno a jtkl varse sorfe af mam tif?
d. host a varse sorfe gfuno on mar dij?
e. host du etst di varse sorfe om tif om gfuno?
f. host de mt a jtkl varse sorfe gfuno af mamm tif?
g. host du a jtkl / oane varse sorfu gfuno af mamm tif?
h. host du a varse sorfu gfuno on mamm tif?
i. host a jtkl varse sorfu gfuno on main tif?

33. a. sar brundo voel eom tsvat jene hauso bauo in oon hof.
b. sar brundo voel eom bauo tsvoo jene nare hauso in darno jot.
c. sar brundo voel bauo tsvoo jene nar haus in daine jot.
d. mar brundo voel a ses haus bauo in mar hof.
e. der brundo hot eom tsvoo nce hauso bauo in same jot ane.
f. mar brundo voel si offtoeln tsvar jene haaro in mar jot.
g. sar brundo voelt soegst bauo tsvoo nare hauso in or jot.
h. mar brundo voel tsvoo nare hauso bauo .
i. mar brundo voelt eom tsvoo jene haaro bauo in mar jot.
34. a. des is fon ernst kemo / er hots in ernst gsokt.
    b. des is fo sar hents kemo.
    c. des is ftonk fon sam hents kemo.
    d. is strak kemo fon sar hents.
    e. des is ovo gret fon sam hents kemo.
    f. des is gret fon sam hents kemo.
    g. es kint fon hents hent.
    h. des is strak kemo fon his hents.
    i. des kint gret fon mar hents.

35. a. si hant s reçta drij to..
    b. si hamant s reçta to.
    c. du hosts reçta to.
    d. di hants dos reçta drij do.
    e. hot er dos reçta drij do?
    f. di hamants reçta drij gmoxt.
    g. do hot er a reçta tsatn to.
    h. du host reçt do.
    i. di hamant s reçta to.

36. a. vofir a kloona fegl sîst do drom of den drot?
    b. vos fir fegl sîst om on fton maro?
    c. vos fir kloona fegl sîtsënt auf den kloono brigl?
    d. vos fir a kloona fegl sîtsënt om dero vent?
    e. vos fir a fegl sîtsënt do omënt of do vent?
    f. vos fir a kloona fegl do om sîst of do vent?
    g. vos fir kloona fegl sîtsënt do drom om do kloona val?
    h. vos fir kloona fegl sîtsënt af do vent omënt?
    i. vos fir kloona fegëlo sîtsënt af dero kloona vent?

37. a. do baun hot finf oksn khot unt nar kip unt tsvoel konna
    jof. unt si hants brot ms doof tsun fokafo.
    b. do formo hot finf oksn unt nar kip unt tsvoel konna
jof. si hamants di m jtoter brot tsun fokafo.
c. do forma hot five oksn unt nam kin unt tsvoele kloone jof. si hamants brotpo jtot tsun fokafo.
d. do forma hot en okot unt nam kei unt tsvoele kloone jof. si hamants se herbrupt tsun fokafo.
e. do forma hot five nitr kot, nar kin, tsvoele... di hamants amabrot fon de jtot tsun fokafo.
f. do forma hot nam oksn unt nam kio unt tsvoele kloone jof. di hamants tsun virit brotpo tsun fokafo / tsu jtot brotpo suen fokafo.
g. di forma hamant frinok oksn unt nam kio unt tsvoele kloone jof. di hamants tsun virit brotpo tsun fokafo / unt di hot er amabrot m doof.
h. do forma hot five ros unt nor kei unt tsvoele jof kot, si hamants amabrot tsu der jtot tsun fokafo. / unt di hot er amabrot m doof.
i. der formaVolt seks oksn, nam kei unt tsvoele kloone jof. di hamants brotpo m jtot tsun fokafo.

38. a. di larr hant ok draust in foell hart unt tuont mon.
b. ok draust in foell hart unt tuont mon.
c. ok draust in foell hart unt mont.
d. di gontsn larr hant draust in foell hart unt tuont Gros jnam.
e. ok draust in foell hart unt tuont mont.
f. ok draust in foell tsun mon.
g. ok draust in foell hart unt tuont mon.
h. di larr hant ok draust in foell hart unt tuont mon.
i. ok draust in foell hart unt tuont mon.

39. a. ge ju, der broane hunt tuot dir niks.
b. ge, ... tuot do nit ve tuo.
c. ge vekw, der broane hunt is nit vegmoxt.
d. ge on, unt der broane hunt, der tat di nit ve.

e. ge, der broane hunt, der baist di nit / der vurt di niks tuo.
f. ge, der broane hunt vurt di nit baon.
g. ge, der braune hunt virt dr nit bason.

h. der braune hunt, der tuot dr nit ve.

i. ge, ge, der braune hunt tuot dr nit ve.

40. a. i bm mit den lart mitgfoon dol umö m di vis unt aft ins vortsnfælt.

b. i bm mitgfoon mit do lart ... tsuruk ... unt amö ins vortsfælt.

c. i bm gfoon mit di lart rvo di hatro unt m vortsfælt.

d. i bm hintrg gfoon m vortsfælt.

e. i bm tsruk gfoon mit di ondon lart rvo pesta unt mns vortsfæltt ame.

f. i bm hintrg gfoon mit di lart ivos lont m d vis amö.

g. i bm mit di lart gfoon ibö di petja unt di vortsnfælt.

h. i bm mit di lart hintrg gfoon m pesta unt aft doxorx bm i m vortsnfælt.

i. i hon gfoon di lart tsun [...] unt m vortsfælt.
Excerpts from Free Conversation:  

a1 Anecdote about Good Friday and the Emperor

It was out there in Bukovina. My mother told me the story.

Someone worked in the garden on Good Friday. The Emperor came by and stopped.

"Oh hello, you are already an old man. You are still working in the garden. Don't you have a son?" "Yes, we have three." "So, what do they do then?" "One of them is a teacher, another a martyr, and the third one is a beggar." Then the Emperor asked him: "What do you mean?" He replied: "The teacher is a school teacher, he teaches children. The martyr is a doctor. He tortures people. And the beggar, he is a priest. He always begs for money. Afterwards the Emperor granted him a pension.

a2 Anecdote about someone called Schneider

1 The placement of punctuation in these excerpts is arbitrary and is used only to separate phrases and sentences.
There was once a rather bad guy, a rather cunning man. They called him the Taylor. That was his name. So someone said: "If I ever catch the Taylor, I would kick him, and tie him up, and throw him into the water, and throw him over the bridge into the river. Later he caught him. He stuffed him into the sack and tied it. The bridge was over the river on the way to town. Then he left and carried him. He came onto the bridge. "I will put him down. First, I am going to town. I have to do some business there. I will throw him into the water when I come back." So he left. And then the taylor, the bad guy, said: "I am supposed to become mayor, but I cannot read and write." And then someone came by and heard him. "I can read and write. So I can become mayor." "Then let me out. You go in. Then you can become mayor." Then the man untied the sack. The Taylor jumped out and he got in. And the Taylor tied the sack and left. Later the other guy came back from town. He took the sack and threw it into the water. The Taylor got away again. He was so bad, a real cunning guy.

a3 Anecdote about the boiled egg
Two people got married out there in Bukovina. -- It is about the boiled eggs. -- And he liked to eat boiled eggs. And she always made hard boiled eggs, always hard boiled eggs. As soon as they were eaten she made some boiled eggs again, hard boiled ones. Then he said: "But woman, I said I would like to have soft boiled eggs. Now they are hard boiled again." She replied: "But man, I do not know what is wrong with the eggs. I boiled them for two hours and they would not become soft."

Once two people got married. So the man was being razzed by his friends who said: "Your dominance is over now. Now you are not the boss in the house anymore. Now she is called the boss in the house." "No, no, that is not true", he said. And then the next day, sometime in the morning, he got up. She had made breakfast and they ate. Then she said: "Well, now you will do the dishes. I made breakfast, now you can do the dishes." "No, that is your job", he replied. "No, no, you can also help", she answered. And then they quarreled. So she chased him under the table. Then the neighbor came by to visit. The man was sitting under the table. "Hi, you are sitting
under the table already. What is going on?" He replied: "It is my house. I can sit where I want."

a5 Anecdote about the sad widow

They had not been married for long. He fell ill and died. And it was Good Friday. And she cried her eyes out when they buried him. Her relatives said: "You do not need to cry. You are still so young. You could marry again." And then replied: "Yes, but not before Easter."

a6 Slaughtering a pig

We slaughtered a pig. We shot it, killed it and bled it. Then we poured boiling water over it. Then we cleaned it and hung it up. Afterwards we scraped it nicely with a knife. Then we gutted it, hung up the pig, and let it cool. Then we cut it. We left it hanging for a while and salted it and left it in salt water. In the winter we smoked the meat. And later we also fried it and ate it. And in the summer we cut it into little pieces that we fried. Then we put the meat in a pot layered with fat. And this way it kept until the summer. So we had pork in the summer.
My mother taught us our prayers. Every night we -- the young ones -- had to kneel down in front of her bed. She was already in bed then. She led the prayer. Later we had to learn all the prayers in English for the first communion. That was hard. We attended school and could not speak English. See, everything was in German. We did not speak English at home, when we were together. See, my brother, Willy, in town, his children cannot speak German. My son's children cannot speak German.

Everything is in English. My son can speak German. See, it is hard, when he is together with the English-speaking (people), see. I speak German to him, though. When I say something, I say that German is going away. We all were able to speak German. The parents died with the German language, see. But now the younger ones, there is nothing there.
I want to show you how to make halushki. I will prepare the meat that you put inside the halushkis. And the cabbage. I want to show you that afterwards. These are the halushkis. I wrapped them in cabbage leaves. And if you want to eat one you unwrap the cabbage leaf. And then we close it again, roll it up and push in the ends. This way it does not fall apart. -- These here are my sausages. I made those last winter, yes, yes. Add salt and pepper, garlic powder, and then slice an onion, but do not add it yet. Take a little leaf. Because if it is too big you have to cut it in half. You have to put it in water first, in hot water so that you can take off the leaves. The cabbage leaves have to be softened in water so that they do not break. Just cut off the rind so that it is not too thick. Then it is easier to roll the leaves, see. But if the leaves are too big, you can cut them in the middle, sec.

How many do you make?

poudo unt a tsvifal fnaen, nit amelo. ven a kloos harpl nemo tuost, vos nit tsu gruos hon. varl, ven a gruos harpln host, must bladin holbo dorxfnam. unt dos most aft tuserj ts vuso xametuo, hoos vosa, dos bladin ovo konst tuo. krautharpfln, des mus ins vuso kem, dos se voxx vem unt olo nxc don breco. a mndn dra, dos tuost ovojnam, dos des nit tsu dik virt. des hant larcto tsun rulf, si. ovo vens tsu gruos hant, bladin, aft konsts m do mit dorxfnam, si.
Wait a minute, I have to see. The rice is added. I wrote it all down. Pepper, salt, take the same, see, and garlic salt. And afterwards you slice in an onion, when you wrap the cabbage leaves, see. Stir it, pour it over the meat, and then wrap it. I want to give you the meat that I prepared. - But I have not washed my hands.- See, oh, that there is a sausage. And that is hamburger meat. Take about half and half. Take more sausage if the hamburger meat is too fat, like hamburger; otherwise they become too dry, see. Just add salt. I will just taste it. Now I will add garlic, salt and pepper, and then the washed rice. I always wash my rice. That has to cook now. See, that has to, it has to cook slowly. I have to mix that over there.

Does it have to be cooked?

dos mus etst afvarma, km mos esn. in a boks, hmrn in koelo, hot fom kuxt kot. konst mit homnnem, konst es seo. sulst afmoxo, ven s argult vern, si. - na, do nif, erst ven sis offeln tuot, erst ven si s moxo tuot. si, ovo ven sis nif moxo tuot glar, si kon des m friso ranætun. si, unt i hon nif tuun, tsvifel do nif amætun, si, dos a fufl is, dos des gfin m is.

It has to be warmed up. Then we can eat it. I had it in a box in the basement. It is already cooked. You can take it home with you. You can see it. You should open up the meat when you want to wrap it in the leaves. See, but if she does not want to make them right away, she can put the meat in the freezer. -- See, and I have not made that yet. I have not added the onion, see. It has to be freshly sautéed.

How much meat do you use?

si, vens a sostf abaut so groos tuot, vos i don moxo, mænn sostf vei hembørgo, si. a hembørgo moxts tsu truko, ven tsu foel drn is. ei em goŋ to trar nau hie. i tuø øvol tsvifel æna, dos es oon guon teøst hot. des hæmø nif kat in friræn joon, des hæmø nif kot. si, i jus fiø foel tsarç des garlìk solt. si, i hon ø des onjon pouder, ovo i tuø, tsvifel kent si amætun. des tuøt men flævær moxo. si, dos smekt mø øa, si. si, i hon deŋkt, di virst du amæjnam. du vœlst es homnmem, du vœlst es gfrim. i vons nif, vei es hant, ven a tsvifel gfrînt vût, ven
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See, if you use about that much sausage about that. I then use more sausage than hamburger meat, see. Hamburger meat gets too dry, if you use too much. I am going to try it now here. -- I also add an onion so that it gets a good taste. We did not have that in former years. See, I use garlic salt for a lot of things. See, I also have onion powder. But I add, an onion has to be added. It adds more flavor. See, you can taste the difference, see. See, I thought you wanted to add it. You want to take it home, you want to put it in the freezer. I do not know what happens to a fresh onion, when you put it in the freezer. -- When you do that, fill it. Then you can wrap it, see.

When I was young we did not have tractors or trucks. We worked a lot with horses. We harvested when we cut the wheat. Then we had to do everything with the fork. After harvesting the wheat we had to put it in stocks. Later the threshing machine came, and we threshed the wheat. Then we had the wheat, we took it to the granary.
In the winter we often had to feed the animals. Everyday we had to get a lot of feed for the animals and the horses, you know. We had to work hard. We did not have a bathroom. We had to take a bath in a washtub once a week. We had to heat up the water on the stove. And later in the summer we had a barrel outside that was filled with water. And then the sun heated the water. We neither had a fan nor air conditioning, and no radio either.

We took all the dishes out of the cupboard and washed the glasses. We fed the children. Then I drove home and got changed myself. And then I came over to Mary's. Then I got Paul. I did not know where he was.

phone call (with a1)

oke1, fedo, si voelnt visn, op des tat tsu vakin umfoom. aft brauxents nt bis elis tsurik ol foon, eq tsun afhem. unt tsu do rosi basl hfoom unt aft don sa enR do uma drar. uma drar don tsu rosi basl hikemo. nojo, des kents endo hfoom. — virst hfoom tsu do rosi? — si hot gsukt, si fnt den vec hi, des is ka problem nt. unt ven nt, kon so af di rosi basl fono unt aft kents hfoom, vo des is in vakin.. oke1, olrat. jo, si hot gsukt uma drar. voelst fo de meri endo ftomp, ha? meri kmt tsu do rosi basl uma aft uma drar. —— nojo, i ver se. i vons a ve, olas foges i isia. —— no, di hept enn nt af, si hept fo af, vos i sok. rait, di guom lart. —— nojo, i bin ets sel fo tsvo ftunt do gsukt nt ir. i hon bolt keno fin mir onn nos moxo, for i bin firli gvoon. i hon gsukt, bis i bin firli gvoon, i hon mi denkt, i ver nn no nos moxo. —— si vern fir
Okay uncle, they want to know whether you are driving over to WaKeeney. Then they do not have to drive back to Ellis to pick you up. And you drive to aunt Rosi's, and then you will be there at three. You come to aunt Rosi's around three. -- No, you can drive there later. -- Will you find your way to Rosi's? -- She said she will find the way, it is no problem. And if not she could call aunt Rosi. Then you can drive over to where it is in WaKeeney. Okay, alright. Yes, she said at three. -- Well, I will see. I do not know much either. I easily forget everything. -- No, she does not record him. She records what I say. -- Right, the good people. -- I myself have sat there with her for two hours. I could have almost wetted myself before I finished. I said I thought I would wet myself before I was done. -- They will come over to aunt Rosi's. They said that it is alright. Now I do not want to bother you any longer. Alright then, good bye.
When my children were little, they did not get any Christmas presents before Christmas. They would get it on Christmas Eve. And they had to wait until after dinner. And they had to wait for the Christ Child to come. And on such a night they could not wait for the Christ Child to come. They walked around and asked whether the Christ Child had already come. And then everyone found what they got as a present from the Christ Child. And one piece was missing that we had hidden in the carshed. And when we came in they all jumped for joy because the Christ Child had already brought their presents. And one of the children was not happy because the toy cart he had wished for was missing. So we said: "Well, we chased away the Christ Child. He did not bring the cart. He will probably bring it to us later." And after dinner the Christ Child finally came and brought him his toy cart.
Wisconsin questionnaire

Informants #

a. 1
b. 2

House and Home

1. This is the kitchen.
   a. des is kuxlo.
   b. dis is s kuxl.

   Some houses have two kitchens.
   a. ut harsd hamant tsvo kuxen.
   b. ut harsd hamant tsvo kuxln.

2. The stove is in the kitchen.
   a. der ofo is in do kuxl drin.
   b. der ofo is in do kuxl.

   We have two stoves in our house.
   a. mir hamo tsve ofo in unson
      haus.
   b. mir hamo tsve ofo in haus.

3. Light the fire!
   a. kents faror ô!
   b. kent du s faro!

4. The wood is in the stove.
   a. des hults is in ofo drin.
   b. s hults is in ofo drin.

5. They burned all the coal.
   a. di hamant ol di kuln fobrent.
   b. si hamant ulo kuln brent.

6. The chimney is burning.
   a. der rauxraum tunt breno.
   b. der raufon tunt breno.

7. The oven is hot.
   a. der broxheen is hoos.
   b. der ofoheen is hoos.

8. The window is broken.
   a. s fensto is bruxo.
   b. s fensto is bruxo.

   Their kitchen has two windows.
   a. ene kuxel hot tsvo fensto.
   b. ene kuxl hot tsvo fenston.
1. Shut the door!
   a. mox tiør tsvø!
   b. mox tiør tsvø!
   Both doors are open.
   a. uː tsvø tirən hant uːo.
   b. uː tsvø trom hant uːo.
2. The doorknob is broken.
   a. s tiørklos is bɾʊkə.
   b. s tiørklos is bɾʊkə.
3. The sink is in the corner.
   a. də sink is in ek.
   b. sink is in ek drn.
4. The faucet is leaking.
   a. də bitmo rənt.
   b. [ ]
   There are two faucets.
   a. də s tsvø bətmo.
   b. [ ]
5. This ceiling is high.
   a. də droom is həʊx.
   b. də bədn is həʊx.
   Not all the ceilings are high.
   a. uː drooms hant nət həʊx.
   b. nət uː bədn hant həʊx.
6. Where is the footstool?
   a. vo is s fuːstəʊəl?
   b. vo is der fuːstəʊəl?
7. This is my chair.
   a. dis is maɾ ʃəsəl.
   b. dis is maɾ ʃəsəl.
   There are five chairs in the kitchen.
   a. də hant finf ʃəsəl in der eːr kʊkə.
   b. si hant finf ʃəsən in do kʊkə.
8. They are sitting in the living room.
   a. di ftsa uː drn do in der ekstrən frʊm.
   a. si sɪtsənt in do sɪtsfrʊm drn. /
   bestə frʊm

1. We have one real little room.
   a. mɪɾ hama on ɾɛkt kloʊnə frʊm.
   b. mɪɾ hama a ɾɛčə kloʊnə frʊm.
   Some houses have even two such little rooms.
   a. uː haisə həmənt tsvø kloʊnə frʊmən.
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The pantry is small.</td>
<td>a. <strong>di jparo is klopa</strong></td>
<td><strong>Jtimba</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>di pentri is klopa</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The dishes are in the cupboard.</td>
<td>a. <strong>s gjur is in jronk drin</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>s gjur is in jon drin</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The kitchen is on the first floor.</td>
<td>a. <strong>di kuxda is in eroten jtok</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>kuxd is in ersten floeo - ersten jtok</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The bedrooms are on the second floor.</td>
<td>a. <strong>di foflum hant in tsvartan jtok</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>betumam hant in tsvartn jtok</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. He's up in the attic.</td>
<td>a. <strong>er is om tsvin don unt den bodn</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. [ ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. He goes upstairs.</td>
<td>a. <strong>er get on bodn atri</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>er get om bodn atri</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The stairs are not very wide.</td>
<td>a. <strong>di trepan hant mnt broot</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>fleoln hant recf vart</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. This bedroom is large.</td>
<td>a. <strong>a jflum is groos</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>di bet jum is groos</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The bedrooms are upstairs.</td>
<td>a. <strong>di jflumam hant on bodn om</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>di betumam hant tsvartn jtok</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. This bed is soft.</td>
<td>a. <strong>des bet is vox</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>des bet is vox</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are two beds in this room.</td>
<td>a. <strong>do hants tsvoo betn in der eror jum</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>si hant tsvoo betn in dero jum</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The bedsheets are clean.</td>
<td>a. <strong>s lartux is rai</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>larinxo hant rai</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take off the dirty bedsheets.</td>
<td>a. <strong>tuns des drekio lartux ovo</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. <strong>tuo ovo di drekicon larinxo</strong>.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. The quilt is warm. a. di dekn is voom.
b. di dekn is voom.
Tonight we need a couple of quilts.
a. hauft noxt braux mo tsvo dekno.
b. hauft misma tsvo dekno ham.
5. He sleeps without a pillow. a. er luft mтаus poelstal.
b. er luft one poelstal.
This pillowslip is dirty. a. des poelstaltsro is dreki.
b. des poelstal is dreki.
Bring me those clean pillowslips. a. brn di poelstaltsroen.
b. brn mo rame poelstotsioen.
6. He's lying in bed again. a. er likt im bet vido.
b. er likt im bet vido.
Yesterday he was lying a. geston hot o den goentsn tok gleg.
b. geston is er im bet li5 en goentsn tok.
7. The dresser is in the bedroom. a. der that tsve fpinokfroenk.
b. der that tsve fpinokfroenk.
She has a couple of dressers. a. si hot tsve fpinokfroenk.
b. si hot tsve fpinokfroenk.
8. cradle a. a viox
b. vinno

1. That's an old stone house. a. dis is en cult ftonhaus.
b. dis is en ults ftonhaus.
2. He built a brick house. a. er hot des tsigelhau baut.
b. er hot a tsigilhaus baut.
3. He built two frame houses. a. er hot tsve heltsno hardo baut.
b. er hot tsve tsuk hardo baut.
4. log-cabin a. a haus mтt bamluts
b. [ ]
5. The new house is larger than the old one. a. tsve nae hardo des grous is ulte.
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6. They're living in the doctor's house.
   a. si vonn in den dukto sar haus.
   b. si vonont in dukto sarhaus.
   It's the house which I sold to him.
   a. des haus hon der on mi fokaft.
   b. dis is des haus, vos er on i hon fokaft.

7. This is our house.
   a. dis is unsa haus.
   b. dis is unsa haus.
   That is your house.
   a. dis is dar haus.
   b. dis is dar haus.
   And that is their house.
   a. unt dis is ena haus.
   b. unt dis is enea haus.

1. Where does he live?  
   a. vo vount a?
   b. vo tunt er vouna?
   Where did he live last year?
   a. vo hot a frin den gvount?
   b. vo hot er gvount letst joo?

2. How would it be if we went now?
   a. vi var des ven mo ets gen tan?
   b. vi vars, ven ets tasts ge?

3. I was there yesterday.
   a. i bin geston do dogven.
   b. i bin dogven geston.

4. You were there too?
   a. du bist a do dogven.
   b. du bist a do dogven.

5. Let's go home!
   a. do gemo ets hoom!
   b. foomo hoom!

6. He's mowing the lawn.
   a. er jnart s groms mo hof.
   b. er mat s gros.

7. He walked between the houses.
   a. er is gozo tsvafon hausn.
   b. er is gozo tsvafon hausn.
1. The frying pan is on the stove.  a. di flarfram/di brotnram, nqtn, nts a brotn, treapltn, on.
   b. pan, var flarf ram komt, konst flarf brotn, flarfram is om of.

   We have two irons.  a. mir hamo tsoo gusæna ramø.
   b. mir hamo tsoo aiseæn ramø.

2. The handle is hot.  a. de hengkl is hoo.
   b. de hengkl is hoo.

   The handles aren't long enough.  a. de hengkl hant nit loq von.
   b. di hengkl hant nit loq gnvo.

3. Who put the pan on the table?  a. ver hot di ramm om tif hinggaelt?
   b. ver hot di ramm om tif afitu?

4. That's the cooking kettle.  a. dis is do kris tsum kuxo.
   b. dis is do kuxkis.

   She hates to wash the kettles.  a. si host den kris tsum vufrn.
   b. si host kisæn vufrn.

5. Bring me the other breadpans!  a. briæ mn di ondon brotnramø!
   b. tek mol de ondon brotnramø!

   Where is the knife?  a. vo is meso?
   b. vo is des meso?

6. That cup is cracked.  a. des heføl is fpreŋkt. mir son jo heføl.
   b. des heføl is broæc.

   Use the other cups.  a. [ ]
   b. jus di ondon heføle.

7. These are nice glasses.  a. des saŋ jena glasl.
   b. des saŋ jena glasl.

   Bring me that other glass.  a. briæ mir di ondon glasl.
   b. briæ mo des òndø glasl.

8. We have some real small glasses.  a. mir hamo rect kloæna glasl.
   b. mir hamo rect kloæna glasl.
1. She's drying the dishes.  
a. ji trkt s gfr rai.  
b. si tunt s gfr odrko.

She dropped the dishrag.  
a. ji hot a gfrfetsn orfoln lossn.  
b. s gfrfetsn is orfoln.

2. The water bucket is empty.  
a. der vusnkopé is lærx.  
b. der vusnkopé is lær., fir trnkvusó in hau.

Bring two buckets right away!  
a. brj tsve kopan ets glat!  
b. brj mo tsve kopan glat!

3. He's carrying a bucket of water.  
a. er trokt a kop vusó.  
b. er trokt den kop vusó.

He carried the swill bucket away.  
a. er hot des drekëæ vusó ausrot/vektron.  
b. er hot en drekëæ kop vektron.

4. The swill bucket is outside.  
a. der drekëæ kopó is draust.  
b. der drekëæ kopó is draust.

Where is the sprinkling-can?  
a. vo is d° guskandl?  
b. vo is d° fritskandl?

5. Here's the basket.  
a. vo is der tsekó fir di vef unt tsun kafa.  
b. vo is der tsegó fir d° vef unt fir grosøri kafa.

Haven't you got some other baskets?  
a. host du nit ulte tsekon?  
b. host kur ondon nit tsegon?

6. She's wringing the clothes.  
a. si vmt d° vef aus.  
b. si vmt d° vef ausn.

7. The wash is on the line, it's drying nicely.  
a. di vef is af do lam draus tsun trenan.  
b. di vef is af do lam, tunt je trenan.

She is ironing the clothes.  
a. si tunt d° vef bigøln.  
b. si tunt vef bigøln.

8. The barrel is full.  
a. des fasl is ful.  
b. s fasl is ful.
He bought a keg of beer.

1. This farm is sold.
   a. di fam is fokaft.
   b. di fam is fokaft.
   He sold both farms.
   a. er hot tsvo fams fokaft.
   b. er hot tsvo fams fokaft.
2. Our farm has 80 acres.
   a. unsa fam hot oxtsik oks.
   b. unsa fam hot oxtsik oks.
   Your farm is larger than theirs.
   a. dar fam is greso vi dero.
   b. sar fam is greso.
3. They don't live on their farm.
   a. si vonot nit of do fam.
   b. si vonent nit of do fam.
   We have a renter on our farm.
   a. mif hamo a rento of unsa fam.
   b. mif hamo en rento of unsa fam.
   Our son runs our farm.
   a. unsa buo rant unsa fam.
   b. unsa buo rant fam.
4. That fence is new.
   (barbed wire)
   All the fences are new.
   a. ulo fens hant nar.
   b. ulo fensn hant nar.
5. If I were a farmer
   I'd have a tractor.
   a. i ven a formo vor, i het en trekt.
   b. ven i a formo vor, i het en trekt.
6. Some people work in
   town and some farm.
   a. ul lart ovvatn in der ftof unt ul famet.
   b. ut lart ovvatant in der ftof unt of der fam ur.
7. We go to work.
   a. mir genmo in der ovvat.
   b. mir genmo ets to ovvat.
8. He works on the railroad.
   a. er onvat af do relørot.
   b. er onvat af do relørot.

1. They built that barn last year.
   a. si hamant do a fтол baut ferdn.
   b. si hamant den fтол baut letst joo.

2. We walked over to that red barn.
   a. er is umøgøp tsu den roudn fтол.
   b. nør hamø umøgøp tsu den roøtn fтол.

3. The barn floor is empty.
   a. der treøt ts læx.
   b. der fтолbødn ts læ.

4. One hay-mow is still empty.
   a. do fтолbødn ts a no læx.
   b. øø fтолtsol ts læ.

   Two mows are already full.
   a. tu fтолbødn hant jo ful.
   b. tsvo fтолtsol hant ful.

5. He cleaned the stable.
   a. er hot den fтол ausgmøst.
   b. er hot den fтол ausputst.

6. The cows are in the barnyard.
   a. di kio hant m do korel.
   b. kio hant m korel.
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1. The granary is full.
   a. di greøøn ts ful.
   b. di greøøn ts ful.

   We have two granaries, an old one and a new one.
   a. nør hamø tsvo greøøøn, a ultø unt a næ.
   b. nør hamø tsvo greøøøn, oø ultø unt øø næøøn.

2. What do you call the building where the pigs are kept?
   a. a fvarftøl
   b. do fvarftøl

3. What do you call the buildings for chickens?
   a. hennfтол.
   b. hennfтол
4. This well is very deep.  
   a. *do brunv is revt turf.*  
   b. *do brunv is revt turf.*

5. My garden is small.  
   a. *der gooxtn is klof.*  
   b. *mar gooxtn is klof.*  
   We don't have two gardens.  
   a. *mir hamn ka tsve gooxtn.*  
   b. *mir hamn kot tsve gooxtn.*

6. He's working in the garden.  
   a. *er oovat in gooxtn.*  
   b. *er oovat in gooxtn.*

7. What is the privy called?  
   a. *an optn.*  
   b. *der optn.*

---

Crops and Implements
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1. The rye is cut.  
   a. *der roη is g$untn.*  
   b. *der roη is g$untn.*

2. The barley is ripe.  
   a. *di ger$tn is tsarr.*  
   b. *ger$tn is raf.*

3. We will cut the oats soon.  
   a. *er hovd vermo bult hrsr.*  
   b. *ver vermo *η hovd hrsr bult.*

4. He left one bundle lying.  
   a. *er hot a b$m liŋ loun.*  
   b. *er hot *η *m liŋ lousn.*  
   These bundles are too big.  
   a. *di b$mlo hant tsu groσ.*  
   b. *di b$mlo hant tsu groσ.*

5. You take that shock.  
   a. *du r$υ den fok.*  
   b. *du r$υ dam fok.*  
   There are a lot of shocks on that field.  
   a. *do hant f$e$ foks m den fe$lt.*  
   b. *si hant f$e$ foks m fe$lt.*

6. We'll begin threshing tomorrow.  
   a. *moη vermo s dreʃn ηf€n.*  
   b. *ver vermo moη dreʃn.*  
   He has already threshed.  
   a. *er tupt fɔ dreʃn.*  
   b. *er hɔt fɔn droʃn.*

7. We had a good harvest.  
   a. *mir hamn a guoσ eontn kɔt.*  
   b. *mir hamn a guoσ eontn kɔt.*
1. The plow is broken.  
   a. der pfluox is hr.  
   b. der pflu is broxo.  

   They have two new plows.  
   a. di hamant tsve nar pfluox.  
   b. si hamant tsve pflu.  

2. He plowed all day.  
   a. si hamant den gontsn tok gokot.  
   b. er hot en gontsn tok gokot.  

   They are plowing the sod.  
   a. di hamant di era af gokot.  
   b. si tuat tsat of brexo.  

3. He tried to plow but it was too dry.  
   a. si hamant voin okon, ovo es tsu troko gven.  
   b. er hot o voeln okon, ovo is tsu troko.  

4. He's using the drag.  
   a. etts just o en jtrafo.  
   b. er just den kret.  

   They're using two drags, but one is mine.  
   a. di just tsve jtrafo, ovo oono is do mara.  
   b. si hant tsve kret, oono is do mar.  

5. We sow wheat in the fall.  
   a. di baunt den vorrs in hiorkst.  
   b. mir tamno vorrs in hiorkst baun.  

6. We plant corn in the spring.  
   a. di baunt den kukuruts in frijno.  
   b. mir tamo kukuruts in frijno baun.  

7. He's cultivating the corn.  
   a. er kultavertrt den kukuruts.  
   b. er tuot en kukuruts kulaevton.  

1. He's mowing the marsh.  
   a. er mat di sumpfn.  
   b. [ ]
I mowed it last year.

2. He walked through the marsh.
   a. He got there di sumpfn.
   b. He is there gone.

3. I must buy a new rake.
   a. i mus a nan rako.
   b. i mus a nan rako.

4. The first crop of hay was very good.
   The second crop is almost fit to cut.
   a. der erste krop har is rect gunt gven.
   b. der erste krop har is gunt gven.
   a. do tsvar krop is bult tsun nan.
   b. do tsvar krop is a gunt tsun nan.

5. He said they need the hay themselves.
   a. si sorgt, si brauxant des har soelvo.
   b. er brauxts har cloo hom.

6. He has an old wagon.
   We should have two wagons.
   a. er hot en olen von.
   b. er hot en olen von.
   a. mir sulfmo tsve von ham.
   b. mir sulfmo tsve von ham.

7. He will loan the wagon to you.
   He often loaned me the wagon.
   a. mir laicotmo dir den von.
   b. er vrt uns en von lain.
   a. er hot mir en oft glin.
   b. er hot mir oft en von glin.

8. He said he didn't need it
   a. er sorgt, er brauxtn ets mrt.
   b. er hot gsokt, er brauxtn ets mrt ham glair.

1. That was a good buggy.
   Nobody uses buggies nowadays.
   a. des is a gunto bogi gven.
   b. s is a gunto bogi gven.
   a. ets juse nmo, kar bogs men.
   b. si tunnt bogs nmo brauxo.

2. Here's the whip.
   a. do is di partfn.
   b. do is di partfn.
3. Light the lantern!
   a. kent lutern ð.
   b. kent lutern ð.
   I still have a couple of old lanterns.
   a. i hon no tsvo lunternæn.
   b. i hon no tsvo lotemæ.

4. I could use a nail to hang it up.
   a. i kant den nogl jusn tsun ofhepo.
   b. i mus a nogl hom tsun ofhepo.

5. Here is a short nail.
   a. do is a kurtsø nogl.
   b. do is a kurtsø nogl.
   I must buy some short nails.
   a. i mus kurtsø negl kofn.
   b. i mus kurtsø negln kofn.

6. A new broom sweeps clean.
   a. a narø besn kent je.
   b. a nar besn tuvt ræ auskeæn.

7. You should sweep the floor every morning.
   The floor ought to be swept today.
   a. du suælst uæ friø auskeæn.
   b. du suælst treænt æfææn uæ friø.
   a. der funsbodø sul hart auskeænt vern.
   b. treænt sul hart auskeænt vern.

8. We'll scrub today.
   a. mir voømo ræf hart.
   b. hart vermao afvoæn.

1. The shovel is broken.
   a. di fuøll is hr.
   b. fuøllæ is broæø.
   He broke the shovels.
   a. er hot di fuøllæ broæø.
   b. er hot fuøllæn broæø.

2. I can't find the needle.
   a. i fint di nodl mt.
   b. i fint kæø nodl.
   I couldn't find it anywhere.
   a. i kæøs næøææts fæøæ.
   b. i fæøætæs næøææts mt.

3. Aha! We found that needle.
   a. mir hamøs fuøæø, di nodl.
   b. ha, ha, i hønt nodl fuøæø.
   We found it on the floor.
   a. mir hamøøs æf di treææx fuøæø.
   b. i høns fuøæø æf der treænt.

4. I have a pin.
   a. i hon æøn pin.
   b. i hon æ speæøn.
Where are the knitting needles?  
5. Take this match!  
   Give me that box of matches!  
6. He's smoking a pipe.  
   He has three pipes.  
7. He's smoking his and I am smoking mine.  
8. This is strong tobacco.  
   That's chewing tobacco.  
   (to chew gum)  

Animals and Fowl

1. One leg of this dog is black.  
   I use these dogs for hunting.  
2. The dog barks.  
3. Lie down!  
4. He lets the dog loose.
The dog was let loose last night.
a. *der hund* *wurde* *freigegeben*.
b. *der hund* *wurde* *völlig* *gestern*.

5. That cat caught a mouse.
a. *die katze* *hat* *einen* *maus*.
b. *die katze* *hat* *einen* *maus*.
We have four cats.
a. *wir* *haben* *vier* *katzen*.
b. *ihr* *haben* *vier* *katzen*.

6. That's a big tomcat.
a. *das* *ist* *ein* *großer* *katze*.
b. *das* *ist* *ein* *großer* *katze*.
These little kittens are pretty.
a. *diese* *kleinen* *katzen* *sind* *schön*.
b. *diese* *kleinen* *katzen* *sind* *schön*.

7. The cattle are in the pasture.
a. *die* *tiere* *sind* *in* *der* *weide*.
b. *die* *tiere* *sind* *in* *der* *weide*.
She's a good cow.
a. *sie* *ist* *ein* *guter* *kuh*.
b. *sie* *ist* *ein* *guter* *kuh*.

8. She's got a big udder.
a. *sie* *hat* *einen* *großen* *gang*.
b. *sie* *hat* *einen* *großen* *gang*.
We have ten cows.
a. *wir* *haben* *zehn* *kuhen*.
b. *ihr* *haben* *zehn* *kuhen*.
The calf is sucking:
we sold three calves today.
a. *der kalve* *saugt*; *wir* *haben* *drei* *kalven* *verkauft*.
b. *der kalve* *saugt*; *ihr* *haben* *drei* *kalven* *verkauft*.

1. This heifer will soon calve:
the heifers are outside.
a. *die* *kuh* *erwirbt* *eine* *kalve* *kurz*.
b. *die* *kuh* *erwirbt* *eine* *kalve* *kurz*.
The bull is in the stable.
a. *der* *kuh* *singt* *in* *der* *stalle*.
b. *der* *kuh* *singt* *in* *der* *stalle*.
We have two bulls, a young one and an old one.
a. *wir* *haben* *zwei* *kuh* *einen* *jung* *und* *einen* *alten*.
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2. Oxen aren't used anymore. a. ukšn hant nrt mer gjust. b. d ukšn hant nimo gjust. 
   Gee, he's a big ox! a. dis is a grousø uks! b. jpeg, des is a grousø uks!

3. How do you call the cows from the pasture? b. kip fon pesta.

4. That horse is mine. a. des ros is mar. b. des ros is mar.

5. The old mare is in the pasture. a. di ultø fjoon is m pesta. b. di ultø mar is m pesta.

6. He's a big stallion. a. dis is a grousø hefst. b. er is a hefst.

7. That's a pretty little colt. a. dis is a tsimliç kloons føeln. b. des is a jes kloons føeln.

8. He has a team of geldings. a. er hot a pon valaxøn. b. er hot tsvn jusp ros.
   He just bought another gelding. a. er hot en ondon valax køft. b. er hot enm en ondos ros køft.

1. I have a white horse. a. i hon a varso ros. b. i hon a varso ros.
   I went to town with that horse. a. i bin in di jtot fjoon mit den varso ros. b. i bin in di jtot mit den varso ros fjoon.

2. What do you say to make horses go and stop? a. /gedirap ho/ b. /gedirap ho/

3. This old sow has five little pigs. a. di ultø tsuxt hot finf svairø. b. di tsuxt hot finf kloons svairø bekomo.
   He always keeps five old sows. a. er hot imo finf ultø tsuxn. b. [ ]
4. That boar is mean.
a. der berno is fol.
b. der berno is jim.

special term for cut pig.
a. [ ]
b. ausgrutna

5. The little pigs are still suckling.
a. di kloon fvarl tsan no imn.
b. [ ]

One little pig is sick.
a. on kloon fvarl is kro.
b. on kloos fvarnikl is kro.

He always has a lot of pigs.
a. er hot ima foel fvar.
b. er hot ovel foel fvar.

He sold one pig.
http://www.metamorphose.com/b.html

6. How do you call the pigs at feeding time?
a. sol, sol.
b. dos eor are fresn frese tuut.

7. We have both, white and black sheep.
a. mir hamo varse unt fvoostes sof.
b. mir hamo varse unt fvoostes sof.

One white sheep died.
a. on varse sof is hi vonn.
b. on varse sof is hi.

We have no goats.
a. mir hamo kui gaas.
b. mir hamo kui goas.

8. That's a pretty little lamb; she had two little lambs.
a. dis is a jes lampl; si hot tsvoon kloon lampln kot.
b. dis is a jes lampl; si hot tsvoon kot, kloon lampln.

He is a mean old buck; what do you want with two bucks?
a. er is a gruub bok; vos voelst du mit tsve bek?
b. er is a ulko bok; vos voelst du mit tsve bek?

1. We give our chickens corn.
a. mir gemo unsere hema kukuruts.
You give your chickens oats.

They give their chickens barley.

2. The hens lay better in the spring than in the fall.

The chickens are cackling.

3. We saw a rat among the little chicks; one little chick is sick.

The cluck has left the nest.

4. The rooster is crowing.

This year we have five roosters.

5. How do you call the chicks and chickens at feeding time?

We have no geese.

I bought a goose.

The old gander is mean.

We have some young geese.

7. The ducks are butchered.

We kept one drake.
8. This drake has one white feather in the tail.

Vegetables and Fruits

1. The beans are good this year.

   a. der antēro hot on vara feda m fvonf.
   b. der antēro hot on vara fedaan m fvonf.

   That's a large bean.

   a. dis is a grouch fisoln.
   b. dis is a grouch fisoln.

2. I like peas.

   a. i glarç oovas.
   b. i glarç oovas.

   I wish we had horseradish.

   a. i vult, mir hetmo en kre.
   b. i vult, mir hetmo en kre.

3. I don't like cabbage.

   a. i glarç ko kraut.
   b. i glarç s kraut nit.

   Give me a head of cabbage!

   a. grp mo a krautherpl.
   b. grp mo a harpl kraut.

   What do you call the sour fermented kind?

   a. sauræs kraut
   b. savone mil.

4. This is strong garlic.

   a. der knotlæt is jtook.
   b. dis is a jtookn knotlæt.

   We have cucumbers in our garden.

   a. mir hamo umørkn in unsan gootn.
   b. mir hamo umørkn in gootn.

5. Buy a bunch of onions!

   a. kaf a bunt tsvifel!
   b. kaf a bunt tsvifel!

   We have beets in the garden.

   a. mir hamo route rum in unsan gootn.
   b. mir hamo route rum in gootn.

6. That's a big carrot.

   a. dis is a grouch gcelbe rumm.
   b. dis is a grouch gcelbe rumm.

   The carrots are good

   a. di gcelbe rumm hant gunt horo.
1. We don't raise head lettuce.  
   a. mir res'mo korn harp solot.  
   b. mir tu'mo korn kupf solot baun.

I like lettuce; it tastes good.  
   a. i glarq solot; er jmekt guot.  
   b. i glarq solot; er is guot.

2. This tree has red apples.  
   a. dis is a rout epfl baum.  
   b. der baum hot rout epfl.

3. He picked a red apple.  
   a. er hot en rout epfl oklaupt.  
   b. er hot oklaupt en rout epfl.

4. These trees have sweet plums.  
   a. di bamt hamant sinso tsvejm nso.  
   b. di bamt hant sinso pflaum nso.

5. Buy raisins today.  
   a. kaf harte resins.  
   b. kaf resins hant.

6. Pick only the ripe strawberries!  
   a. klaup blo'us di tsar'itza  
      stroberis o!  
   b. tuo blo'us di rarfn stroberi [...]  
   He ate a ripe strawberry.  
   a. er hot a tsar'itza stroberi gesn.  
   b. er hot a rafn stroberi gesn.

7. We also have raspberries.  
   a. mir hamo a ondmo birln.  
   b. mir hamo a resberis.
1. We milk before breakfast.
   a. mir tsartmo before mos frinjük esn.
   b. mir tuomo tsardln foon frinjük.

2. What did you eat this morning?
   What do you two usually eat for breakfast?
   a. vos host du gesn hart frin?
   b. vos host gesn hart frin?
   a. vos tuost du gøenli esn fon den do frin?
   b. vos tuost du gøenli esn fir monjšük?

3. We had company at the midday meal.
   a. mir hamo harsalart kot firi mirtoken.
   b. mir hamo harsalart kot geston nomtök. heslart

4. Come over for the evening meal!
   a. kem umø fir hart af noxt tsun esn!
   b. kem umø fir noxtmol esn!

5. Have you any word for a light lunch between meals?
   a. tsvin der moltsart a busl esn.
   b. host du en larçtn lunf tsvin esn.

6. We'll eat the left-overs this evening for supper.
   a. mir esmo hart af noxt vos ivoblim is.
   b. mir vermo, vos ivoblim is, fir noxtmol.

7. I helped myself to meat.
   a. mir hamo selvo kulfo tsun flarʃ.
   b. i hon mø kulfo in flarʃ.

8. This is good beef.
   I like pork too.
   But I don't like mutton or veal.
   a. dis is guot rintflarʃ.
   b. dis is a guoš rintflarʃ.

   a. i glarç ʃvaræsflarʃ a.
   b. i glarç ʃvaralʃ a.

   a. ovo i glarç ʃofflarʃ nrt, vos gla i nrt, kalvøflarʃ nrt.
   b. ovo i glarç koø ʃofflarʃ, ovo karvøflarʃ nrt.
1. We make our own sausage.
   a. mir maxmu unsaen argene virft.
   b. mir maxmu unsaen argene virft.
   Our smoked sausage is good this year.
   a. unsaer rauxtn virft hant han got.
   b. unsaer rauxtn virft hant han got dis jor.

2. We always make liver sausage.
   a. mir maxmu ima leuovirft.
   b. mir tuuama ovul leuovirft moxo.
   Also blood sausage.
   a. unt ox presmoq.
   b. unt bluovirft.

3. Do you have any other kind kind of sausage?
   a. hats ox ox ondan virft?
   b. host du ondono virft?

4. We got ten gallons of lard.
   a. mir hamo tseo galon fetn kriokt.
   b. mir hamo tseo galon fetn.

5. What do you call the little solid bits left after the lard is rendered?
   a. kramln
   b. kremla.

6. The intestines are still warm.
   a. di darm hant no vox - voxm.
   b. di darm hant no voxm.

7. Do you have one word for liver, lungs and heart together?
   a. levo, lung, heots
   b. levo, lung, heots mikooncondo

Foods and Drink
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1. I break the eggs into the pan.
   a. mir hant oro amoglop im do rain.
   b. i hon do oro broxo im do rain.
   She broke an egg.
   a. si hot on on broxo.
   b. si hot on on broxo.
   The yolk is still soft.
   a. der dutr is no vox.
   b. s goelbe is no vox.

2. They could stand some salt and pepper.
   a. di kantn no suits unt pfefo jusn.
3. This is sweet cream. Butter is made out of sweet cream.
   a. dis is sios f'metn.
   b. dis is a sios f'metn.
   
4. This butter is good.
   a. do butar is gunt.
   b. do butar is gunt.
   
5. I like cottage cheese.
   a. i glarç an kuxn kos.
   b. i glarç an kas.
   
6. What do you call the milk from which cottage cheese is made?
   a. jofn
   b. saunoe mil.
   
7. She baked bread yesterday.
   a. mir han geston brout bako.
   b. si hot brout bako geston.
   
8. The fire was too hot; the bread is burnt black at the bottom.
   a. s farar is no hooz. des brout is f'voots brent into se.
   b. s farar is hooz. des brout is f'voots brent into ste.

1. He eats only wheatbread. Buy a ryebread today.
   a. er ist f'et voürsbrout.
   b. er ist f'ets voürsbrout.
   
2. The yeast is spoiled.
   a. der jist is fodoom.
   b. der ist is fodoom.
   
3. She is baking cookies.
   a. si bokt bargen.
   b. si bokt bargen.
   
4. Why don't you bake a cake.
   a. vem tuöst net den kerk boko?
   b. ve tuöst du koon kerk boko?
   
5. She made doughnuts raised or baking powder?)
   a. si hot f'mults'rîn f'metx, fon bokpulvo.
   b. si hot dounats boko.
   
   I ate a fresh doughnut.
   a. i hon a f'rî'j f'mults'rîn gesn.
   b. i hon a f'rî'j dounat gesn.
6. Give me a piece of pie! a. gip mir a jükl par!
b. gip ma a jükl par!
I could eat two pieces of pie. a. i kon tsvo jükl enən.
b. i kon tsvo jükl par enən.
7. That's a mighty small piece of pie. a. dis is an reço kloov jükl par.
b. dis is a rece kloov jükl par.
Two such small pieces aren't enough for me. a. tsvo so kloovə jüklun hant tsveñ fe mi.
b. tsvo so kloovə jükələ par hant nət guan fə mi.
8. I wish you would make dumplings. a. i hof, du dost do nedl məxn.
i vult, du dost nedl ...

1. Don't let the breadcrumbs fall on the floor! a. lo do brouthresn nət cənfən!
b. tho di brouthraməla - bressn nət cəfn drəusn af trent!
I like the crust. a. i glarç də rəmn.
b. i glarç di ʃənts.
2. This is the best honey I ever had. a. dis is s bəstə hek, vos i məl kot hon.
b. dis is der bəstə hek, vos i oməl kot hon.
3. I am thirsty. a. i bin duırfət.
b. i bin duırfət.
4. Give me a drink of water! a. gip mir a vusə tsun trəŋə!
b. gip mo a glaısl vusə!
5. Names of alcoholic drinks. a. [nɔps, bənə , vaŋ]
b. [ ]
6. Don't drink too much! a. trəŋə nət tsu foel!
b. trəŋ nət tsu foel!
He always drinks too much. a. er trəŋkt imə tsu foel.
b. er trəŋkt ovəl tsu foel.
7. He got drunk. a. er is bsufə gven.
b. er is bsufə voon.
8. He's a real old drunk.  
   a. er is a reäl bwin Lýon.  
   b. er is a reäl bwin Lýon.  

Trees and Flowers  
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1. This appletree is ours.  
   a. der epfbamm is der unson.  
   b. der epfbamm is der unson.  
   These appletrees are ours.  
   a. di epfbamm hant di unson.  
   b. di epfbamm hant di unson.  
2. The orchard is behind the house.  
   a. der upstgootn is hinton haus.  
   b. opstbaum is hinton haus.  
3. This oak is old.  
   a. di ok is ölt.  
   b. [ ]  
   These oaks are high.  
   a. di oaks hant houx.  
   b. [ ]  
4. The acorns are falling.  
   The buds are getting big.  
   a. di triv varnt greus.  
   b. [ ]  
5. He climbed up higher  
   and higher.  
   a. er is hexo unt hexo raufokralt.  
   b. er is afgsto hno unt hno.  
6. The leaves are falling off.  
   In the fall the dry leaves  
   fly through the air.  
   a. di blado fohn do.  
   b. di bladln fohn do.  
   a. in hörxt di trukn blado blot  
   der vint durx da loft.  
   b. in hörxt di trukn bladln  
   flunt umôdm.  
7. That tree has long branches.  
   Cut off this dry branch!  
   a. der baum hôt logon est.  
   b. [ ]  
   a. jänr den drukn ust do!  
   b. [ ]  
   The bark is rotting.  
   a. di ñmdn is faulé.  
   b. [ ]
1. Roses smell nice.
   a. jtransl jmekn je.
   b. di blumo jmeko je.

2. That's a lilac bush.
   a. dis is a larlar bush - jtok.
   b. [ ]

3. We have some asters.
   That color is pretty.
   a. di foor is je.
   b. di foor is je.

4. I like forget-me-nots.
   I touched some nettles.
   a. i glar, ven mon niom fugesn tunt.
   b. [ ]

5. There are elderberries in the woods.
   He is cutting thistles.
   a. in de vult hant birlo.
   b. [ ]

Small Life
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1. The squirrel is in the tree.
   He shot three squirrels.
   a. des ockatsl is im baum om.
   b. des ockatsl is drim im baum.

2. A mouse ran across the floor.
   If we had a cat the mice wouldn't be so sad.
   a. a maus is ivon fussbodn grnt.
   b. a maus is ivo flym grnt.

3. A rat killed one of the chicks.
   a. a rat hot vus fon di hendln do kolt.
   b. a rats hot hendln okolt.
There are more rats now now than ever.

4. The bird is flying away.
   a. the hant men rats, vis gvegn hant.
   b. si hant ets men rats vi ugl gven hant.

   Now all the birds are flying away.
   a. hant flunt ula fegi flurt.
   b. oitst vorn ula fegln fuortgflon.

5. A real little bird fell out of the nest.
   a. a kloos fegl is fon nest ausgfoln.
   b. oo kloos fegl is fon nest ausgfoln.

6. The sparrows flew away.
   a. di spotsn flunt funrt.
   b. di spotsn hant dofgflon.

7. There is an owl in that tree.
   a. do is a noxtotl in den bam om.
   b. oo noxtol is m bam obm.

   There aren't many owls around here.
   a. do hant ntt feol noxtolin numo.
   b. si hant ntt feol noxtolin do.

8. The hawk caught a chicken.
   a. der henogaro hot a hen gflont.
   b. der henogaro hot a hen gflont.

1. I shot a crow in the cornfield.
   a. i hon a honge gjosn m kukurutsfcoelt.
   b. i hon a kroue gjosn m kukurutsfcoelt.

   Why are the crows cawing so?
   a. vern don di rubm ula no gnau[s]n?
   b. ve tuont di krouane so jar?[31]

2. The young crows have all left their nest.
   a. di jore rubm hant ula fon eoro nestsr ausfaun.
   b. di jore krouen hant fon erome nestsr ausgfoln.

   This nest is empty too.
   a. des nest is etst a larx.
   b. des nest is a lar.
3. Names of other birds.

4. The frog hopped into the water.

The frogs are singing.

What is a pollywog called?

5. There is a toad in the garden.

6. I killed a big mosquito in the bedroom.

The mosquitoes are bad this year.

7. A bee stung me.

A swarm of bees flew over.

8. Look out! There are hornets here!

1. The fireflies are out tonight.

An ant is crawling on my hand.

2. A bumble-bee landed on my neck.

3. A grasshopper jumped into
The grasshoppers are very bad this year.

What a pretty butterfly.

A moth flew out of my coat and no bedbugs.

The flies are bad in hot weather.

A bug flew into the room.

A bat flew past.

Names of other insects.

Topography

1. He stood on the hill.
   a. er is on hivɔl om ḣaʃtɔnɔ.
   b. er is om hivɔl om ḣaʃtɔnɔ.

   The hills around here are low.
   a. di hivɔn do umɔ hant nt hɔux, hant nido.
   b. di hivɔn do hant nido.

2. He saw a light from the top
   a. mir hamp a linɔ gsen, den hivɔl om.
   b. er hot a lin gsen in he in hivɔl om.

   He sees me down here.
   a. er sart mi do hernt.
   b. er set mi do rintn do.

3. The road goes uphill.
   a. do vɛʃ get hivɔl ɔfŋ.
   b. di rot get ɔfŋ om hivɔl.

   The road goes downhill.
   a. der vɛʃ get hivɔl ɔr.
   b. di rot get ɔr fon hivɔn.
4. Don't fall down!  
   a. ful nît dôr!  
   b. ful nît nîdo!  
   But he fell down anyway.  
   a. er is dûx orgfoln.  
   b. er is dûx nîdgfoln.  
   There are no mountains  
   in Wisconsin.  
   a. do hant kûr mûntens in  
   viskûnsîn.  
   b. si hant kûr bênîg in viskûnsîn.  

5. The river is pretty high  
   right now  
   The water comes up to the  
   bridge.  
   a. do krik is tsimîkç houx ets.  
   b. [ ]  
   a. s vûso get int he bis tsu der  
   bruk.  
   b. s vûso kûnt af aferf bruk.  

6. Names of creeks and rivers in vicinity.  

7. That's a large lake.  
   There are lots of fish in  
   those lakes.  
   a. dis is a grous vûso.  
   b. des is a grous taç.  

8. The river will soon freeze  
   over.  
   The lake is already frozen  
   over.  
   a. der krik vûrt bult tsugfrîn.  
   b. der taç vûrt bult ivôgfrîn.  
   a. der darç, der is fo tsugfrîn.  
   b. [ ]  

1. Don't drown!  
   a. du nît ersâfo!  
   b. tuô nît ersâfo!  

2. He lives in the village.  
   There are several villages.  
   around here.  
   a. er vûnt in dôf, in der  
   kloômøn jtot.  
   b. er vûnt in dôf.  
   a. do hant ëtïçø kloômø jtodln no  
   umô.  
   b. si hant a bool dêpô do  
   omdom.  

3. We went to town.  
   a. mîr hâmø in jtot gøno.  
   b. mîr hâmø in jtot gfoøn.  

4. We went to town to buy oil.  
   a. mîr hâmø in jtot gøno um ël.
6. He lives on that street.
   a. er vount uf do jfros.
   b. er vount uf dero jfros.

7. We live on the highway.
   a. mir vountma uf do harvei.
   b. mir vountma uf do harvei.

   The highways are slippery.
   a. di harveis hant ritji.
   b. de rotn hant fipen.

8. We live on a small country road.
   a. mir vountma uf a kloanen kantrneč.
   b. mir vountma uf a kloan fomroad.

   The country roads are bad now.
   a. di kantrnečan hant ets flegt.
   b. di farmrotn hant jirm ērts.

1. The road is dry.
   a. do več is truko.
   b. di rot is truko.

   It will soon be muddy.
   a. si vart vul matfis so.
   b. vart bult matfis vern.

2. The railroad goes by here.
   a. di relarot get do fio.
   b. di relarot get do fio.

3. I went to the station.
   a. i bnm tsum dipo gono.
   b. i bnm ol gono cm dipo ci.

4. We live in Wisconsin.
   a. mir vountma m viskonsin.
   b. mir vountma m viskonsin.

5. Milwaukee is the largest city in Wisconsin.
   a. milvoki is di greste jfot m viskonsin.
   b. milvoki is di greste jfot m viskonsin.

   Watertown is a pretty town.
   a. vusn jfot is a jenj jfot.
   b. [ ]
Store and Business

1. The grocery store is closed today. Many stores sell meat today.
   a. der grønsækbutik er høst tiden.
   b. der grønsækbutik er tiden høst.
   a. føl støv fornoklo a fløj.
   b. føl tot tomt fløj fornoklo.
2. He works at Schmidt's store.
   a. er oovat fion fomsttor.
   b. er oovat in fomst for.
3. He has the best butcher shop in town.
   We have three butcher shops.
   a. er hotn bistrn butsøfap in der støtt.
   b. er hot di besto butsøfap in der støtt.
   a. mir hamdo drar butsøfaps in der støtt.
   b. mir hamdo drar butsøfaps in der støtt.
4. The coffee is standing on the counter.
   a. der kafe støtt om kaunto.
   b. der kafe støtt om tøj/kaunto.
5. I bought it at the market.
   a. i hon ønn kaft on markt.
   b. i hon in markøt kaft.
6. He works at Schmidt's.
   a. er oovat fion fomts.
   b. er oovat in fomts.

1. One pound of sugar costs 6 cents.
   Give me ten pounds of sugar, please!
   a. a pfunt tsuko kosts seks tsent.
   b. on pfunt tsuko kosts seks tsent.
   a. grip mo tsoo pfunt tsuko!
   b. grip mo tsoo pfunt tsuko!
2. Put it in a paper bag!
   These bags are no good!
   a. tus mo papirsko rama!
   b. tu no ama in papirsko!
   a. di sek han fo niks.
   b. di takin hant niit gun.
3. Here's a short string to tie it.
   a. do is a kuntso tsvin firm tsun tsoobindn.
Haven't you got any longer strings?
4. Have you any potatoes for sale?
Yes, they're cheap.
5. How much do they cost?
6. They're $3.25 a bushel.

I can buy them cheaper in town.

1. I want to sell my car.
2. Well, he wants to buy a car.
3. I want to borrow some money.
He borrowed some money from the bank.
4. He bought everything on credit.
I won't give him credit anymore.
5. You'd better see the lawyer about it.
6. This letter came today.
Why didn't these letters come earlier?

He tore up the letter.

I read it in the newspaper.

The Body

1. Two heads are better than one. He hurt his head.
   a. tsve kepfa hant bisa ve onno.
      b. tsve kepfa hant bisa vi onno.
   a. er hot onnoen kupfve do.
      b. er hot onno on kupf ve tuq.
2. She is combing her hair. She has a wart on her nose.
   a. si kamplt sr.
      b. er hot onno same hon kamplet.
   a. si hot a vartsn af do nosn.
      b. si hot a vartsn af do nosn.
3. Close your eyes! His eyebrows are heavy. The eyelid protects the eye.
   a. mox daun aug tsuo!
      b. mox d aug tsuo!
   a. sama augvedl hant [vax.
      b. sama augbrun hant [vax.
   a. sama augvedl tuont ox in do hef in di aug.
      b. sar augvedln bafist des au.
   a. di augvedlshox hant loh.
4. Your left eye is sore. Have you got something in your left eye?
   a. dan links ar is ve.
      b. mai links aug is ve.
   a. host du eps in dan lnkn aug?
      b. vos du eps in lnkn aug drin?
5. These are the ears. This ear hurts.
   a. dis hant d entlo.
      b. dis hant d entlo.
   a. des entl tuot ve.
      b. des entl tuot ve.
It's the ear which I froze last winter.

6. These are the cheeks.
   He hit me on the right cheek.

7. My neck is stiff.
   My throat is sore.
   I hit him in the nose.

8. This is the mouth.
   He'll never be rich; he has too many mouths to feed.

1. This tooth hurts me.
   He had all his front teeth pulled.

2. These are the eyeteeth.
   What are big back ones called?

a. dis is des endl, vos i hon letstn vintg friort kriqht.
b. dis is des endl, vos gfiqnt hot letstn vintg.

a. dis hant da vadlo.
b. dis hant vaqon.

a. er hot mir afs reqte vaql kaut.
b. er hot mir oona kaut afs reqte vaql.

a. mar gnak is staif.
b. mai gnak is staif.

a. mar huuls is ve.
b. mar huuls is ve.

a. i hon eon af de nosn kaut.
b. i hon eon oona m di nosn nankaut.

a. dis is mai maul.
b. dis is s mol.

a. er vtrt niomolst rarç; er hot tsu feeln maoln tsu funton.
b. er vtrt niomols ntr rarç vern. er hot tsu feeln molen tsu funton.
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Clothing

1. The coat has a hole.
   a. der ruk hot a lox.
   b. der ruk hot a lox.

   He has two coats.
   a. er hot tsve rek.
   b. er hot tsve rek.

2. Please, patch the trousers!
   a. ge, flik mar hosn!
   b. bta, flik di hosn!

3. The vest is torn.
   a. dis larvel is tsænsn.
   b. des larvel is tsænsn.

   I have at least three vests.
   i hon venjkæns dræi larvelæn.

4. He has a brand new suit.
   a. er hot a navs untøgønt.
   b. i hon omø gønts nois gyønt.

   He bought two suits today.
   a. er hot tsvar untøgønto kaft hart.
   b. er hot tsvo gyønto kaft hart.

5. He had something in his pocket.
   a. er hot eps m der tuvn kot.
   b. er hot si inn drøn irø tuvn.

6. This overcoat doesn't fit me.
   a. der ivoruk past mo nrt.
   b. der ivoruk past mi nrt.

   Hang it up on the clotheshock!
   a. heŋ o af om veshakl.
   b. heŋ o af do vesheŋø.

7. Where did he get that shirt?
   a. vo hot er des hemøt her?
   b. vo hot er des hemøt herkrikø?

8. Oh, you can get such shirts in Milwaukee.
   a. o, du konst so hemøt kriŋ m milwokr.
   b. o, mør keŋø di hemøtø m milwokr kriŋ.

1. This stocking has a hole in it.
   a. do jר Lumpf hot a lox.
   b. do jר Lumpf hot a lox drøn.

   These stockings don't fit.
   a. di jר Lumpf poʊn nrt.
   b. di jר Lumpf tuʊnt nʊt poʊn.
2. Those shoes are too small.
   a. di juo hant tsu klon.
   b. di juo hant tsu klon.

3. His boots are dirty.
   a. sama stifl hant dreki.
   b. di buts hant dreki.

   She has a new dress.
   a. si hot a nar kutn.
   b. si hot a nar kutn.

   How many dresses has she?
   a. vifoel kutn hot si?
   b. vorfoel kutn hot si?

   Her dress has a long skirt.
   a. ira ruk hot a long introkedl.
   b. ira kutn hot an long kedl.

6. That blouse doesn't fit her quite right.
   a. dis jankl post dir mrt rect.
   b. ... post dir mrt rect.

7. She has a new handkerchief.
   a. si hot a naræs jnarlstioxl.
   b. si hot a naræs jnarlstioxl.

   He uses only blue handkerchiefs.
   a. er just blauæ jnarlstioxn.
   b. er just a blauæ jnarlstioxl.

1. He goes in rags.
   a. er get in fetsn.
   b. er get in forsænæ fetsn.

2. Get dressed!
   a. lek dr ð!
   b. lek di ð!

   He got dressed.
   a. er hot si oglekt.
   b. er hot si oglekt.

3. Where are the clothesbrushes?
   a. vo hant di veʃbrj[nn]?
   b. vo hant di veʃbrj[nn]?

   She should clean the clothes with a brush.
   a. si sul di veʃ potsn mrt der brʃ[nn].
   b. i kon di veʃ potsn mrt der brʃ[nn].

4. She has a beautiful wedding ring.
   a. si hot a jeno ejarn.
   b. si hot en jenæn brautmrn.

   Our rings aren't nearly as good.
   a. unsænæ m[r] hant mrt gønts so gunt.
   b. [ ]
5. He usually goes bare-headed.
   a. er get gøvenhø bonfrøsø.
   b. er get oval bonhapedt.
   I would wear a hat if I had such a cold.
   a. i tat øn høut afsetø, ven i so s kuløtø het.
   b. i tat øn høut tron, ven i rect s kuløtø hon.

6. Especially since he is bald.
   a. haupts, varl er plotøt rs.
   b. ivohaupt ven er blotøt rs.

7. Children like to go barefoot.
   a. kindø geŋø/gen geŋø bonfrøsø.
   b. kindø glæøen bonfrøsø ge.

Sickness
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1. I have a cold.
   a. i hon s kuløtø.
   b. i hon s kuløtø.
   and I am hoarse.
   a. i km rau.
   b. i km hoarse.

2. Otherwise I'm alright.
   a. sunst teø vøøs rect søøn.
   b. ondøøøtø km i guøt.

3. I had a bad cough last winter.
   a. i hon s kuløtø stoøx køt letstøn vøønø.
   b. i hon a rectø huøstøn køt letstøn vøønø.

   He coughed hard.
   a. er hot stoøx køst.
   b. er hot a rectø stoøk huøst.

4. His cough got worse and worse.
   a. sain huøstøn is fjømo vøøn unt fjømo.
   b. sain huøstøn is fjømo unt fjømo vøøn.

   That's the worst I've ever seen him.
   a. des is a fjømstø, vos i mol gsøn hon.
   b. des is des fjømstø, vos i hon gsøn føn eøøm.

5. He had to blow his nose.
   a. er hot misøn sam nosøn osfønaøsn.
   b. er hot misøn sar nosøn bloøsn.
6. A toothache is no fun.  
   a. a tsontve is ko jpons.  
   b. a tsontve is ko n jpons.  
   Oh, what a stomacheache!  
   a. i hon recgt monve.  
   b. ci, vos fir a monve.  
   I have a bad headache.  
   a. i hon a recgt ftonk kupfve.  
   b. i hon a recgti kupfve.  

7. He has the measles.  
   a. er hot miseds.  
   b. er hot di miseds.  
   Have you had the mumps?  
   a. host du mumps kot?  
   b. [ ]  

8. I had scarlet fever.  
   a. i hon skalet fivo kot.  
   b. [ ]  
   And smallpox.  
   a. unt smolpoks.  
   b. [ ]  
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1. He had pneumonia.  
   a. er hot nunomja kot.  
   b. er hot nunomja kot.  
2. He died of consumption.  
   a. er hot de austserun kot.  
   b. er is gftom mit lunosrikt.  
3. He is dead.  
   a. er is tout.  
   b. er is tout.  
4. The coffin is in the church.  
   di trug is m do kirwx.  
   trux is dina in do kirwx.  
5. The funeral was yesterday.  
   di larct is geston gven.  
   di larct is geston gven.  
6. He was buried in the cemetery.  
   a. er is in den frauthof argrom.  
   b. di bœrdigun is in frauthof gven.  
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1. I am a little bit tired.  
   a. i bmu a bisl mint.  
   b. i bmu a bisl mint.  

292
I am very tired.  
a. i bin rect miöt.  
b. i bin rect miöt.  

I am all tired out.  
a. i bin gonts ausgspoelt/miöt.  
b. i bin gonts ausgspoelt.  

I've got to yawn.  
a. i mus mol s maül afprüartsn.  
b. i mus ets s mol afrains.  

2. Do you want to go to bed?  
a. voelst du dr nidolegen gen?  
b. voelst du ins bet ge?  

3. He lay down.  
a. er hot si nidoglekt.  
b. er hot si nidoglekt  

4. He is sleeping now.  
a. er loft ets.  
b. er tuot flufo ets.  

He has been sleeping all day.  
a. er hot den gontsn tok gflufo.  
b. er hot en gontsn tok gflufo.  

5. He snored.  
a. er hot gfnorxt.  
b. er hot gfnorxt.  

6. I had a bad dream.  
a. er hot en fleçtn traum kot.  
b. er hot en hootn traum kot.  

7. I wish they'd get up.  
a. er vult er tan affte.  
b. i vult i tan affte.  

Personal Attributes  
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1. She's a pretty girl.  
She's the girl to whom he gave a ring.  
a. si is a Jens mordl.  
a. des is des mordl, vos i den rön gem hon.  

2. That girl, she doesn't know what she wants.  
a. des mordl vosn rnt, vos si voel.  

3. Gee! She is beautiful.  
She is much more beautiful than her sister.  
Why, she is the most beautiful girl in town.  
a. si is voel fena vi ira fwesto.  
a. si is di fensd mordl in den fiot.
4. But she likes to show off. She's the girl whose mother was just here.
   a. si glarçt tsun hentsɔn.
   a. si irs ðeɔ mɔrdl, vo irs muɔnta grot ðɔgven ir.
5. She is young. She's younger than I.
   a. si irs jʊŋ.
   a. si irs jɪŋɔ vi i.
6. He's very strong. He's the strongest man in the country.
   a. si irs ðɛt jʊŋkɔ.
   a. er irs ðer ðuʁktʃtə mɔn in ðer ðantrə.
7. They don't say much.
   a. si sɔnt nʊt fɛl.

The Family

1. My father isn't at home. I went to town with my father.
   a. mar fɔdr ir nʊt dohoɔm.
   a. i bɛm in jʊt mɪt mam tætæn.
2. My mother is home. I am staying with my mother.
   a. mar mɑmɑ ir dohoɔm.
   a. i bɑrɔ mɪt mɑmɔ mɑmɑ/ mʊtən.
3. Our child is eight years old. The neighbor's children were here.
   a. unsɔ hʊnt ir ɔst jʊɔɔr ɔlt.
   a. æn noxbɔrn sɑmæ kɪndu hɑnt ðɔgven.
4. Everyone of the children was sick. They're the children to whom I gave the candy.
   a. ðɛ kɪndu hɑnt kɹɔŋ ɡvɛn.
   a. dis hɑnt di kɪndu, vo sɔ ɗɛn kɛndi ɡem hɑnt.
5. One shouldn't spank children too hard.
   a. do sʊlt mʊ kɪndu nʊt tsu jʊŋkɔ hɑʊn.
6. We have three girls in all.
   a. mɪr hɑmɔ drær mɔrdlæ in gəntsɔn.
7. He wants a boy. Do you see those boys?
   a. ðe voel æn bʊm.
   a. sekst du di bʊm?
8. They have a little baby. Now there are a couple of babys in the neighborhood.
   a. di旱ənt æ klɔrs beðr.
   a. ðets sɔn tsvɑr klɔrn kɪndu in do noxbɔrʃɔft.
1. His son is a fine fellow.  
His sons are all working.  
a. sar buo is a guuto buo.  
a. sama buom tuont üle oovatn.

2. Where is your daughter?  
How many daughters have you?  
a. vo is dar toxto - dar mordl?  
a. vifol mordln host du?

3. Her grandson stays with her.  
My grandfather and grandmother are both dead.  
a. sar enålkt blarpt mrt ir.  
a. mar nedl unt nodl hant üle tsvor tout.

4. Your older brother was here.  
He went along with my two brothers.  
a. dar célsto brndo is dogven.  
a. er is mitgoa mit mame tsve bridò.

5. His younger sister is still in school.  
She came with my younger sisters.  
a. sar jinsto jvesto is no in do jul.  
a. si is kemo mit mame jin jvesto.

6. Have you one word for brothers and sisters altogether?  
a. gjvisto - gjvisto  
a. si is mar kasen.

7. She's your cousin.  
a. si is mar kasen.  
a. tsvo fon mame kasens hant geston a dogven.

8. He's my cousin.  
Two of my cousins were here yesterday.  
a. si hot a kint kot, lediçe.

9. Her husband bought her a new coat.  
Their husbands are good friends.  
a. iro mo hot ir a naro ruk kaft.  
a. der iroa monu hant guota frart.

10. His wife went to school with me.  
Their wives are always fighting.  
a. sar vari is in jule goa mit mir.  
a. iroa varfo raft imo.

11. She's a widow.  
He's a widower.  
She's a grass widow.  
a. si is a vidm.  
a. er is a vidm.  
a. si hot a kint kot, lediçe.
4. Is that a man or a woman?  
   a. Is dis a mo ovo a var?
   a. mar jvigomuło hot kaisot mit uns.
   Her father-in-law is our neighbor.  
   a. ira jvigofotu is una nöxbor.
6. Where does your brother-in-law live?  
   I know your sister-in-law.  
   a. vo vount dar jvugov?
   a. i vois dar jvogerm.
   Is this your daughter-in-law?  
   a. er is mar jvigosu.
   a. is dis dar jvigotxto?

Social Affairs
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1. He is courting her.  
   a. er get mit ir / rent rodn dum mrt ir.
2. She jilted him.  
   a. si hot eom ogsokt.
3. They want to get married.  
   They will soon get married.  
   a. si völnt harratn.
   a. si venv bult harratn.
4. They put it off again.  
   They don't want to put it off any longer.  
   a. si hamants vidar ofgjom.
   a. si völnts mıt mıt offjom lengo.
5. The marriage ceremony was performed in this church.  
   a. si hamant in der kórxa karrat.
6. They were married in this old church.  
   a. si hamant in der ultn kórxa karrat.
7. He didn't know whether he should go or not.  
   a. er hot mıt gyíst, sul er gejo ovo mıt.
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1. We go to church on Sunday.  
   a. mır gema in kórxa on sunto.
2. Afterwards we go home.  
   a. aßt vens aus is, gëmno honm..
3. The pastor preaches a sermon.  
   He preached a good sermon.  
   a. der pfamə/pastə, der predriçt a predriç.
   a. er hot a guota predriç kör.
4. Who teaches in your school?  
   a. *vër hült jülo m dëngëno jül?*

5. He's learning to write.  
   He learned to figure.  
   a. er lernt tsun främ.  
   a. er lernt tsun reçn.

6. Don't whistle!  
   a. *twó mrt pfarfn!*

7. Why don't you obey?  
   I'll have to scold you.  
   a. *vërn fòlkst du mrt?*  
   a. i mus ëntn mrt dir.

---

1. Fritz, look out for the car!  
   a. *früts, jau of fœ di kar!*

2. Children, now you may go home!  
   a. *kindo, ets kënts gejo!*

3. Give me that book!  
   Give me mine too!  
   Where are all the books?  
   a. *gip ër des bënx!*  
   a. *gip ër ëls mar!*

4. He has a real little book.  
   He always brings it along.  
   a. *er hot a rëçts grons bënx.*  
   a. *er bëntks mmo mtt.*

5. He brought this book along from school.  
   a. *er hot des bënxel mitbrûpt fo der jüll.*

6. Children, look out for the cars!  
   a. *kindo, jauts auf fo di kamm!*

7. Both of you were there.  
   He came early.  
   a. *ulë tsvoj hotz do dovgven.*  
   a. *er fs fëno këmo.*

8. I wish he would go.  
   Yes, I wish they would go.  
   a. *i vult, er tot gejo.*  
   a. *i vult, er tot gejo.*

---

1. They are singing a song.  
   I don't know that song.  
   a. *si sing do gsanl.*  
   a. i vois des gsanl mrt.

2. There was a real spree in town last night.  
   a. *do vor a rëçt d'urxonont gven in der fët letstë noct.*

3. I'll tell you all about it.  
   Oh, we've already heard all about it.  
   a. *i ver dir ulës fotsën.*  
   o, *mir hamo fo ulës kent.*
I thought he's never come home.
I wish they'd come home.
He went to town with my friends.
That's right, he went with them.
He's the brother of my friends.
He can't deny it.
I can't believe it!
Don't be offended!

Who is your new neighbor?
Oh, you know who he is.
I don't have to tell you that.
He's the man whose son was here.
No, not the man to whom you gave the money.
We talk about the weather.
He told us a funny story.
Then he said do you see that fellow.
So I said yes, I see him.
I believe it's the man whom I saw this morning.

What greetings are used upon meeting somebody?
2. We visited our relatives.
   Some other people were there.
3. We didn't stay very long.
   He never stays long.
4. Come now and then!
5. Come again soon!
6. He says he'll come again.
   That's what he said.
7. What do you say when you part from somebody?

The Emotions

1. He got angry.
   She was awfully angry.
2. Is that the woman who was so angry?
   Yes, that's also the woman whose daughter was just here.
3. He's always grouchy.
   He's very stubborn too.
4. They kidded and razzed him.
5. They had a falling out.
6. I am satisfied!
   Oh, I am sorry!
7. Please, excuse me!
8. I am feeling low.
   Ah, how sad I am!
1. She called him a fool.  
   a. si hot eon a noox korn.
2. He's a bum.  
   a. er is a tremp.
3. He's a tightwad.  
   Don't be so inquisitive.  
   a. er is rect antson.
4. She's a gossip.  
   a. si tuot rect mit lartn redn/blepeln.
5. Do you mean the woman with whom I just talked?  
   a. du moost mit des var mit dero, vo si grot gret hon.
6. He was angry and said: you are crazy!  
   I know he doesn't mean it.  
   a. i vos er moots nt.
7. I am glad that the children came.  
   They're the children whose mother is sick.  
   a. bin frou, das kindo kemo hant.
   a. des sant di kindo, vos eure muoto korn is.
8. Don't pinch me!  
   a. tuo mir nut tsiko!

The Weather

1. It's raining; it rained all evening.  
   The rain came from the east.  
   It's lightning.  
   a. s hot grejt der gontse, gen der noxt.
   a. der reaj is fo do ist kem.
   a. si tuot blitsn.
2. He's glad of it.  
   a. er is frou.
3. We had bad weather last week.  
   He got sore about the bad weather.  
   a. mir hamo flechts veto kot letsta vox.
   a. er hot fo ungauldr voon fon flechts veto - umruvuc.
4. It's snowing; the snow is deep.  
   a. si tuot snam; der sne is tuf.
   a. si hagelt.
5. It's hailing.  
   It's a long time since it hailed.  
   a. is a lorp tsart, sart s kogelt hot.
   a. mir hamo en hageltturn kot.
The hailstones were big.

7. What is it called, when it rains and freezes at the same time, forming a coat of ice on everything?

8. What is the hoarfrost called which sometimes forms on trees and shrubs during winter?

Time
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1. At Christmas everybody happy.
   a. af vanoxtn hant üle føel lustr -
      frontlig.

2. Santa Claus brings presents for the children.
   Easter is late this year.
   a. s krištknde brønt presents fo
      kmdo.

3. A year ago it was raining and snowing.
   The weather was much better two years ago.
   a. s vetr is føel bisø gven tsvar
      jor tsuruk.

4. How the months fly!
   This month is almost over!
   a. vi di monatø fogenøn.

5. I am going to Milwaukee this week.
   Why, you were there only three
   a. i ge nox milvokt di voxø.

6. Yes, I was there a little while ago.
   a. jo, i bm do dogven a val
      tsuruk.

7. How many days will you stay?
   I'll stay only one day.
   a. vifoel tok vrlst du blarm?

8. That time I was wrong.
   He hurried to get to the station.
   a. er hot sì garlt, dos er tsu do
      fterjan kema is.
1. January, February
The winter ends in March.
a. janarx, februarx
a. der wnter is aus in mrrts.
2. Spring begins in April.
May, June
a. frijoo foŋs ð in oprœl.
a. mar, djun
3. July, August
When September comes the summer is over.
a. ven do septembo kɪmt, is der sumo finvo.
a. julr, august
4. When it's October, fall is here.
November, December
a. ven der oktobo ɪs, is der hîruxst do.
a. novembo, disembo
5. Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday
a. sunto, modno,torxto, mitvox.
a. pfintsto, franto, somsto
6. Thursday, Friday, Saturday
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1. Monday is a weekday.
He's wearing his everyday clothes.
a. modâ is a vœxntok.
a. er hot sar ulœ tok veʃ ð.
2. Today I won't work.
a. hœt oøbat i nt.
3. Yesterday I worked too hard.
a. geston hon i tsu hœt oøbat.
4. But I got up early this morning.
This afternoon I am going to town.
At night he never wants to go to bed.
a. ovœ i bm hœt fri frio œfgʃtoŋo.
a. hœt nœmtok ge i m ʃtoł.
a. af noxt vœl er nimolst ms bet gejo.
5. In the evening he usually goes to town.
In the morning he can never get up.
a. in der friœ kon er nimolst œflten.
6. It was almost midnight when he came home.
He was here yesterday evening.
a. is šo bułt mœtnoxt, vi er hœmënœm ñis.
a. er is geston af noxt doœven.
7. It's already 5:15.
It's 5:30.
a. s riœœ fœnl no fmœœ.
a. s hœluœ seksœ.
We must go, it's 5:45.

It's ten o'clock.

8. What do you call the two things which show what time it is?
The pendulum is swinging.

Numerals
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1. One; two; three; four
   a. ons, tsvar, drar, fiore
2. Five, six, seven, eight
   a. fiore, seks, sim, oxta
3. Nine; ten; eleven; twelve
   a. narna, tsene, oelva, tsivelva
4. Thirteen; fourteen; fifteen; seventeen
   a. drantsena, fiortsena, fuftsena, simtsena
5. Twenty-one; fifty-five; seventy-seven
   a. oonuntsvantsiga, fmofunftsiga, simuntsvantsiga
6. Hundred; thousand
   a. hundot, tausont
7. He took five.
   Take five!
   a. er hot fiore gnomo.
   a. num fiore!
8. He's got enough, isn't it so.
   a. er hot plentr.
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1. He gave me four.
   a. er hot mir fiore gem.
2. Give her four!
   Give her four not five!
   a. gip ir fiore!
   a. gip ir fiore, nmr fmoe!
3. That's half of all I've got.
   a. des is holvot fon ulo, vos i hon.
4. It's only a third.
   I already gave him
   three-fifths of my candy.
   a. des is jo ets s drul.
   a. i hon eom jo gem drar finftl
      fon mamo kendi.
5. He's always first.
   Once in a while he's second.
   a. er is imo tserst.
   a. mcingsmol is er tsvar.
6. I was the third in line.
   a. i bin der dnto in der lam.
My neighbor was fourth.
A stranger was the seventh in line.
All sorts of people were there.

**Miscellany**

1. They also came.
   They came nearer and nearer.
2. Fritz, go if you want to!
   I don't care to go.
3. We didn't know whether he would ever get back.
4. He is standing behind me.
5. I thought he had gone.
6. I should think you would be glad to go.
   I thought he ought to do it.
7. But he didn't want to do it.
8. I could if I wanted to.
   They could to, if they wanted to.

I don't know what to do.
But I wish he would do it again.
We know what we are talking about.
You two don't have to do it.
We do as we always used to.
I saw her yesterday.
I used to know her very well.
6. Both of you know whom I am talking of.
That's right, both of you know her.
He came closer in order to see her better.

7. I'd like to see him.
It's no use, I can't make it.

8. I wish they would sit down.
Be so good and tell me a story.
Appendix 3

Selected Words from the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German Dialect: ¹

A Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Standard High German</th>
<th>Ellis Catholic Bohemian German</th>
<th>Phonetic Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>afternoon</td>
<td>Nachmittag</td>
<td>nomittok /nomittok/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant</td>
<td>Ameise</td>
<td>umoisn /umoißn/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aunt</td>
<td>Tante</td>
<td>basl /basl/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>Herbst</td>
<td>hiarkst /hiarkst/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baby pig</td>
<td>Ferkel</td>
<td>a klos schweil /a kloß svarl/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back</td>
<td>Rücken</td>
<td>'s kreiz /s kraiz/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bale of straw</td>
<td>Strohballen</td>
<td>strouhaafe /strouhafə/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barefoot</td>
<td>barfuß</td>
<td>bafuaß /bafuaß/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barley</td>
<td>Gerste</td>
<td>gerscht /gerscht/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barn</td>
<td>Stall</td>
<td>stool /stol/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrel maker</td>
<td>Böttcher</td>
<td>fasslmocher /fasslmocher/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bed sheet</td>
<td>Bettlaken</td>
<td>leituach /leituach/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be quiet!</td>
<td>Sei ruhig!</td>
<td>bie staat /bi ftaat/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between</td>
<td>zwischen</td>
<td>zwischn /tsvirfn/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big</td>
<td>groß</td>
<td>grous /grouß/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackberry</td>
<td>Brombeere</td>
<td>schwoazbierle /ʃvoantzbiəl/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boy</td>
<td>Bube, Junge</td>
<td>bua /bua/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother</td>
<td>Bruder</td>
<td>bruader /bruadr/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bump on the head</td>
<td>Beule</td>
<td>binkl /binkl/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>butcher</td>
<td>Schlachter</td>
<td>schlochter /ʃloctxər/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>candle wick</td>
<td>Kerzendocht</td>
<td>kirzendoch /kirtsndøctx/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cap</td>
<td>Mütze</td>
<td>haum /haum/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The first word is the English vocabulary item, the second word is the Standard High German word, the third word is the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form, and the fourth word shows its phonetic transcription in the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German dialect. The orthography of the Ellis Catholic Bohemian German form is based on the recommendation for orthographic renderings of dialect texts in the Palatine dialect by Rudolf Post in his book Pfälzisch: Einführung in eine Sprachlandschaft (1990).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>German Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>carrot</td>
<td>Karotte</td>
<td>gõlbe ruam /gœlbe ruam/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>Katze</td>
<td>kotz /ko:t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chicken house</td>
<td>Hühnerstall</td>
<td>hennerstool /hœnhærstol/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>child</td>
<td>Kind</td>
<td>kint /kint/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chimney</td>
<td>Schornstein</td>
<td>rau(ch)fon /rau(x)fon/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clothes cabinet</td>
<td>Kleiderschrank</td>
<td>weschschong /veʃʃong/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>Wolke</td>
<td>wulkan /vulkn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corn</td>
<td>Mais</td>
<td>kuckruz /kukuruts/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corn (on toe)</td>
<td>Hühnerauge</td>
<td>henneraugh /hœnærəugh/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cousin</td>
<td>Cousin, Cousine</td>
<td>g’schwister kint /gʃvɪʃtə kint/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cow</td>
<td>Kuh</td>
<td>kua /kua/; kou /kou/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cows</td>
<td>Kiühe</td>
<td>kia /kia/; kei /kei/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cream</td>
<td>Sahne</td>
<td>schmettn /ʃmetn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crust of bread</td>
<td>Brotkruste</td>
<td>broutrinntn /broutʃr̩ntn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cucumber</td>
<td>Gurke</td>
<td>umurkn /umurkn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cup</td>
<td>Tasse</td>
<td>kafehefel /kafeʃeʃ̩el/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curious</td>
<td>neugierig</td>
<td>neigier /naiɡiər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daughter-in-law</td>
<td>Schwiegertochter</td>
<td>schwiegertochter /ʃʃviɡəɾtʃɔtər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day before yesterday</td>
<td>vorgestern</td>
<td>vorgistern /ʃʃvɔɡɪʃtɔm/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dizzy</td>
<td>schwindelig</td>
<td>damisch /ˈdɑmɪʃ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dove/pigeon</td>
<td>Täuberich</td>
<td>tauberer /ˈtaubərər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downpour</td>
<td>Platzregen</td>
<td>regntuarm /ˈɥʁntʊrəm/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drake</td>
<td>Enterich</td>
<td>anter /ˈant̩ər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumplings</td>
<td>Knödel</td>
<td>kneedl /ˈkraudəl/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earthworm</td>
<td>Wurm</td>
<td>wuarm /ˈvʊrwarm/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easter</td>
<td>Ostern</td>
<td>oastern /ˈɔʊst̩ərn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg yolk</td>
<td>Eigelb</td>
<td>duder /ˈdudər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>leer</td>
<td>laar /ˈlaːr/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyebrow</td>
<td>Augenbraue</td>
<td>augsbraun /ˈauɡnbraʊn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyelid</td>
<td>Augenlid</td>
<td>augsmedl /ˈauɡnˌmedl/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>farmer</td>
<td>Bauer</td>
<td>bauer /ˈbaʊər/; farmer /ˈfaːmər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father-in-law</td>
<td>Schwiegervater</td>
<td>schwiegerføør /ʃʃvɪɡəɹˈʃøɹr/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
female calf
female lamb
field
flax
flour
flower
foal
fog
foot
forked thill
frog
fruit tree
funeral
gander
girl
goat
Godfather
Godmother
gosling
grandfather
grandmother
headache
hen
hearse
hill
hoar frost
hoarse
horse
horsefly
horseradish
house fly
it's lightning
jar
jars

Kälbchen
Lamm
Feld
Flachs
Mehl
Blume
Fohlen, Füllen
Nebel
Fuß
Gabeldeichsel
Frosch
Obstbaum
Begräbnis
Gänserich
Mädchen
Ziege, Geiß
Taufpate
Taufpatin
Gänserich
Großvater
Großmutter
Kopfweh
Henne
Leichenwagen
Hügel
Rauhreif
heiser
Pferd
Viehbremse
Meerrettich
Fliege
es blitzt
Krug
Krüge

kullvel /'kolvəl/
lammpl /'lamlpl/
foilt /'foəlt/
floks /'flɔks/
möll /'məəl/
streisl /'streisl/
föln /'foeən/
nebl /'nebl/
fuaß /'funs'; fouß /'fous/
wognstong /'vʊŋʃtɔŋ/
froosch /'froʃ/;
fruchtbaam /'frʊктbaam/
leicht /'ləɪt/
gonnsrer /'gʊnsrər/
moidl /'moiəl/
goas /'goas/
taafteet /'taafteət/
taafoot /'taafut/
gansl /'gænsəl/
needl /'nədəl/
naadl /'nɔadəl/
kupfweh /'kʌpfvəh/
henn /'hen/
toutnwogn /'tʊtnwəŋ/
hievel /'hivəl/
froostreif /'frʊstrəif/
hoiserer /'hʊsərər/
rooß /'roʊs/
roosfluign /'roʊsfluin/
kree /'kriə/
fluign /'fluin/
't suat bliitzn /s tuət bliitzn/
krua /'krua/
kria(ch) /'kria(ʃ)/
knuckle knöchel
last year letztes Jahr
lawn rasen
leaf blatt
letter brief
lightning bug glühwürmchen
little klein
locust heuschrecke
matches zündhölzer
milk can milchkanne
molar backenzahn
mosquito mücke
mother-in-law schwiegermutter
mushroom pilz
neck genick
no one niemand
oat hafer
pan pfanne
picture bild
plow pflug
plum pflaume
potato kartoffel
rabbit hase, kaninchen
red cabbage rokraut
roof dach
rooster hahn
rope seil, strick
rye roggen
sauerkraut sauerkraut
scar narbe
scythe sense
shoestring Snurband schnurant /sunbantl/
shovel Schaufel schaufl /saufl/
sister Schwester svester /fvestor/
sitting hen Glucke gluck /glokl/
skunk Stinktier stingkots /funkots/
slice of bread Brotscheibe stikl brout /ftrkl brout/
sniffles Schnupfen nosrinne /nosrinn/
on-in-law Schwiegersohn schwiegersuh /fvigoss/
sow Mutterschwein zucht /tsuxt/
sparrow Spatz spoottz /fspots/
spoon Löffel leefl /lefl/
spring Frühling frihjoa /frjoo/
stick pin Stecknadel speadl /fpeodl/
stone Stein stoa /ftoo/
stones Steine stui /ftru/
summer Sommer summer /sumn/
swallow Schwalbe schwaiwel /fvarwe/
sweet süß siaß /sins/
tadpole Kaulquappe a freschle, voss no kaa haksn hott /a fresfl, vos no ko haksn hott/
tears Tränen zaarn /tsarn/
this year dieses Jahr heier /har/
tinsmith Blechschmied blechschmiert /blefsmiit/
to bend biegen buign /buign/
to catch a cold sich erkälten 's kulte kriagn /s kulto kriogn/
to chew cud wiederkäuen iadrucke /iodruko/
to comb one's hair Haare kämmen hoare kampln /hoaro kampln/
to cry weinen flenne /fleno/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to hill up (potatoes)</td>
<td>häufeln (Kartoffeln)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to hurry up</td>
<td>sich beeilen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to iron</td>
<td>bügeln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to loan money</td>
<td>Geld leihen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to milk (a cow)</td>
<td>melken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to pinch</td>
<td>zwicken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to plow</td>
<td>pflügen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to pull a wagon</td>
<td>einen Wagen ziehen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to rake hay</td>
<td>Heu harken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to scold</td>
<td>schelten, schnippen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to smoke tobacco</td>
<td>Tabak rauchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to sweep (a chimney)</td>
<td>Schornstein fegen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to sweep the floor</td>
<td>fegen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to turn hay to dry</td>
<td>Heu wenden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to weed by hand</td>
<td>jäten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to yawn</td>
<td>gähnen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toad</td>
<td>Kröte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tomcat</td>
<td>Kater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toothache</td>
<td>Zahnschmerzen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree bark</td>
<td>Baumrinde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udder (cow)</td>
<td>Euter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncle</td>
<td>Onkel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wart</td>
<td>Warze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>washcloth</td>
<td>Waschlappen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weed</td>
<td>Unkraut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>well</td>
<td>Brunnen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whip</td>
<td>Peitsche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>windmill</td>
<td>Windmühle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>winter</td>
<td>Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood</td>
<td>Holz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Days of the week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Montag</td>
<td>monta /monta/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Dienstag</td>
<td>iarta /iarto/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Mittwoch</td>
<td>mietwoch /mitwoch/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Donnerstag</td>
<td>pfinsta /pfinsta/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Freitag</td>
<td>freita /fratta/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Samstag</td>
<td>somsta /somsta/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Sonntag</td>
<td>sunta /suntə/; sonnta /sonnta/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>Januar</td>
<td>jana /jana/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>Februar</td>
<td>februa /februa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>März</td>
<td>mirz /mırz/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>opröl /opröl/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Mai</td>
<td>mai /mai/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Juni</td>
<td>joni /joni/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>Juli</td>
<td>juli /juli/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>august /august/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>september /september/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>Oktober</td>
<td>oktober /oktober/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>november /november/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>Dezember</td>
<td>dezember /dezember/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cardinal Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>eins</td>
<td>oans /oans/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two</td>
<td>zwei</td>
<td>zwoa /zwoa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three</td>
<td>drei</td>
<td>dreı /drei/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four</td>
<td>vier</td>
<td>viare /viare/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>five</td>
<td>fünf</td>
<td>/fɪŋ~/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>sechs</td>
<td>/ʃɛksɔ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seven</td>
<td>sieben</td>
<td>/ʃiːmə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eight</td>
<td>acht</td>
<td>/ɔxtə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nine</td>
<td>neun</td>
<td>/naːnə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten</td>
<td>zehn</td>
<td>/tsɛnə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eleven</td>
<td>elf</td>
<td>/ˈɛlv/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twelve</td>
<td>zwölf</td>
<td>/tsvœlva/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thirteen</td>
<td>dreizehn</td>
<td>/draɪtsəna/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fourteen</td>
<td>vierzehn</td>
<td>/fiːrtsəna/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fifteen</td>
<td>fünfzehn</td>
<td>/fʊftsəna/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sixteen</td>
<td>sechzehn</td>
<td>/ʃɛxtsa/nə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seventeen</td>
<td>siebzehn</td>
<td>/ʃiːmtsa/nə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eighteen</td>
<td>achtzehn</td>
<td>/ɔxtsa/nə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nineteen</td>
<td>neunzehn</td>
<td>/na(ː)ntsənə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twenty</td>
<td>zwanzig</td>
<td>/tsvɔntsəɣa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thirty</td>
<td>dreißig</td>
<td>/draɪtsɪɡa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forty</td>
<td>vierzig</td>
<td>/fiːrtsɪɡa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fifty</td>
<td>fünfzig</td>
<td>/fʊftsɪɡa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sixty</td>
<td>sechzig</td>
<td>/ʃɛxtsɪɡa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seventy</td>
<td>siebzig</td>
<td>/ʃiːmtsɪɡa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eighty</td>
<td>achtzig</td>
<td>/ɔxtsɪɡa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ninety</td>
<td>neunzig</td>
<td>/na(ː)ntsɪɡa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one hundred</td>
<td>einhundert</td>
<td>hundert /ˈhʊndərət/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Program

BUKOVINA SOCIETY

OF THE AMERICAS

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
AND FESTIVAL
JULY 16TH THROUGH 18TH, 1993

ELLIS AND HAYS, KANSAS
FRIDAY, JULY 16

HEADQUARTERS
9:30 a.m. Registration and Coffee

10:00 a.m. Video and talk on research and resources of the LDS Family History Center, Diane Rasmussen
Discussion and questions

11:00 a.m. Video presentation on German dialects in Kansas
Dr. Bill Keel

ELLIS CITY PARK
1:00 p.m. Opening of Fifth Bukovinafest
Dedication of Bukovina memorial

FAMILY HISTORY CENTER, 29th & Canal, Hays
2:00 p.m. Computer orientation and research

HEADQUARTERS
2:00 p.m. Video of Bohemian roots and annual Bukovina Convention in Augsburg in 1993
by Larry Jensen

2:50 p.m. Video of Bukovina tour in 1993 by Larry Jensen

4:00 p.m. Video interview of Richard Hoffman, native of Illischestie, Bukovina

6:30 p.m. Washington Bukovina Settlements, Irmgard Ellingson
Germany today, Gabi Lunte

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HALL, ELLIS
8:00 p.m. German Mixer, Social and Music
—SATURDAY, JULY 17—

HEADQUARTERS
9:30 a.m. Registration and coffee

10:00 a.m. Panel on Bohemian German Catholics, Al Lang, Chair, followed by questions and discussion

10:00 a.m. Panel on Swabian Lutherans, Irmgard Ellingson, Chair, followed by questions and discussion

1:00 p.m. Annual meeting of the Bukovina Society

HEADQUARTERS
1:30 p.m. Video history of Bukovina Society and prior conventions
Slides of Bukovina, Steve Parke collection
Slides of historical Ellis

BUS TOUR DEPARTING FROM HEADQUARTERS
2:00 p.m. Historical Ellis County

AMERICAN LEGION, 13th and Canterbury, Hays

6:00 p.m. Social

7:00 p.m. German dinner

8:00 p.m. Recognitions and announcements

8:30 p.m. Wedding march for Byron and Diana Schonthaler Dance
Prof. Dr. Kurt Rein traveled from Munich to the Bukovina Society headquarters in March. His first trip here was in May of 1992, and he was recognized and well received by all of his friends in the Ellis area. The board of directors honored him with a German dinner at Alloway's Restaurant and a public reception at the museum. He gave a presentation to the assembly on the progress of the Emigration to America from Bukovina project of the Bukowina Institut in Augsburg. His talk brought out information discovered in the newly opened archives in Czernowitz, the former capital of Bukovina. The Institut plans to publish the first results of the project this spring. This will include research to date and the contributions from Bukovina colonies in Canada, Washington, New York, and Kansas. The entire project will take several years to complete with the intention of publication in both the German and English languages.

Dr. Rein was assisted during the four day visit by Gabi Lunte, a doctoral student at the University of Kansas, in recording the dialects of the Bukovina German descendants in the area. Ms. Lunte is a native of Northern Germany and received her college degree there. She completed her Masters at K. U. and the dialect study is a part of her doctoral program. In cooperation with Dr. William Keel, Ms. Lunte will make more field visits to Ellis. She quickly made friends here and will be at home with her subjects of study and hosts. Dr. Keel was here to do research and establish contacts in January of this year.

Dr. Rein was very pleased with the people he met who have retained their ancestral dialects. Spoken among the Bukovina German immigrants to Ellis was the Swabian dialect of the Lutherans, and the Deutsch-Boemish dialect of the Catholics. These dialects have been traced by the professors to the original homelands of the Bukovina Germans before migrating to Bukovina.

The balance of Dr. Rein's journey will take him to K. U. for a lecture, California, Canada, and Washington D.C. for research, and Austin for the annual meeting of the Society for German American Studies. In 1994 he will be a visiting professor at K. U. for a semester and plans more trips to Ellis.
Bukovina People

Marlys Bias, a life member from Riverton, Wyoming wrote that she found her great great grandfather, Jakob Glass, in the Bulletin from the Galveston, Texas ships passenger list. She sent for the microfilm through her local LDS Family History Branch in order to view the complete listing and found more interesting information. She purchased a copy of the complete ships passenger list, and donated a copy to the society for others to use. She plans to be back in Kansas for the Fifth Bukovinafest.

Larry Jensen wrote of his plans to visit the former homeland again this spring. Wilf Uhren had plans to visit the village where his father was born in the Ukraine on a trip to the Bukovina district. He wrote a note to Ray Haneke that it is in doubt at this time. Paul Polansky who organized the trip may instead go into the Czech Republic.

Steve Parke who made a trip to the Bukovina district in Romania in September of 1991 has provided the society with copies of his slides. These will be used to make a slide program for use at the headquarters and to area schools and organizations.

The Ellis County Historical Society has asked Oren Windholz to give a program on the Bukovina Society at their annual social meeting on June 9th. Anyone interested in attending can mark their calendar now and watch for the final details in the local newspapers.

Fr. Felix Petrovsky of Hays will be leading a pilgrimage to Slovakia and the Czech Republic October 5th through October 21st, 1993. Among the cities visited will be Warsaw, Krakow, Zilina, Bratislava, Brno, and Prague. Information is available through Hays Travel, Inc. in Hays.

FIFTH BUKOVINAFEST

The program and registration forms are enclosed with this mailing and will be made available through other outlets. The convention will be interesting and entertaining. We expect a good turnout again this year, and the Schoenthaler reunion will add to the activities. A form for the convention motel is being sent to those from out of the area. Any additional registration forms can be received by writing to the secretary. Please inform the secretary if you know of anyone we should include on the mailing list.

MUSEUM AND TOURIST NEWS

Whenever the doors are open, someone stops in from near or far. When the museum is closed, Ray Schoenthaler hustles down to open up and greet visitors with a talk and tour. Ray has been operating the museum and hopes to expand hours this summer. Ray has made folders containing a set of the society newsletters and other information for sale this year. The Hays Convention and Visitors Bureau will again stop at our headquarters for tours this season.

Oren Windholz has been appointed by Hays Mayor Joe Glassman to the board of the bureau. The Hays CVB was of great assistance in the early formation of the Bukovina Society. Most recently they made available a triple slide projector with synchronized audio for use at the headquarters.
Jacob Steigerwald donated his latest book *Banat-To Pola's Schwaben: 1791-1945* to the society through Irmgard Ellingson. He has other publications of interest and may be contacted at 355 W. 4th St. Winona, MN 55987.

Dr. Kurt Rein donated several publications to the Ethnic Center Bukovina collection at Ft. Hays University, and to the headquarters.

*Bohemian Germans in Kansas: A Catholic Community from Bukovina* will be available at the Fifth Bukovinafest.

*Bukowina Families: 200 Years* is a new publication from Almar Associates of Ellis, Kansas. This book covers the genealogy of many of the Catholic Bohemian families that emigrated to the Bukowina between the years of 1799 and 1842 and later emigrated to the United States, Germany and Brazil with reference to emigrees to Canada. This publication will be available at the annual Bukovina Festival in July, 1993. For additional information, please contact Almar Associates at 300 N. Washington St., Ellis, KS 67637 or telephone (913) 726-4728 or (913) 625-6215.

Doug Dale of Saskatchewan is well known to the Bukovina Society board members and spouses from their visit to Regina. His wife has Bukovina roots. He has stayed in contact with us as well as working with Dr. Kurt Rein on the Bukowina Institut Project.

He called and volunteered to send two full disks to the society from his data base of over two thousand names, those relating to his wife being of interest to Bukovina descendants. The disks are IBM 2.2, 3 1/2 inch, utilizing the Family History Center program. Society members may contact the editor for information or write to Doug at Box 386, Craik, Sask. SOG OVO, Canada.

A young widow was seen on Good Friday in the cemetery crying her eyes out for her recently departed husband. Finally some sympathetic friends came up to comfort her and told her not to grieve so much because she was young and could marry again. She looked up and said, "Ja one net fowa Easter," (Yes, but not before Easter).
New members to the LIFER CLUB since last newsletter:

30. Mary (Baumgartner) Weiman, Brownell, Kansas
31. Robert R. Massier, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
32. Wilfred P. Uhren Family, Tulsa, Oklahoma
33. William and Doris Hennig, Fairlawn, New Jersey
34. Vernena C. Bunker, Hays, Kansas
35. Jennie Chappell, Leawood, Kansas

Thanks for the support, your investment has increased the endowment for the future of our society.

The founder of the society and editor of their club news publication, Kathryn Betlach Dankowski, wrote to ask about the Bukovina Society. She came into a copy of the BULLETIN and is interested in learning about the Bohemian German Catholics. She sent their latest club news to us, a 16 page publication sent to their 400 plus members.

The Honas family held a reunion at the Fourth Bukovinafest and published a family history. This recipe is taken from the book and was a staple food of the Bukovina Germans the settlers brought to Kansas. It is listed as one of the main ethnic foods in Romania today. Many people remember growing up with this dish as standard fare around the house.

Bring to boil 2 3/4 cups water

Combine: 1 cup corn meal
1 cup cold water
1 tsp salt
1 tsp sugar

Gradually add mixture to boiling water, stirring constantly. Cook until thick, then cover and simmer over low heat for 10-15 minutes. Pour into a 7 1/2 X 3 1/2 X 2 1/4 loaf pan. Cool. After it is chilled, turn pan upside down and mush will slide out. Cut into 1/2 inch slices and serve with strawberries or sliced cucumbers and cream. For fried Mamaliga, slice thin and fry slowly in shortening until golden brown.
Enclosed are the program and registration forms for the annual meeting of the Bukovina Society. The German Genealogy and Heritage Conference will be in Waco, Texas July 17-20 at the Holiday Inn, 1001 Brazos Drive. Please make copies for anyone who may wish one. We look forward to a very good meeting and appreciate the work by our hosts and organizers Mary and Van Massirer.

MEMBERSHIPS

Annual memberships have come in at a record rate from the mailing of our last newsletter. Thanks for the support. Newest lifetime members:

98. Madeline Wentzel Turner, Oregon City, Oregon
99. Jacque S. Lucero, Garden City, Kansas

Donations to the microfilm reader/printer since the last newsletter are:

Agnes Shellhammer
Rudolph Schmahl
Helen R. Zerfas

ANNOUNCING BUKOVINA-GEN

The Bukovina Society Genealogy Mailing List / Larry R. Jensen

Thanks to the Great Plains Free-Net in Regina, Saskatchewan, we now have a new way to communicate with others on the Internet with an interest in Bukovina: BUKOVINA-GEN - The Bukovina Genealogy Mailing List! This mailing list is available, free of charge, to anyone who has an e-mail account.

What exactly is a mailing list? Everyone who's used e-mail knows that you can send copies of the same message to several people at once, just by listing all their addresses in the "To:" field. The recipients can use the "Reply to All" feature on their e-mail program to send their replies back to everyone, and an instant mailing list is born! That's much more convenient than printing and mailing so many letters. However, once the list grows beyond a handful of friends and family, it can become very difficult for everyone to keep up with the requests to "add me" or "take me off" the list.

To make the job easier, we use a computer program that acts as a robotic secretary to handle all these subscribe/unsubscribe requests. In our case, that program is <listproc@gpfn.sk.ca>. The program does one other thing for us - it gives us a single, common mailing list address for us to write to: <bukovina-gen@gpfn.sk.ca>. (Please note that I'm only using the <angle-brackets> to highlight these addresses and clearly separate them from the punctuation of my sentences. They are not part of the address!)

When any of us send a message to <bukovina-gen@gpfn.sk.ca> our friendly secretary will send a copy of that message to everyone currently subscribed to the list. At the moment, that's over 40 people - and more are joining every hour! (I'm writing this only two days after announcing the list - things can work quickly on the Internet!)

To subscribe to this list, send e-mail to listproc@gpfn.sk.ca with the command: subscribe bukovina-gen Firstname Lastname replacing Firstname Lastname with your own first and last names. For more information, contact me, or see the web version of our "welcome" file at http://members.aol.com/LJensen/buko-gen.html.
Bukovina Tour

A 13 article series of the recent tour to Bukovina was published in the Ellis Review and Ellis County Star. Written by Oren Windholz, it reflects his experience and some of the group during the journey. Reprints which contain additional pictures are available for $2.00 (US) from P O Box 1083, Hays, Ks. 67601-1083.

Ottilie Nebl

A package arrived from Augsburg from our good friend and Bukovina Society supporter, Tilly Nebl. She greeted us at the Bukovina Institut Halushkifest at the start of the Bukovina Tour and baked cakes for the trip. Tilly knew we finished the tour with an evening at Oktoberfest in Munich and offered to send us a tape of the festivities. We appreciate the thoughtful gesture and will make this available at a future meeting of the society.

Bukovina Cyberspace Surname Messages

We are especially proud to hear from persons born in Bukovina through the Bukovina home page on the net. One such man, Adrian Bertisan, wrote for a T-shirt and mug and is happy that there are people who care for that small part of Romania. He plans to be in Waco for the next Bukovina Society meeting. Adrian is proud to have been born and raised in Bukovina until the age of 20 and now lives in California. His hometown is Vatra Moldovitei in northern Romania. He is happy that we have founded the society and some members travel back to the original land to visit. "I think Bukovina is the most beautiful part of the earth, and if the political and economical situation was not that bad, I would have never left."

The editor has exchanged e-mail with a newly discovered cousin who located Larry Jensen on the net. Larry put Judy Kurtzweil from Salinas, California in touch with me. She is the granddaughter of Julia Neuburger Stroud. Julia was born April 11, 1907 in Heinrichsdorf, Bohemia (today Czech Republic). Some Neuburgers immigrated from Bohemia to Bukovina, but retained strong ties to their roots. Family members from time to time traveled back and forth. When the first Bohemian Germans in Bukovina migrated to Ellis, Kansas, Julia’s family moved back to Bohemia before going to Ellis. The Neuburgers and Erberts from Ellis and Judy’s family share the same common ancestor.

Allan W. Schmidt, a frequent correspondent of the society sent his e-mail addresses: dschmidt@chat.carleton.ca (or) a3676@mail.public.net He would like information on the descendants in North America of the Satulmare, Bukovina family Nunweiler, especially the family of Johann Peter Nunweiler and Marie Elisabeth Ahlen. He enclosed the family group record. Snail mail to 7897 Decarie Dr., Gloucester, Ontario, Canada K1C 2J4

Nancy S. Janda e-mailed Larry Jensen to add her name to the Bukovina home page list of Bukovina researchers at Dennis.Janda@keconline.com Bukovina Towns: Primarily Illischestie; Also Badeutz, Satulmare, Alt-Fratautz, Ludinhomora. The surnames: Sitzer, Fritz, Armbuster, Gebhardt, Rumpel, Ritter, Leib, Wendling, Hodel, Kattler, Sager, Ludwigkiewisz, Fatteicher, and Keim. Mail to 1738 Sunfish Dr., Warsaw, IN 46580

R. Schulman, 1000 S. Belgrade Rd, Silver Springs, MD 20902, e-mail: ALVAREZ@aol.com is looking for information about the experiences of people in the labor camp of Bershad in the Ukraine during the Second World War. His mother said their family lived in Strijnetz before the war, and in Czernowitz briefly after the war. Then they moved to Timisoara where his two brothers were born and to the United States in 1960. In 1941 his father was taken into the Russian army and shortly thereafter, his mother, her first child, grandmother, an aunt and a cousin were forcibly taken to a labor camp in Bershad. They were there for four years until they were liberated by Russian partisans. Only his mother, the aunt and cousin survived. His grandmother and sister died in the camp. (Larry Jensen found a town of Bershad in Ukraine, on the Southern Bug river about halfway between Kiev and Odessa) Mr. Shulman has been searching for others who have stories of this experience.

Brenda Loew e-mailed from eidos4sex@pipeline.com with mailing address of P O Box 96, Boston, MA 02137-0096 for those with a Czernowitz interest to contact her. Her great-uncle, Elias M. Loew, was born in Czernowitz around 1900 and came to America alone via Ellis Island around 1912. His parents were Harry Loew (a teacher?) and Sarah Dynes Loew. Their other children were Moritz, Isaac, Ira, Berha, and others. Elias was a rags to riches story who founded a large chain of theaters, a race track, a night club, luxury hotels in Miami, and many business and charitable interests. At the time Elias left Bukovina for America, his father and family stayed in Vienna until the Second World War. Elias sent for them to join him.

A good friend has developed from the internet in the form of Alex Teller who e-mailed me from alextell@pacbell.net with the message, “I was born in Czernowitz, Bukovina in 1930. I had no idea that there exists a Bukovina Society until 5 minutes ago when I started a search on the internet. Would like to contact other people from there.” He left Czernowitz at age six because his father found a new job in another city. It was Romania then, but he spoke German with his parents. He last saw his home city at age 10 with his parents. All of his other relatives have since left and are scattered all over the world and contact lost. His parents died shortly after the Second World War and he had no other siblings. In 1953 Alex was married in Romania and in 1963 came to the United States. His work was in engineering in San Francisco for 33 years which he enjoyed before his retirement in 1955. He has traveled in Asia and plans an European trip which may include Czernowitz. Alex is not doing research at this time but would enjoy e-mail from anyone with an interest in Czernowitz.
Bukovina Cyberspace Surname Messages Cont.

Chris Teron, C.Teron@aol.com thanked us for information and sent his membership fee. “My four paternal great-grandparents all emigrated in about 1897 from Breedok, a small village on the shore of the Dniester River directly north of Chernovitsi, to Gardenton Manitoba and Lancaster Minnesota. They emigrated with a larger group of Galicians from Lviv. Their names are Onufry Tyron, Lena Kekot, father Wasyl, Ann Marenik and Wasyl Sandul. My grandparents changed the Tyron name spelling to Teron. There is another group of Terons living in California with the same history of emigration from Bukovina to Manitoba and with the same name change but we cannot yet make a connection. Any help for his search will be appreciated.”

Todd Legg, tlegg@eskimo.com e-mailed that his mother, Selma Maurine Frambach was born 8-1-26 in Edenwold, the youngest of 17 children of Franz Karl Frombach and Theresia Mang. Frank and Theresia moved from Edenwold to Seattle in March 1929 and settled on Vashon Island.

The former Lutheran Church in Illischestie taken by Agnes Shellhammer during the Bukovina Tour. It is now an Orthodox Church where we were welcomed and given small loaves of bread from a funeral service that day. There are no longer any Lutheran or Catholic congregations in the village. The Catholic Church is locked and under the care of an Orthodox neighbor.

During the Bukovina Tour Werner Zoglauer and Oren Windholz met with two distant Fuchs cousins in Suceava who lived nearby, Heinrich and Fridolin. They were in the resettlement (Umsiedlung) of ethnic Bukovina Germans to the Reichland in 1940 and among the few who were returned after the war from the Soviet zone. In Bavaria, Karl Flachs greeted our cousin Friedolin Fuchs by saying, “Fuchs you stole the goose,” from a German nursery rhyme. Friedolin responded with the rest of the rhyme. A week later in Czernowitz, a Bukovina German lady asked Werner and me what our ancestral surnames were. When we mentioned Fuchs, she immediately shouted, “Fuchs you stole the goose.” We told her of our earlier learning of the story. When we first met Heinrich and Fridolin in Suceava we were ready, and said to them, “Fuchs you stole the goose” and Fridolin quickly retorted, “No, that was my father.”

homeland music

Music, song, and dance were an integral part of the people of Bukovina. The history of their faith, work, holidays, family celebrations and even military service was recorded in song and verse. Even the melancholy of departure was put to song at the time the first families migrated to the New World. At the first convention of the Bukovina Society of the Americas in 1989 Lawrence A. Weigel sang a song from the village of Poiana Mikuli. It was published in the book Buchenhain-Die Heimat unserer Deutscböhmen by Josef Neuburger. The song was translated for the society by Mr. Weigel, a prominent Volga German historian and musician.

A choral group in Bavaria of people with roots in Poiana Micului, Bukovina were pictured in 1990 and have preserved on cassette music and songs of the homeland.

1st row: Georg Baumgartner, Maria Fuchs, Margarete Engert, Rosina Lang, Irma Fuchs, Magdalene Baumgartner, Hedwig Manz. 2nd row: Maria Neuburger, Frieda Fuchs, Johann Lang, Hedwig Baumgartner. 3rd row: Josef Neuburger, Gottfried Fuchs (President), Rudolf Kisslinger, Philipp Manz, Ferdinand Baumgartner (Treasurer), Friedolin Fuchs, Franz Engert.

aus Poiana Mikuli

Aus Poiana Mikuli muß ich scheiden, aus einem wunderschönen Ort. Was muß ich darin verlassen? Meinen aus er wählten Schatz!

Reise hin in Gottes Namen wohl über Länder, über’s Meer Wenn du kommst in fremde Länder, schreib mir noch einmal her!

Deine Wangen sei das Papier, deine Tränen sei’n die Tint’, deine Finger sei’n die Feder, daß du schreiben kannst zu mir!

Spiele auf, ihr Musikanten, spiele auf zum Abschiedsruf Meinem Schätzchen zum Gefallen, weil ich schneiden von ihr muß.

From Poiana Micului I must depart, and leave this beautiful place. What is it I will forsake here? The sweetheart of my choice!

Travel then in God’s name, go over lands, over sea. When you arrive in strange lands write a letter to me.

Your cheeks are the paper, your tears are the ink, your fingers are the pen so you can write to me!

Musicians please begin playing play a farewell greeting so it will please my sweetheart Because I must part from her.

BUCHENHAINER LIEDER

A choral group in Bavaria of people with roots in Poiana Micului, Bukovina were pictured in 1990 and have preserved on cassette music and songs of the homeland.

1st row: Georg Baumgartner, Maria Fuchs, Margarete Engert, Rosina Lang, Irma Fuchs, Magdalene Baumgartner, Hedwig Manz. 2nd row: Maria Neuburger, Frieda Fuchs, Johann Lang, Hedwig Baumgartner. 3rd row: Josef Neuburger, Gottfried Fuchs (President), Rudolf Kisslinger, Philipp Manz, Ferdinand Baumgartner (Treasurer), Friedolin Fuchs, Franz Engert.
BUKOVINA BRIEFS

Roma Kutzik of Pipestone, MN wrote, “My father, Reinhart Kutzik, immigrated to the U.S. from Eisenau, Bukovina via Canada ending up in Chicago where he joined his father Johann Kutzik in approximately 1918. The two worked as tailors in Chicago earning money to bring wife and mother Ludwina Kutzik and two girls, Gertrude and Elisabeth to America. In 1922, after many delays caused by WWI the females left Eisenau then known as Prisaca, Rumania for Montevideo, Minnesota where they found sponsors. Several factors contributed to my growing up in an environment strongly influenced by the old country culture. Bukovina, the Carpathians, haluschkiis made with sauerkraut, mamaliga, kuchen, kartofelen salad and many songs became dear to my heart. I heard many stories of the various communities in Bukovina also. I enjoyed my membership and felt that perhaps the enclosed copies of Bukovina documents will be of interest to society members.”

Ray Schoenthaler, Joe Erbert, and Ray Hanke open up the Bukovina Society museum from time to time as people stop in Ellis. They were pleased to host the Daley family from Arns, Manitoba, Canada recently during their return from a tour of the Southwest.

The board of directors of the society has scheduled a Bukovina Christmas program November 30, 1997. This first time event will feature the traditions, customs, and music of the Deutsch-Böhmish and Swabian immigrants to Ellis. A planning committee will work on the details to be announced in the fall newsletter. We have invited the local Sunflower Chapter of the American Historical Society of Germans from Russia to join in the program.

At the time of the newspaper series on the Bukovina Tour, Chris Rorabaugh’s seventh grade class at Washington School in Ellis was studying East Europe. He asked us to make a presentation which included slides and history of their ancestors. Pat Windholz showed the class her Romanian dress outfit, black pottery, painted eggs and mementos gathered during the tour.

The 25th Annual Genealogy Conference will be conducted by the Topeka Genealogical Society, P O Box 4048, April 25-26, 1997 in Topeka, 66604.

We received brochures from Ukraine-Tours of Pittersberg, Germany announcing their tours to Bukovina in June, July and August of 1997. They offer to include the home village of guests and have been offering these tours since 1991. Their telephone/fax is 09438/1648 or 0171/7376-288

Madeline Wentzel Turner wrote she has not been able to put the new book down and not a week goes by that someone does not post or e-mail some new significant information or family connection. “Thank you again for your part in having the society online.”

GALIZIEN GERMAN DESCENDANTS

The editor of the newsletter and secretary of their organization, Betty Wray contacted me by e-mail for information that might be of interest to their members. She had a specific interest in the village of Alexanderdorff. Betty has met two of our members through the FEEFHs, Irmgard Ellingson and Larry Jensen. She also cited a publication that would be of interest to some Bukovina Society members, “Die Evangelischen Gemeinden in der Bukowina, Alexanderdorf und Katherienendorf von 1863-1940,” by Konrad Gross.

Their quarterly newsletter is a very interesting and informative publication dedicated to family history of the German descendants from the Austrian province of Galicia. Cost is US $15.00/yr; overseas $18.00. Their home page on the internet is http://feyehs.org/jal/tgped.html Contacts are: Evelyn Wolfer, President, 12367 S. E. 213th St., Kent, WA 98031-2215 or Betty Wray at 2035 Dorsch Road, Walnut Creek, CA 94598, e-mail: wrayby@pacbell.net

They place surname and village entries for members and non members on their home page and help members with their research. Their members are spread out all over the country with no one core group location. The two year old society already has 120 members with about a third of them on e-mail. Anyone with a Galizien connection is encouraged to contact Betty.

SOCIETY OF GERMAN-AMERICAN STUDIES

We encourage those interested to join the society which publishes a quarterly newsletter, books, and sponsors various meetings and symposia. Dues are $20.00 ($25.00 outside North America) payable to the society through William Roba, Scott Community College, 5009 Belmont Road, Bettendorf, IA 52722-6804 Please use your 9-digit zip. The SGAS reports that an historic marker is being placed at Jamestown to mark the arrival of the first Germans in America in 1608. Sixty million Americans claim Germany ancestry and constitute the largest ethnic element in the U.S. The German-American quadricentennial will be celebrated in 2008. The SGAS has submitted a proposal to the Citizens Stamp Advisory Committee of the U.S. Postal Service requesting a stamp in honor of this anniversary. Support of this proposal is encouraged by writing in support to: Citizens Stamp Advisory Committee, U.S. Postal Service Stamp Development, Room 4474E, 475 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, D.C. 20260-2437.

THE GERMAN RESEARCH COMPANION

A one-of-a-kind reference book geared especially to the needs of German immigrants’ descendants by Shirley J. Riemer. This thick, index-driven reference work is jampacked with German family history research data concerning the German historical experience, immigration, records, research tools, language aids, and much more. All German words are accompanied by English translations. The abundant of German resource tools outlined in this book will refute the thought that “there’s no place left to look.” It is a companion tool to take to a library or archive research trip. The price of $34.95 includes book, tax, and shipping. Order from Lorelei Press, Suite 204, P O Box 221356, Sacramento, CA, 95822-8356.